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The topic of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) sys-
tems is one that has attracted a significant amount of atten-
tion in the research community over the past decade or so.
MIMO systems refer to wireless systems that are equipped
with multiple antenna elements on either side of a commu-
nication link. Propelled by the startling discovery in the mid
1990’s that the capacity of MIMO systems grows roughly
proportionally with the minimum number of antenna ele-
ments on each side of the wireless link, the field has under-
gone an explosive growth in both the academic and the in-
dustrial communities that has led to many further impor-
tant advances. These advances have brought about not only
the definition of new subareas of focused research, but also,
equally importantly, a reconsideration of older techniques
and a cross-fertilization of ideas from several other overlap-
ping fields.

One of the research areas that has both affected strongly
MIMO systems and has been equally affected by them is that
of signal processing, as many of the developed/demonstrated
MIMO transceiver architectures are based on advanced sig-
nal processing techniques. On the transmitter side, one can
view most space-time coding/spatial multiplexing techniques
as solving a problem of space-time signal design. On the re-
ceiver side, various flavors of multiuser detectors, space-time
decoders, and related techniques for MIMO channel estima-
tion and tracking (e.g., including blind/semiblind process-
ing) are also typically derived in a signal processing frame-
work.

More recent research on MIMO systems has started to
focus on new areas of interest. At the link level, such ar-
eas are the handling of cochannel (e.g., in-cell and out-of-
cell) interference; the development of precoding techniques
at the transmitter to preempt adverse channel effects; and the
design and use of efficient receiver-to-transmitter feedback
mechanisms to improve the link throughput. In parallel,
many studies have focused on the application of such MIMO
techniques to specific transmission formats (dictated by dif-
ferent air interfaces) such as CDMA, OFDM, and so forth.
Moving up the protocol stack, the interaction of MIMO tech-
niques with MAC layer procedures such as adaptive retrans-
mission and scheduling is an area that has started producing
important know-how, especially regarding the suitability of
MIMO techniques in high-speed data systems. Moving be-
yond wireless links, architecting an entire wireless network
that uses MIMO connections poses a number of important
questions, both at a fundamental level (e.g., MIMO network
capacity) and at a practical level (e.g., MIMO network de-
sign).

With all of the above in mind, this special issue aims at
giving a well-rounded snapshot of recent advances that cover
most of these topics, with a special emphasis on signal pro-
cessing methodologies as a design tool. As progress in the
field is both rapidly emerging and voluminous, it has clearly
not been our intent to provide an exhaustive coverage of all
MIMO topics but rather a good selection of recent studies
that are indicative of the progress in the field.
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The papers included in this special issue address a broad
range of issues arising in the development and application of
MIMO techniques. These contributions range from general
space-time coding and processing techniques and analytical
methodologies to specific implementation issues arising in
particular wireless standards and environments and to fun-
damentals of wireless MIMO networks. Among other topics,
they touch upon the areas of transmitter and receiver design,
blind and training-based techniques, link-level and system-
level studies, open- and closed-loop systems, physical layer
and higher layer issues, and wireless LAN and cellular appli-
cations.

The specific contributions of the papers in this issue are
summarized in the following paragraphs.

Invited paper

In their invited paper, Jafar, Foschini, and Goldsmith present
an in-depth analysis of the so-called “PhantomNet” wireless
network concept. In such a network, the best possible ser-
vice is provided to new users joining the network without
affecting existing users. The problem is addressed in its full
generality, that is, assuming multiple cells, users, and anten-
nas, and results are obtained for both uplink and downlink
communication. Optimality is sought in terms of the mul-
tiuser capacity region. This leads to a high degree of gen-
erality of the presented results and solutions. Furthermore,
despite the inherent differences between the two directions
of communication (and the resulting differences between
the corresponding solutions), the authors demonstrate a re-
markable symmetry between the uplink and downlink prob-
lems.

Channel estimation and multiuser detection
in MIMO systems

In the first paper of this section, J. Du and Y. Li study the
problem of channel estimation for D-BLAST OFDM sys-
tems. The authors propose a layerwise channel estimation al-
gorithm that takes advantage of the D-BLAST structure. Fur-
ther performance improvements are realized by introducing
a subspace tracking scheme.

In the next paper, Buzzi, Grossi, and Lops study the
problem of blind multiuser detection in asynchronous DS-
CDMA systems equipped with multiple antennas. Several
novel blind schemes are proposed and their performance is
evaluated, showing their multiple access interference sup-
pression capability, despite the absence of channel state in-
formation.

Another blind detection scheme that is specifically tai-
lored to space-time differentially encoded systems is pre-
sented in the paper by Zhang and Ilow. Their proposed re-
ceiver algorithm is based on constant modulus characteristics
of signaling and it is suitable for a rich multipath environ-
ment. The scheme requires no channel estimation and can
work with small numbers of signal samples.

In their paper, Y. Du and Chan examine a technique for
speeding up the search for an optimal multiuser detection

solution using a genetic algorithm. The authors first study
the objective function of the genetic algorithms. Then they
propose two detectors to generate the seed chromosome of
the initial population. Their results show that the proposed
scheme not only reduces the computational complexity of
finding the detector, but also improves performance.

MIMO systems, space-time coding, and beamforming

In the first paper of this section, C. Li and Xiaodong Wang
compare the performance of three well-known MIMO tech-
niques: BLAST, space-time block coding (STBC), and lin-
ear precoding/coding (i.e., beamforming) in the context of
WCDMA. The authors study the signal-to-noise properties
analytically, and the bit error rate performance via simu-
lations. They also consider a subspace method for imple-
menting the linear precoding method (which requires chan-
nel knowledge at the transmitter). The authors evaluate the
trade-offs between BLAST and STBC in terms of data-rate
and diversity in this situation (see also the following pa-
per in this section) and demonstrate that subspace-based
beamforming can be effectively realized in WCDMA sys-
tems.

In the next paper, Mecklenbräuker and Rupp consider
a new STBC scheme that extends the well-known Alam-
outi codes to the situation in which the number of trans-
mit antennas is an arbitrary power of two. Further solutions
for arbitrary even numbers of transmit antennas are also
presented, which offer improved orthogonalization proper-
ties while preserving high diversity. The authors also con-
sider schemes that trade off the properties of Alamouti and
BLAST-type systems (see also Li’s and Wang’s paper above)
to achieve a continuous trade-off between quality of service
and data rate. The appropriate trade-off can be selected using
only the number of transmit antennas. Implications of these
techniques for UMTS are also discussed.

MIMO systems and interference

In his paper, Blum studies the problem of maximum system
mutual information in MIMO systems that employ antenna
selection in the presence of interference. This leads to opti-
mal signaling covariance matrices for the interesting case of
limited channel feedback required for antenna selection.

The paper by Song and Blostein studies the effect of col-
ored space-time interference on MIMO systems, emphasiz-
ing the problems of channel estimation, data detection, and
interference correlation estimation. The focus is on the case
of one dominant interferer and the quantification of its im-
pact on the performance of a generalized BLAST ordered
data detection algorithm. The authors show that exploiting
the interference’s spatio-temporal nature can result in impor-
tant gains.

MIMO techniques in current/emerging air interfaces

In the first paper of this section, J. Liu and J. Li study some
practical issues arising in the application of MIMO OFDM
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to high-rate wireless LAN systems. The authors propose sig-
naling and corresponding synchronization, channel estima-
tion, and detection schemes that are backward compatible
with the existing 802.11a standard. They also propose the
use of a BLAST-type data transmission scheme and a sim-
ple LS-based soft detector to reduce the complexity of the
receiver.

In the next paper, Hansen, Affes, and Mermelstein revisit
the problem of multiuser detection in CDMA networks. The
authors apply an interference subspace rejection technique
to the downlink of networks in which the spreading factors
or modulation used by the interferer may not be known. The
schemes proposed in the paper require no prior knowledge
of these factors. A new code allocation scheme is also pro-
posed to reduce the complexity of the proposed interference
cancellation schemes.

The paper by González-López, Mı́guez, and Castedo pre-
sents a maximum likelihood channel estimation scheme that
is suitable for turbo equalization in a space-time coded sys-
tem. The authors apply their scheme to GSM-based trans-
mission in a subway tunnel. Their experiment shows a sig-
nificant reduction in the required training sequence length.

In the final paper of this section, Leus, Petré, and Moonen
propose novel transmit diversity and corresponding space-
time chip equalization techniques for DS-CDMA systems.
Their proposed scheme is shown to achieve both maximal
antenna diversity and maximal multipath diversity.

Resource allocation and feedback in multiple
antenna systems

In the first paper of this section, Han, Farrokhi, and K. J. Ray
Liu revisit the problem of jointly optimizing power control
and beamforming to minimize the cochannel interference.
The authors optimize the bit error rate directly in calculating
the power and beamforming vector. Both the power control
and beamforming algorithms are updated iteratively and are
shown to converge.

In their paper, Chung, Lozano, Huang, Sutivong, and
Cioffi study closed-loop MIMO systems. In order to achieve
the closed-loop capacity, the authors propose to use a low
rate feedback channel to provide rate and power informa-
tion to the transmitter. Two joint rate and power allocation
schemes are proposed and studied by the authors. Their re-
sults show that the performance loss due to the quantization
of power is marginal, and that the MIMO system demon-
strates an average rate close to capacity with the low-rate
feedback channel and strong coding scheme.

Higher layer issues in MIMO systems

In the final paper of the special issue, Zheng, Lozano, and
Haleem propose an ARQ scheme based on the BLAST sys-
tem. The authors suggest the use of separate ARQ for each
layer of the BLAST transmission. This multiple ARQ struc-
ture not only improves the throughput, but also facilitates
the interference cancellation.

We believe that the included papers present an excellent
sampling of state-of-the-art research in the field of MIMO
communications and signal processing. We would like to
thank all of the authors for their timely contributions and
we anticipate that these papers will make this special issue a
useful reference that will act as a catalyst for further exciting
research in the field of MIMO systems.

Sergio Barbarossa
Constantinos Papadias

H. Vincent Poor
Xiaowen Wang
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We present a network framework for evaluating the theoretical performance limits of wireless data communication. We address the
problem of providing the best possible service to new users joining the system without affecting existing users. Since, interference-
wise, new users are required to be invisible to existing users, the network is dubbed PhantomNet. The novelty is the generality
obtained in this context. Namely, we can deal with multiple users, multiple antennas, and multiple cells on both the uplink
and the downlink. The solution for the uplink is effectively the same as for a single cell system since all the base stations (BSs)
simply amount to one composite BS with centralized processing. The optimum strategy, following directly from known results, is
successive decoding (SD), where the new user is decoded before the existing users so that the new users’ signal can be subtracted out
to meet its invisibility requirement. Only the BS needs to modify its decoding scheme in the handling of new users, since existing
users continue to transmit their data exactly as they did before the new arrivals. The downlink, even with the BSs operating as
one composite BS, is more problematic. With multiple antennas at each BS site, the optimal coding scheme and the capacity
region for this channel are unsolved problems. SD and dirty paper (DP) are two schemes previously reported to achieve capacity
in special cases. For PhantomNet, we show that DP coding at the BS is equal to or better than SD. The new user is encoded
before the existing users so that the interference caused by his signal to existing users is known to the transmitter. Thus the
BS modifies its encoding scheme to accommodate new users so that existing users continue to operate as before: they achieve
the same rates as before and they decode their signal in precisely the same way as before. The solutions for the uplink and the
downlink are particularly interesting in the way they exhibit a remarkable simplicity and an unmistakable, near-perfect, up-down
symmetry.

Keywords and phrases: channel capacity, dirty paper coding, duality, broadcast channel, successive decoding, multiple-input
multiple-output systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of cellular networks and the anticipation of
ever increasing demand for higher data rates have expanded
the scope of wireless research from single user, and single
cell, and single antenna systems to multiuser multicellular
systems employing multiple antennas. A traditional way of
handling the multiantenna, multiuser, and multicellular sys-
tem has been to reduce it to a single antenna, single user,
and single cell system by orthogonally splitting the chan-
nel among the users in time/frequency/code/space, employ-

ing the base station antennas for sectoring/beamforming,
and treating cochannel interference from other cells as noise.
Moreover, since early wireless networks have been designed
primarily for voice traffic, rate adaptation was not consid-
ered. This constrained approach may be simpler, but quite
often it leads to suboptimal strategies. In order to estimate
the absolute performance limits of these multidimensional
systems, we need to explicitly account for the presence of
multiple users, multiple antennas, and multiple cells on both
the uplink and the downlink.

In this paper, where wireless data communication is
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highlighted, the focus is on finding the best transmit strategy.
Due to the presence of a multiplicity of contending users, the
best transmit strategy is not as straightforward as for a single-
user system. Assigning limited communication resources to
effect the best transmit strategy is particularly relevant for
handling delay tolerant data traffic since helping some users
typically amounts to slowing others. The best strategy, of
course, depends on the priorities assigned to each user. Given
the prioritization, say, for example, first-come-first-served
(FCFS), we find here the optimum communication means
under different criteria.

Although we will proceed with the FCFS prioritization
in our presentation, our results hold for other means of
prioritizing such as last-come-first-served, random order-
ing, or any scheme that predetermines an ordering among
users.

We consider both the uplink and the downlink of a mul-
tiuser multicellular system using multiple antennas at both
ends. We consider a system that evolves in time with new
users entering the system and old users leaving the system.
Using FCFS, our objective is to provide the best service pos-
sible to the new users as they enter the system, without pe-
nalizing the users already in the system. Thus each user in
the system has a higher priority than the users that come
after him. Subsequent users are served under the require-
ment that the previous ones are not affected: interference-
wise, new users must be invisible to exiting users. Since for
both the uplink and the downlink only earlier entrants inter-
fere while later entrants are invisible, the network is dubbed
PhantomNet. The strategies that affect this invisibility will
be seen to be successive decoding (SD) for the uplink (a
form of multiuser detection) and dirty paper (DP) coding
for the downlink. In our network context, these strategies
are particularly interesting both because of their simplic-
ity as well as the unmistakable symmetry evident between
uplink-downlink operation. Just how resources like base sta-
tions, bandwidth, spatial modes, and power are used is not
preordained. Rather, under the FCFS regime, the network
can self-organize the deployment of these communication
resources.

The FCFS model assigns lower priority to new users.
However, as previous users complete their transmission, the
user moves up on the priority scale. So users that stay in
the system longer tend to experience a better average service.
In other words, shorter messages experience a lower average
rate, while longer messages experience a higher average rate.
It is therefore reasonable to expect that the FCFS scheduling
algorithm would make the time required to transmit to dif-
ferent users’ messages more equal.1

1If one chooses instead a last-come-first-served model, short messages
would see higher average rates, and long messages would see lower average
rates. Thus last-come-first-served scheduling would make the time required
to transmit different users’ messages more disparate. The average number
of simultaneously active users would reflect the average interference seen by
the users. Overall, the choice of the scheduling algorithm for a system will
depend on such criteria.

Our scope here is limited to the presentation of theoret-
ical findings. These findings provide a tractable framework
in which performance of multicellular, multiuser, and mul-
tiantenna wireless networks can be numerically evaluated
through simulation. Information theoretic optimization is at
the core of our approach. Simulation results with DP coding
presented in [1] complement this work.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

Although we are ultimately interested in a multicellular sys-
tem, for simplicity, we start with a single base station. Multi-
ple base stations will be addressed in Section 7.

2.1. Uplink

The uplink is characterized by the following equation:

Y =
K∑
i=1

HiXi + N , (1)

where Y is the received vector at the base station, K is the
number of users currently active in the system, Hi is the flat-
fading matrix channel of user i, and N is the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector at the base station.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the users are
indexed by the order in which they arrive. So user 1 is the
first user in the system, while user K is the last user to join the
system. The users are subject to transmit power constraints
given by

trace
[
E
[
XiX

†
i

]] ≤ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K. (2)

Note that there is no data coordination between users, so the
Xi are independent.

2.2. Downlink

Finding the optimal transmit strategy for the downlink with
multiple antennas is a hard problem. This is because the
multiple antenna downlink channel is a nondegraded broad-
cast channel and its capacity region is a long standing un-
solved problem in information theory [2]. The optimal cod-
ing strategy for the multiple antenna downlink is therefore
unknown. The special cases of the AWGN broadcast chan-
nel where the optimal coding strategy is known include the
degraded broadcast channel (single transmit antenna at the
BS), and the recently solved sum rate capacity of multiple
user vector broadcast channel with multiple transmit anten-
nas at the BS and at each of the mobiles [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. While
SD achieves capacity in the first case, DP coding based on
the results of [8] achieves capacity in the latter. DP cod-
ing can also be shown to achieve capacity for the degraded
AWGN broadcast channel. Note that for all these cases where
the capacity is known, it is achieved with SD or DP coding
and with Gaussian codebooks. For this reason, in this pa-
per, we will restrict our downlink transmit strategies to these
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two coding schemes and we will assume that Gaussian code-
books are used. These assumptions may not be restrictive
at all in case the conjectures about the optimality of Gaus-
sian codebooks on the downlink can be established [9, 10].
Thus, our downlink model is given by the following equa-
tion:

Yi = Hi

K∑
j=1

Xj + Ni, (3)

where Yi, Xi, Hi, and Ni are the output vector, the input vec-
tor, the channel matrix, and the AWGN vector for user i. For
both SD and DP coding strategies, the input vectors corre-
sponding to different users are independent. As in the uplink
model described earlier, the downlink model also assumes
that the users are indexed by the order in which they ar-
rive. Further, the power in each user’s input vector is given
by

trace
[
E
[
XiX

†
i

]] ≤ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K. (4)

We would also like to point out that a “ranked known
interference” scheme based on the results of [3] was used in
[11] to minimize the delay in a multiuser multicellular sys-
tem with multiple antennas at the base station and a single
receive antenna at each mobile. While the scheme itself is
suboptimal and limited in scope to a single receive antenna
at each mobile, it is another example of a simple way to per-
form resource allocation on the downlink. The results of [11]
are interesting and complement this work.

Unlike the uplink where users have individual power con-
straints, on the downlink, it is possible to redistribute trans-
mit powers across users without changing the total transmit-
ted power from the base station. Thus the downlink is typi-
cally characterized by a sum power constraint.

For both the uplink and the downlink, the channel is as-
sumed to experience slow and flat fading. Note that, with
a sufficiently refined partition of the frequency band, a
frequency-selective fading channel can be viewed as a num-
ber of parallel spectrally disjoint noninterfering essentially
flat subchannels. It follows that, for any desired accuracy, the
resulting channel matrix is equivalent to a block-diagonal
flat-fading channel matrix. Hence the flat channel analy-
sis presented here extends to frequency-selective fading in a
straightforward manner. We assume that the channel matri-
ces are perfectly known to the BS. The users are assumed to
know their own channel and the spatial covariance structure
of the sum of the noise and the relevant interference seen at
the receiver.

Lastly, since the notion of substreams comes up in later
sections, we elaborate what we mean by it. Note that a user’s
input vector Xi may further be composed of several indepen-
dent vectors Xi1,Xi2, . . . . This amounts to splitting the to-
tal rate for that user among several substreams. For a single
user, it can be shown that rate splitting does not decrease ca-
pacity. For a single-antenna multiple access AWGN channel,
rate splitting allows all points in the capacity region to be

achieved without time-sharing [12]. For our purpose, split-
ting a users’ power into substreams allows the substreams
from different users to be interleaved in any manner with re-
spect to the encoding/decoding order.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Based on the FCFS model, our primary objective is to ac-
commodate new users only to the extent that the users that
are already active in the system are not affected. While this
constitutes the general idea, to be precise, we need to distin-
guish between the following two cases.

Existing users are unaffected (preserving rates)

This would mean that the existing users continue to have the
same rates as before. However, this leaves open the possibil-
ity that the existing users may adjust their transmit strategy
on the uplink or their receive strategy on the downlink in
some way to accommodate the new user. For example, on
the downlink, it is conceivable that if superposition coding
was used, then the existing users may need to decode and
subtract out the new users signal before detecting their own
signal. If this allows the existing users to achieve the same
rates as before, we say that the existing users are not affected,
or the rates are preserved.

Existing users are strictly unaffected
(making the accommodation of new users invisible)

We could be more strict in our problem statement. We could
demand that the new users be accommodated in such a way
that not only do the existing users continue to achieve the
same rates as before but also they are completely oblivious to
the presence of new users. That is, the existing users’ trans-
mitters/receivers on the uplink/downlink continue to pro-
cess the input data stream/received signal exactly as before to
generate the transmitted signal/output data stream. Thus the
only changes needed to accommodate the new user are made
at the base stations. To distinguish this case from the previ-
ous one, we say that the existing users are strictly unaffected,
or the new users are invisible.

Within each of the cases mentioned above, there are sev-
eral, more or less equally significant, problems that one can
pose. We list these problems in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for the
uplink and the downlink, respectively. We will see later that
all the uplink problems really amount to the same problem—
basically the same solution procedure covers all of the up-
link variations. Among the downlink problems, we will en-
counter some substantive differences.

3.1. Uplink

On the uplink, the user’s transmit power is the limiting fac-
tor. So, for the uplink, the first set of problems UP1a and
UP1b (uplink problems 1a and 1b) that we wish to solve are
as follows.

UP1a (preserving rates). Allocate the maximum possible
rate to user K (new user) with transmit power PK such
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that the existing users’ rates are not affected. Note that
this allows the existing users to modify their transmit
strategy to accommodate the new user so long as their
rates are unaffected.

UP1b (making the new user invisible). Allocate the maxi-
mum possible rate to user K (new user) with transmit
power PK such that the existing users are strictly unaf-
fected. Note that now, we require that the new user be
invisible to the existing users, that is, the existing users
must not modify their transmit strategy or their rates.
Thus, the existing users are, in effect, oblivious to the
presence of the new user.

We also briefly address the alternate problem where users
have certain rate requirements and wish to achieve those
rates with the minimum possible transmit power as follows.

UP2a (preserving powers). Determine the minimum possi-
ble transmit power for a new user K with rate require-
ment RK such that the existing users’ transmit powers
are not affected.

UP2b (making the new user invisible). Determine the mini-
mum possible transmit power for a new user K with
rate requirement RK such that the existing users are
strictly unaffected.

3.2. Downlink

On the downlink, each base station distributes the total
transmit power among the users it serves. Thus, unlike the
uplink where each user has an individual power constraint,
the downlink is characterized by a sum power constraint in-
stead. The coding schemes we consider for the downlink are
SD and DP. A brief description of these schemes is presented
later. In particular, we wish to determine the following.

DP1. Is DP or SD a better scheme for the downlink in gen-
eral?

For FCFS scheduling, the corresponding problems on the
downlink would be as follows.

DP2a (preserving rates). Determine the maximum possible
rate for user K subject to a total transmit power P1 +
P2 + · · · + PK such that existing users’ rates are not
affected.

DP2b (making the new user invisible). Determine the maxi-
mum possible rate for a user K subject to a total trans-
mit power P1 + P2 + · · · + PK such that existing users
are strictly not affected.

Note that in problems DP2a and DP2b, the BS adds a power
PK to the total power to accommodate a new user (user K)
into the system. The powers P1,P2, . . . ,PK determine how the
rates are allocated to the users and need not be the actual
transmitted powers in each user’s input signal.

Note that as the channel changes, the users’ rates/powers
may change. So for each channel realization, we solve the
FCFS scheduling problems listed above. The assumption that
the channel varies slowly is important in this respect.

4. MIMO CAPACITY REVIEW

Before proceeding with the solutions to the problem defined
in Section 3, we briefly visit the MIMO capacity expression.
Consider the MIMO channel

Y = HX +
I∑

i=1

HiXi + N. (5)

Here, X is the desired signal and X1,X2, . . . ,XI represent
I independent interference signals. All input signals are
assumed to be Gaussian with input covariance matrices
Q,Q�1 ,Q�2 , . . . ,Q�I , respectively. Recall that the input covari-
ance matrices identify the optimal spatial eigenmodes and
the optimal power allocation across those eigenmodes. The
input covariance matrices of the interfering signals Q�i are al-
ready fixed. We are interested in the optimal input covariance
matrixQ� for the desired signalX subject to total power con-
straint trace(Q) ≤ P. The H matrices represent the channels.
The noise is assumed to be AWGN with covariance matrix
normalized to identity. Note that this could apply to either
the downlink or the uplink.

Since the interference is independent of the signal, the
capacity of this channel is

C = max
Q

I(X ;Y)

= max
Q

h(Y)− h(Y | X)

= max
Q

h

(
HX+

I∑
i=1

HiXi+N

)
−h

(
HX +

I∑
i=1

HiXi + N|X
)

= max
Q

h

(
HX +

I∑
i=1

HiXi + N

)
− h

( I∑
i=1

HiXi + N

)

= max
Q

log

∣∣∣∣∣I + HQH† +
I∑

i=1

HiQ
�
i H

†
i

∣∣∣∣∣
− log

∣∣∣∣∣I +
I∑

i=1

HiQ
�
i H

†
i

∣∣∣∣∣
= max

Q
log

∣∣∣∣∣I +

(
I +

I∑
i=1

HiQ
�
i H

†
i

)−1

HQH†
∣∣∣∣∣.

(6)

Thus the capacity of this channel can be expressed as C =
log |I + (I +

∑I
i=1 HiQ

�
i H

†
i )−1HQ�H†|. The optimal Q� is

determined as follows.
Since log |I + AB| = log |I + BA|, we can also express the

capacity as

C = max
Q

log

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣I +

(
I +

I∑
i=1

HiQ
�
i H

†
i

)−1/2

×HQ�H†
(
I +

I∑
i=1

HiQ
�
i H

†
i

)−1/2†
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(7)

= max
Q

log
∣∣I + H̃QH̃†∣∣, (8)
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where

H̃ =
(
I +

I∑
i=1

HiQ
�
i H

†
i

)−1/2

H. (9)

But (8) is the familiar MIMO capacity expression for a sin-
gle user with channel H̃ in the presence of AWGN and with-
out interference. The optimal input covariance matrix Q is
obtained by the well-known waterfilling algorithm over the
eigenmodes of H̃ [13].

Thus, in summary, the capacity for the channel (5) is
given by

C = log

∣∣∣∣∣I +

(
I +

I∑
i=1

HiQ
�
i H

†
i

)−1

HQ�H†
∣∣∣∣∣, (10)

where Q� is the optimal input covariance matrix obtained by
waterfilling over the effective channel (9). Similar expressions
appear quite frequently in later sections. To avoid repetition,
instances of the same expressions presented later may be less
descriptive. We advise the reader to refer back to this section
and the references for details.

5. UPLINK SOLUTION

The uplink presents a relatively simple problem since the
capacity region and the optimal coding strategy are known
even with multiple antennas at the BS and the mobiles [14].
The desired solution is easily seen to be the well-recognized
points on the capacity region corresponding to SD of users
in a particular order. However, for the sake of completeness,
and to strike a parallel with the downlink solutions presented
later, we provide the solution and a self-contained proof as
follows.

The solution to the first uplink problem UP1a (preserv-
ing rates) is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The optimal set of rates R�i on the uplink is

R�i = log

∣∣∣∣∣I +

(
I +

i−1∑
j=1

HjQ
�
j H

†
j

)−1

HiQ
�
i H

†
i

∣∣∣∣∣, (11)

where Q�i is the optimal input covariance matrix obtained by
waterfilling over the eigenmodes of the effective channel ma-
trix (I +

∑i−1
j=1 HjQ

�
j H

†
j )−1/2Hi subject to the power constraint

trace(Qi) = Pi.

In other words, an optimal strategy for the uplink is to
use SD (multiuser detection with successive interference can-
cellation) at the base station in the inverse order of the user’s
indices. The new user gets decoded first and his signal is sub-
tracted out so that the existing users do not see him as in-
terference. The highest rate that the new user can support
without affecting existing users is simply given by the single-
user waterfilling solution treating the existing users’ signal as
colored Gaussian noise.

Proof. We start with user 1. Ignoring the rest of the users, the
highest rate he can support with power P1 is

R�1 = max
p1(·)

I
(
X1;H1X1 + N

)
, (12)

where the maximization is over all distributions p1(X1) that
satisfy the power constraint (2). The optimal p�1 (·) is the well
known zero-mean vector Gaussian distribution with covari-
ance matrix Q�1 determined by waterfilling over the eigen-
modes of H1. Let X�1 ∼ p�1 . Note that the users’ channels Hi

are known and therefore H1 is not a random variable in (12).
Now for the user 2, ignoring all but the user 1, from the

multiple access capacity region, we have

R1 + R2 ≤ max
p1(·),p2(·)

I
(
X1,X2;H1X1 + H2X2 + N

)
. (13)

But R1 and p1 are already determined by the user 1. So we
have

R�2 = max
p2(·)

I
(
X�1 ,X2;H1X

�
1 + H2X2 + N

)− R�1 , (14)

R�2 = max
p2(·)

I
(
X�1 ,X2;H1X

�
1 + H2X2 + N

)
− I

(
X�1 ;H1X

�
1 + N

)
,

(15)

R�2 = max
p2(·)

I
(
X2;H1X

�
1 + H2X2 + N

)
+ I

(
X�1 ;H1X

�
1 + H2X2 + N|X2

)
− I

(
X�1 ;H1X

�
1 + N

)
,

(16)

R�2 = max
p2(·)

I
(
X2;H1X

�
1 + H2X2 + N

)
+ I

(
X�1 ;H1X

�
1 + N

)− I
(
X�1 ;H1X

�
1 + N

)
,

(17)

R�2 = max
p2(·)

I
(
X2;H1X

�
1 + H2X2 + N

)
, (18)

where (16) follows from the chain rule of mutual informa-
tion and (17) follows from the independence of X�1 and X2.
Note that this corresponds to decoding user 2 while treating
user 1 as noise. Thus, at the base station, user 2 is decoded
first and his signal is subtracted to obtain a clean channel for
user 1. The optimal input distribution for user 2 is the water-
fill distribution over the eigenmodes of (I+H1Q

�
1 H

†
1 )−1/2H2.

Proceeding in this fashion, we obtain the result of
Theorem 1.

It is interesting to note the simplicity of the solution.
Note that the SD scheme requires only the BS to make some
changes in the way it decodes the received signal. Specifically,
the BS needs to decode the new user and subtract his signal
before proceeding to decode the existing users’ signals. How-
ever, the existing users themselves do not need to do anything
different because of the new user. Thus the new user is com-
pletely invisible to existing users. Thus, we conclude that on
the uplink, an optimal strategy that leaves the existing users’
rates unaffected also leaves the existing users unaffected. In
particular an optimal solution to UP1a (preserving rates) is
also the optimal solution to UP1b (making the new user in-
visible).
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The second pair of uplink problems UP2a (preserving
powers, while using minimum additional power to meet a
new user’s rate) and UP2b (making the new user invisible,
while meeting his rate with minimum additional power) are
also very similar to UP1a and UP1b. Clearly for the user 1,
the required transmit power is the one that achieves a ca-
pacity equal to his required rate R1 with optimal waterfilling
over his channel. In order for user 1’s transmit power to be
unaffected by user 2, the BS must decode user 2 before user 1.
This also ensures that user 1 is not affected by user 2. There-
fore, user 2 must see user 1 as noise. The required transmit
power for user 2 is the one that achieves a capacity equal to
his required rate R2 with optimal waterfilling over his chan-
nel in the presence of colored noise due to the interference
from user 1’s signal. Thus, except that we know the rates and
we need to solve for the transmit powers, the solution is the
same as given by Theorem 1. Again UP2a and UP2b have the
same solution.

6. DOWNLINK

6.1. Successive decoding and dirty paper

We begin this section with a brief summary of the key fea-
tures of the SD and DP schemes. The details can be found in
references.

SD is the well-known strategy, where several substreams
are encoded directly on the channel input alphabet and in-
dependent of each other. Figure 1 shows an SD encoder. If a
user has access to all codebooks, then he can decode any sub-
stream that is encoded at a rate lower than the capacity of
his channel for that substream’s input covariance matrix and
treat other simultaneously transmitted codewords as noise.
This allows him to reconstruct the transmitted codeword for
the decoded substream and subtract its effect from the re-
ceived signal, thus obtaining a cleaner channel for detecting
other substreams.

With this strategy, a user may need to decode several
codewords carrying other users’ data and subtract their ef-
fect before he achieves a channel good enough to decode
the codeword carrying his own data. Notice from Figure 1
that each encoder operates independent of all the other en-
coders.

Now, without loss of generality, we can assume that the
substreams are encoded in some order, one after the other.
This means that while choosing the codeword Cn

i for the
ith substream, the transmitter has precise, noncausal in-
formation about the interference caused by all the i − 1
substreams that have already been encoded. This brings us
into the realm of DP coding. Figure 2 shows a DP encoder.
Notice that unlike the SD scheme illustrated in Figure 1,
where each encoder operates independent of the rest, in
the DP scheme, there is a definite order such that the out-
put of each encoder depends not only on the input sub-
stream data but also on the outputs of the encoders be-
fore it. This is possible because the encoders are collocated
at the base station which allows them to cooperate per-
fectly.

To channel

Cn
L

Cn
1

Cn
2

Encoder L

Encoder 2

Encoder 1

Substream L

Substream 2

Substream 1

...

+

Figure 1: Encoding of L substreams in a successive decoding
scheme.

To channel
Cn

1 + Cn
2 + · · · + Cn

L
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L−1

Cn
1

Cn
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2

Encoder L

Encoder 2

Encoder 1

Substream L

Substream 1

Substream 2

...
...

Figure 2: Encoding of L substreams in a dirty paper scheme.

The most powerful aspect of the DP scheme comes from
the interesting work of Costa [8]. This paper presented the
following result.

Costa’s dirty paper result

Consider the scalar channel

Yi = Xi + Si + Ni, (19)

where at each instant i ∈ Z+, Yi is the output symbol, Ni is
AWGN with power PN , Xi is the input symbol constrained so
that E[X2

i ] ≤ PX , and Si is the interference symbol generated
according to a Gaussian distribution. Now suppose the entire
realization of the interference sequence S1, S2, . . . is known
to the transmitter noncausally, that is, before the beginning
of the transmission. This information is not available at the
receiver. Then the capacity of the channel is given by

C = log
(

1 +
PX
PN

)
, (20)

irrespective of the power in the interference signal. In other
words, if the interference is known to the transmitter before-
hand, the capacity is the same as if the interference was not
present. The capacity-achieving input distribution is X ∼
N (0,PX). Further, the channel input X and the interference
S are independent.

Costa’s result assumed a Gaussian distribution for the in-
terference. The coding scheme described in [8] requires a
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knowledge of the distribution of the interference for design-
ing the codebooks. Thus, if the statistics of the interference
changed from one codeword to another, the receiver would
have to be informed and it would have to switch to a dif-
ferent codebook. Thus, with Costa’s scheme, even though
the capacity of a channel with interference known only to
the transmitter would be the same as without it, the receiver
would have to be informed about any change in the interfer-
ence statistics so it can use the correct codebook.

Recent work by Erez et al. [15] showed that lattice strate-
gies can be used to extend the Costa’s result to arbitrarily
varying interference. Their scheme is able to handle arbitrar-
ily varying interference by communicating modulo a funda-
mental lattice cell and using dithering techniques. It is this
lattice strategy that we imply by the term DP coding in this
paper. For a detailed exposition of the scheme and the re-
quired background, see [15, 16, 17, 18].

Although Costa’s work in [8] and the recent work of Erez
et al. in [15] assume a scalar channel, the extension to the
complex matrix channel is straightforward. A MIMO system
with the channel matrix H known to both the transmitter
and the receiver can be transformed into several parallel non-
interfering scalar channels by a singular value decomposition
[19] of the channel. Thus, it is easily verified that Costa’s re-
sult carries through to the MIMO system with arbitrary in-
terference and we have the following.

Extension to complex MIMO systems
with arbitrarily varying interference

Consider the MIMO channel

Yi = HXi + Si + Ni, (21)

where H is the channel matrix known to both the transmitter
and the receiver and at each instant i ∈ Z+, Yi is the output
vector, Ni is AWGN vector with covariance matrix QN , Xi is
the input vector constrained so that QX = trace(E[XiX

†
i ]) ≤

PX , and Si is an arbitrarily varying interference vector. All
symbols are complex. Now suppose the entire realization of
the interference sequence S1, S2, . . . is known to the transmit-
ter non-causally. Then the capacity of the channel is given by

C = max
QX :trace(QX )≤PX

log

∣∣HQXH† + QN

∣∣∣∣QN

∣∣ , (22)

irrespective of the power in the interference signal. In other
words, if the interference is known to the transmitter before-
hand, the capacity is the same as if the interference was not
present. It is worth mentioning that this does assume that
both the transmitter and receiver have access to a common
source of randomness to allow the dithering operation. The
capacity-achieving input distribution is X ∼ N (0,QX). Fur-
ther, the channel input X and the interference S are indepen-
dent.

Unlike Costa’s scheme, the DP scheme works for arbi-
trarily varying interference. Therefore, no knowledge of in-
terference statistics is required at the receiver. Thus, even if
the interference statistics change from one codeword to an-

other, the receiver continues to operate exactly the same way.
This property in particular is crucial for our FCFS scheduling
problem.

An important feature of the DP scheme is that the
capacity-achieving codes are not the channel input symbols
Cn
i but the functions used to map the data and the transmit-

ter side information to the channel input alphabet. Since the
coding is not performed on the channel input alphabet itself,
even if one decodes the data carried by a substream, it is not
possible to subtract the effect of the transmitted symbols of
the substream and obtain a cleaner channel. For example, re-
fer to Figure 2. Decoding the ith substream does not allow a
user to reconstruct the transmitted symbols Cn

i and therefore
the user cannot subtract out Cn

i to obtain a cleaner channel.
In Figure 2, before encoding substream i, the transmitter

knows the interference from substreams 1, 2, . . . , i − 1. Thus
the capacity achieved by substream i is the same as if sub-
streams 1, 2, . . . , i−1 were not present. The interference from
substreams i + 1, i + 2, . . . ,L is not known and so it must be
treated as noise.

To highlight the distinction between SD and DP, consider
the following example of a broadcast system with two en-
coded substreams: substream 1 and substream 2. With SD,
especially on a nondegraded broadcast channel, it is possi-
ble that one user can decode and cancel substream 2 before
decoding substream 1, and at the same time another user
with a different channel can decode and cancel substream 1
before decoding substream 2. Thus the decoding order may
vary from user to user. On the other hand, with DP, there is
a fixed encoding order such that the substreams encoded later
achieve the same capacity as if the substreams encoded before
them were not present. Moreover, the substreams encoded
earlier can achieve a capacity no higher than that achiev-
able by treating all substreams encoded after them as noise.
In a nutshell, in SD, the encoding order is irrelevant and
the optimal decoding order may vary from one user to an-
other. In DP, there is no notion of decoding order. Instead,
there is only one encoding order, where each substream has
a unique position relative to every other substream. For each
receiver, this unique order decides which substreams have to
be treated as noise and which substreams do not impact the
capacity of its own substream.

6.2. Solution to DP1 (DP versus SD)

The first problem we address on the downlink is to deter-
mine whether SD or DP is a better scheme in general. Be-
fore stating the solution, we see why it is not trivial. Con-
sider two substreams intended for two different users. With
DP, one of the users (the one encoded second) can achieve
the same capacity as if the other user was not present. How-
ever, the other user (who was encoded first) must treat this
user as noise and his capacity is reduced. With SD on the
other hand, depending on the users’ channels and the input
covariance matrices, several situations are possible. It could
be that the channels are such that each user can decode the
other user’s substream and subtract it before decoding his
own substream. This seems to be better than DP. However, it
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could also happen that the channels are such that neither user
can decode the other user’s substream. In that case, SD would
be worse than DP. Since it is the downlink, one can also opti-
mize the transmit power across users while keeping the same
total transmit power. Further, the rate regions may not be
convex. In such a case, we can make the rate region convex
by including rate vectors achievable with time-sharing. With
all these possibilities, the question as to whether SD or DP is
the better strategy on the downlink does not seem to have an
obvious answer.

With the following theorem, we show that DP is the bet-
ter downlink strategy in general.

Theorem 2. Subject to a sum power constraint, the set of rate
vectors achievable with SD and time-sharing is also achievable
with DP and time-sharing.

In other words, the convex hull of the achievable rate re-
gion with SD is completely contained within the convex hull
of the achievable rate region with DP.

Proof. We prove this by showing that the boundary of the
achievable rate region with SD and time division is contained
within the boundary of the achievable rate region with DP
and time-sharing. Note that in either scheme, the points in
the interior can always be attained by throwing away some
codewords.

The boundary points of the rate region are obtained by
maximizing

K∑
i=1

µiRi (23)

for all �µ such that �µ ≥ �0 and
∑K

i=1 µi = 1.
Let RSD and RDP denote the sets of rate vectors achiev-

able with SD and DP, respectively. Note that in order to
prove the result of Theorem 2, it suffices to prove that for all
�µ,

max
�R∈RDP

K∑
i=1

µiRi ≥ max
�R∈RSD

K∑
i=1

µiRi. (24)

In order to prove (24), we assume without loss of gen-
erality that the users’ priorities are arranged as µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥
· · · ≥ µK . We start with the SD scheme and show that DP

can achieve at least the same value of �µ·�R. Let �RSD be the rate

vector that maximizes �µ ·�R with SD. Without loss of general-

ity, we can assume that �RSD does not use time-sharing. This
is because simple linear programming tells us that a rate vec-
tor corresponding to time-sharing between several different
rate vectors is a convex combination of those rate vectors and
therefore cannot achieve a higher value of �µ · �RSD than the
best of those rate vectors.

Let the total number of substreams being transmitted be
L. Further, and again without loss of generality, we label the
substreams from 1 to L such that if i < j and substream i

carries data for user u(i) and substream j carries data for
user u( j), then µu(i) ≥ µu( j). That is, the substreams are ar-
ranged in decreasing order of the priority of the user whose
data they are carrying. For multiple substreams carrying the
same user’s data, we label them in the order in which they are
decoded by that user.

Now note that no user can decode a substream carrying
data for a user with a lower priority. This is easily proved by
contradiction as follows. Suppose that user A can decode a
substream that carries user B’s data at a rate r. Now if user
A has a higher priority than user B, that is, if µA > µB, then

we can increase �µ · �RSD by simply having the substream carry
user A’s data instead of user B’s data at the same rate, r so
that,

�µ · �R(new) = �µ · �RSD − µBr + µAr > �µ · �RSD. (25)

But this is a contradiction since we assumed that the rate vec-
tor �RSD maximizes �µ·�R over all rate vectors �R achievable with
SD and without time-sharing.

In light of this observation, it is clear that while decoding
substream l, the intended user must treat substreams l + 1
to L as noise. The substreams 1 to l − 1 may or may not be
treated as noise depending upon whether it is possible to de-
code and subtract those substreams or not. So with SD, the
rate achieved on the lth substream is no greater (could be
smaller) than rl, where rl is the achievable rate when the sub-
streams l + 1 to L are treated as noise while substreams 1 to
l−1 are not present. Next, we show that DP can achieve rl on
each of these substreams.

Suppose we use DP to encode the L substreams in the or-
der in which they are labeled. Then the lth substream sees
substreams l + 1 to L as noise since these substreams are en-
coded after substream l and therefore the interference caused
by them is not known. However, since substreams 1 to l − 1
have already been encoded, they present known interference
to substream l and therefore do not affect the data rate that
substream l is capable of supporting. Thus DP allows sub-
stream l a rate rl that is at least as large as the maximum al-
lowed rate for that substream in the optimum SD rate vec-

tor that maximizes �µ · �R. This proves (24) and completes the
proof of Theorem 2.

We can also easily extend this theorem to show that the
achievable rate region of the pure DP scheme includes the
achievable rate region of not only the pure SD scheme but
also any hybrid scheme where some users use SD while oth-
ers use DP. Lastly, we need time-sharing for this result be-
cause the achievable rate region for SD and DP without time-
sharing may not be convex.

6.3. Downlink solutions for DP2a (preserving rates)
and DP2b (making the accommodation of new
users invisible)

In DP2a, we are only requiring rate conservation in dealing
with the Kth user. This leaves open the possibility that, in
meeting the earlier rates, if the earlier users are handled in a
different way than before, we can actually achieve a strictly
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greater rate for the Kth user. Indeed, in some instances, a
greater rate is possible. This DP2a problem is exceptional
in that we encounter the most difficult of the optimization
problems in this paper and a solution is only presented for a
special case. In the general case, based on the conjecture in [9],
a solution can, in theory, be obtained by solving a number of
convex programming problems to obtain the achievable rate
region with DP coding [20]. However, the complexity of this
is exponential in the number of users.

In problem DP2b, we insist that earlier users be treated
exactly as before. Later users must be invisible (phantoms)
to earlier ones. It turns out that, with this added constraint,
we can obtain a complete solution. Moreover, as we will see
in Section 7, a solution is possible for the full multiple base
station setup.

6.3.1. Solution to DP2a (preserving rates)

Next, we address the problem of assigning the maximum rate
to new user K subject to total power P1 + P2 + · · ·+ PK such
that the existing users’ rates are not affected. So we wish to
allocate the maximum possible rates to each user such that

(i) user 1 gets R�1 , the maximum rate possible with power
P1 as if no other user was present,

(ii) user 2 gets R�2 , the maximum rate possible with total
power P1 + P2 such that user 1 still gets R�1 and as if
users 3, . . . ,K were not present,

(iii) user K gets R�K , the maximum rate possible with total
power P1 + P2 + · · · + PK such that users 1 through
K − 1 still get rates R�1 through R�K−1.

While the overall optimization seems hard for the gen-
eral multiple antenna broadcast system, limiting the number
of transmit antennas at the base station to one does lead to a
simple solution. A single transmit antenna at the base station
makes the channel degraded and the optimality of Gaussian
inputs is established from Bergman’s proof in [21]. Note that
although Bergman’s proof is for scalar broadcast channels,
that is, broadcast channels with a single transmit antenna at
the base station and a single receive antenna at each user, the
vector broadcast channel with a single antenna at the base
station and multiple receive antennas at each user is easily
seen to be equivalent to the scalar broadcast channel [22].
Thus, in this case, the capacity region is well known and we
do not need the conjecture of [9]. Next, we present this solu-
tion to gain some insight.

With a single transmit antenna at the base station, the
downlink is a degraded broadcast channel. Even with multi-
ple receive antennas, each user can perform spatial matched
filtering to yield a scalar AWGN channel for himself [22]. For
this channel, the broadcast capacity is well known and ei-
ther SD or DP can be used to achieve any point in the capac-
ity region. In particular, all the rate points can be achieved
with SD/DP with the same encoding/decoding order [23].
The user with the weakest channel is decoded/encoded first
so that he sees everyone else as noise. The decoding/encoding
proceeds in the order of the users’ channel strengths so that
weaker users who cannot decode the stronger users are forced

to treat their signal as noise while the stronger users can
decode the weaker users’ data, and are therefore unaffected
by the presence of weaker users. Thus, in this case, the en-
coding/decoding order is decided by the users’ channels and
not by the order of users’ arrivals or their relative priori-
ties.

For each channel state, we calculate the optimal rates
and powers in an iterative fashion as follows. We start with
only user 1 in the system with total power P1 and find R�1 .
Then we incrementally add users to the system, in the order
2, 3, . . . ,K , each time finding the optimal rates for the set of
users in the system with total power given by the sums of the
powers of those users. The ith user is added as follows.

(1) Arrange the users in the order of their channel
strengths.

(2) The users with a stronger channel than user i are not
affected. That is, they continue to use the same power
and rates as before.

(3) The users with a weaker channel than user i have to
treat user i as noise. So the additional power Pi avail-
able to the system is distributed among user i and the
weaker users so that the weaker users can sustain the
same rates as before.

The optimal distribution of the additional power among
the new user and the weaker users requires only a one-
dimensional optimization and is easily obtained. Proceeding
in this fashion, after the Kth user has been added, we obtain
the optimal rate and power allocation for all the users in the
system. Note that this is the optimal allocation because the
rate vector obtained in this fashion lies on the boundary of
the capacity region.

While this solution does not affect the existing users’
rates, it does affect the existing users in that they may have
to decode the new user before decoding their own signals if
SD is used. If DP is used, then the existing users may have to
see the new user as spatially colored noise. They are still able
to achieve the same rates as before because they have a higher
power. Thus, the solution does not allow the existing users to
continue operating as before.

Next, we present a solution that gives the new user K the
maximum rate possible with total transmit power P1 + P2 +
· · · + PK without affecting existing users.

6.3.2. Solution to DP2b (making the accommodation
of new users invisible)

Theorem 3. The optimal set of rates R�i on the downlink such
that existing users are oblivious to the presence of the new users
is given by

R�i = log

∣∣∣∣∣I +

(
I +

i−1∑
j=1

HiQ
�
j H

†
i

)−1

HiQ
�
i H

†
i

∣∣∣∣∣, (26)

where Q�i is the optimal input covariance matrix obtained by
waterfilling over the eigenmodes of the effective channel ma-
trix (I +

∑i−1
j=1 HiQ

�
j H

†
i )−1/2Hi subject to the power constraint

trace(Qi) = Pi.
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In other words, an optimal strategy for the downlink that
does not allow new users to affect existing users is to use
DP encoding at the base station in the inverse order of the
user’s indices. The new user gets encoded first so his signal
is a known interference and the existing users’ rates do not
get affected. The highest rate that the new user can support
without affecting existing users is simply given by the single-
user waterfilling solution treating the existing users’ signal as
colored Gaussian noise. A simple example to illustrate the
optimal downlink scheme is presented after the proof.

Proof. DP’s ability to handle arbitrarily varying interference
makes it the obvious choice in this case. Using SD would
require existing users to decode the new user, thus acknowl-
edging the new user’s presence. However, since DP is able to
handle arbitrary interference, it does not matter if the inter-
ference known to the ith user’s encoder comes from users
i, i + 1, . . . ,K − 1 or from users i, i + 1, . . . ,K . The rate and
decoding strategy for user i depend only on the interference
from users 1, 2, . . . , i−1 that came before him and whose sig-
nals must be treated as noise for user i.

Note that time-sharing and rate-splitting are not re-
quired. This is easily seen as follows. With only user 1 in
the system, time-sharing between different rates at differ-
ent powers would decrease his overall rate since capacity is
strictly concave in transmit power (Jensen’s inequality). Rate
splitting is not needed either. Thus user 1 does not use time-
sharing when he is the only user in the system. Since user 1
is oblivious to the presence of new users, the BS cannot use
time-sharing or split user 1’s data into substreams and rear-
range the encoding order of these substreams when new users
appear. The same logic applies to all users.

Thus, no time-sharing or rate-splitting is required and
the optimal DP vector is the one where users are encoded in
the inverse order of their indices.

To better illustrate the downlink strategy, we present a
detailed example for a system with 3 users. The base station
follows the following sequence of steps in this order.

(1) Determine the rate R�1 and the input covariance ma-
trix Q�1 for user 1 according to equation (26). Note that these
are simply the single-user capacity of user 1’s channel and the
waterfilling distribution that achieves that capacity when no
other user is present.

(2) Determine the rate R�2 and the input covariance ma-
trix Q�2 for user 2 according to equation (26). These are
the single-user capacity and the waterfilling distribution that
achieves that capacity for user 2’s channel treating the inter-
ference from user 1 at the output of user 2’s channel as col-
ored Gaussian noise.

(3) Determine the rate R�3 and the input covariance ma-
trix Q�3 for user 3 according to equation (26). These are the
single-user capacity for user 3’s channel and the waterfilling
distribution that achieves that capacity treating the interfer-
ence from users 1 and 2 as colored Gaussian noise.

(4) Encode user 3’s data. That is, generate Cn
3 .

(5) Using the knowledge of the interference caused by Cn
3

at the output of user 2’s channel, encode user 2’s data. That

is, generate Cn
2 . Thus, user 3 presents known interference to

user 2 and does not affect user 2’s capacity.
(6) Using the knowledge of the interference caused by

Cn
3 + Cn

3 at the output of user 1’s channel, encode user 1’s
data. That is, generate Cn

1 . Thus, users 2 and 3 present known
interference to user 1 and do not affect user 1’s capacity.

Note that in order to determine the users’ optimal rates
and input distributions, we need to proceed in the order
1, 2, . . . ,K . However, after that the actual codes are generated
in the order K ,K − 1, . . . , 1.

The solution for the downlink is interesting for its sim-
plicity and also for its striking symmetry with the uplink so-
lution.

7. MULTIPLE BASE STATIONS

In this section, we incorporate multiple base stations to
model a multicell environment. We assume that all the base
stations are connected through a high-speed reliable net-
work. It allows perfect coordination and information ex-
change between base stations. Cooperation between base sta-
tions has also been considered previously for the uplink by
Wyner in [24] and for the downlink by Shamai and Zaidel in
[25].

7.1. Uplink

On the uplink, the received signal at the bth base station is
characterized by the following equation:

Y [b] =
K∑
i=1

H[b]
i Xi + N [b], (27)

where Y [b] is the received vector at the bth base station, K
is the number of users currently active in the system, H[b]

i

is the flat-fading Bb × Ui matrix channel between user i and
base station b, Bb and Ui are the numbers of antennas at the
bth base station and the ith user, respectively, and Nb is the
AWGN vector at the bth base station.

However, since we allow perfect coordination and infor-
mation exchange between base stations, note that we can
treat all the base stations together as one big base station with
all the antennas. The equivalent description of the received
signal at this base station is given by (1).

Y =
K∑
i=1

HiXi + N. (28)

Here Y , Hi, and N are obtained by stacking up on top of

each other the corresponding Y [b], H[b]
i , and N [b] for all the

base stations. But this brings us back to the single-cell model.
Thus, for the uplink, the optimal solutions for the single cell
simply carry through to the multicell environment.

7.2. Downlink

We extend the downlink solution to DP2b (existing users
oblivious to the presence of new users) with multiple cells.
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The downlink with B base stations is described as

Yi =
B∑

b=1

H[b]
i

K∑
j=1

X [b]
j + Ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ K , 1 ≤ b ≤ B, (29)

where Yi is the output vector, X [b]
i and Hi[b] are the input

vector and the channel matrix from base station b, and Ni is
the AWGN vector for user i. Further, the additional power for
each new user is limited per base station so that

trace
[
E
[
X [b]
i X [b]†

i

]] ≤ P[b]
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ K , 1 ≤ b ≤ B. (30)

Note that a system where each user is assigned to only one
base station is included as a special case by setting the appro-
priate power constraints to zero.

Again, since we allow perfect coordination between base
stations, we can represent the B base stations as one big base
station. Defining

Hi =
[
H[1]

i H[2]
i · · · H[B]

i

]
, 1 ≤ i ≤ K , (31)

and Xi as the vector obtained by stacking all the X [b]
i into

a single column, we obtain an equivalent representation for
the downlink as (3). Now this looks similar to the single-
cell downlink model we had earlier. However, note that the
components of the input vector Xi come from different base
stations. There is a different input power constraint on each
base station. Thus, the solution presented earlier does not ap-
ply in the exact same form. However, a natural extension of
the single-cell downlink solution to multiple base stations is ob-
tained as follows.

Although rate splitting is not necessary, recall that it does
not reduce capacity. We explain the multicell extension of
the single-cell downlink solution in terms of rate splitting
for clarity. Specifically, we split each user’s rate into B sub-
streams. The idea is to perform the waterfill in B stages. At
each stage, we waterfill until a base station meets its power
constraint. Then we null out the antenna gains from that
base station so that no more power is allocated to it and
proceed with the waterfill. This gives us B layers or B sub-
streams that can be encoded using DP. Consider the ith user.
As shown in Theorem 3, this user sees the interference from
users 1, 2, . . . , i − 1 as colored noise and is unaffected by the
interference from users i+ 1, i+ 2, . . . ,K . Therefore, the max-
imum rate he can achieve is given by

R�i = max
Qi

log

∣∣∣∣∣I +

(
I +

i−1∑
j=1

HjQ
�
j H

†
j

)−1

HiQiH
†
i

∣∣∣∣∣, (32)

where the maximization is over all input covariance matrices
that satisfy the power constraints per base station. We split
the user’s rate into B substreams to be encoded in the order
B,B− 1, . . . , 1 using DP encoding. So the Bth substream sees
all the other substreams as noise, while the first substream’s
rate is unaffected by substreams B,B − 1, . . . , 2. Let the rates

on these substreams be R[b]�
i , and the corresponding input

covariance matrices be Q[b]�
i . Then we have

R�i = R[1]�
i + R[2]�

i + · · · + R[B]�
i ,

Q�i = Q[1]�
i + Q[2]�

i + · · · + Q[B]�
i .

(33)

The optimal Q�i is obtained as follows.
(1) Perform a singular value decomposition of the effec-

tive composite channel (I +
∑i−1

j=1 HjQ
�
j H

†
j )−1/2Hi as

(
I +

i−1∑
j=1

HjQ
�
j H

†
j

)−1/2

Hi = FiΛiMi. (34)

Start water-pouring over the eigenmodes of this channel.
Continue adding power until one of the base stations meets

its power constraint for the ith user P[b]
i . Without loss of gen-

erality, we assume base station 1 runs out of power for user i.
This corresponds to the first rate split, that is, call this the first
substream for user i. The input covariance matrix obtained in
this way is Q[1]�

i . Among the B substreams corresponding to
user i, this substream will be encoded last, so it is unaffected
by the interference from the remaining B−1 substreams. The
rate on this substream is

R[1]�
i = log

∣∣∣∣∣I +

(
I +

i−1∑
j=1

HjQ
�
j H

†
j

)−1

HiQ
[1]�
i H†

i

∣∣∣∣∣. (35)

(2) Since base station 1 already used up its power for user

i, we null out the contribution from H[1]
i to the compound

channel matrix by setting it to zero. Define a new composite
channel

H[−1]
i =

[
0 H[2]

i H[3]
i · · · H[B]

i

]
. (36)

Again, perform a singular value decomposition on the new
composite effective channel

(
I +

i−1∑
j=1

HjQ
�
j H

†
j + HiQ

[1]�
i H†

i

)−1/2

H[−1]
i

= F[−1]
i Λ[−1]

i M[−1]
i .

(37)

Note that this treats the interference from the first substream
as noise. Again, start water-pouring over the eigenmodes of
this new channel until another base station meets its power
constraint. Without loss of generality, we call this base sta-

tion 2. This gives us the input covariance matrix Q[2]�
i on the

second substream. The rate for the second substream is

R[2]�
i = log

∣∣∣∣∣I +

(
I +

i−1∑
j=1

HjQ
�
j H

†
j + HiQ

[1]�
i H†

i

)−1

×H[−1]
i Q[2]�

i H[−1]†
i

∣∣∣∣∣.
(38)
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Proceeding in this fashion, we obtain the input covariance
matrices on all the substreams and the corresponding rates
as well. Combining the substreams, we get the overall rate
and input covariance matrix for each user from equations
(33).

Thus we find that multiple base stations only affect the
downlink solution to the extent that the waterfilling algo-
rithm needs some modification in order to accommodate
the different power constraints per base station. Otherwise,
the solution does not change. In particular, we still use DP
coding, and the ordering of users is the same as before. Also
note that while we used rate splitting to derive the opti-
mal input covariance matrix, it is not necessary to split the
rates into substreams. The same overall input covariance ma-
trix can be used without rate-splitting to achieve the same
capacity.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We addressed the problem of providing best possible rates
to new users as they enter a wireless data network, without
penalizing the existing users. We have dubbed the network a
PhantomNet. This is because of the design theme, that when
a user enters, all subsequent entrants must, to him, be phan-
toms, that is, interference-wise, they must be invisible. For
both the uplink and the downlink, only earlier entrants can
interfere with an entering user. PhantomNet operation in-
volves treating all bases as a single composite base, so that
the actual bases simply serve as multiple antenna sites which
are networked, say with fibers, to and from a single central
processor.

For the uplink we found that, to achieve the phantom re-
quirement, we could make a straightforward application of
the well-established SD strategy where the new user is de-
coded before the existing users. For the downlink, achieving
the invisibility requirement is more problematic. The opti-
mal downlink strategy is to use DP coding, where the new
user is encoded before the existing users. This makes use of
the fact that the bases have knowledge of all signals that are to
be transmitted. This enables simultaneous communication
to the users despite arbitrarily varying interference by sig-
nalling modulo a fundamental lattice cell and using dithering
techniques.

The striking feature of the uplink and the downlink
strategies is their simplicity, and even more than that, their
similarity. In both cases, the new users are forced to see the
existing users as noise while the existing users are not af-
fected by the presence of the users who joined the system
after them. That is, they can continue to operate exactly as
before. The only changes need to be made at the BS. For
the uplink, the base station is the decoder and thus the so-
lution hinges on the optimal decoding order, whereas for the
downlink, the base station is the encoder and the solution is
based on the encoding order. Note that as users leave the sys-
tem, the same structure is maintained. As a user exits, it does
not affect the rates of the users who joined the system be-
fore him. It does help the users who joined the system after

him since they no longer have to face interference from his
signal.

With multiple cells, we found that the uplink was effec-
tively the same as a single-cell system since all the base sta-
tions are treated as one composite base station. Thus the
single-cell strategy extends to multiple cells without loss of
optimality. In contrast to the uplink, while the downlink is
also viewed as a single virtual base station, there is a refine-
ment since each of the actual base stations has a separate total
power constraint. Consequently, the multiple cell downlink
solution is different in that the distinct total transmit power
constraints require a multistage waterfilling solution in de-
termining the optimal input covariance matrix for each user.
At each stage, waterfilling is performed until each base sta-
tion meets its total power constraint. Those base stations that
have already met their power constraints are not considered
in the successive waterfilling stages.

While we drew heavily on published results, the novelty
of our finding is the generality achieved in our setting: mul-
tiple base stations and multiple users with multiple antennas
accommodated at both the transmit and receive sites. We also
proved a general result that extends beyond our framework.
We showed that the achievable rate region with SD and time-
sharing is contained within the achievable rate region with
DP coding and time-sharing.

We stress that PhantomNet uses information theoretic
means for self-organizing the allocation of communication
resources. There is allowance of extreme flexibility in allo-
cating resources to a user. For example, which bases, which
antennas at the bases, (which sectors) and which frequency
bands are made available to a user need not be imposed over
the network area. Instead, resource allocations can be left to
develop, dynamically as needed (on the fly), in a fine-grained
manner as expressed by the information theory formulas
that we have presented. Dynamic choices would emerge as
users come and go. Whenever and wherever and to what ex-
tent such amorphous allocations result in a superior network
compared to imprinting a rigid regular structure from the
outset is a topic for future study. Through constraints, one
is free to impose structure when it looks advisable. A sim-
ulation testbed could be used to study PhantomNet opera-
tion to learn which beneficial features should first be moved
into practice. Such a testbed could also be used to quan-
tify the value of more antennas, more sectorization, and so
forth.
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Multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) systems formed by multiple transmit and receive antennas can improve perfor-
mance and increase capacity of wireless communication systems. Diagonal Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (D-BLAST)
structure offers a low-complexity solution for realizing the attractive capacity of MIMO systems. However, for broadband wireless
communications, channel is frequency-selective and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has to be used with
MIMO techniques to reduce system complexity. In this paper, we investigate D-BLAST for MIMO-OFDM systems. We develop
a layerwise channel estimation algorithm which is robust to channel variation by exploiting the characteristic of the D-BLAST
structure. Further improvement is made by subspace tracking to considerably reduce the error floor. Simulation results show that
the layerwise estimators require 1 dB less signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than the traditional blockwise estimator for a word error
rate (WER) of 10−2 when Doppler frequency is 40 Hz. Among the layerwise estimators, the subspace-tracking estimator provides
a 0.8 dB gain for 10−2 WER with 200 Hz Doppler frequency compared with the DFT-based estimator.

Keywords and phrases: MIMO, OFDM, channel estimation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) systems
formed by multiple transmit and receive antennas are under
intense research recently for its attractive potential to offer
great capacity increase. Space-time coding, proposed in [1],
performs channel coding across the space and time to exploit
the spatial diversity offered by MIMO systems to increase
system capacity. However, the decoding complexity of the
space-time codes is exponentially increased with the number
of transmit antennas, which makes it hard to implement
real-time decoding as the number of antennas grows. To
reduce the complexity of space-time based MIMO systems,
diagonal Bell Laboratories layered space-time (D-BLAST)
architecture has been proposed in [2]. Rather than try to op-
timize channel coding scheme, in D-BLAST architecture, the
input data stream is divided into several substreams. Each
substream is encoded independently using one-dimensional
coding and the association of output stream with transmit
antennas is periodically cycled to explore spatial diversity.

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
systems have the desirable immunity to intersymbol interfer-
ence (ISI) caused by delay spread of wireless channels. There-
fore, the combination of D-BLAST with OFDM is an attrac-
tive technique for high-speed transmission over frequency-

selective fading wireless channels. As in [3], when combining
D-BLAST structure with OFDM, we implement the space-
time structure in space-frequency domain to avoid decoding
delay. To decode each layer, channel parameters are used to
cancel interference from detected signals and suppress inter-
ference from undetected signals to make the desired signal as
“clean” as possible. Therefore, estimation of channel param-
eters is a prerequisite for realizing D-BLAST structure and
to a great extent determines system performance. In this pa-
per, we investigate D-BLAST OFDM systems and address the
channel estimation problem.

DFT-based least-square (LS) channel estimation for
MIMO-OFDM systems and simplified estimation algorithm
using parallel interference cancellation have been addressed
in [4, 5], respectively. For D-BLAST OFDM, we propose a
layerwise LS channel estimator that exploits the characteris-
tics of the system structure by updating channel parameters
after each layer is detected so that later layers in the same
OFDM block can be detected with more accurate channel
state information.

In spite of low complexity of DFT-based channel esti-
mators, there is leakage when the multipaths are not ex-
actly sample spaced [6], which induces an error floor for
channel estimation. To reduce the error floor of DFT-based
algorithm and increase estimation accuracy, more taps have
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to be used. Consequently, the estimation problem becomes
ill-conditioned and noise may be enhanced. To improve the
channel estimation accuracy for D-BLAST OFDM, we use
optimum training sequences in [5, 7] not only for initial
channel estimation but also for tracking channel autocorre-
lation matrix and then its dominant eigenvectors. The resul-
tant eigenvectors are then used to form a transform which
requires fewer taps to be estimated and reduces the error
floor. The low-rank adaptive filter 1 (LORAF 1) in [8] is used
for subspace tracking. For both proposed estimators, further
refinement can be achieved by a robust filter [9] to exploit
time-domain correlation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce D-BLAST OFDM systems. Then, in Section 3,
we derive a layerwise LS channel estimator and analyze the
mean square error (MSE) performance. Next, in Section 4,
we propose an improved channel estimator based on sub-
space tracking. In Section 5, we evaluate the performance of
a D-BLAST OFDM system with different channel estimation
algorithms by computer simulation and major results of the
paper are summarized in Section 6.

2. D-BLAST OFDM SYSTEM

Before introducing the channel estimation algorithm, we
briefly describe D-BLAST for MIMO-OFDM in this section.

The complex baseband representation of a delay spread
channel can be expressed as [10]

h(t, τ) =
∑
l

αl(t)∆
(
τ − τl

)
, (1)

where αl(t)’s are wide-sense stationary narrowband com-
plex Gaussian processes and are assumed to be independent
among different paths. The channel may vary from block to
block but stays the same within each OFDM block, which
means that the effect of intercarrier interference (ICI) is not
considered. Moreover, we assume the same normalized time-
domain correlation function for all paths, that is,

E
{
αl(t + ∆t)α∗m(t)

} =
σ2

l rt(∆t), l = m,

0, l �= m.
(2)

Without loss of generality, we assume the total average power
of the channel impulse response to be unity, that is,∑

l

σ2
l = 1. (3)

For a MIMO-OFDM system with Nt transmit and Nr re-
ceive antennas (Nr ≥ Nt), the received signal at the kth sub-
carrier of the nth block from the jth receive antenna can be
expressed as

xj[n, k] =
Nt∑
i=1

Hij[n, k]bi[n, k] + wj[n, k], (4)

for j = 1, . . . ,Nr and k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, where K is the total
number of subcarriers of OFDM, bi[n, k] is the symbol trans-
mitted from the ith transmit antenna at the kth subcarrier of

the nth block, Hij[n, k] is the channel’s frequency response at
the kth subcarrier of the nth block corresponding to the ith
transmit and the jth receive antenna, and wj[n, k] is additive
(complex) Gaussian noise that is assumed to be independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with zero-mean and vari-
ance ρ.

Equation (4) can also be written in matrix form as

x[n, k] = H[n, k]b[n, k] + w[n, k], (5)

where

x[n, k] =


x1[n, k]

...
xNr [n, k]

 ,

H[n, k] =


H11[n, k] H21[n, k] · · · HNt1[n, k]
H12[n, k] H22[n, k] · · · HNt2[n, k]

... · · · . . .
...

H1Nr [n, k] · · · · · · HNtNr [n, k]

 ,

b[n, k] =


b1[n, k]

...
bNt [n, k]

 ,

w[n, k] =


w1[n, k]

...
wNr [n, k]

 .

(6)

D-BLAST is an effective MIMO technique [2] that has
been originally developed for a single-carrier system with flat
fading channel. In this paper, we will use this technique for
a MIMO-OFDM system, which can be shown in Figure 1.
From the figure, the set of all subcarriers in an OFDM block
is divided into Nt subsets, each with L = K/Nt subcarriers.
Each layer, composed of Nt such subsets associated with dif-
ferent transmit antennas, is encoded and decoded indepen-
dently. Note that each layer still has K subcarriers, but dif-
ferent subcarriers may be associated with different transmit
antennas. Layers starting at block n are denoted as Lp[n],
p = 1, 2, . . . ,Nt. With some abuse of notations, k is both the
subcarrier index and the symbol index for each layer. Given
the structure of D-BLAST OFDM, the received signal at each
receive antenna is the superposition of the desired signal, the
signals already detected in the previous layers, and those un-
detected.

The signal detection of D-BLAST MIMO-OFDM is also
very similar to the original D-BLAST. Assume that layer
Lp[n], p = 1, 2, . . . ,Nt, is to be detected. From (4) we have

xj
[
gp(n, k), k

] = Hfp(k), j
[
gp(n, k), k

]
b fp(k)

[
gp(n, k), k

]
+

fp(k)−1∑
i=1

Hij
[
gp(n, k), k

]
bi

[
gp(n, k), k

]

+
Nt∑

i= fp(k)+1

Hij
[
gp(n, k), k

]
bi

[
gp(n, k), k

]
+ wj

[
gp(n, k), k

]
,

(7)
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The layer to be detected Layers not detected

Transmit
antenna 4

Transmit
antenna 3

Transmit
antenna 2

Transmit
antenna 1

Transmit
antenna 4

Transmit
antenna 3

Transmit
antenna 2

Transmit
antenna 1

L1[n] L2[n] L3[n] L4[n]

L4[n− 1] L1[n] L2[n] L3[n]

L3[n− 1] L4[n− 1] L1[n] L2[n]

L2[n− 1] L3[n− 1] L4[n− 1] L1[n] Frequency

Block nLayers already detected

L1[n + 1] L2[n + 1] L3[n + 1] L4[n + 1]

L4[n] L1[n + 1] L2[n + 1] L3[n + 1]

L3[n] L4[n] L1[n + 1] L2[n + 1]

L2[n] L3[n] L4[n] L1[n + 1] Frequency

Block n + 1
...

Subsets of the set of the entire subchannels.

Subsets with the same label constitute a layer.

Figure 1: D-BLAST MIMO-OFDM structure.

for j = 1, 2, . . . ,Nr and k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, where fp(k) and
gp(n, k) are associations of the kth symbol of layer Lp[n] with
transmit antenna and OFDM block, respectively, that is, the
kth symbol of layer Lp[n] is sent from the fp(k)th transmit
antenna via the kth subcarrier of the gp(n, k)th OFDM block.
Note that, in general, a layer spans two consecutive OFDM
blocks, thus gp(n, k) is either n or n + 1. Equation (7) can be
written in matrix notation as

x
[
gp(n, k), k

] = H fp(k)
[
gp(n, k), k

]
b fp(k)

[
gp(n, k), k

]
+

fp(k)−1∑
i=1

Hi
[
gp(n, k), k

]
bi

[
gp(n, k), k

]

+
Nt∑

i= fp(k)+1

Hi
[
gp(n, k), k

]
bi

[
gp(n, k), k

]
+ w

[
gp(n, k), k

]
,

(8)

where Hi[n, k] is the ith column of H[n, k]. Signals from an-
tennas 1 to fp(k)− 1 have been detected and those from an-
tennas fp(k) + 1 to Nt are yet to be detected.

First, interference cancellation is carried out by subtract-
ing detected signals from the received signal:

x̃p
[
gp(n, k), k

] = x
[
gp(n, k), k

]
−

fp(k)−1∑
i=1

Hi
[
gp(n, k), k

]
b̂i

[
gp(n, k), k

]
,

(9)

where b̂i[n, k]’s are detected symbols. Then interference from
undetected signals is suppressed by linear combination that
yields the maximum signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR). Let

H̃p[n, k] �
(

H fp(k)+1[n, k], H fp(k)+2[n, k], . . . , HNt [n, k]
)
,

(10)

then from [11], we have the following weighting vector:

vp[n, k] = (
H̃p[n, k]H̃H

p [n, k] + ρI
)−1

H fp(k)[n, k]. (11)

Thus, if we assume Gaussian distribution for the residual in-
terference plus noise, the maximum likelihood decoding of
layer Lp[n] is to find {b̂ fp(k)[gp(n, k), k]} that minimizes

M
({
b̂ fp(k)

[
gp(n, k), k

]
; k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1

})
=

K−1∑
k=0

1
vH
p [m, k]

(
H̃p[m, k]H̃H

p [m, k] + ρI
)

vp[m, k]

·∣∣vH
p [m, k]

(
x̃p[m, k]−H fp(k)[m, k]b̂ fp(k)[m, k]

)∣∣2
∣∣∣
m=gp(n,k)

(12)

which can be solved by standard Viterbi algorithm when
convolutional codes are used. From the above discussions,
channel information is crucial for the signal detection of D-
BLAST MIMO-OFDM. Therefore, we focus on channel esti-
mation in the paper.

3. LAYERWISE CHANNEL ESTIMATION

In this section, we develop a layerwise LS channel estimation
algorithm and analyze its performance.

3.1. Layerwise least-square channel estimation

Due to layerwise detection in D-BLAST, usually only par-
tial knowledge of the symbols transmitted from all transmit
antennas at one OFDM block is available after decoding of
each layer. To exploit the characteristics of D-BLAST struc-
ture, channel estimation is carried out each time a layer is de-
tected. Since channel responses are independent among dif-
ferent transmit-receive antenna pairs, we consider the chan-
nel estimation for one particular receive antenna and omit
the receive antenna subscript j in (4) to get

x[n, k] =
Nt∑
i=1

Hi[n, k]bi[n, k] + w[n, k]. (13)

After detection of layer Lp[n], we estimate the channel re-
sponses at the nth block. Since only part of all the subcarriers
of the current OFDM block have signals from all transmit an-
tennas detected, we replace the received signals at subcarriers
not fully detected with those of the previous OFDM block to
form a complete received signal vector, due to the fact that
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Hi[n, k] ≈ Hi[n− 1, k]. Define

z(p)[n, k] =
x[n− 1, k], k ∈ Σ(p),

x[n, k], else,

d̂
(p)
i [n, k] �

b̂i[n− 1, k], k ∈ Σ(p),

b̂i[n, k], else,

(14)

where Σ(p) = {k; gp(n, k) = n and fp(k) < Nt} is the set of
subcarriers with signals not fully detected.

It is observed that with some leakage [6], channel fre-
quency response can be approximated as

Hi[n, k] =
χ−1∑
l=0

hi[n, l]Wkl
K , (15)

where WK = e− j(2π/K), χ ≥ �td/ts	, td is the maximum de-
lay spread and ts is the sampling interval which is equal to
1/K∆ f with ∆ f being the tone spacing.

Let

z(p)[n] = (
z(p)[n, 0], . . . , z(p)[n,K − 1]

)T
, (16)

D̂
(p)
i [n] = diag

{
d̂

(p)
i [n, 0], . . . , d̂

(p)
i [n,K − 1]

}
, (17)

U =


1 1 · · · 1

1 WK · · · W
χ−1
K

... · · · . . .
...

1 W (K−1)
K · · · W

(χ−1)(K−1)
K

 , (18)

ĥ(p)[n] �
(

ĥ
(p)T

1 [n], ĥ
(p)T

2 [n], . . . , ĥ
(p)T

Nt
[n]

)T
, (19)

ĥ
(p)
i [n] �

(
ĥ

(p)
i [n, 0], . . . , ĥ

(p)
i [n, χ − 1]

)T
. (20)

The LS channel estimation is to minimize the following cost
function [4]:

C
({

ĥ
(p)
i ; i = 1, 2, . . . ,Nt − 1

})
=

∥∥∥∥∥z(p)[n]−
Nt∑
i=1

D̂
(p)
i [n]Uĥ

(p)
i [n]

∥∥∥∥∥
2

.
(21)

Then

ĥ(p)[n] = (
T(p)H [n]T(p)[n]

)−1
T(p)H [n]z(p)[n], (22)

where

T(p)[n] = (
D̂

(p)
1 [n]U, D̂

(p)
2 [n]U, . . . , D̂

(p)
Nt

[n]U
)
. (23)

The above estimate is further refined by applying a robust
estimator for OFDM systems in [9], which makes full use
of the correlation of channel parameters at different OFDM
blocks.

3.2. Performance analysis

Here, we briefly analyze the performance of the above chan-
nel estimator for D-BLAST OFDM. Let

∆h � h[n]− h[n− 1],

ŝ
(p)
i [n, k] �

b̂i[n− 1, k], k ∈ Σ(p),

0, else,

Ŝ
(p)
i [n] = diag

{
ŝ

(p)
i [n, 0], . . . , ŝ

(p)
i [n,K − 1]

}
,

G(p)[n] �
(

T(p)H [n]T(p)[n]
)−1

T(p)H [n]Ŝ
(p)
i [n].

(24)

The MSE of the channel estimator is

MSE(p)[n] � 1
Ntχ

E
{∥∥ĥ(p)[n]− h[n]

∥∥2
}

= 1
Ntχ

Tr
{
ρ
(

T(p)H [n]T(p)[n]
)−1

+ G(p)[n]E
(
∆h[n]∆hH[n]

)
G(p)H [n]

}
,

(25)

where E{·} denotes expected value of a random variable.
Clearly the first term in the above equation results from noise
and the second term is due to channel variation.

From the above discussion, the MSE of the channel esti-
mate depends on the inverse of T(p)H [n]T(p)[n], which relates
to the condition number of T(p)H [n]T(p)[n]. It can be proved
in the appendix using the bordering theorem for Hermitian
matrices [12] that condition number of T(p)H [n]T(p)[n] in-
creases with χ. It implies that the channel estimation becomes
more ill-conditioned as the number of parameters to be esti-
mated increases. Thus we should choose the number of pa-
rameters as small as possible while preserving energy of the
channel response, which is the reason for tracking the opti-
mum transform matrix U in Section 4.

4. SUBSPACE TRACKING

The major problem of decision-directed channel estima-
tion is the randomness of the symbol sequences during
data transmission mode. For example, when the symbol se-
quences from any two of the transmit antennas are the same
or very close, it is impossible or very hard to distinguish
channel responses corresponding to different transmit an-
tennas. The greater the number of transmit antennas, the
more likely the channel is unidentifiable, or the more ill-
conditioned channel identification is. Furthermore, to re-
duce the leakage of decision-directed DFT-based channel es-
timation in MIMO-OFDM systems, the number of taps rep-
resenting channel frequency response has to be increased,
which will make channel identification more ill-conditioned
at the same time, as shown in Section 3. Moreover, increas-
ing the number of taps makes the inverse operation of matri-
ces in (22) more complicated. Hence, it is essential for low-
complexity and high-performance channel estimator to re-
duce the number of parameters to be estimated while pre-
serving most of the energy of channel frequency responses
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during the data transmission mode. Therefore, we will de-
velop subspace tracking approaches to estimate channel pa-
rameters. And since the subspace only depends on channel
autocorrelation matrix, which is time-invariant or chang-
ing very slowly, we apply subspace tracking only to training
blocks and use the derived transform matrix instead of U de-
fined in (18) for channel estimation during data transmission
mode.

Let the K ×K channel autocorrelation matrix (R f )k1,k2 =
E{H[k1]H∗[k2]} have singular value decomposition as fol-
lows:

R f = U fΛUH
f , (26)

where U f is a K × K unitary matrix and Λ = diag{λ1,
λ2, . . . , λK}, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · > 0. From [13], optimum rank-χ
estimator is to select eigenvectors u1, u2, . . . , uχ correspond-
ing to the χ biggest eigenvalues. Then the optimum rank-χ
transform matrix is

Uopt =
(

u1, u2, . . . , uχ
)
. (27)

Therefore, channel autocorrelation matrix is needed here for
the optimum low-rank channel estimation.

To obtain the channel autocorrelation matrix, first we
have to separate channel responses Hi[n, k]’s for differ-
ent i’s. This can be done by appropriately designing the
training block. In [5, 7], optimal training sequences have
been proposed to maximally separate frequency responses
of different transmit antennas while preserving most of the
energy of each channel response. The training sequences
are

bi[n, k] = b1[n, k]W−K0(i−1)k
K , (28)

for i = 1, 2, . . . ,Nt, where K0 = 
K/Nt� ≥ �td/ts	 is the num-
ber of taps used to represent the channel response as a DFT
transform. During the training period, we choose K0 taps
in approximating the channel response according to (15).
Since the leakage introduced by the DFT-based approxima-
tion is decreased as K0 increases and the well-designed train-
ing sequences provide maximum separability, we can set K0

to be big enough such that the leakage is negligible while in-
troducing little aliasing between different channel responses
[5]. The procedure to separate channel responses can be de-
scribed in Algorithm 1.

The dimension χ of the subspace can be either deter-
mined by minimum description length (MDL) criterion [14]
that is not accurate for low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or
slow channel variation, or by the approach in [13, 15] which
argues that the essential dimension of a random signal is
about the product of the bandwidth and time interval of
the signal plus one. We just choose the latter approach for
its simplicity and effectiveness; therefore, χ = �td/ts	. Sub-
space tracking approach can be summarized, which is in
Algorithm 2 modified LORAF 1 in [8].

It should be noted that the robust channel estimator
depends only on the subspace spanned by the dominant

(a) During each training block, η[n, k] = x[n, k] · b∗1 [n, k].
(b) Perform IFFT on

(
η[n, 0],η[n, 1], . . . ,η[n,K − 1]

)
to get (ζ[n, 0], ζ[n, 1], . . . , ζ[n,K − 1]).

(c) For the channel response of transmit antenna i,
circularly left shift (ζ[n, 0], ζ[n, 1], . . . , ζ[n,K − 1])
by (i− 1)K0 to get (ζ ′[n, 0], ζ ′[n, 1], . . . , ζ ′[n,K − 1]).

Let ζ ′′[n, k]
∆=

ζ ′[n, k], k ∈ [0,K0 − 1],

0, else.

(d) A channel estimate Ĥi[n, k] is obtained by performing
FFT on (ζ ′′[n, 0], ζ ′′[n, 1], . . . , ζ ′′[n,K − 1]).

Algorithm 1: Channel separation using the optimum training se-
quences.

Initialization:
(Ui[0])k,l =Wkl

K /
√
K , 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, 0 ≤ l ≤ χ − 1;

Φ[0] = I, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1;
During each training block:
input vi[n] = (Ĥi[n, 0], Ĥi[n, 1], . . . , Ĥi[n,K − 1])T ,
ci[n] = UH

i [n− 1]vi[n],
Ai[n] = αAi[n− 1]Φi[n− 1] + (1− α)vi[n]cHi [n],
Ai[n] = Ui[n]Ri[n] QR decomposition,
Φi[n] = UH

i [n− 1]Ui[n],
Low-rank channel approximation:
vi[n] = Ui[n]hi[n]

Algorithm 2: Subspace tracking for channel estimation.

eigenvectors rather than the particular eigenvectors. Let

Ûi[n] = UoptQi[n], (29)

where Qi[n] is a χ × χ unitary matrix which accounts for
the change of dominant eigenvectors without changing the
subspace. Substituting (29) into (25), it can be easily verified
that the MSE of the channel estimator is invariant to rota-
tion of the dominant eigenvectors, which can also be seen in
[9]. Therefore, it is the dominant subspace spanned by chan-
nel frequency responses that affects the performance of the
subspace tracking-based channel estimator.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of differ-
ent decision-directed channel estimation algorithms for D-
BLAST OFDM by computer simulation. Typical-urban (TU)
channel with Doppler frequency fd = 40 and 200 Hz is used
in our simulation. Performance of the proposed 7-tap lay-
erwise subspace tracking estimator is simulated. As a com-
parison, performances of systems with ideal channel param-
eters, 7-tap layerwise estimator with optimum transform, as
defined in (27), and 10-tap layerwise DFT-based estimator
with significant tap selection (STS) [4] are evaluated. The
performance of the traditional 10-tap blockwise DFT-based
channel estimator is also given, where channel estimation is
carried out once per OFDM block and the estimated chan-
nel parameters are used for the detection of the next OFDM
block.
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Four transmit antennas and four receive antennas are
employed to form four D-BLAST layers. Channel parameters
corresponding to different transmit and receive antenna pairs
are assumed to be independent but have the same statistics.
The system bandwidth of 1.25 MHz is divided into 256 sub-
channels: 2 subchannels on each side are used as guard tones,
and the rest of the subchannels are used for data transmis-
sion. The symbol duration is 204.8 µs and another 20.2 µs is
added as cyclic prefix (CP), resulting in a total block duration
of 225 µs. A 16-state binary-to-4-ary convolutional codes of
rate 1/2 with the octal generators being (26, 37) [16] is used
to encode the information bits in each layer. Four tail bits are
used for trellis termination, leaving 248 information bits per
layer. The encoder output is interleaved before sending to a
transmit antenna at a particular subcarrier.

In each independent simulation, 2000 OFDM blocks of
data are transmitted with 1 training block sent every 10
blocks. The performance averaged over independent sim-
ulations is evaluated. For channel estimator with subspace
tracking, the first 50 blocks use 10-tap DFT-based estima-
tor with STS. The estimated channel parameters are used for
initial subspace acquisition so that initial training overhead
can be saved at the expense of negligible performance loss
for continuous data transmission. Then channel estimation
is switched to the estimator with subspace tracking and the
subspace is updated at each training block. The forgetting
factor α is chosen to be 0.995.

Figures 2a and 2b compare the word error rate (WER)
and bit-error-rate (BER) performance of different channel
estimation algorithms when Doppler frequency is 40 Hz. Of
all estimators, the blockwise DFT-based channel estimator
has the worst performance since it uses channel state in-
formation at the previous OFDM block for detection and
thus is most susceptible to channel variation. The blockwise
DFT-based estimator requires about 1 dB more SNR than the
layerwise DFT-based estimator for a WER of 10−2 and its
WER curve levels off quickly at high SNR’s since its perfor-
mance is bounded by channel variation. Among layerwise es-
timators, the subspace tracking estimator, requires 0.7 dB less
SNR than the DFT-based estimator for 10−3 WER. Figure 2c
shows how MSE evolves as the layerwise channel estimation
progresses. From the figure, we can see that for all layerwise
channel estimation methods, the most significant MSE im-
provement is seen after detection of the first layer of the cur-
rent OFDM block, which is 0.7 dB at SNR = 16 dB, com-
pared with about 0.16 dB per layer improvement for layers
detected later with the proposed subspace tracking channel
estimator.

For fd = 200 Hz, from Figure 3 we see that the perfor-
mance difference between the blockwise channel estimator
and layerwise estimators is even bigger now that the system
performance is dominated by fast variation of channel pa-
rameters. The SNR gain for using layerwise subspace track-
ing estimator is about 0.8 dB for 10−2 WER compared with
layerwise DFT-based estimator. It is clear that as the channel
variation rate increases, the MSE performance improvement
with layerwise channel estimation becomes more significant,
with the successive MSE improvements being 3.4 dB, 1.2 dB,
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Figure 2: (a) WER, (b) BER, and (c) MSE of D-BLAST systems for
channels with TU delay profile and fd = 40 Hz.
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Figure 3: (a) WER, (b) BER, and (c) MSE of D-BLAST systems for
channels with TU delay profile and fd = 200 Hz.

1.2 dB, and 1 dB at SNR = 16 dB, as observed in Figure 3c.
For both fd = 40 and 200 Hz, the subspace tracking estima-
tor can effectively reduce the error floor thus provide better
performance than that of the DFT-based estimator.

6. CONCLUSION

MIMO-OFDM is a promising technology that embraces ad-
vantages of both MIMO system and OFDM, that is, immu-
nity to delay spread as well as huge transmission capacity.
In this paper, we apply the D-BLAST structure to MIMO-
OFDM systems and develop a channel estimator that up-
dates the estimated channel parameters in a layerwise fash-
ion. Since we update channel estimation using detected sig-
nals to improve detection of the rest of the signals in the cur-
rent OFDM block, the system is more robust to fast fading
channels when compared with the traditional blockwise es-
timator. To further reduce the channel estimation error, we
use the training blocks not only for channel estimation, but
also for tracking of the dominant subspace spanned by the
channel frequency response to reduce the number of param-
eters to be estimated during data transmission mode. Thus,
additional performance improvement is obtained by using
subspace tracking for the layerwise estimator, which is about
0.8 dB for 10−2 WER with fd = 200 Hz.

APPENDIX

Let U′ = (U, uχ+1), and from U′, we define T(p)′[n] as in (23)
by substituting U′ for U. We will show that

cond
(

T(p)′H [n]T(p)′[n]
) ≥ cond

(
T(p)H [n]T(p)[n]

)
, (A.1)

where cond(·) means condition number of a matrix.

Proof. Let the eigenvalues of T(p)H [n]T(p)[n] be γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥
· · · ≥ γχNt > 0. From (23) and by exchanging columns which
does not change the eigenvalues, we have

T(p)′[n] = (
T(p)[n], Y(p)[n]

)
, (A.2)

where

Y(p)[n] =
(

D̂
(p)
1 [n]uχ+1, . . . , D̂

(p)
Nt

[n]uχ+1

)
,

T(p)′H [n]T(p)′[n] =
(

T(p)H [n]T(p)[n] T(p)H [n]Y(p)[n]
Y(p)H [n]T(p)[n] Y(p)H [n]Y(p)[n]

)
.

(A.3)

Let the eigenvalues of T(p)′H [n]T(p)′[n] be γ′1 ≥ γ′2 ≥ · · · ≥
γ′(χ+1)Nt

> 0. By the bordering theorem for Hermitian matri-
ces [12], we have

γ′1 ≥ γ1 ≥ γχNt ≥ γ′(χ+1)Nt
> 0, (A.4)

thus

cond
(

T(p)′H [n]T(p)′[n]
) = γ′1

γ′(χ+1)Nt

≥ γ1

γχNt

= cond
(

T(p)H [n]T(p)[n]
)
.

(A.5)
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The problem of blind multiuser detection for an asynchronous multicarrier DS-CDMA system employing multiple transmit and
receive antennae over a Rayleigh fading channel is considered in this paper. The solutions that we develop require prior knowledge
of the spreading code of the user to be decoded only, while no further information either on the user to be decoded or on the
other active users is required. Several combining rules for the observables at the output of each receive antenna are proposed
and assessed, and the implications of the different options are studied in depth in terms of both detection performance and
computational complexity. A closed form expression is also derived for the conditional error probability and a lower bound for the
near-far resistance is provided. Results confirm that the proposed blind receivers can cope with both multiple access interference
suppression and channel estimation at the price of a limited performance loss as compared to the ideal linear receivers which
assume perfect channel state information.

Keywords and phrases: MC CDMA, multiple antennae, MIMO systems, channel estimation, timing-free detection, near-far
resistance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multicarrier code division multiple access (MC-CDMA)
has been conceived as a transmission format which retains
the potentials of direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA)—
and in particular its resistance to multipath effects induced
by the radio channel as the communication rate grows
larger and larger [1]—while relaxing some very demand-
ing requirements posed by its competitor. In particular,
the efficacy of DS-CDMA on wireless channels is mainly
due to the recombination of multiple rays so as to in-
crease the average signal-to-noise ratio, but this inevitably
poses the problem of a tight synchronization so as to avoid
heavy mismatch losses in the replicas-retrieving process.
MC-CDMA, instead, by partitioning the available band-
width in many subbands, no larger than the channel co-
herence bandwidth, and allocating in each subband inde-
pendently modulated digital signals, achieves two advan-

tages, that is, (a) the propagation channel in each sub-
band is frequency-flat, and (b) the symbol duration for the
data signals occupying the frequency subbands grows lin-
early with the number of subbands, thus implying that the
need for fast electronics and high-performance synchroniza-
tion schemes is less stringent. The combination of the MC
concept with the CDMA technology has led to the birth
of three main access schemes, that is, multitone CDMA
[2, 3], MC CDMA [4, 5, 6], and MC DS-CDMA [7, 8, 9,
10].

On the other hand, both MC-CDMA and DS-CDMA are
expected to support, in future wireless networks, extremely
high data rates, which may be in contradiction with their
inherent spectral inefficiency. A viable mean to cope with
this problem is to resort to multiple transmit and receive an-
tennae. Indeed, recent results from information theory have
shown that the capacity of a multiantenna wireless commu-
nication system in a rich scattering environment grows with a
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law approximately linear in the minimum between the num-
ber of transmit and receive antennae [11]. Roughly speak-
ing, multiple transmit antennae generate a spatial diversity
which can be successfully exploited at the receiver end to
improve performance, especially if space-time coding tech-
niques are employed at the transmitter [12]. Motivated by
these considerations, many studies have been recently pub-
lished for either single-user or multiuser multiantenna sys-
tems [13, 14].

All of these studies, though, assume either perfect chan-
nel state information (CSI) or error-free estimation thereof.
The problem of evaluating the cost of such an information
has been only recently considered [15] and the main results
are as follows: (a) the training and the data transmission
phase should be carefully designed in order to ensure reliable
transmission in a multiantenna system on wireless channel;
(b) in the large signal-to-noise ratio regime, the length of
the training phase should be in the order of the number of
transmit antennae; (c) in the region of low signal-to-noise
ratios, about half the transmission time should be devoted
to training, and, moreover, the capacity of trained systems is
far from the optimal one. It is also worth pointing out that
in a CDMA multiaccess network, the signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio is expected to be quite low, at least as far as
the network load increases, whereby the task of reducing—if
not nullifying—the training phase is more and more strin-
gent.

Motivated by these results, the present paper deals with
the problem of blind multiantenna systems employing an
MC DS-CDMA modulation format.1 Since the prior uncer-
tainty as to the CSI results in a complete lack of knowledge
of the spatial signatures of both the user of interest and of
the other users, while knowledge of the spreading code of
all of the active users can be reasonably assumed only at the
“base station” of an isolated cell, we consider the more gen-
eral scenario where the receiver cannot avail itself of any prior
information beyond the spreading code of the user of in-
terest, and is thus faced with asynchronous cochannel inter-
ference (whether from the same cell or from nearby cells);
thus differential encoding-decoding is assumed, as a result of
the lack of a phase reference. For the sake of simplicity, we
also consider uncoded transmission, even though the results
can be extended to account for space-time block coding. The
main contributions of this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows.

(1) We develop a signal model for an MC DS-CDMA sys-
tem operating over a fading dispersive channel and
employing multiple transmit and receive antennae that
resembles the signal model developed in [16, 17, 18]
with reference to a single-antenna DS-CDMA system
operating in the same conditions.

(2) Based on the above analogy, we extend the subspace
techniques developed in [16, 19] to the multiantenna

1The results presented here can be easily extended to the multitone
CDMA and to the MC-CDMA techniques as well.

MC DS-CDMA system and, moreover, we propose
several combining schemes to integrate the statistics
observed on each receive antenna branch. It should be
noted that the resulting receivers are blind and timing-
free, that is, they do not require any information be-
yond the spreading code of the user to be detected. In-
terestingly, not even the propagation delay and initial
transmitter timing offset for the user of interest is re-
quired.

(3) As a by-product of the previous derivations, we also
introduce a subspace-based technique which enables
blind channel estimation up to a complex scaling fac-
tor.

(4) We also provide a thorough performance analysis of
the proposed receivers; in particular, we derive closed-
form formulas for the conditional error probability
and for the near-far resistance, given the channel im-
pulse response realization. It is worth noticing that the
methodology outlined here is quite general and can be
used to express the performance of any linear receiver
in differentially encoded systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
outlines the system model, while Section 3 is devoted to the
development of the detection structures. In Section 4, the
statistical analysis of the receiver is provided, while Section 5
is devoted to the discussion of the numerical results. Finally,
concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

Notation

In the following, (·), (·)T , and (·)H denote conjugate, trans-
pose, and conjugate transpose, respectively; Mm×n(C) is the
set of all the m × n-dimensional matrices with complex-
valued entries. E[·] denotes statistical expectation; �(·)
and �(·) denote real part and coefficient of the imaginary
part, respectively; column-vectors and matrices are indicated
through boldface lowercase and uppercase letters, respec-
tively. The term Im(A) is the image of A, that is, its col-
umn span, while Ker(A) is the null space of A, that is, the
orthogonal complement of Im(A); dim(S) is the dimension-
ality of the subspace S; the symbols 〈·, ·〉, ⊗, and � de-
note the canonical scalar product, the Kronecker product,
and the Schur (i.e., component-wise) matrix product, re-
spectively; In denote the identity matrix of order n; Om,n and
0m are the m × n-dimensional matrix and m-dimensional
vector with null entries, respectively, and diag(a) is a di-
agonal matrix containing the elements of the vector a on
its diagonal; A+ is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of
A. supp{ f } is the support of the function f , that is, the
set of its arguments for which f is not zero and uT(τ)
is the unit height rectangular waveform of support (0,T).
N (µ, C) denotes the distribution of a Gaussian vector with
mean µ and covariance matrix C while Q(·) is the area
under the leading tail of standard Gaussian pdf; finally
Q1(·, ·) and I0(·) are the Marcum function and the modi-
fied Bessel function of the first kind and order zero, respec-
tively.
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Figure 1: Scheme of a communication system with multiple transmit and receive antennae.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

The general scheme of an MC communication system
equipped with multiple transmit and receive antennae is
shown in Figure 1. A block of nt symbols is converted from
serial to parallel and each symbol feeds a (spatially) separate
antenna. Thus, the nt symbols are transmitted in parallel,
achieving an nt-fold increase in the data rate, and received
on nr spatially separated receive antennae, providing an nr th-
order receive diversity to combat fading.

The complex envelope of the signal received on the rth
antenna can be formally written as

ρr(τ)

=
K−1∑
k=0

P−1∑
l=0

Ak
nt−1∑
t=0

bkt (l)βkt
(
τ − τk − lTb

)∗ hkt,r(τ) + wr(τ),

(1)

where

(1) K is the number of active users;
(2) P is the length of the transmitted frame;
(3) Ak is the amplitude of the signal transmitted by the kth

user;
(4) bkt (l) is the symbol transmitted by the tth antenna of

the kth user at the lth bit interval;
(5) βkt (τ) is the signature assigned to the tth transmitter of

the kth user;
(6) Tb is the bit duration;
(7) τk is the kth user’s overall delay, that is, the sum of

the kth user transmission delay and of the propagation
time through the channel;

(8) hkt,r(τ) is the channel impulse response from the tth
transmit of the k-user to the rth receive;

(9) wr(τ) is the additive white Gaussian noise on the rth
receive antenna, independent for different antennae,
with power spectral density 2N0.

On the other hand, the signatures in (1) are

βkt (τ) =
N−1∑
n=0

M−1∑
m=0

ckt (nM + m)ψtx
(
τ −mTc

)
e2πi fnτ , (2)

where

(1) N is the number of subcarriers provided to each user;
(2) M is the spreading gain on each subcarrier (hence

PG =MN is the overall processing gain);
(3) ckt (l), l = 0, . . . ,MN − 1, is the spreading sequence as-

signed to the tth antenna of the kth user;
(4) Tc = Tb/M is the chip duration;
(5) ψtx(τ) is a unit-energy chip waveform supported in

[0,∆txTc], with bandwidth Bsc; ∆tx is a suitable integer
so that the signal energy content outside Bsc is negligi-
ble;

(6) fn, n = 0, . . . ,N−1, are the frequencies assigned to the
subcarriers.

Notice that, denoting by E k
b the energy per bit of the kth user,

we have Ak =
√

2E k
b /NM.

The number of subcarriers N employed in an MC sys-
tem and their spacing ∆ f have to be properly chosen, based
on the channel characteristics. Indeed, if Bcoher is the coher-
ence bandwidth of the channel, N should be chosen so as to
ensure fading flatness in each subband and fading indepen-
dence between adjacent subbands; thus, if 2W is the overall
bandwidth assigned for transmission, N , Bsc, and ∆ f result
from the following set of constraints:

(i) Bsc ≤ Bcoher: fading flatness on the single subband;
(ii) ∆ f ≥ Bcoher: fading independence for different sub-

band;
(iii) (N − 1)∆ f + Bsc = 2W : available bandwidth.

For given N , the processing gain on each subcarrier is fixed
(M = PG/N), and the channel frequency response can be
approximated as follows:

Hk
t,r( f )u2W ( f −W) �

N−1∑
n=0

Hk
t,r

(
fn

)
u∆ f

(
f −

(
fn − ∆ f

2

))

=
N−1∑
n=0

Hk
t,r,nu∆ f

(
f −

(
fn − ∆ f

2

))
,

(3)

where fn = (n − (N − 1)/2)∆ f . We assume a slowly fading
channel, namely, whose coherence time exceeds the packet
duration PTb. As to Hk

t,r,n, it is modelled as a sequence of
complex standard Gaussian random variables, independent
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Tc
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2M2M − 121

Tc
. . .Tc

j Tc

ψrx(τ)

e−2πi f0τ

Figure 2: General A/D converter for an MC DS-CDMA system.

for all n; additionally, due to the spatial separation, they are
also independent for different t, r, and k.

At the receiver side, the signal observed on each antenna
is converted to discrete-time. According to the scheme in
Figure 2, there are N branches (i.e., as many as the number
of carriers) in the anolog-to-digital converter (ADC), each
one consisting of a mixer and of a low-pass filter ψrx(τ),
whose output is sampled every Tc seconds. Ideally, the fil-
ter ψrx(τ) should be strictly bandlimited, with bandwidth
not smaller than Bsc and not larger than ∆ f ; in practice, it
is realized through a waveform with finite support [0,∆rxTc]
and bandwidth extending between Bsc and ∆ f . It is also re-
quired to have a Nyquist autocorrelation, that is, rψrx ( jTc) =∫
R
ψrx(τ)ψrx(τ − jTc)dτ = δ( j): this implies that output

noise samples are uncorrelated. At the nth branch, the output
of the low-pass filter at the rth antenna is written as follows:

rr,n(τ) = (
ρr(τ)e−2πi fnτ

)∗ ψrx(τ)

=
K−1∑
k=0

P−1∑
l=0

Ak
nt−1∑
t=0

bkt (l)

×
M−1∑
m=0

ckt (nM + m)ψtx
(
τ − τk −mTc − lTb

)
∗ (

hkt,r(τ − τk)e−2πi fnτ
)∗ ψrx(τ)

+
(
wr(τ)e−2πi fnτ

)∗ ψrx(τ)

=
K−1∑
k=0

P−1∑
l=0

Ak
nt−1∑
t=0

bkt (l)skt,r,n

(
τ − lTb

)
+ wr,n(τ),

(4)

where

skt,r,n(τ) =
M−1∑
m=0

ckt (nM + m)gkt,r,n

(
τ −mTc

)
,

gkt,r,n(τ) = Akψtx(τ)∗ (
hkt,r(τ − τk)e−2πi fnτ

)∗ ψrx(τ)

= Hk
t,r,nϕ

k
(
τ − τk

)
.

(5)

In this equation, ϕk(τ) = Akψtx(τ) ∗ ψrx(τ) and use has

been made of the fact that the channel is flat on each subcar-
rier. It is worthwhile noticing that

(i) in (4), the only substream surviving filtering is the nth
one as, due to the bandlimitedness of the transmitted
chip waveform, there is no intercarrier interference;

(ii) all of the unknown parameters (Hk
t,r,n and τk) due to

propagation through the channels and users transmit-
ting delay have been shoved in the unknown functions
gkt,r,n(τ).

Notice that the prior uncertainty as to the delay parameter
τk derives from the initial timing offset of the kth transmit-
ter and from the propagation delay. However, while the latter
contribution could be easily absorbed in the channel impulse
response, the former should be explicitly accounted for in the
context of an asynchronous network: this fact, coupled with
the use of strictly bandlimited chip waveforms, poses some
limitations on the maximum users number that will be dis-
cussed in greater detail later on in the paper.

Upon sampling at chip rate, the signal rr,n(τ) is converted
to the sequence

rr,n
(
jTc

) = K−1∑
k=0

P−1∑
l=0

Ak
nt−1∑
t=0

bkt (l)skt,r,n

(
jTc − lTb

)
+ wr,n

(
jTc

)
.

(6)

As ϕk(τ) has a compact support in [0,∆Tc], with ∆ = ∆tx +
∆rx, according to (5), we have

supp
{
gkt,r,n(τ)

} = [
τk , τk + ∆Tc

] ⊂ [
0,Tb + 2Tc

]
,

with gkt,r,n(0) = gkt,r,n

(
Tb + 2Tc

) = 0,

supp
{
skt,r,n(τ)

} = [
τk , τk + ∆Tc + (M − 1)Tc

]
⊂ [

0, 2Tb + Tc
]
,

with skt,r,n(0) = skt,r,n

(
2Tb + Tc

) = 0,

(7)

where the inclusions stem from the assumption that τk +
∆ − 2Tc < Tb. Thus, assuming that we are interested in
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decoding the information symbols transmitted by the 0th
antenna of the 0th user, as skt,r,n( jTc − iTb) �= 0 only for
j = iM + 1, . . . , (i + 2)M, b0

0(i) can be detected through the
windowed observables rr,n( jTc), for j = iM+ 1, . . . , (i+ 2)M,
that can be arranged in the vector

rr,n(i) = (
rr,n

(
iTb + Tc

) · · · rr,n
(
(i + 2)Tb

))T ∈ C2M. (8)

Stacking now the discrete-time version of gkt,r,n(τ) into the
vector

gk
t,r,n =

(
gkt,r,n

(
Tc

) · · · gkt,r,n

(
Tb + Tc

))T
= Hk

t,r,n

(
ϕk

(
Tc − τk

) · · ·ϕk
(
Tb + Tc − τk

))T
= Hk

t,r,nϕ
k ∈ CM+1,

(9)

and defining the following matrices:

Ck
t,n,0

=



ckt (nM) 0 0
ckt (nM + 1) ckt (nM) 0

...
...

...

ckt (nM + M − 1) ckt (nM + M − 2)
. . . ckt (nM)

0 ckt (nM + M − 1) ckt (nM + 1)
...

...
...

0 0 ckt (nM + M − 1)


∈M2M×M+1(C),

Ck
t,n,−1 =

(
Ck
t,n,0L

OM,M+1

)
∈M2M×M+1(C),

Ck
t,n,+1 =

(
OM,M+1

Ck
t,n,0H

)
∈M2M×M+1(C),

(10)

where Ck
t,n,0H and Ck

t,n,0L ∈ MM×M+1(C) contain the M up-
per and M lower rows of the matrix Ck

t,n,0, respectively, the
discrete-time version skt,r,n( jTc − lTb), l = i− 1, i, i+ 1, of the
signatures skt,r,n(τ − lTb) are represented by the vectors

skt,r,n,−1 =
(
skt,r,n

(
Tb + Tc

) · · · skt,r,n

(
3Tb

))T
= Ck

t,n,−1gk
t,r,n∈ C2M ,

skt,r,n,0 =
(
skt,r,n

(
Tc

) · · · skt,r,n

(
2Tb

))T
= Ck

t,n,0gk
t,r,n∈ C2M ,

skt,r,n,+1 =
(
skt,r,n

(− TB + Tc
) · · · skt,r,n(Tb)

)T
= Ck

t,n,+1gk
t,r,n∈ C2M.

(11)

Thus, the discrete-time observable rr,n(i) in (8) can be
recast as

rr,n(i) =
K−1∑
k=0

1∑
l=−1

nt−1∑
t=0

bkt (i + l)skt,r,n,l + wr,n(i), (12)

where

wr,n(i) = (
wr,n

(
iTb + Tc

) · · ·wr,n
(
(i + 2)Tb

))T
∼ N

(
02M , 2N0I2M

)
.

(13)

Stacking up the vectors corresponding to the N sub-
carriers, we obtain the following discrete observable at the
rth receive antenna:

rr(i) =


rr,0(i)

...
rr,N−1(i)



=
K−1∑
k=0

1∑
l=−1

nt−1∑
t=0

bkt (i + l)skt,r,l + wr(i) ∈ C2MN ,

(14)

where we have let

skt,r,l =


skt,r,0,l

...
skt,r,N−1,l


= Ck

t,lg
k
t,r ∈ C2MN ,

Ck
t,l =


Ck
t,0,l OM,M+1

. . .

OM,M+1 Ck
t,N−1,l

 ∈M2MN×(M+1)N (C),

gk
t,r =


gk
t,r,0
...

gk
t,r,N−1



=


Hk

t,r,0
...

Hk
t,r,N−1

⊗ ϕk

= hk
t,r ⊗ ϕk ∈ C(M+1)N ,

wr(i) =


wr,0(i)

...
wr,N−1(i)

 ∈ C2MN.

(15)

Notice that in (14), skt,r,0 is the complete signature trans-
mitted by the tth antenna of the k-user and received, after
propagation, at the rth antenna (namely, it is a spatial signa-
ture related to the real one through the channel impulse re-
sponse); skt,r,−1 and skt,r,+1 are parts of the signature related to
the previous and successive transmitted symbol; the vectors
gk
t,r contain both the unknown channel coefficients (through

the vectors hk
t,r ∼ N (0N , IN )) and the users timings (through

the vectors ϕk); finally, wr(i) ∼ N (02MN , 2N0I2MN ) accounts
for the thermal noise.

The above model represents the extension to the MC
DS-CDMA case with multiple antennae of a well-known
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representation derived for single-antenna DS-CDMA sys-
tems operating over fading dispersive channels [16, 17, 18,
19]. In this scenario, in order to allow possible joint process-
ing of the observables at all of the receive antennae, it is useful
to define the vector r(i) = (r0(i) · · · rnr−1(i))T , which, upon
defining quantities

skt,l =


skt,0,l

...

skt,nr−1,l

 = Sk
t,lg

k
t ∈ C2MNnr ,

Sk
t,l = Inr ⊗ Ck

t,l ∈M2MNnr×(M+1)Nnr (C),

gk
t =


gk
t,0

...

gk
t,nr−1



=


hk
t,0

...

hk
t,nr−1

⊗ ϕk

= hk
t ⊗ ϕk ∈ C(M+1)Nnr ,

w(i) =


w0(i)

...

wnr−1(i)

 ∈ C2MNnr ,

(16)

can be also written as follows:

r(i) =


r0(i)

...
rnr−1(i)


=

K−1∑
k=0

1∑
l=−1

nt−1∑
t=0

bkt (i + l)skt,l + w(i)

= b0
0(i)s0

0,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
useful signal

+ b0
0(i− 1)s0

0,−1 + b0
0(i + 1)s0

0,+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISI

+
1∑

l=−1

nt−1∑
t=1

b0
t (i + l)s0

t,l︸ ︷︷ ︸
self-interference

+
K−1∑
k=1

1∑
l=−1

nt−1∑
t=0

bkt (i + l)skt,l︸ ︷︷ ︸
MAI

+ w(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise

= b0
0(i)s0

0,0 + z(i) + w(i)

= q(i) + w(i) ∈ C2MNnr .
(17)

In (17), s0
0,0 is the useful signature, z(i) represents the self-

interference, multiuser interference (MAI), and intersym-
bol interference (ISI) contribution, and w(i) ∼ N (02MNnr ,
2N0I2MNnr ) is the thermal noise. Notice that the subscript
“t” points out that each transmit antenna of a given user is as-
signed a different spreading sequence, a condition that will be
shown to be necessary in blind uncoded systems. For future

reference, notice that the covariance matrix of r(i) is equal to

Rrr = E
[

r(i)rH(i)
]

=
K−1∑
k=0

nt−1∑
t=0

[
skt,−1skHt,−1 + skt skHt + skt,+1skHt,+1

]
+ 2N0I2MNnr

= Rqq + 2N0I2MNnr .
(18)

3. DETECTOR DESIGN

The detectors that are considered in this paper are linear,
and thus uniquely specified by a suitable complex-valued
vector m.2 As anticipated, differential coding/decoding is to
be adopted to cope with the absence of a phase reference,
whereby the desired information is contained in the quantity
d0

0(i) = b0
0(i)b0

0(i − 1). At the receiver side, the observables
r0(i), . . . , rnr−1(i) can be either processed separately and then
combined or processed jointly through the vector in (17); we
refer to the former case as noncooperative detection and to
the latter case as cooperative detection.

Noncooperative detection

If we adopt a noncooperative scheme, the signals at the out-
put of the nr antennae are processed through as many de-
tectors, whose outputs are expressed by ϑr(i) = 〈rr(i), mr〉,
r = 1, . . . ,nr − 1. The vector ϑ(i) = (ϑ0(i) · · · ϑnr−1(i))T is
then forwarded to a combining block, which makes the de-

cisions d̂0
0(i) = f (ϑ(i),ϑ(i − 1)). We consider three different

scenarios.

(1) Soft integration. In this case, the decision rule assumes
the form

d̂0
0(i) = f (ϑ(i),ϑ(i− 1)) = sgn

[�(〈ϑ(i),ϑ(i− 1)
〉)]

= sgn

[
�

( nt−1∑
r=1

ϑr(i)ϑr(i− 1)

)]
,

(19)

that is, the decision takes place after the integration of
the soft differential statistics ϑr(i)ϑr(i− 1).

(2) Hard integration (with a randomized offset):

d̂0
0(i) = f

(
ϑ(i),ϑ(i− 1)

)
= sgn

[ nt−1∑
r=1

sgn
[�(

ϑr(i)ϑr(i− 1)
)]

+ u

]
,

u ∼ U
((
− 1

2
,

1
2

))
;

(20)

that is, the combination takes place after one-bit quan-
tization of the soft differential statistics. Observe that,
for nr odd, the randomized offset has no effect and this
decision amounts to a majority rule, which is optimal
for hard-quantized statistics; on the other hand, for nr

2From now on, we adopt the normalization ‖m‖ = 1.
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even, the possibility that f (ϑ(i),ϑ(i − 1)) = 0 is ward
off through the secondary threshold u.3

(3) Maximal ratio combiner (MRC). According to (14), the
vector ϑ(i) is expressed as follows:

ϑ(i) =


〈

s0
0,0,0, m0

〉
...〈

s0
0,nr−1,0, mnr−1

〉
 b0

0(i) +


〈

z0(i), m0
〉

...〈
znr−1(i), mnr−1

〉


+


〈

w0(i), m0
〉

...〈
wnr−1(i), mnr−1

〉


= ã b0
0(i) + z̃ + w̃.

(21)

A possible detection strategy consists of weighting the nr un-
quantized statistics of the vector ϑ(i) with the elements of
the gain vector ã, thus realizing an MRC; afterwards, the un-
certainty on the phase can be removed though differential
detection. The detection rule is thus

d̂0
0(i) = f

(
ϑ(i),ϑ(i− 1)

)
= sgn

[
�

(〈
ϑ(i), ã

〉〈
ϑ(i− 1), ã

〉)]
.

(22)

Cooperative detection

In this scheme, the observables are first stacked in a unique
vector and then jointly processed, obtaining ϑ(i) = 〈r(i), m〉;
a decision is finally made through

d̂0
0(i) = sgn

[�(
ϑ(i)ϑ(i− 1)

)]
. (23)

Obviously, the cooperative scheme is expected to achieve, at
the price of some complexity increase, a substantial perfor-
mance improvement with respect to the noncooperative de-
tection schemes.

Notice also that (17) reduces to (14) for nr = 1; as a
consequence, the synthesis of the receiver can be carried out
starting from the observables in (17) and then specify the re-
sults to the case nr = 1. There are, of course, a number of
different criteria to design m. The first step is to generalize
the subspace-based detector, introduced in [16, 21], to the
new scenario and then move on to the newly proposed detec-
tor family that is referred to as “two-stage” receivers in what
follows.

3.1. Subspace-based receiver

The correlation matrix Rrr of the received signal can be de-
composed as

Rrr = UΛUH = UsΛsUH
s + UnΛnUH

n , (24)

3For further details on the optimality of randomized tests, see [20].

where U = (UsUn), Λ = diag(Λs,Λn); Λs = diag(λ1, . . . ,
λ3Knt ) contains the 3Knt largest eigenvalues of Rrr in de-
scending order and Us the corresponding orthonormal
eigenvectors; Im(Us) and Im(Un) are the signal subspace and
the noise subspace, respectively. Based on the above decom-
position, the orthogonality between the noise subspace and
the useful signal s0

0,0 can be exploited to obtain an estimate,
ĝ0

0, say, of the vector g0
0. In particular, under the condition4

dim
(

Im
(

Rqq
)∩ Im

(
S0

0,0S0H
0,0

)) = 1, (25)

g0
0 can be obtained as the unique, nontrivial solution of the

equation

0 = UH
n s0

0,0 = UH
n S0

0,0g0
0. (26)

Since in practice the covariance matrix Rrr is not
known, it has to be replaced by its sample estimate R̂rr =
(1/Q)

∑Q−1
i=0 r(i)rH(i), whose spectral decomposition is

R̂rr = ÛsΛ̂sÛH
s + ÛnΛ̂nÛH

n . (27)

Accordingly, ĝ0
0 solves the problem

ĝ0
0 = arg min

‖x‖=1

∥∥ÛH
n S0

0,0x
∥∥2

, (28)

that is, it is the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest
eigenvalue of the matrix S0H

0,0 ÛnÛH
n S0

0,0.
The vector ĝ0

0 is then used to obtain the classical mini-
mum mean square error (MMSE) and zero-forcing (ZF) re-
ceivers, that is,

mMMSE = R̂−1
rr S0

0,0ĝ0
0,

mZF = R̂+
qqS0

0,0ĝ0
0,

(29)

with

R̂qq = Ûs
(
Λ̂s − 2N̂0I

)
ÛH

s ,

2N̂0 = 1
2MNnr − 3Knt

2MNnr∑
i=3Knt+1

(
Λ̂n

)
ii.

(30)

3.2. Two-stage receiver

The subspace-based receivers exhibit a noticeable perfor-
mance degradation as the users number grows large, since
the dimensionality of the noise subspace decreases and the
estimate of the vector g0

0 becomes worse and worse. A pos-
sible mean to cope with these overloaded scenarios is to re-
sort to the “two-stage” receivers, introduced in [18, 19] with
reference to single-antenna DS-CDMA networks. As a con-
sequence, the mathematical proofs of the results in Sections
3.2.1 and 3.2.3 will be omitted so as to avoid any overlap with
available literature.

4Remember that Im(Rqq) = Im(Us) = Ker(UH
n ) and Im(S0

0,0S0H
0,0 ) =

Im(S0
0,0).
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Figure 3: Two-stage linear receiver scheme.

Two-stage detectors owe their name to a functional split
of their operation in a suppression block, represented by the
matrix D of Figure 3, and a BER optimization block, repre-
sented by the vector e of the same figure. Obviously, the two
stages may collapse into the single vector m = De.

3.2.1. Synthesis of the interference
cancellation stage D

The useful signature s0
0,0 lies in Im(S0

0,0), which, in turn, is a
vector subspace of C(M+1)Nnr . The first stage is thus a nonin-
vertible transformation of the observables, that is,

y(i) = DHr(i), (31)

where D ∈ M2MNnr×(M+1)Nnr (C) solves one of the following
two constrained minimization problems:

E
[∥∥DHr(i)

∥∥2
]
= min, det

(
DHS0

0,0

) �= 0;

E
[∥∥DHq(i)

∥∥2
]
= min, det

(
DHS0

0,0

) �= 0.
(32)

The former cost function is the classical one for minimum
mean output energy (MOE), while the latter involves the
minimization of the noise-free observables; in both cases, the
constraint ensures that the signal of interest always survives
after the noninvertible transformation. Under the condition
(25), the solution to the above problems can be shown to be
written as follows:

D = (
R + S0

0,0S0H
0,0

)−1
S0

0,0

× [(
S0

0,0

(
R + S0

0,0S0H
0,0

)+
S0H

0,0

)� I
]−1

diag(α),
(33)

where α ∈ C(M+1)Nnr is an arbitrary vector with strictly posi-
tive entries and R can be either Rrr or Rqq. If R = Rrr , D is the
solution to the former problem in (32) and subsumes, as the
special case of nonfading channel with known timing, the
minimum MOE solution equivalent to the MMSE receiver;
accordingly, we refer to this solution as an MMSE-like re-
ceiver. Otherwise, if R = Rqq, D is the solution to the latter
problem in (32) and subsumes in the same way the linear
ZF receiver; we thus refer to this solution as ZF-like receiver.
Since scalar multiplicative constants have no influence on the
decision rule (see [19]), the matrix D can be also expressed
as follows:

D = (
R + S0

0,0S0H
0,0

)+
S0

0,0. (34)

Before proceeding in the system derivation, it is worth
commenting on condition (25), which was advocated to sup-
port solution (33). Indeed, the constraints in (32) just ensure

that the output useful signature is nonzero with probability
one, but they do not offer any guarantee that all of the inter-
ference be blocked before further processing. On the other
hand, defining

X = (
s0

0,−1 · · · skt,l · · · sK−1
nt−1,+1S0

0,0

)
, (35)

that is, the matrix containing all the 3Knt signatures skt,l and
S0

0,0, and noticing that

Rqq + S0
0,0S0H

0,0 = XXH , DZF-like =
(

XXH
)+

S0
0,0, (36)

it is seen that a necessary condition for

DH
ZF-likeskt,l = S0H

0,0

(
XXH

)+
skt,l = 0 for (k, t, l) �= (0, 0, 0),

(37)

(i.e., for all the interferers to be nullified and the useful sig-
nal to survive) is that skt,l and the columns of S0

0,0 be linearly
independent with respect to X for all (k, t, l) �= (0, 0, 0) (see
[19] for more details). Ensuring that s0

0,0 is the only signa-
ture linearly dependent on the columns of S0

0,0 with respect
to X amounts to forcing s0

0,0 = S0
0,0g0

0 to be the only direction
which belongs both to Im(S0

0,0S0H
0,0 ) and to Im(Rqq), that is, to

forcing (25) to hold true. This condition will be, in the fol-
lowing, referred to as identifiability condition, a term we bor-
row from [17]: notice however that, while in the subspace-
based detectors such a condition is a necessary one in order
to ensure the channel identification—and indeed its viola-
tion would result in a useless receiver—in our approach, (25)
is not a precondition, even though its violation usually results
in a performance degradation and in the loss of the near-far
resistance properties.

It is also worth pointing out here that, in the consid-
ered scenario, (25) cannot be relaxed through signal-space
oversampling, as suggested in [16], and implemented in
[19], where rectangular chip waveforms were adopted. The
MC modulation format, instead, requires avoiding the in-
tercarrier interference, which, for asynchronous systems, can
be accomplished through the use of strictly bandlimited
chip waveforms: obviously, no further sampling beyond the
Nyquist rate may be advantageous in this situation.

3.2.2. Blind implementation of D

In order to implement in a blind fashion the MMSE-like re-
ceiver, the covariance matrix Rrr is to be replaced in practice
by its sample estimate R̂rr ; the blocking matrix is then

D̂MMSE-like =
(

R̂rr + S0
0,0S0H

0,0

)+
S0

0,0. (38)

The implementation of the ZF-like receiver requires, instead,
more attention since an estimate of Rqq + S0

0,0S0H
0,0 is needed.

To this end, first note that, based on (25),

dim
(

Im
(

Rqq + S0
0,0S0H

0,0

))
= dim

(
Im

(
Rqq

))
+ dim

(
Im

(
S0

0,0S0H
0,0

))− 1

= 3Knt + (M + 1)Nnr − 1;

(39)
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whereby, upon eigendecomposition, we obtain

R̂qq + S0
0,0S0H

0,0 = UΛUH = U1Λ1UH
1 + U2Λ2UH

2 , (40)

where U = [U1 U2], Λ = diag(Λ1,Λ2), Λ1 = diag(λ1, . . . ,
λ3Knt+(M+1)Nnr−1) contains the 3Knt + (M + 1)Nnr − 1 largest
eigenvalues and U1 the corresponding orthonormal eigen-
vectors. An estimate of Rqq + S0

0,0S0H
0,0 is thus

̂Rqq + S0
0,0S0H

0,0 = U1Λ1UH
1 (41)

and the blind implementation of the ZF-like filter is

D̂ZF-like =
(

̂Rqq + S0
0,0S0H

0,0

)+
S0

0,0. (42)

3.2.3. Synthesis of the second stage e

Assuming that the blocking matrix D has suppressed all of
the interference (the term DHz(i) is very small if the MMSE-
like solution is adopted, while it is exactly zero for the ZF-like
one), the observables at the output of the second stage can be
written as

y(i) = b0
0(i)DHS0

0,0g0
0 + DHw(i). (43)

The vector e can be now chosen so as to minimize the
BER, that is, it is the cascade of a whitening filter and
of a filter matched to the warped useful signal. Upon
considering the “economy size” singular value decompo-
sition D = UDΛVH , the whitening filter is VΛ−1, with
Λ ∈ M(M+1)Nnr×(M+1)Nnr (C) a diagonal matrix and V ∈
M(M+1)Nnr×(M+1)Nnr (C) a unitary square matrix. Accordingly,
the whitened observables are given by

yw(i) = (
VΛ−1)HDHr(i)

= Λ−1VHVΛUH
D r(i) = UH

D r(i)

= b0
0(i)UH

DS0
0,0g0

0 + UH
Dw(i)

(44)

and the matched filter is UH
DS0

0g0
0. The second stage is then

e = VΛ−1UH
DS0

0,0g0
0 (45)

and the expression of the complete receiver is given by

m = De = UDΛVHVΛ−1UH
DS0

0,0g0
0 = UDUH

DS0
0,0g0

0. (46)

3.2.4. Blind implementation of e

Since in practice the vector g0
0 is not known, a further pro-

cessing is needed to obtain an estimate of the second stage
(45). To this end, notice that the correlation matrix of yw(i)
can be written as

Ryw yw = UH
DS0

0,0g0
0

(
UH

DS0
0,0g0

0

)H
+ 2N0I(M+1)Nnr , (47)

that is, it consists of the sum of a full-rank matrix and of
a unit rank one, the latter admitting UH

DS0
0,0g0

0 as its unique
eigenvector. Consequently, the eigenvector umax correspond-
ing to the largest eigenvalue of Ryw yw is parallel to UH

DS0
0,0g0

0,

and the receiver’s second stage is e = VΛ−1umax. Thus the
receiver is given by

m = UDumax. (48)

In practice, the vector umax is estimated through an eigen-
decomposition of the sample covariance matrix R̂yw yw of the
whitened observables yw(i) with

R̂yw yw =
1
Q

Q−1∑
i=0

yw(i)yw(i)H = ÛH
D R̂rrÛD. (49)

3.3. Channel estimation

As a by-product of the previous derivations, an estimate (up
to a complex scalar factor) of the discrete-time channel im-
pulse response g0

0 can be obtained, based on the considera-
tion that umax is parallel to ÛH

DS0
0,0g0

0. Accordingly, the esti-
mate ĝ0

0 of g0
0 is

ĝ0
0 =

(
ÛH

DS0
0,0

)−1
ûmax = d. (50)

This estimate (and, in the same way, the subspace-based one)
can be further improved based on (16), which shows that
g0

0 = h0
0 ⊗ ϕ0 is a structured vector. Thus we can look for

the nearest vector to d having this structure, that is, we can
consider the following optimization problem:

‖h⊗ ϕ− d‖2 = min, h ∈ CNnr , ϕ ∈ RM+1. (51)

Unfortunately, the cost function in (51) can be shown to have
multiple minima, and no closed-form solution can be de-
vised to compute its global minimum. A suitable strategy is
to minimize this function alternately with respect to h and ϕ,
which yield the following iterative rule:

hn = 1∥∥ϕn−1

∥∥2

(
INnr ⊗ ϕn−1)Hd,

ϕn =
1∥∥hn

∥∥2�
((

hn ⊗ IM+1
)H

d
)

,

ĝ0
0(n) = hn ⊗ ϕn,

(52)

where we have denoted by ĝ0
0(n) the estimate of g0

0 at the
nth iteration. Note that convergence of this procedure to the
global minimum is not guaranteed; however, experimental
evidence has shown that after few iteration (i.e., 3–4), a fixed
point is reached.

3.4. Gain vector estimation

If a noncooperative scheme with maximal ratio combining is
adopted, after we have realized the nr receivers, one for each
antenna, a further processing is needed in order to get an es-
timate of the gain vector ã.

Assuming again complete suppression of all of the inter-
ference, (21) becomes

ϑ(i) = ãb0
0(i) + w̃. (53)
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A simple blind method for estimating ã (see [21]) can be de-
veloped noticing that the correlation matrix of ϑ(i) is given
by5

Rϑϑ = ããH + 2N0Inr . (54)

Thus, the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
of Rϑϑ is parallel to ã and so, except for a complex scaling
factor, it is an estimate of the gain vector ã (note that the
phase ambiguity introduced by this complex constant is re-
moved by the differential detection rule). Finally, note that
this estimation technique can be easily made adaptive using
the tracking algorithm suggested in [21].

3.5. Maximum number of users and system complexity

The identifiability condition sets a limit on the maximum
rank of Rqq and, consequently, on the maximum number of
users, Kmax say, that the system can accommodate reliably.
Since, based on (39),

2MNnr ≥ dim
(

Im
(

Rqq + S0
0,0S0H

0,0

))
= 3Knt + (M + 1)Nnr − 1,

(55)

we have

K ≤
⌊

(M − 1)Nnr + 1
3nt

⌋
. (56)

Recalling that each user is assigned nt spreading sequences,
the maximum number of active users is

Kmax =
⌊

(M − 1)N + 1
3nt

⌋
,

Kmax = min
{⌊

(M − 1)Nnr + 1
3nt

⌋
,
MN

nt

} (57)

for noncooperative and cooperative detection, respectively.
Note that the cooperative detection scheme, jointly elaborat-
ing the signals received at the nr antennae, achieves better
BER performance and, at the same time, can accommodate
a larger number of users than the noncooperative scheme,
as expected, at the price of some complexity increase. In fact,
due to the matrix inversion in the first stage and to the singu-
lar value decomposition in the second one, the receiver com-
plexity is cubic with the dimension of R̂rr , that is, the com-
plexity is O((MNnr)3). Noncooperative receivers, instead,
rely on nr parallel operations conducted on matrices of order
2MN and entail a complexity O(nr(MN)3). Note, however,
that, coupling a recursive least squares (RLS) procedure with
subspace tracking techniques as in [18, 19], the overall com-
plexity can be limited to be quadratic, that is, O((nrMN)2)
and O(nr(MN)2) for cooperative and noncooperative detec-
tion, respectively. Moreover, since nr is not very large for real
applications, the complexity increase involved by cooperative
over the noncooperative detection is often negligible.

5Note that the channel attenuations and thermal noise are “spatially”
uncorrelated and that the receiver filters mr have unit energy.

A final key remark is now in order. Conditions (57) rep-
resent the extension to the case of MC DS-CDMA employ-
ing multiple transmit and receive antennae of the condi-
tion reported in [19] for single-antenna DS-CDMA systems
employing rectangular chip pulses. As already anticipated,
such an identifiability condition cannot be relaxed through
signal-space oversampling, once bandlimited waveforms are
employed. Indeed, adopting rectangular pulses corresponds
to enlarging the bandwidth beyond 1/Tc and to using infi-
nite effective bandwidth which in turn corresponds to a the-
oretically infinite precision in delay estimation (see [20]).
Thus, in the case of asynchronous systems with unknown de-
lays, the DS-CDMA multiplex actually spans, in the ensem-
ble of the delays realizations, an infinite-dimensional space
whose principal directions can be in principle resolved by
progressively enlarging the front-end bandwidth (i.e., “over-
sampling” by a factor L, which corresponds to chip-matched
filtering through a unit-height pulse of duration Tc/L and
sampling at rate L/Tc). In the considered strictly bandlimited
scenario, instead, the signal span is strictly finite, whereby
there appear to be just two alternatives in order to increase
the maximum user number: the former is obviously an in-
crease of the number of receive antennae, while the latter,
that we just mention here, is to enlarge the processing win-
dow.

Before moving on to the statistical analysis of the pro-
posed detection schemes, it is worth commenting on the
two-stage receiver family introduced in this section. First, no-
tice that the functional split between the interference cancel-
lation and the BER maximization stages results in a greater
flexibility at a design level; indeed, the blocking matrix D may
be designed according to several different criteria, mainly de-
pending on the intensity of the interfering users, without af-
fecting the structure of the BER optimization stage. Addi-
tionally, even though we do not dwell on this issue here, it
is natural to investigate the feasibility of adaptive (on a bit-
by-bit scale) blind systems. Notice that, in our scenario, sev-
eral different time-scales can be envisaged for channel vari-
ations: the abrupt changes in the MAI, wherein new users
may enter the network and former users may abandon it,
short-term variations in the channel tap-weights, and long-
term variations in the temporal and spatial signatures of
the active users. Notice also that the MAI structure affects
only the interference-blocking stage of the proposed receiver,
and would in principle require a self-recovering updating of
the blocking matrix D, which is indeed the focus of cur-
rent research. As for the long-term variations, it is reason-
able to assume that their time scale is large enough so as to
allow batch processing with offline estimation of the rele-
vant statistical measures. An open problem is, instead, the
handling of short-term variations, which have an impact on
both stages of the receiver. At an intuitive level, one might
expect that the interference-blocking matrix design crite-
rion should be modified in order to ensure nonzero out-
put signal in the ensemble of the channel tap-weights real-
izations, which expectedly results in a set of constraints dic-
tated by the covariance matrix of the channel taps. Addition-
ally, constrained-complexity tracking procedures should be
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introduced in order to adapt the BER optimization stage in
such a time-varying scenario. All of the above issues form the
objects of current investigations.

4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we develop a statistical performance analysis
of the proposed receiver and, in particular, we derive ana-
lytical expressions for the conditional error probability and
near-far resistance, given the timing and the channel realiza-
tions of all of the users, that is, conditioned on the vector

g = (
g0T

0 · · · gkT
t · · · g(K−1)T

nt−1

)T ∈ CKnt(M+1)Nnr . (58)

4.1. Probability of error

First of all, recall that the decision rule is written as

d̂0
0(i) = sgn

[
�

(〈
r(i), m

〉〈
r(i− 1), m

〉)]
= sgn

(
1
2
xixi−1 +

1
2
xixi−1

)
,

(59)

where

xi =
〈

r(i), m
〉 = b0

0(i)mHS0
0,0g0

0 + mHz(i) + mHw(i)

= b0
0(i)mHs0

0,0 + ζ(i).
(60)

Assuming that the MAI plus ISI contribution mHz(i) at the
output of the filter is approximately Gaussian with zero mean
(see [22]), the term ζ(i) in (60) can be modeled as a complex
Gaussian random variate with zero mean. Thus, given g and
b0

0(i), the random variable xi is itself Gaussian and

µ = E
[
xi

∣∣g, b0
0(i)

] = b0
0(i)mHs0

0,0,

c(0) = Var
(
xi

∣∣g, b0
0(i)

) = E
[∣∣ζi∣∣2

]
= mH

(
2N0I2NMnr + Rz

)
m,

c(1) = Cov
(
xi, xi−1

∣∣g, b0
0(i), b0

0(i− 1)
) = E

[
ζiζ i−1

]
= mH

(
Rw(i)w(i−1) + Rz(i)z(i−1)

)
m,

(61)

where

Rz(i)z(i) = E
[

z(i)zH(i)
] = s0

0,−1s0H
0,−1 + s0

0,+1s0H
0,+1

+
nt−1∑
t=1

[
s0
t,−1s0H

t,−1 + s0
t s0H

t + s0
t,+1s0H

t,+1

]
+

K−1∑
k=1

nt−1∑
t=0

[
skt,−1skHt,−1 + skt skHt + skt,+1skHt,+1

]
,

Rz(i)z(i−1) =
nt−1∑
t=1

[
s0
t,−1s0,H

t + s0
t s0H

t,+1

]
+

K−1∑
k=1

nt−1∑
t=0

[
skt,−1skHt + skt skHt,+1

]
,

Rw(i)w(i−1) = Inr ⊗
(

OMN ,MN 2N0IMN

OMN ,MN OMN ,MN

)
.

(62)

Notice also that Rz(i)z(i) and Rz(i)z(i−1) are equal to the null
matrix if the ZF-like receiver is adopted. Since the probability
of error can be written as

Pe|g = Pe|g,d0
0 (i)=1

= P
(

1
2
xixi−1 +

1
2
xixi−1 < 0|g,d0

0(i) = 1
)

,
(63)

and since (1/2)xixi−1 + (1/2)xixi−1 is a quadratic form in
correlated complex-valued Gaussian random variables, upon
defining

a = |µ|

√√√√√ c(0)−
√
c2(0)−�2

(
c(1)

)
c2(0)−�2

(
c(1)

) ,

b = |µ|

√√√√√ c(0) +
√
c2(0)−�2

(
c(1)

)
c2(0)−�2

(
c(1)

) ,

α = 1
2

(
1 +

�(
c(1)

)√
c2(0)−�2

(
c(1)

)
)

,

(64)

and using the results in [23], we obtain

Pe|g = Q1(a, b)− αI0(ab)e−(a2+b2)/2,

Pe = Eg
[
Pe|g].

(65)

Notice that (65) is the expression of the probability of error
of any linear receiver employing differential data detection.
In order to obtain the unconditional error probability, we
should carry out the expectation with respect to the vector
g; however, this task cannot be easily accomplished, whereby
we resort to a numerical average over a finite number of ran-
dom realizations of g.

So far, the case of a cooperative reception has been ana-
lyzed; moving to the noncooperative receiving scheme with
hard integration, denote by pe the conditional probability of
error over each of the nr receive antennae (note that pe can
be computed with the same approach as in the case of co-
operative detection); since the channel gains and the thermal
noise are assumed independent across the receive antennae,
the hard integration strategy amounts to a Bernoulli count-
ing and the overall probability of error is easily shown to be
written as follows:

(i) PHI
e|g =

∑nr
i=(nr+1)/2

( nr
i

)
pie(1− pe)nr−i for nr odd;

(ii) PHI
e|g =

∑nr
i=nr /2+1

( nr
i

)
pie(1−pe)nr−i+(1/2)

( nr
nr /2

)
pnr /2e (1−

pe)nr /2 for nr even.

Determining an analytical expression for the error proba-
bility in the case of noncooperative reception with soft in-
tegration is quite involved a task. Indeed, in this case, the
test statistic can be expressed through the quadratic form∑nr−1

j=0 ((1/2)x
j
i x

j
i−1+(1/2)x

j
i x

j
i−1), where the nr pairs {x j

i , x
j
i−1}
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are Gaussian variates, statistically independent of each other
but not identically distributed, thus implying that the re-
sults in [23] cannot be directly applied. For the sake of
brevity, we do not dwell any further on this issue, and just
point out that the system error probability in this scenario
is lower and upper bounded by those of the cooperative
scheme and noncooperative scheme with hard integration,
respectively.

4.2. Near-far resistance

For a multiuser detector, the asymptotic efficiency and the
near-far resistance for the 0th transmit antenna of the 0th
user are defined as follows:

η = sup
{
r ∈ [0, 1] : lim

N0→0

Pe(E 0
b /N0)

Po
e (rE 0

b /N0)
< +∞

}
,

η = inf
E i
b≥0
i�=0

{η}, (66)

respectively, where Po
e is the probability of error of the opti-

mum receiver (maximum likelihood) for an isolated system
(i.e., with no other user except the 0th one); the performance
measures in (66) determine the loss due to the presence of
the MAI in the limit of very low background noise. We just
focus on the ZF-type receiver, since the MMSE-like solution
converges to the ZF-like one as N0 vanishes.

First of all, note that if (25) is met, the proposed receiver
achieves asymptotic multiuser efficiency, since the first stage
is able to completely suppress interference (see (37)). How-
ever, as Pe cannot be easily computed in a closed form, in the
sequel we condition on the vector g and consider the follow-
ing conditional near-far resistance:

η(g) = inf
E i
b≥0
i�=0

{
sup

{
r ∈ [0, 1] : lim

N0→0

Pe|g(E 0
b /N0)

Po
e|g(rE 0

b /N0)
< +∞

}}
.

(67)

Note that even though η(g) does not coincide with the actual
system near-far resistance η, it is still a measure of the re-
ceiver capability to combat interference with arbitrarily large
strength in the low-noise region: precisely, η(g) is the near-
far resistance that the receiver experiences during the trans-
mission of a frame.

Now, since a closed-form expression of Po
e|g is not avail-

able, a lower bound for η(g) can be obtained by replac-

ing Po
e|g itself with the error probability Q(

√
‖s0

0,0‖2/N0) of a
synchronous single-antenna system employing binary phase-
shift keying; thus, we have

η(g)

≥ inf
E i
b≥0
i�=0

{
sup

{
r ∈ [0, 1] : lim

N0→0

Pe|g(E 0
b /N0)

Q
(√

r
∥∥s0

0,0

∥∥2
/N0

) < +∞
}}

.

(68)

Now, we evaluate this parameter. For the ZF-like receiver,

the quantities in (61) and (64) simplify to

µ = b0
0(i)mHs0

0,0,

c(0) = 2N0‖m‖2,

c(1) = mHRn(i)n(i−1)m = 2N0v,

a = 1√
2N0

∣∣mHs0
0,0

∣∣√√√‖m‖2 − √‖m‖4 −�2(v)
‖m‖4 −�2(v)

= ξ√
N0

,

b = 1√
2N0

∣∣mHs0
0,0

∣∣√√√‖m‖2 +
√‖m‖4 −�2(v)

‖m‖4 −�2(v)
= φ√

N0
,

α = 1
2

(
1 +

�(v)√‖m‖4 −�2(v)

)
,

(69)

respectively, and the probability of error for the 0th transmit
antenna of the 0th user given g in (65) can be also written as
follows:

Pe|g = Q1

(
ξ√
N0

,
φ√
N0

)
− αI0

(
ξφ

N0

)
e−(ξ2+φ2)/(2N0). (70)

Since Q1(ξ/
√
N0,φ/

√
N0) and I0(ξφ/N0)e−(ξ2+φ2)/(2N0) are

both asymptotic functions, for N0 → 0, to Q((φ− ξ)/
√
N0)

(see [24]), the conditional near-far resistance admits the fol-
lowing lower bound:

η(g) ≥


(φ − ξ)2∥∥s0

0,0

∥∥2 =
∣∣〈

m, s0
0,0

〉∣∣2∥∥s0
0,0

∥∥2(‖m‖2 + �(v)
) , if K ≤ Kmax,

0, otherwise.
(71)

It is obviously understood that averaging the above quan-
tity with respect to g leads to a sort of average near-far resis-
tance, that is, the near-far resistance experienced, on the av-
erage, by the receiver during the transmission of many (the-
oretically infinite) packets; in this case too, the expectation
with respect to the vector g can be evaluated numerically.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we discuss numerical results illustrating the
performance of the proposed receivers. We use both semi-
analytical procedures exploiting the previously derived ana-
lytical formulas, and plain Monte Carlo simulations. In both
situations, the curves shown will be the result of an average
over 104 channels and delays realizations. We assume that

(a) each user is equipped with two transmit antennae;
(b) the convolution (ψtx∗ψrx)(τ) = ϕ(τ) is a raised cosine

with duration 4Tc (∆ = 4) and roll-off factor 0.22;
(c) the number of subcarriers is N = 4 and the spreading

over each one is M = 8 (the composite spreading gain
is then PG = 32 and the spreading sequences are PN ∈
{−1, 1} of length 31 stretched out with a−1);

(d) the sample correlation matrix R̂rr is obtained through
a sample estimate over Q = 1300 samples.
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Figure 4: Lower bound for the average near-far resistance of the
two-stage receiver versus the number of users for several nr : M =
8,N = 4, and nt = 2.

In Figure 4, the computed lower bound for the average
near-far resistance of the two-stage receiver with cooperative
detection is represented versus the number of active users for
different number of receive antennae (nr = 1, . . . , 4). Results
show that the proposed receiver is near-far resistant and, also,
that increasing the number of receive antennae yields a re-
markable performance improvement (note that for nr = 4,
the limiting factor of the number of users is no longer dic-
tated by (25), but by the number of available spreading se-
quences, that is, sixteen times two). Figures 5 and 6 show
the probability of error (obtained through the semianalytical
procedure) of the nonblind receivers with cooperative detec-
tion versus the ratio γ0 = E 0

b /N0, for several values of the
number of receive antennae and of active users. It is here as-
sumed that perfect average power control has been pursued,
even though, due to the said near-far resistance feature of the
proposed receivers, the system performance is only slightly
degraded in a near-far scenario. It is seen from Figure 5 that
as the number of receive antennae grows, the receiver per-
formance improves and, for a fixed error probability value, a
higher number of users can be accommodated. On the other
hand, Figure 6 shows the error probability for different re-
ceivers and fixed number of users, that is, K = 4. It can
be seen that the MMSE-like receiver behaves slightly worse
than the MMSE one for nr = 1, while for nr = 2, all the
nonblind receivers exhibit the same performance. Simula-
tion results, not provided here for the sake of brevity, have
also confirmed a perfect agreement between the semianalyti-
cal procedure and the Monte Carlo-based performance eval-
uation technique.

With regard to the performance of the blind receivers, re-
sults of Monte Carlo simulations are presented in Figures 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 for a severe near-far scenario (the inter-
fering users are 15 dB above the user of interest) and with
K = 4 active users, for both cooperative and noncooperative

1 receive antenna
2 receive antennae
3 receive antennae
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
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K = 3
K = 5

K = 7

K = 5K = 8
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Figure 5: Probability of error for the nonblind ZF-like receiver
versus γ0 for different number of users and of receive antennae:
M = 8,N = 4, and nt = 2.
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Figure 6: Probability of error for the nonblind receivers: MMSE-
like, MMSE, ZF-like, and ZF: K = 4,M = 8,N = 4, and nt = 2.

reception (observe that the maximum number of user Kmax

for the noncooperative scheme is 4 implying that the network
is fully loaded). Figures 7 and 8 show the performance of the
proposed subspace-based channel estimation procedure for a
noncooperative and a cooperative reception scheme, respec-
tively. In particular, the correlation coefficient

ρ =
∣∣〈

ĝ0
0, g0

0

〉∣∣∥∥ĝ0
0

∥∥ ∥∥g0
0

∥∥ (72)
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Figure 7: Channel estimation for a noncooperative reception
scheme: K = 4, M = 8, N = 4, nt = 2, nr = 2, Q = 1300, and
P = 1500.
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Figure 8: Channel estimation for a cooperative reception scheme:
K = 4, M = 8, nt = 2, nr = 2, Q = 1300, and P = 1500.

is reported versus γ0. Here, the word “mod” in the legends
refers to the improved channel estimation rule in (52). Fig-
ures 9 to 11 show the system error probability for the nonco-
operative scheme with hard and soft integration, and for the
cooperative scheme, respectively. Here, the curve labeled as
“MMSE-like limit” reports the performance of the MMSE-
like receiver in the limit of increasingly large size Q of the
sample set used to estimate the covariance matrix of the data.
Inspecting the figures, it is seen that in the noncooperative
case, with the network fully loaded, the best channel esti-
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Figure 9: Probability of error for the blind receivers; noncoopera-
tive reception with hard integration: K = 4, M = 8, nt = 2, nr = 2,
Q = 1300, and P = 1500.
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Figure 10: Probability of error for the blind receivers; noncoopera-
tive reception with soft integration: K = 4, M = 8, N = 4, nt = 2,
nr = 2, Q = 1300, and P = 1500.

mation is achieved by the ZF-like receiver, immediately fol-
lowed by the subspace-based one, while for the cooperative
case, both the ZF-like and the MMSE-like receivers outper-
form the subspace-based one. This trend is confirmed in the
plots showing the error probability; indeed, the ZF-like re-
ceiver performs slightly better then the ZF subspace-based
one in both cases while the MMSE-like receiver outperforms
the subspace-based receiver only in the cooperative case. It is
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Figure 11: Probability of error for the blind receivers; cooperative
reception scheme: K = 4, M = 8, N = 4, nt = 2, nr = 2, Q = 1300,
and P = 1500.

also seen that the soft integration achieves superior perfor-
mance with respect to the hard integration scheme and that
both of them incur a loss with respect to the cooperative re-
ception. Notice that for the noncooperative receiver, due to
the network full load, the MMSE-like limit performance is
not coincident with that of the ideal MMSE receiver; con-
versely, for cooperative reception, since now the users num-
ber is smaller than the maximum one, the MMSE-like limit
curve is quite coincident with the ideal MMSE receiver per-
formance. Finally, in Figure 12 a comparison between the er-
ror probability of the soft integration and MRC techniques in
a noncooperative reception scheme is provided. Notice that,
at the price of some complexity increase, the MRC scheme
achieves better results with respect to the soft integration
one for the nonblind receivers; on the other hand, concern-
ing the blind receivers, the performance improvement is less
evident due to the not perfect estimation of the vector gain
(R̂ϑϑ was obtained though a sample estimate over Q2 = 1000
samples).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have considered the problem of blind mul-
tiuser detection for asynchronous MC DS-CDMA systems
equipped with multiple transmit and receive antennae. This
is nowadays an interesting research topic, since MC mod-
ulation formats coupled with the use of multiple antennae
represent a suitable means to achieve high data rates on the
wireless channel at a reasonable computational and practical
implementation cost.

The receivers that have been proposed here are code-
aided in the sense that they require knowledge of the spread-

MMSE-like, soft
MMSE-like, MRC
ZF-like, soft
ZF-like, MRC

ZF nonblind, soft
MMSE nonblind, soft
ZF nonblind, MRC
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Figure 12: Probability of error for both soft integration and max-
imal ratio combiner in a noncooperative scheme: K = 4, M = 8,
N = 4, nt = 2, nr = 2, Q = 1300, P = 1500, and Q2 = 1000.

ing code for the user of interest only, while no prior knowl-
edge on the channel state and on the timing offset is needed.
Several combining rules for the statistics obtained at the
output of each antenna have been considered and assessed.
A thorough statistical analysis has been derived for the
proposed receivers (and for any linear receiver employing
binary differential transmission), while the performance of
the blind version has been evaluated through Monte Carlo
simulations. Results have shown that these receivers exhibit
performance levels close to those of the MMSE and ZF ones
and that the use of multiple receive antennae has a beneficial
impact on the system performance.

Future work on this topic comprises the consideration
of space-time and space-frequency codes, as well as the ex-
tension of the proposed detection strategy to the situation in
which the channel is time-dispersive, that is, it does not re-
main constant over the whole transmitted frame.
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With sophisticated signal and information processing algorithms, air interfaces with space-time (ST) coding and multiple recep-
tion antennas substantially improve the reliability of wireless links. This paper proposes a new receiver algorithm for differential ST
coded transmissions over the finite-impulse-response (FIR) rich multipath fading channels. The symbol detection introduced in
this paper is a deterministic subspace-based approach in a multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) system framework. The
receiver (i) operates in a blind fashion without estimating the channel or its inverse and (ii) is able to work with a small number
of signal samples and hence can be applied in the quasistatic channels. The proposed scheme employs multiple antennas at both
sides of the transceiver and exploits both the antenna diversity and the multiple constant modulus (MCM) characteristics of the
signaling. The receiver is able to blindly mitigate the intersymbol interference (ISI) in a rich multipath propagation environment,
and this has been verified through the extensive Monte Carlo simulations.

Keywords and phrases: rich multipath channels, space-time processing, transmit diversity, unitary group codes, signal subspace,
constant modulus.

1. INTRODUCTION

Space-time (ST) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
transmission and reception is now regarded as one of the
most effective approaches for increasing channel capacity or
system fading-resistance [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Among a variety
of ST coding schemes, differential ST modulation (DSTM)
and differential space-code modulation (DSCM) are among
the most promising ST coding schemes in wireless fading
channels because of their efficient differential encoding and
detection features [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Of particular interest to
this paper is differential unitary group codes introduced in
[8, 9, 12].

The differential schemes can work whether the channel
state information (CSI) is available or not, and this is what
makes them very attractive. When an accurate estimation of
the CSI is difficult or costly, the DSTM schemes are obviously
preferable than other schemes which assume full knowledge
of the CSI.

As a recent development, a new type of ST block code
is the Khatri-Rao ST code (KRST) proposed in [13], which

possesses a built-in channel identifiability. It relies on the
blind identifiability properties of the trilinear models and
parallel factor analysis to estimate the channel states and to
detect the ST symbols. However, there are some concerns
about the convergence speed of its iterative algorithm. DSTM
does not have such an issue. Compared to DSTM, KRST has a
higher computational complexity at the receiver. The DSTM
was designed to maximize the diversity advantage of the code
while maintaining a receiver implementation to be as simple
as possible.

The common point of the DSTM, DSCM, and the KRST
is that they all assume a frequency-flat fading channel mod-
eling in their design and analysis. In this paper, we con-
sider reception of the DSTM signals under more realistic and
complex channel conditions in rich multipath environment.
Multipath scattering and reflection effects characterize most
wireless channels. They cause both time and angle spreads.
As a result, most wireless channels are selective in time, space,
and frequency, and this is a reason why this paper addresses
multipath frequency-selective impairments in the design of
the ST receiver.
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In contrast to the method presented in this paper, a
combination of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) scheme with one of DSTM, DSCM, and KRST
is feasible for transceiver designs over MIMO frequency-
selective channels, because OFDM is capable of converting
the frequency-selective channels into frequency-flat fading
channels. Besides, to achieve the maximum diversity gain, a
direct design of the frequency-ST coding scheme based on
OFDM is also possible. An example is the transceiver pro-
posed in [14]. However, the OFDM scheme has its own limi-
tations: it has a very large peak to average power ratio, which
demands a high linearity on the transmitter power ampli-
fier. Nonlinearity of the system causes the intercarrier inter-
ference, which gives rise to the drastic degradation of the sys-
tem performance. Moreover, performance of OFDM is more
vulnerable to the frequency synchronization error than the
conventional schemes, such as the single-carrier M-ary PSK,
which the DSTM employs [15].

For channel equalizers requiring the channel estimation,
the channel identification precision substantially affects the
system performance. Small estimation bias may cause a se-
vere performance degradation. In mobile communications,
the channel changes quickly so that channel estimation is in-
efficient. Therefore, in this paper, channel estimation is nei-
ther assumed nor conducted in the algorithm. At the receiver,
the transmitted data are recovered directly from the observed
samples using an algebraic approach. Specifically, the new
transceiver scheme consists of (i) a DSTM transmitter, (ii) an
equalization algorithm based on direct input signal subspace
estimation, and (iii) a differential ST symbol detector.

In general, the proposed receiver mitigates the multipath
time-spread impairments without channel estimation pro-
vided that the channel is of rich multipath type so that its
characterization matrix meets certain column-rank condi-
tions. The approach used in this paper to recover the data
relies on a modified version of signal subspace-based method
introduced in [16]. The novelty of this paper stems from in-
tegrating subspace method based signal deconvolution and
the exploitation of constant modulus property of the trans-
mitted symbols to facilitate the noncoherent detection of
DSTM signaling in a frequency-selective environment.

2. REVIEW OF DIFFERENTIAL ST MODULATION

In this section, the DSTM and unitary group codes [8] are
briefly described for transmissions over frequency-flat fad-
ing channels. A transmitter equipped with K antennas and
a receiver equipped with M antennas are assumed to con-
stitute the transceiver system. A unitary ST codeword ma-
trix C j of size K × K is transmitted in the jth time slot Tj

of duration Tc = K · Ts, where j is the time index and Ts

is the symbol duration. Each code matrix C j is of the form
C j = C j−1G j . Matrix G j is chosen from a specific code set
G = {G(m) | G(m)GH

(m) = I} to represent user data, where m
is the codeword index (m = 1, 2, . . . , M). The code has the
property

C jCH
j = KIK×K . (1)

Transmitter
antenna array

Receiver
antenna array

{
Channel H

}
Additive
noise N

Figure 1: The general modeling of a multiantenna transceiver sys-
tem.

It was proved in [9] that a full-rank unitary group code with
M = 2n codewords is equivalent to either a cyclic group
code or a dicyclic group code. Assuming that the unknown
frequency-flat fading channel is characterized by matrix H ∈
CM×K , the received data of the differentially ST coded signals
at multiple receiving antennas are given as [8]

Y j = HX j + N j , (2)

where (i) the transmitted ST code is represented by X j , j =
1, 2, . . . , J ; (ii) J is a frame length in codewords; and (iii) N j

stands for the matrix version of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). With such modeling in a frequency-flat fading en-
vironment, a maximum likelihood (ML) decoder derived in
[8] is

Ĝ j = arg max
G(m)

�{Tr
{

G(m)YH
j Y j−1

}}
, (3)

where � stands for real part of the value and Tr denotes a
trace computation. Hence, without knowing H, the G j can
be estimated by observing the last two received data blocks
[Y j−1, Y j].

3. THE NEW RECEIVER ALGORITHM FOR
TRANSMISSION OVER FIR RICH MULTIPATH
FADING CHANNELS

3.1. Basis representations of the transmitted signals

In what follows, after a frame-by-frame DSTM transmitter is
proposed, the discussion will focus on an equalization algo-
rithm based on direct input signal subspace estimation.

The transmission scenario proposed in this paper for
MIMO rich multipath channels is a frame-by-frame trans-
mission/reception scheme illustrated in Figures 1 and 2,
where Tc is a time slot for a codeword and TG � LTs

is a frame guard interval to avoid the interframe interfer-
ence (L is the maximum channel length of the subchan-
nels).

At the receiver, the continuous-time received signal vec-
tor Y(t) is sampled at the symbol rate (1/Ts) after down-
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Figure 2: Transmitted signal frame structure and timing.

converting and reception filtering. For a period of signal
frame (TF), the sampled data sequence of Y(t) at a receiver is
arranged in a matrix form as follows:

YM×(N+L) =
[

y0, y1, . . . , yN+L−1
]

=


y1(0) y1(1) · · · y1(N + L− 1)
y2(0) y2(1) · · · y2(N + L− 1)

...
...

...
...

yM(0) yM(1) · · · yM(N + L− 1)

 ,
(4)

where (i) N is the frame length in symbols and (ii) yi is a
column vector of sampled data. We assume the quasistatic
channel, namely, over the duration of one frame, the MIMO
channel is time invariant.

According to the general modeling of MIMO channels,
to capture the channel states, a matrix sequence {h(i), i =
0, 1, . . . ,L} is used. If the noise effects are temporarily disre-
garded and with the proper arrangement of data, we get the
following input-output relation in a matrix format for the
qth frame:

Y
[q]
M×(N+L) = HM×K(L+1)X

[q]
K(L+1)×(N+L), (5)

where

HM×K(L+1) =
[

h(0), h(1), . . . , h(L)
]
;

X
[q]
K(L+1)×(N+L)

=


x(0) x(1) · · · x(N − 1) 0 · · · 0

0 x(0) · · · x(N − 2) x(N − 1) · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 · · · 0 x(0) x(1) · · · x(N − 1)

 ;

(6)

and x(i) is a column vector x(i) = [x1(i), x2(i), . . . , xK (i)]T .

In order to retrieve input (transmitted) signals from the
observation of convoluted received signals, first, a matrix se-
quence {Y(p) | p = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,L} is formed such that

Y(p) = [
yp, yp+1, . . . , yp+N−1

]
; p = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,L, (7)

where Y(p) can be viewed as the vector subsequences of
[y0, y1, . . . , yN+L−1] within a sliding window of width N cor-
responding to the shift p = 0, 1, . . . ,L.

For every Y(p), we calculate a matrix Ξ(p) which consists
of the spanning row vector set, that is, the rows of Ξ(p) consti-
tute the orthonormal basis for the subspace spanned by the
rows of Y(p). The matrix Ξ(p) can be obtained by singular
value decomposition (SVD) or some other efficient estima-
tion methods. This processing is denoted in this paper by

Y(p) =⇒ Ξ(p), p = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,L. (8)

Proposition 1. Let the row vector subspace of XK×N =
[x(0) x(1) · · · x(N − 1)] be denoted by SX . In absence of
the noise, the intersection of the row vector subspaces of Ξ(p),
p = 0, 1, . . . ,L, is equivalent to SX with a probability of 1 for
transmissions employing unitary ST group codes, provided H
is of a full-column rank and the signal frame length N is suffi-
ciently large for matrix X to have full-row rank.

The proof of Proposition 1 is in the appendix. The full-
column-rank assumption of H could be met with proba-
bility of 1 if it is a “tall” matrix with a row number larger
than the column number if channel is of a rich multipath
type. Evidently, if the subchannel lengths increase, accord-
ingly, the number of reception antennas should be increased.
Some auxiliary methods to facilitate meeting this assump-
tion are discussed in Section 3.2. This assumption is a suffi-
cient condition for the operation of the algorithm proposed
in Section 4; however, it is not a necessary condition.
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As a matter of fact, for the proposed algorithm, it is only
assumed that some matrices among h(i), i = 0, 1, . . . ,L, indi-
vidually have a full-column rank. This normally holds with
probability of 1 for a rich multipath environment and the
number of the reception antennas being larger than that of
the transmission antennas. This assumption could be further
relaxed by the data stacking method discussed in Section 3.2.

Defining a new matrix Ξ whose row vectors span the vec-
tor subspace intersection of Ξ(p), p = 0, 1, . . . ,L, and denot-
ing it by Ξ = ⋂L

p=0 Ξ
(p), from Proposition 1, we have that the

rows of Ξ also span subspace SX with probability 1. There-
fore,

XK×N = WK×KΞK×N (9)

holds with probability 1, where WK×K is a weight matrix.
Hence, with a proper W, the transmitted signals could be re-
covered completely from Y(p) by finding the spanning vec-
tor set using procedure of Proposition 1. In other words, the
transmitted data could be recovered from Y(p) within the
ambiguity of a transformation W.

The above observation is a fundamental point for the re-
ceiver algorithm design in this paper based on direct input
signal subspace estimation. The estimation of W will be dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.

3.2. Column-rank assumption of channel matrices
and oversampling

Regarding the assumption for the column rank of h(i), the
following discussion is in order. As analyzed in [17], rich
multipath scattering normally causes wide angle spreads. In
these situations, the channels can be modeled using uncor-
related high-rank matrices. For MIMO frequency-flat fading
channels, a formula suggested in [17] to predict a high-rank
channel situation is

2Dt

K − 1
2Dr

M − 1
>
Rλ

M
, (10)

where (i) Dt, Dr stand for the transmission and reception
scattering radius, respectively; (ii) R is the distance between
transmitter and receiver; and (iii) λ is the wavelength. This
formula indicates that a large number of scatters (and large
antenna spacing), large angle spreading, and small range R
will help in building up the high-rank MIMO channels in
a frequency-flat fading modeling. High-rank MIMO chan-
nels can offer significant spatial multiplexing gain or diver-
sity gain.

For MIMO frequency-selective channels, the above pre-
diction method is applicable to channel matrices among h(i)
that do not have zero columns. Therefore, it still brings in-
sight to investigation of the MIMO frequency-selective chan-
nels and the scheme discussed in this paper.

To facilitate meeting the channel matrix column-rank re-
quirements with minimum receiver antenna number, it is
possible to arrange the received sample data for each frame

by stacking the data v times as follows:

Y
[q]
Mv×(N+L+v−1) = HMv×K(L+v)X

[q]
K(L+v)×(N+L+v−1), (11)

Y[q] =


y

[q]
0 y

[q]
1 · · · · · · y

[q]
N+L−1 0 0

0 y
[q]
0 y

[q]
1 · · · y

[q]
N+L−2 · · · 0

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

0 0 0 y
[q]
0 · · · · · · y

[q]
N+L−1

 ,

H =


h(0) h(1) · · · · · · h(L) 0 0

0 h(0) h(1) · · · h(L− 1) · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 h(0) · · · · · · h(L)

 ,

(12)

X[q] =
x[q](0) x[q](1) · · · · · · x[q](N−1) 0 0

0 x[q](0) x[q](1) · · · x[q](N−2) · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 x[q](0) · · · · · · x[q](N−1)

 .
(13)

The arrangement of received data in the matrix above is
different from that of [16] for improving signal detection at
the first and last L symbols in each transmitted frame.

If a large receive antenna number is not feasible, over-
sampling with larger reception bandwidth could be consid-
ered as an alternative approach to meet the necessary channel
matrix rank condition. If the oversampling rate is P, (P − 1)
times more data can be obtained and arranged as follows:

[
ȳ0, ȳ1, . . . , ȳN+L−1

]

=



y(0) y(1) · · · y(N + L− 1)

y
(

1
P

)
y
(

1 +
1
P

)
· · · y

(
N + L− 1 +

1
P

)
...

...
...

...

y
(
P−1
P

)
y
(
1 +

P−1
P

)
· · · y

(
N + L− 1 +

P−1
P

)


,

(14)

where the index i + j/P stands for the jth sample in the ith
symbol duration. Therefore, with a MIMO channel charac-
terized by[

h̄(0), h̄(1), . . . , h̄(L)
]

=



h(0) h(1) · · · h(L)

h
(

1
P

)
h
(

1 +
1
P

)
· · · h

(
L +

1
P

)
...

...
...

...

h
(
P − 1
P

)
h
(

1 +
P − 1
P

)
· · · h

(
L +

P − 1
P

)


,

(15)
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provided that the effects of transmission shaping filtering
and reception filtering are encompassed into the channel
[h̄(0), h̄(1), . . . , h̄(L)], the input-output relation in the over-
sampling case becomes

ȲPMv×(N+L+v−1) = H̄PMv×K(L+v)XK(L+v)×(N+L+v−1), (16)

where

Ȳ =



ȳ
[q]
0 ȳ

[q]
1 · · · · · · ȳ

[q]
N+L−1 0 0

0 ȳ
[q]
0 ȳ

[q]
1 · · · ȳ

[q]
N+L−2 · · · 0

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

0 0 0 ȳ
[q]
0 · · · · · · ȳ

[q]
N+L−1

 ,

H̄ =


h̄(0) h̄(1) · · · · · · h̄(L) 0 0

0 h̄(0) h̄(1) · · · h̄(L− 1) · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 h̄(0) · · · · · · h̄(L)

 ,

(17)

and XK(L+v)×(N+L+v−1) is the same as the one in (13).
In the oversampling case, it is possible to meet the full-

rank requirement with a receiver antenna number smaller
than that of transmitter antennas at the cost of oversampling
complexity and wider reception bandwidth. The latter factor
also causes degradation in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to a
certain extent.

4. ESTIMATION OF THE TRANSMITTED SIGNALS
FROM RECEIVED DATA OVER RICH MULTIPATH
CHANNELS IN THE PRESENCE OF NOISE

The ST subchannels can be of different lengths and the sig-
nals are usually contaminated by the noise. In the presence
of noise, SX may not necessarily be the subspace intersec-
tion of Ξ(p) discussed in Section 3. However, it is still possible
to search for independent vectors whose linear combinations
can approximate row vectors in SX in a similar fashion. We
propose the following algorithm for determining a spanning
vector set from received signals to approximate the transmit-
ted signal vectors. This scheme is verified to provide a robust
performance through simulations, which is described in the
next section.

4.1. The basis estimation and approximation
of transmitted signals

In the description of the receiver algorithm, the following no-
tation is adopted:

(a) [A; B] stands for a matrix formed by stacking matrices
A and B;

(b) L is the maximum length of the MIMO subchannels
and is assumed to be known to the receiver;

(c) [nη, q] = �imax
i=1{Ξ(i)}|η denotes the following computa-

tion routine:
(1) calculate SVD: UΣQ=SVD([Ξ(1);Ξ(2); . . . ;Ξ(imax)]),

where U, Σ, and Q are the resulting matrices of the
SVD computation;

(2) q = Q[1:nη ,:], where nη is the number of singular

vectors whose corresponding singular values are
not less than η. Q[a:b,:] denotes a matrix consist-
ing of the rows from ath to bth of matrix Q. Pa-
rameters [nη, q] are the computation results of this
routine.

The proposed algorithm to estimate SX proceeds in three
steps as follows.

Algorithm Procedure.

Step a
(1) imax = L + v, r = 0;
(2) calculate [nη, q] = �imax

i=1{Ξ(i)}|η=0.96(λmax−1), where
λmax is the current largest singular value;

(3) V(r) = q; r + 1 ⇒ r;
(4) if nη < K , go to Step b; else go to Step c.
Step b if imax > 1,
(1) imax = imax − 1;
(2) calculate [nη, q] = �imax

i=1{Ξ(i)}|η=0.96(λmax−1), where
λmax is the current largest singular value;

(3) V(r) = q; r + 1 ⇒ r;
(4) if nη < K , repeat Step b, else go to Step c;
else go to Step c.
Step c
(1) Calculate [nη, q] = �r

i=1{V(i)}|η=0.96;
(2) Ξ̂ = q.

In the above computation of the intersection of basis vec-
tors by SVD analysis, λmax is an important parameter because
it is used to compute how many Ξ(i) share certain vectors as
row basis vector. Computing and applying λmax at each step
instead of setting a constant value makes the algorithm adap-
tive to different channel-rank situations.

In the presence of noise and channel-rank deficiency, the
above basis-vector searching algorithm may get more vec-
tors than the desired basis vectors as computation results.
However, this does not prevent approximating the transmit-
ted signals. In this paper, the signaling property of multiple
constant modulus (MCM) is taken advantage of to properly
weight the estimated basis in approximating the original sig-
nal vectors. The “closer” vectors to the original signal vector
basis are sorted out by their dominant weights obtained from
the MCM constraint.

Specifically, once the matrix Ξ̂ is obtained, the transmit-
ted signal matrix XK×N can be approximated by exploiting
the MCM property. Similarly as in (9), the relation between
X̂K×N and Ξ̂S×N can be expressed as follows:

X̂K×N = ŴK×SΞ̂S×N , (18)

where (i) Ξ̂ stands for a matrix whose row vectors are the
estimated bases and (ii) X̂ represents the estimate of signal
frame after deconvolution. The number of row vectors in Ξ̂
may be greater than the number of the signal vector basis due
to the noise effects. Hence, the matrix Ŵ is not necessarily a
square matrix as W in (9).

The noise components have direct influences on the al-
gorithm in two aspects: (i) the noise degrades the estimation
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accuracy of the Ξ and W; (ii) the random noise makes the
processing time of each estimation vary from frame to frame.
The sensitivity of the algorithm to the noise was examined by
the simulations elaborated in Section 5.

The weight matrix Ŵ is calculated using the alternating
projection iterations algorithm presented in the next section.

4.2. Signal property projection

DSTM employs PSK signaling so that transmitted signals
have MCM characteristics. Therefore, an alternating projec-
tion method from [18] is adopted here to calculate Ŵ in the
following procedure.

Algorithm Procedure. For j = 0, 1, . . . ,n,

(1) X̂
( j)
K×N = Ŵ

( j)
K×SΞ̂S×N ,

(2) X̃
( j)
K×N = Proc G S{X̂( j)},

(3) X̄( j) = λλλ( j)X̂( j) + (I− λλλ( j))X̃( j),
(4) X̄( j+1) = X̄( j) · /|X̄( j)|,
(5) Ŵ

( j+1)
K×S = X̄

( j+1)
K×N Ξ̂

†
S×N ,

where Proc G S means the Gram-Schmidt orthogonaliza-
tion procedure, and λλλ( j) is a diagonal relaxation matrix. The
initial matrix Ŵ(0) could be either determined by pilot signals
or choosing randomly a full-column-rank matrix. As men-
tioned in [18], the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization proce-
dure is applied here to prevent the algorithm from being bi-
ased to certain signals of strong power. The iteration stops
when Ŵ( j) reaches a stable state, that is, norm (Ŵ( j+1) −
Ŵ( j)) ≤ ε, where ε is a small constant.

4.3. Signal detection

After the Ŵ is estimated by the above procedure, the
transmitted signal could be approximated as in (18). The
relation between the original coded signal frame X =
[x1, x2, x3, . . . , xc] and the estimate X̂ = [x̂1, x̂2, x̂3, . . . , x̂c] can
be modeled as

X̂ = AX + N, (19)

x̂i = Axi + ni, i = 1, 2, . . . , c, (20)

where A is an admissible matrix and xi is an ST group code
matrix. Noise elements are assumed to have independent and
identical circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribu-
tion CN (0, δ2).

Definition 1 (see [18]). If αk ∈ {α | |αk| = 1, k = 1, . . . ,d}
⊂ C and P is a permutation matrix, the matrix A =
(diag(α1,α2, . . . ,αd)P) is an admissible transformation ma-
trix.

The ambiguity between X and its estimate X̂, represented
by A, exists because the MCM signal property constraint
used in estimating Ŵ does not contain any phase informa-
tion. From equations

x̂i = Axi + ni, x̂i+1 = Axi+1 + ni+1,

xi+1 = xiG[m],
(21)

we obtain the following relations:

x̂i+1 = x̂iG[m] + n̈i+1, (22)

where

n̈i+1 = ni+1 − niG[m]. (23)

The dependence between x̂i+1 and x̂i indicates a differ-
ential relation with the multiplicative matrix G[m]. It can be
observed that the ambiguity matrix A between x̂i and xi is re-
moved by the differential signaling and differential detection.

Hence, the detection of G[i] can be carried out using a
least square error detector:

Ĝ[i+1] = arg min
G[r]

∥∥x̂i+1 − x̂iG[r]
∥∥, (24)

where, for the G matrices, the matrix subscript r is an ST
codeword alphabet index, and the superscript i is a time in-
dex of the ST codeword.

From (24), we get

Ĝ[i+1] = arg min
G[r]

Tr
{(

x̂i+1 − x̂iG[r]
)H(

x̂i+1 − x̂iG[r]
)}

= arg min
G[r]

Tr
{

x̂H
i+1

(
x̂i+1

)− (x̂iG[r]
)H

x̂i+1

− (x̂i+1
)H

(x̂iG[r]
)

+
(

x̂iG[r]
)H(

x̂iG[r]
)}
.

(25)

Because Tr{(x̂iG[r])H(x̂iG[r])} is a constant for different G[r],
the detector for DSTM’s differential signaling becomes

Ĝ[i+1] = arg max
G[r]

�
{

Tr
{(

x̂iG[r]
)H(

x̂i+1
)}}

. (26)

Through the approximation of the signals with the estimated
basis as in (18), the intersymbol interference (ISI) of the sig-
nal is mitigated. Hence, in the procedure proposed in this
paper for MIMO frequency-selective channels, the final de-
tection stage embodied through (26) is similar to that for
DSTM signaling over frequency-flat fading MIMO channels
as represented in (3). In the comparison of (26) and (3), the
following property is useful: for square matrices A and B,
Tr{AB} = Tr{BA}.

4.4. Summary of the receiver algorithm

The complete receiver algorithm proposed for DSTM sig-
naling over the finite-impulse-response (FIR) rich multipath
channels proceeds on a frame-by-frame basis according to
the following four steps:

(1) estimate the direct input signal subspace basis and
signal approximations according to the method in
Section 3.1;

(2) calculate Ŵ by iterating the alternating projections
exploiting MCM using the algorithm presented in
Section 3.2;

(3) determine X̂ by X̂ = ŴΞ̂;
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Figure 3: Received signal constellation diagram (L = 7, M = 6,
K = 4, P = 1, N = 256, SNR/bit/antenna = 18.5 dB).
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Figure 4: Signal constellation diagram after equalization (L = 7,
M = 6, K = 4, P = 1, N = 256, SNR/bit/antenna = 18.5 dB).

(4) perform signal detection according to detection crite-
ria (26) as described in Section 4.3.

Provided that the maximum delay spread is less than
TG, the block Toeplitz signal structure and data processing
procedures in Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 4.3 enable the algebraic
data recovery without channel knowledge and channel es-
timation. The procedures in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 mitigate
frequency-selective effects in rich multipath environment,
and the differential detection of ST symbols described in
Section 4.3 removes the ambiguity of transformation A in
(19).

Regarding the proposed algorithm, it should be noted
that the receiver algorithm proposed in this paper exploits
both block Toeplitz structure of the received signals and the
MCM property of M-ary PSK signaling. It is not directly ap-
plicable to the schemes with a signaling without constant en-
velope. When employing other signalings that do not have
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Figure 5: Received signal constellation diagram (L = 7, M = 6,
K = 4, P = 1, N = 256, SNR/bit/antenna = 19.3 dB).
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Figure 6: Signal constellation diagram after equalization (L = 7,
M = 6, K = 4, P = 1, N = 256, SNR/bit/antenna = 19.3 dB).

the MCM property, the part of the receiver algorithm de-
scribed in Section 3.2 for estimating W must be modified.

5. PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS

With different parameter settings of the transceiver and the
channels, simulations of the new receiver algorithm were
conducted to verify the bit error rate (BER) performance
over Rayleigh FIR fading channels in the presence of AWGN.
Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 illustrate the signal constellation
before and after the equalization for different values of SNR
per antenna. From Figures 4, 6, and 8, it is evident that en-
forcing the MCM property in our algorithm causes the signal
constellation after equalization to have a circular appearance.

The representative BER simulation results with the pa-
rameters K = 4, M = 5, 6, N = 256, and P = 1 are illus-
trated in Figures 9, 10, and 11 for L = 3, 5, 7, respectively.
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Figure 7: Received signal constellation diagram (L = 7, M = 6,
K = 4, P = 1, N = 256, SNR/bit/antenna = 21.4 dB).
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Figure 8: Signal constellation diagram after equalization (L = 7,
M = 6, K = 4, P = 1, N = 256, SNR/bit/antenna = 21.4 dB).

The multiple channels were simulated to be the FIR Rayleigh
fading channels.

The simulations were carried out by employing a
(M; k1, . . . , k4) = (4; 1, 1, 1, 1) cyclic group code [9] and Q-
PSK signaling. The results were statistically averaged over
all possible cases of random path delays of the subchannels,
random ST channel states, random bitstreams, and random
AWGN. The SNR values in Figures 9, 10, and 11 are the spa-
tially and temporally averaged SNR per antenna over all the
frames received.

For comparison purposes, the performance of DSTM
signaling with the previous receiver’s algorithm was simu-
lated with the same fading channels. From the figures, it can
be observed that the receiver (without equalization) derived
under the assumption of the frequency-flat fading channels
fail in the frequency-selective fading channels considered in
the simulations (curves are labeled as “without equalization”
in the figures). On the other hand, the proposed algorithm

0 5 10 15 20 25
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M = 5
M = 6
Without equalization
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10−1

B
E

R
Figure 9: System BER performance in time-dispersive fading chan-
nel (L = 3, K = 4, P = 1, N = 256).
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Figure 10: System BER performance in time-dispersive fading
channel (L = 5, K = 4, P = 1, N = 256).

(with equalization) maintains a robust performance in rich
multipath quasistatic FIR fading channels.

When the channel length is increased, it is more difficult
to remove the ISI effects. This is evident by comparing the
performance curves in Figures 9, 10, and 11, where L = 3, 5,
and 7, respectively. From these figures, we can observe that in
order to obtain the same performance of BER at 10−3 using
the same transceiver setup, the SNR has to be increased from
4 dB to 7 dB and 14.1 dB for K = 4, M = 5. Additionally,
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Figure 11: System BER performance in time-dispersive fading
channel (L = 7, K = 4, P = 1, N = 256).
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Figure 12: System BER performance in time-dispersive fading
channel (L = 5, K = 4, M = 5, 6, P = 1).

the power savings by increasing the receiver antenna number
depends on the BER operating point of the system.

Similarly, for different N = 64, 128, 192, the simulation
results with the parameters K = 4, M = 5, 6, and P = 1 are il-
lustrated in Figures 12, 13, and 14 for L = 5, 6, 7, respectively.
From these figures, we could observe that the choices ofN ex-
hibit a considerable influence on the system performance. To
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Figure 13: System BER performance in time-dispersive fading
channel (L = 6, K = 4, M = 5, 6, P = 1).
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Figure 14: System BER performance in time-dispersive fading
channel (L = 7, K = 4, M = 5, 6, P = 1).

some extent, for short channel length cases, a relatively larger
N within a certain range facilitates higher performance. The
improvements are achieved at the expense of the increased
computational complexity. But, for the cases of long channel
lengths, this trend does not exist.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a blind ST receiver algorithm for DSTM
transmissions over quasistatic FIR fading channels. The algo-
rithm is applicable in the transmission scenarios with differ-
ent numbers of antennas at both the transmitter and receiver
sides. Simulation results demonstrate its robust performance
over unknown rich multipath FIR fading channels. With a
proper design of the transceiver parameters and the frame
guard time TG in the new scheme, the ST symbol detection
error drops significantly when SNR passes certain thresholds
despite the delay spread of the channels.

Particularly, the new detection algorithm does not rely
on the channel estimation. Secondly, the proposed receiver is
not subjected to the channel changes provided the channel is
invariant within one frame time slot. Furthermore, in con-
trast to the methods based on the statistics of a large amount
of signal samples, the proposed scheme is capable of operat-
ing when a relatively small number of received data samples
are available.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Proof. Let SY(p) denote the row span of Ξ(p), p=0, 1, 2, . . . ,L.
If H is of a full-column rank, from (5), it could be concluded
that

For p = 0,

SY(0) =

row span


x(0) x(1) x(2) x(3) · · · · · · x(N − 1)

0 x(0) x(1) x(2) · · · · · · x(N − 2)
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 · · · 0 x(0) x(1) · · · x(N−L−1)


;

(A.1)

For p = 1,

SY(1)

= row span


x(1) x(2) · · · · · · x(N − 1) 0
x(0) x(1) · · · · · · · · · x(N − 1)

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 · · · x(0) x(1) · · · x(N − L)


;

(A.2)

· · ·
For p = L,

SY(L) = row span

×



x(L) x(L + 1) · · · x(N−1) 0 0

x(L− 1) x(L− 2) · · · · · · x(N − 1) 0
...

...
...

...
...

...

x(0) x(1) x(2) · · · · · · x(N−1)


.

(A.3)

By observing the above relationship, it is evident that SX ⊂
SY(i) , respectively, for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,L. Therefore, according
to set theory,

SX ⊂
{ L⋂

i=0

SY(i)

}
. (A.4)

Consider SY(1)

⋂
SY(2) , which is equivalent to the inter-

section of row subspaces of


x(0) x(1) x(2) · · · · · · · · · · · · x(N − 1)

0 x(0) x(1) x(2) · · · · · · · · · x(N − 2)
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

0 · · · · · · x(0) x(1) · · · · · · x(N − L− 1)


,


x(1) x(2) · · · · · · · · · · · · x(N − 1) 0
x(0) x(1) x(2) · · · · · · · · · · · · x(N − 1)

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 · · · x(0) x(1) · · · · · · · · · x(N − L)


.

(A.5)

If frame length N is sufficiently large, the rows of X[q]

are linear independent with probability of 1. Observing the
block Toeplitz structure of the above matrices, the row rank
of the intersection is (K(L + 1)− K). Therefore, the number
of basis vectors of SY(1)

⋂
SY(2) is also (K(L + 1)− K).

Following the similar verification procedure, it could
be observed that the number of row basis vectors of
SY(1)

⋂
SY(2)

⋂
SY(3) is (K(L + 1)− 2K).

Moreover, the number of basis vectors of {⋂L
i=0 SY(i)} is

K , which is equal to the number of row basis vectors for SX .
Hence, from (A.4), it is concluded that

SX =
{ L⋂

i=0

SY(i)

}
. (A.6)
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Enhanced genetic algorithms (GA) applied in space-time block coded (STBC) multiuser detection (MUD) systems in Rayleigh flat-
fading channels are reported in this paper. Firstly, an improved objective function, which is designed to help speed up the search
for the optimal solution, is introduced. Secondly, a decorrelating detector (DD) and a minimum mean square error (MMSE)
detector have been added to the GA STBC MUD receiver to create the seed chromosome in the initial population. This operation
has improved the receiver performance further because some signal information has been intentionally embedded in the initial
population. Simulation results show that the receiver employing the improved objective function and the DD or MMSE detector
can converge faster with the same bit error rate (BER) performance than the receiver with the initial population chosen randomly.
The total signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement contributed by these two modifications can reach 4 dB. Hence the proposed
GA receiver is a promising solution of the STBC MUD problem.

Keywords and phrases: genetic algorithms, multiuser detection, decorrelating detector, minimal mean square error detector,
space-time block coding, objective function.

1. INTRODUCTION

In wireless communications, space-time block coding
(STBC) with diversity gains has been widely studied in mul-
tiuser detections (MUDs) [1, 2, 3] because STBC can utilize
the information in the spatial and time domains simulta-
neously [4]. From the coding point of view, the single-user
performance of STBC has been studied in [5, 6] and some
STBC code designs have been established. Generally speak-
ing, STBC is a coding technique designed particularly for the
application with multiple transmit antennas [5, 6]. It intro-
duces temporal and spatial correlation into signals transmit-
ted from different antennas. The signals transmitted from
the different transmit antennas in an STBC transmitter can
be considered and calculated as if they were originated from
different virtual users so that STBC detection in the case of
single user can be regarded simply as a MUD problem.

Conventional detection (CD) of multiuser signals utilizes
a bank of chip-level matched filters to detect each user sig-
nal separately while treating all other user signals as interfer-
ence. However, owing to multiaccess interference (MAI), this
single-user detection method suffers much from the near-
far effect. Consequently, the MUD technique that employs a

combinatorial optimization process to exploit the informa-
tion of all the users in order to detect a target user signal
has been proposed to mitigate the near-far effect [7]. Among
all the MUD techniques, the maximum likelihood (ML) op-
timal detector can achieve satisfactory bit error rate (BER)
performance but the computational complexity varies expo-
nentially with the number of users. Even with the maximum
a posteriori (MAP) method described in [8], the computa-
tional complexity still varies in the order of 2l, where “l” is
the length of the codeword and is a linear function of the
number of users. Therefore, the MUD technique is a non-
deterministic polynomial (NP)-hard problem [9], which re-
quires unforeseeable huge computing power in order to find
a global optimum solution. For such NP-hard problems, it
is necessary to search for good approximation algorithms
that yield solutions close to the optimum, although they do
not guarantee that a global optimum can be obtained for
every instance. Such approximate algorithms are also based
on the ML method but the final decision is reached from a
simpler route at the expense of performance degradation.
Some general approximation algorithms that can achieve
a reasonable balance of system performance and computa-
tional speed have been reported: simulated annealing (SA)
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Figure 1: Schematic of an uplink STBC MUD system.

[10], tabu search (TS) [11], and genetic algorithms (GA)
[9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. In the TS method, the move attribute,
which is a set of important parameters stored in the tabu list,
must be chosen in such a way that it is neither too permissive
nor too restrictive. Otherwise, the method will likely con-
verge to a local optimum with higher probabilities. On the
other hand, the GA method, which can be transformed into
the SA method by gradually modifying some GA parameters,
will only lead to a longer convergence time but not a higher
probability of converging to a local optimum even if the GA
parameters have been improperly selected. It is because of
this more tolerable selection of parameters that GA has been
chosen to investigate alternative MUD solutions in this pa-
per.

The GA comes originally from the schemata theory [12].
It was inspired by the observations of the natural process of
evolution of plant and animal species. These living species
constantly explore new possibilities in building new living
organisms as well as skillfully exploit the “knowledge” ac-
cumulated in the current living organisms to create new
species that are as capable of surviving as their ancestors [9].
These remarkable characteristics of the process of creating
new forms of life have caught the interest of computer sci-
ence researchers and led to the creation of the GA in 1975
[12].

It has been shown in [13, 14, 15, 16] that the application
of GA in MUD systems can significantly reduce the com-
putation complexity with comparable BER performance in
Rayleigh flat-fading channels. In particular, the application
of GA in an STBC MUD system is proposed for the first time
in [13], where all the chromosomes in the initial population
are randomly chosen. However, the results shown in [13] in-
dicate that the number of generations needed for the output
to converge to a satisfactory performance is still fairly large,
which makes the computation too long even though it is al-
ready much shorter than the ML method.

In this paper, a modified objective function is first in-
troduced to shorten the GA computation. Furthermore,
a decorrelating multiuser detector (DD) and a minimum
mean square error (MMSE) detector [17] are also proposed
to provide the seed chromosome of the initial population in

the STBC MUD receiver in a wireless uplink transmission
system. The DD decouples the received signal and the lin-
ear MMSE detector maximizes the receiver output signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). The seed chromosome provided by the
DD or MMSE detector is perturbed randomly to generate all
the chromosomes of the initial population. Hence some sig-
nal information has been embedded in the initial population.
Consequently, we expect this algorithm to converge more
quickly and the computation burden should be reduced. The
only cost of this technique is the time consumed to obtain the
seed chromosome, which is small compared with the benefit
it brings. The simulation results have confirmed the validity
of the proposed receiver.

Notations

Superscripts (·)∗, (·)T , and (·)H denote the complex con-
jugate, transpose, and Hermit operation respectively; (·)−1

refers to the matrix inverse operation; ‖ · ‖ is for the ma-
trix/vector Frobenius norm; and · × · represents the dimen-
sion of a complex matrix.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

The schematic of a multiuser STBC system is shown in
Figure 1. Just to simplify the analysis, we cut the descrip-
tion of the outer code and the channel estimation with the
assumption that the channel state information (CSI) is per-
fectly known and remains constant during an entire block
period. In real cases, it is not difficult to include such tech-
nologies in STBC MUD systems. There are K users in the
uplink channel. For each user, the bit stream is MPSK mod-
ulated and STBC encoded before being transmitted from
N antennas. The size of the PSK modulation set is Q. All
users are assumed to be synchronous and mutually indepen-
dent. The signals from all users reach the M receive antennas
through a Rayleigh flat-fading channel.

Without loss of generality, the STBC G2 code described
in [5, 6] is selected in this study. The G2 code represents one
category of orthogonal STBC, where the subscript “2” refers
to N , the number of transmit antennas. It is straightforward
to extend this study to the case of more transmit antennas at
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other transmission rates, no matter whether the STBC design
is orthogonal or not. G2 is given as

G2 =
[

xk1 xk2
−xk∗2 xk

∗
1

]
=
[
c1

1,k c2
1,k

c1
2,k c2

2,k

]
, (1)

where the superscript “k” represents the kth user. xk1 and xk2
are the symbols to be transmitted per block (i.e., the num-
ber of symbols per block is K0 = 2). The symbol cit,k (where
i = 1, . . . ,N and t = 1, . . . ,P) in the ith column for the
kth user with P = 2 time slots per block is transmitted
by the ith transmit antenna. The transmission rate of G2 is
R = K0/P = 1, which is the highest in all STBC designs. In all
of the other cases, R is always less than 1.

The detected signal from all the users in the jth ( j =
1, 2, . . . ,M) receive antenna (in the base station) in the tth
time slot is

r
j
t =

K∑
k=1

( N∑
i=1

αki, j c
i
t,k

)
+ η

j
t , (2)

where αki, j is the path gain between the ith transmit antenna

and the jth receive antenna for the kth user and η
j
t is the

noise. As usual, αki, j is taken as an independent complex
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and a variance of
0.5 per dimension.

For the kth user, the path gain matrix for the jth receive
antenna is (the superscript k is dropped till (9) to simplify
the notation)

�hj =
[
α1, j α2, j · · · αN , j

]T
. (3)

The signal symbols per block can be denoted as

�x =[
Re
(
x1
)

Re
(
x2
) · · · Re

(
xK0

)
Im

(
x1
)

Im
(
x2
) · · · Im

(
xK0

)]
T .

(4)

The signal in the jth receive antenna is

r j =
[
r
j
1 r

j
2 · · · r

j
P

]T
(5)

and the noise in the jth receive antenna is

ηj =
[
η
j
1 η

j
2 · · · η

j
P

]T
. (6)

Using STBC encoding, the detected signal in the jth antenna
can be obtained from the following general matrix transfor-
mation which is applicable to any STBC design:

r j = G2
�hj + ηj = H j�x + ηj , (7)

where H j for the G2 design is defined as

H j =
[
α1, j α2, j α1, j α2, j

α2, j −α1, j −α2, j α1, j

]
. (8)

The purpose of introducing the redundant vector �x in (4)
with the conjugation of the signal symbols is to enable it to
treat the generalized STBC design. When a nonredundant
signal vector [x1, x2, . . . , xK0]T is used, the cost of conjugat-
ing half of the received signals and CSI has to be taken into
account as well [3]. For example, instead of the transforma-
tion in (7), the received signal for the Alamouti design G2 [6]
will be represented as [3] follows:

 r
j
1

r
j∗
2

 = [
α1, j α2, j

α∗2, j −α∗1, j

][
x1

x2

]
+ ηj . (9)

However, it is impossible to apply (9) for the following STBC
design:

S =


x1 x2 x3 0
−x∗2 x∗1 0 −x3

x∗3 0 −x∗1 −x2

0 −x∗3 x∗2 −x∗1

 . (10)

The H3,4 design in [5] is similar to S. In this situation, the
redundant form given by (4) and the transformation shown
in (7) have to be adopted, which then eliminates the need to
conjugate the received signals and the CSI [18]. Hence the
combined received signal of the M receive antennas can be
written as

r =
[
r1T r2T · · · rM

T
]T

MP × 1
(11)

where MP × 1 and similar notations in the following equa-
tions refer to the dimensions of the matrices. Therefore, in-
cluding all of theK users, the signal in the jth receive antenna
should be

r j =
K∑
k=1

H
j
k�x k + ηj , j = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (12)

Hence the received signal vector is

r =


r1

r2

...
rM

 =
[
H1 H2 · · · HK

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

H

×


�x 1

�x 2

...
�x K


︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

+


η1

η2

...
ηM


︸ ︷︷ ︸

η

MP × 1 MP × 2K0K 2K0K × 1 MP × 1

(13)

where

Hk =
[
H1

k H2
k · · · HM

k

]T
MP × 2K0. (14)

In matrix form, the received signal is

r = Hx + η. (15)
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In the conventional receiver, each user is separately de-
tected [14]. Therefore, the detection rule [6] for single user
can also be applied to the MUD with matched filtering. The

estimation of r
j
t,k(r̂

j
t,k) for the kth user based on (7) is ob-

tained after the matched filter from the received signal r. For
example, the decisions based on the estimation in [6] for two
receive antennas with the G2 design are

x̂k,1 = αk
∗

1,1r̂
1
1,k + αk2,1r̂

1∗
2,k + αk

∗
1,2r̂

2
1,k + αk2,2r̂

2∗
2,k,

x̂k,2 = αk
∗

2,1r̂
1
1,k − αk1,1r̂

1∗
2,k + αk

∗
2,2r̂

2
1,k − αk1,2r̂

2∗
2,k.

(16)

In this paper, if we let x̂ be the estimation of the origi-
nal signal x, the estimation error can be obtained assuming
perfect CSI:

f1 =
∥∥r−Hx̂

∥∥2
. (17)

As mentioned earlier, a DD or MMSE detector is ap-
plied at the receiver side in the MUD so as to create the seed
chromosomes for the subsequent GA operations in order to
improve the receiver performance. Firstly, the estimation of
the original signal is to be calculated by either the DD or
the MMSE detector and designated as the seed chromosome.
Then this seed chromosome is perturbed randomly to form
the initial population, which will undergo further GA opera-
tions. The DD estimation of the original signal is

x̂DD =
(

HHH
)−1

HHr, (18)

where H is assumed to be full column rank. The correspond-
ing MMSE detector estimation is

x̂MMSE =
(

R−1
rr H

)H
r, (19)

where Rrr is the self-correlation of the received signals from
all the receive antennas. The inversion operations in (18) and
(19) only appear once and the subsequent operations do not
require such inversions so that the total computation time
is little affected if the number of evaluations of (17) is fairly
large.

3. THE GENETIC ALGORITHM

In general, a GA is composed of the following steps.

(1) Initial population generation: all initial chromosomes
are encoded in bit level to simplify the following GA
recombination operations. They are either generated
randomly or derived from the DD decision or the
MMSE decision. Each chromosome is a combination
of the probable solution for all users. Normally, the
population size is taken as the product between K , the
number of users, and QK0 , the number of all possible
solutions of each user.

(2) Fitness value calculation: the MSE shown in (17) can
act as the objective function to evaluate the fitness
of each chromosome. The optimal solution of (17)
should yield a minimum value. In fact, the ML method

evaluates every possible combination of bits so the
computation time varies exponentially with the num-
ber of users. As explained before, the use of GA in an
STBC MUD system can reduce the computation times
of (17) significantly. To make the search more effective,
an improved version of the objective function over that
defined by (17) is proposed here:

f2 =
∥∥∥∥ r
‖r‖ −

Hx̂
‖Hx̂‖

∥∥∥∥2

. (20)

The expression calculates the phase difference between
r and Hx̂ and should therefore be more sensitive to the
changes of either or both vectors. The best chromo-
some in a generation should have the least value of the
objective function. If the value of the best chromosome
in the present generation is larger than its counterpart
in the previous generation, the chromosome with the
largest value of the objective function in the present
generation will be replaced by the best chromosome of
the previous generation. This operation ensures that at
least the useful information contained in the present
generation is passed on to the next. A chromosome is
usually considered to be better if it has a larger fitness
value. Hence a fitness value can be defined with the
help of (17) or (20) as follows:

f = f0 − fi, i = 1, 2, (21)

where f0 is a sufficiently large constant and can be
taken as the largest value of f1 or f2 within the whole
population. Obviously, the larger the fitness value, the
better the chromosome is.

(3) If the optimal criterion is satisfied, that is, when any
one of all fi in the population is less than a pre-
determined threshold, or if the generation number has
exceeded a predefined value, which is also commonly
taken as the product between K and QK0 , then go to
Step (9). Otherwise, go to Step (4).

(4) Selection: this operation is based on the Roulette-
wheel rule [9] and the probability of each chromosome
being selected is calculated using the fitness value ob-
tained with (21) in Step (2). It serves to provide the
chromosomes for the subsequent recombination op-
erations.

(5) Reproduction: this step is intended to replace the chro-
mosome of the largest objective function by the best
chromosome of the same generation.

(6) Crossover: this operation exchanges some parts of the
chromosomes to provide a chance for a chromosome
to include more signal information. Since the objective
function is calculated in symbol (8 PSK) level and nor-
mally erroneous symbols are detected adjacent to the
correct symbols, the crossover operation is carried in
symbol level. In this paper, a single-point crossover is
adopted.

(7) Mutation: this operation can enhance the convergence
of the GA in case the original signal information has
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Table 1: The time needed for different detectors.

Receiver RR- f1 RR- f2 RDD- f1 RDD- f2 RMD- f1 RMD- f2 ML (K = 1) ML (K = 4)

Time needed per block(s) 3.287 3.259 1.124 1.092 1.123 1.090 6.479 998.559

not been included in the initial population. For exam-
ple, if the second bit of all chromosomes is “0” whereas
the real signal bit is “1,” then the only way leading to
the right solution is by mutation. The mutation opera-
tion is also carried out in symbol level, where a symbol
may be mutated to its adjacent symbol in the constel-
lation according to a certain selected mutation proba-
bility. Generally, the crossover probability pc is close to
1 and the mutation probability pm is close to 0.

(8) Go to Step (2) for the next generation.
(9) End and output the decisions.

Sometimes the bit inversion operation is performed in
the GA but it can be regarded as a special kind of crossover
so that it is not considered here. The operations of Step (6)
and Step (7) may also lead to chromosomes with less infor-
mation but the operation in Step (5) can reverse this degener-
ative effect. For given predefined number of generations and
population size, the computation times of (17) vary linearly
with (KQK0 )2, which is much smaller than the factor of QKK0

in the ML detection. The improvement is clearly significant.
The significant features of the GA proposed in this paper

are the introduction of an improved objective function and
the preparation of an initial population that already contains
some signal information from the output of a DD or MMSE
detector given by (18) or (19) instead of a blind and random
selection of the initial population as suggested in [13].

4. SIMULATIONS

In the following simulations, 8 PSK modulation and G2

STBC of rate 1 have been adopted and the number of users
is K = 4. Hence Q = 8, N = 2, and the signal vector length,
that is, the chromosome length, is L = K∗K∗0 log2 Q = 24.
The number of receive antennas is M = 2. The predefined
number of generations and the population size are both 256
since the number of all possible solutions for each user is
QK0 = 64. The improvement of the computation time in the
GA STBC MUD is therefore 256 times over the ML detec-
tion. The recombination operation parameters are pm = 0.05
and pc = 0.95. The Roulette-wheel selection rule and the
single-point crossover are adopted. The channel is Rayleigh
flat fading and is maintained constant during the whole block
period. The path gain is taken as an independent complex
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and a variance of
0.5 per dimension.

The computation times for each block averaged from
1000 times of Monte Carlo simulations in Matlab are given
in Table 1 for various simulation schemes. In the table, “ f1”
and “ f2” represent the receiver based on the objective func-
tion given by (17) and (20) respectively. “RR” refers to the re-
ceiver with the seed chromosome chosen randomly. “RDD”

refers to the receiver with its seed chromosome created from
the DD detector. “RMD” refers to the receiver with its seed
chromosome created from an MMSE detector. “ML (K = 1)”
represents the ML detector for the single-user case. The time
per block needed for “ML (K = 4)” is so large that only sev-
eral blocks are simulated for reference and therefore the BER
performance of this case is not shown in the following fig-
ures. The same notations are also used in the following fig-
ures. The criterion for terminating the algorithm is when the
objective function from (17) or (20) is less than a predefined
threshold. This threshold is selected from the smallest value
of (17) or (20), where the training signal is obtained by set-
ting x̂ to x. The resulting threshold is 0.5 for f1 or 0.1 for f2
in this paper. The table shows clearly that the time needed for
our proposed GA STBC MUD is only about 1/5 of that of the
single-user receiver with ML detection, and the improvement
over the MUD is more than 256 times since some block de-
tection may have the GA operations terminated before the
last generation. The computation time required when the
seed chromosome is prepared from either the DD detector
or the MMSE detector is a few times further smaller than
that when the initial chromosomes are randomly chosen. The
computation time for the modified objective function f2 is
about 10% less than that for the original function f1 because
of its quicker convergence.

The BER performance versus the number of generations
for the various detection schemes employing the objective
function f1 or f2 is shown in Figure 2 at SNR = 6 dB. For
comparison, the BER curves for the iterative MAP method
suggested in [3] after the 6th iteration (6th iter. of IMAP in
the figure) for the CD, DD, MMSE, and ML detectors are
also given. By comparing Figure 2a with Figure 2b, it can be
observed that the improvement of RDD and RMD over RR
is more significant with f2 than with f1. Besides, the perfor-
mance of RDD is comparable to that of RMD. All proposed
GA receivers outperform the CD after 30 or 10 generations
with f1 or f2, respectively. RDD or RMD detector initially
performs the same as DD or MMSE detector but gradually
achieves a better BER performance after GA operations.

Figure 3 gives a comparison between the two objective
functions when SNR = 6 dB for RR, RDD, and RMD, respec-
tively. The receiver with the objective function f2 converges
to a BER of 10−2 about 80 generations sooner than that with
f1 for both RDD and RMD, which is also the reason why
the computation time for the final decision is smaller with
f2 than with f1. A similar behavior is observed with RR but
the improvement is not so significant. It is also obvious that
the performance of the receivers with f2 approaches to that
of the single-user ML detection much faster and nearer than
those with f1.

Figure 4 shows the BER versus SNR performance of
the final GA output of various receivers with the objective
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Figure 2: Performance comparison of various receivers at SNR =
6 dB with the objective function (a) f1 and (b) f2.

function f1 or f2, respectively. Figure 4a shows that RDD and
RMD with the objective function f1 outperform RR by about
2 dB at the BER of 10−2. Here the comparison is referenced
at the BER of 10−2 instead of 10−3 just because the results
cannot approach 10−3. Figure 4b shows that RDD and RMD
with the objective function f2 outperform RR by about 3 dB
at the BER of 10−2 and can outperform 6th iteration results of
the iterative MAP detection. The SNR degradation compared
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Figure 3: Performance comparison at SNR = 6 dB of different ob-
jective functions for receiver with the seed chromosome (a) ran-
domly chosen, (b) created by a DD detector, and (c) created by an
MMSE detector.
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Figure 4: BER versus SNR performance of various receivers with
the objective function (a) f1 and (b) f2.

with the single-user ML performance is about 2 dB for RMD
and RDD at the BER of 10−3. Furthermore, RMD outper-
forms RDD by a very small amount with both objective func-
tions. The improvement of all the proposed receivers over
the CD, DD, and MMSE is significant. However, Figure 4
also shows that there may be a bound for those detectors
with f1, which will limit any further application of such
detectors.
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Figure 5: BER performance comparison of different objective func-
tions for receiver with the seed chromosome (a) randomly chosen;
(b) created by a DD detector, and (c) created by an MMSE detector.
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Figure 5 shows the detailed performance comparison be-
tween f1 and f2 for RR, RDD, and RMD, respectively. Clearly
the receivers with f2 outperform those with f1. The SNR im-
provement at the BER of 10−2 is about 1.3 dB or 1 dB for
RDD or RMD, respectively.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The GA has previously been shown to be a feasible technique
to solve the STBC MUD problem requiring less computing
resources. To further improve its performance, two modifi-
cations have been proposed in this paper. Firstly, a new ob-
jective function is introduced which includes the phase in-
formation of the relevant signal vectors in order to make
the decision more accurate. It contributes to about 10% re-
duction of detection time and about 1.3 or 1 dB SNR im-
provement at the BER of 10−2 for the GA receiver with
DD or MMSE detector, respectively. It also requires fewer
generations to converge. Secondly, the DD and MMSE de-
tectors have been embedded into the GA STBC MUD sys-
tem to generate the seed chromosome and thus provide
some signal information to the first generation. The result-
ing simulations confirm that the receivers thus designed can
converge faster than that with the initial population ran-
domly chosen. The improvement in SNR is about 2–3 dB
at the BER of 10−2. Therefore, the total SNR improvement
of the best receiver proposed here can reach 3–4 dB at the
BER of 10−2 when compared with the previous reported
GA STBC MUD receiver. This receiver performance is also
better than the DD, MMSE, or MAP detector. The degra-
dation in SNR when compared with a single-user ML de-
tector is limited to about 2 dB at the BER of 10−3. All the
above results suggest that the proposed improved GA receiver
is a promising solution of the STBC MUD problem with
reasonable computation complexity and fairly good perfor-
mance.
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Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication techniques have received great attention and gained significant devel-
opment in recent years. In this paper, we analyze and compare the performances of different MIMO techniques. In particular, we
compare the performance of three MIMO methods, namely, BLAST, STBC, and linear precoding/decoding. We provide both an
analytical performance analysis in terms of the average receiver SNR and simulation results in terms of the BER. Moreover, the
applications of MIMO techniques in WCDMA systems are also considered in this study. Specifically, a subspace tracking algo-
rithm and a quantized feedback scheme are introduced into the system to simplify implementation of the beamforming scheme.
It is seen that the BLAST scheme can achieve the best performance in the high data rate transmission scenario; the beamforming
scheme has better performance than the STBC strategies in the diversity transmission scenario; and the beamforming scheme can
be effectively realized in WCDMA systems employing the subspace tracking and the quantized feedback approach.

Keywords and phrases: BLAST, space-time block coding, linear precoding/decoding, subspace tracking, WCDMA.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication
technology has received significant recent attention due to
the rapid development of high-speed broadband wireless
communication systems employing multiple transmit and
receive antennas [1, 2, 3]. Many MIMO techniques have been
proposed in the literature targeting at different scenarios in
wireless communications. The BLAST system is a layered
space-time architecture originally proposed by Bell Labs to
achieve high data rate wireless transmissions [4, 5, 6]. Note
that the BLAST systems do not require the channel knowl-
edge at the transmitter end. On the other hand, for some ap-
plications, the channel knowledge is available at the trans-
mitter, at least partially. For example, an estimate of the
channel at the receiver can be fed back to the transmitter
in both frequency division duplex (FDD) and time division
duplex (TDD) systems, or the channel can be estimated di-
rectly by the transmitter during its receiving mode in TDD
systems. Accordingly, several channel-dependent signal pro-
cessing schemes have been proposed for such scenarios, for
example, linear precoding/decoding [7]. The linear precod-
ing/decoding schemes achieve performance gains by allocat-

ing power and/or rate over multiple transmit antennas, with
partially or perfectly known channel state information [7].
Another family of MIMO techniques aims at reliable trans-
missions in terms of achieving the full diversity promised by
the multiple transmit and receive antennas. Space-time block
coding (STBC) is one of such techniques based on orthog-
onal design that admits simple linear maximum likelihood
(ML) decoding [8, 9, 10]. The trade-off between diversity and
multiplexing gain are addressed in [11, 12], which are from a
signal processing perspective and from an information theo-
retic perspective, respectively.

Some simple MIMO techniques have already been pro-
posed to be employed in the third-generation (3G) wireless
systems [13, 14]. For example, in the 3GPP WCDMA stan-
dard, there are open-loop and closed-loop transmit diver-
sity options [15, 16]. As more powerful MIMO techniques
emerge, they will certainly be considered as enabling tech-
niques for future high-speed wireless systems (i.e., 4G and
beyond).

The purpose of this paper is to compare the perfor-
mance of different MIMO techniques for the cases of two
and four transmit antennas, which are realistic scenarios
for MIMO applications. For a certain transmission rate, we
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compare the performance of three MIMO schemes, namely,
BLAST, STBC, and linear precoding/decoding. Note that
both BLAST and STBC do not require channel knowledge
at the transmitter, whereas linear precoding/decoding does.
For each of these cases, we provide an analytical performance
analysis in terms of the receiver output average signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) as well as simulation results on their BER
performance. Moreover, we also consider the application of
these MIMO techniques in WCDMA systems with multipath
fading channel. In particular, when precoding is used, a sub-
space tracking algorithm is needed to track the eigenspace of
the MIMO system at the receiver and feed back this infor-
mation to the transmitter [17, 18, 19, 20]. Since the feedback
channel typically has a very low bandwidth [21], we contrive
an efficient and effective quantized feedback approach.

The main findings of this study are as follows.

(i) In the high data rate transmission scenario, for exam-
ple, four symbols per transmission over four transmit
antennas, the BLAST system actually achieves a bet-
ter performance than the linear precoding/decoding
schemes, even though linear precoding/decoding
make use of the channel state information at the trans-
mitter.

(ii) In the diversity transmission scenario, for example,
one symbol per transmission over two or four trans-
mit antennas, beamforming offers better performance
than the STBC schemes. Hence the channel knowledge
at the transmitter helps when there is some degree of
freedom to choose the eigen channels.

(iii) By employing the subspace tracking technique with an
efficient quantized feedback approach, the beamform-
ing scheme can be effective and feasible to be employed
in WCDMA systems to realize reliable data transmis-
sions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, performance analysis and comparisons of differ-
ent MIMO techniques are given for the narrowband scenario.
Section 3 describes the WCDMA system based on the 3GPP
standard, the channel estimation method, the algorithm of
tracking the MIMO eigen-subspace, as well as the quantized
feedback approach. Simulation results and further discus-
sions are given in Section 4. Section 5 contains the conclu-
sions.

2. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND COMPARISONS
OF MIMO TECHNIQUES

In this section, we analyze the performance of several MIMO
schemes under different transmission rate assumptions, for
the cases of two and four transmit antennas. BLAST and lin-
ear precoding/decoding schemes are studied and compared
for high-rate transmissions in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 fo-
cuses on the diversity transmission scenario, where different
STBC strategies are investigated and compared with beam-
forming and some linear precoding/decoding approaches.

2.1. BLAST versus linear precoding for high-rate
transmission

Assume that there are nT transmit and nR receive antennas,
where nR ≥ nT . In this section, we assume that the MIMO
system is employed to achieve the highest data rate, that is,
nT symbols per transmission. When the channel is unknown
to the transmitter, the BLAST system can be used to achieve
this; whereas when the channel is known to the transmitter,
the linear precoding/decoding can be used to achieve this.

2.1.1. BLAST

In the BLAST system, at each transmission, nT data sym-
bols s1, s2, . . . , snT , si ∈ A, where A is some unit-energy (i.e.,
E{|si|2} = 1) constellation signal set (e.g., PSK, QAM), are
transmitted simultaneously from all nT antennas. The re-
ceived signal can be represented by

y1

y2
...
ynR


︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

=
√

ρ

nT


h1,1 h1,2 · · · h1,nT
h2,1 h2,2 · · · h2,nT

...
...

. . .
...

hnR,1 hnR,2 · · · hnR,nT


︸ ︷︷ ︸

H


s1

s2
...
snT


︸ ︷︷ ︸

s

+


n1

n2
...

nnR


︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

,

(1)

where yi denotes the received signal at the ith receive an-
tenna; hi, j denotes the complex channel gain between the ith
receive antenna and the jth transmit antenna; ρ denotes the
total transmit SNR; and n ∼ N c(0, InR).

The received signal is first matched filtered to obtain z =
HHy =

√
ρ/nTHHHs + HHn. Denote Ω � HHH and w �

HHn, and thus, w ∼ N c(0,Ω). The matched-filter output is
then whitened to get

u = Ω−1/2z =
√

ρ

nT
Ω1/2s + ṽ, (2)

where ṽ � Ω−1/2w ∼ N c(0, InR). Based on (2), several meth-
ods can be used to detect the symbol vector s. For example,
the ML detection rule is given by

ŝML = arg min
s∈AnT

∥∥∥∥∥u−
√

ρ

nT
Ω1/2s

∥∥∥∥∥
2

, (3)

which has a computational complexity exponential in the
number of transmit antennas nT . On the other hand, the
sphere decoding algorithm offers a near-optimal solution
to (2) with an expected complexity of O(n3

T) [22]. More-
over, a linear detector makes a symbol-by-symbol decision
ŝ = Q(x), where x = Gu and Q(·) denotes the symbol slicing
operation. Two forms of linear detectors can be used [5, 6],
namely, the linear zero-forcing detector, where G = Ω−1/2,
and the linear MMSE detector, where G = (Ω1/2+(nT/ρ)I)−1.
Finally, a method based on interference cancellation with
ordering offers improved performance over the linear de-
tectors with comparable complexity [22]. Note that among
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the above-mentioned BLAST decoding algorithms, the lin-
ear zero-forcing detector has the worst performance. The de-
cision statistics of this method is given by

x = Gu = Ω−1/2u =
√

ρ

nT
s + Ω−1/2 ṽ. (4)

It follows from (4) that the received SNR for symbol s j is
(ρ/nT)/[Ω−1] j, j , j = 1, 2, . . . ,nT . Hence the average received
SNR under linear zero-forcing BLAST detection is given by

SNRBLAST-LZF = ρ

(
1
n2
T

nT∑
j=1

1[
Ω−1]

j, j

)
. (5)

2.1.2. Linear precoding and decoding

When the channel H is known to the transmitter, a linear pre-
coder can be employed at the transmitter and a correspond-
ing linear decoder can be used at the receiver [7]. Specifically,
suppose m ≤ nT symbols s = [s1 s2 · · · sm]T are transmit-
ted per transmission, where m = rank(H). Then the linear
precoder is an nT ×m matrix F such that the transmitted sig-
nal is Fs. The nR × 1 received signal vector is then

y = HFs + n, (6)

where n ∼ N c(0, InR). At the receiver, y is first matched fil-
tered, and then an m× nT linear decoder G is applied to the
matched-filter output to obtain the decision statistics

x = GHHy = GΩFs + GHHn. (7)

The linear precoder F and decoder G are chosen to minimize
a weighted combination of symbol estimation errors, that is,
minF,G E{‖D1/2(s−x)‖2}, where D is a diagonal positive def-
inite matrix subject to the total transmitter power constraint
tr(FFH) ≤ ρ. The weight matrix D is such that all decoded
symbols have equal errors (equal error design). Denote the
eigendecomposition of Ω as Ω = VΛVH + ṼΛ̃ṼH , where Λ
and V contain the m largest eigenvalues and the correspond-
ing eigenvectors of Ω, respectively; and Λ̃ and Ṽ contain the
remaining (nT−m) eigenvalues and the corresponding eigen-
vectors, respectively. Denote γ = ρ/tr(Λ−1). Then the linear
precoder and decoder are given by [7]

F = γ1/2VΛ−1/2,

G = 1
γ−1/2 + γ1/2

Λ−1/2VH.
(8)

It can be verified that GHHHF = (1/(γ−1 + γ))Im. Hence
this precoding scheme transforms the MIMO channel into
a scaled identity matrix. Furthermore, the received SNRs for
all decoded symbols are equal, given by γ, that is,

SNRequal-error precoding = ρ

tr
(
Λ−1) = ρ

tr
(
Ω−1) . (9)

Remark 1. The BLAST system can be viewed as a special case

of linear precoding with the transmitter filter F =
√
ρ/nTInT .

And the zero-forcing BLAST detection scheme corresponds
to choosing the receiver filter G = Ω1/2.

Remark 2. An alternative precoding scheme is to choose F =√
ρ/nTV and G = VH . Then the output of the linear decoder

can be written as

x =
√

ρ

nT
VHHHHVs + VHHHn =

√
ρ

nT
Λs + w, (10)

where w ∼ N c(0,Λ). Hence this scheme also transforms
the MIMO channel into a set of independent channels, but
with different SNRs. The received SNR for the jth symbol
is (ρ/nT)λj , where λj is the jth eigenvalue contained by Λ.
We call this method the whitening precoding. The average
received SNR is given by

SNRwhitening precoding = ρ

(
1
n2
T

nT∑
j=1

λj

)
= ρ

(
tr(Ω)
n2
T

)
. (11)

Note that the whitening precoding is different from the
equal-error precoding in (8). In particular, different received
SNRs are achieved over different subchannels for the whiten-
ing precoding, whereas the equal-error precoding provides
the same SNR over all subchannels.

2.1.3. Comparisons

We have the following result on the relative SNR perfor-
mance of the BLAST system and the two precoding schemes
discussed above.

Proposition 1. Suppose that an nT × nR MIMO system is em-
ployed to transmit nT symbols per transmission, using either
the BLAST system, the equal-error precoding scheme, or the
whitening precoding scheme, then

SNRwhitening precoding ≥ SNRBLAST-LZF

≥ SNRequal-error precoding.
(12)

Proof. We first show that

SNRBLAST-LZF ≥ SNRequal-error precoding. (13)

Since

1
nT

nT∑
j=1

λ−1
j = 1

nT

nT∑
j=1

[
Ω−1]

j, j ≥
nT∑nT

j=1

(
1/
[
Ω−1]

j, j

) , (14)

we have

1
n2
T

nT∑
j=1

1[
Ω−1]

j, j

≥ 1∑nT
j=1 λ

−1
j

. (15)

It follows from (5), (9), and (15) that SNRBLAST-LZF ≥
SNRequal-error precoding.
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We next show that SNRBLAST-LZF ≤ SNRwhitening precoding.
First, we have the following.

Fact 1. Suppose that A is a n×n positive definite matrix, then

1[
A−1

]
i,i

= Ai,i − ãHi Ã−1
i ãi, (16)

where Ãi is the (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix obtained from A
by removing the ith row and ith column; and ãi is the ith
column of A with the ith entry Ai,i removed. Note that Ãi is
a principal submatrix of A; since A is positive definite, so is,
Ãi, and Ã−1

i exists. To see (16), denote the above-mentioned
partitioning of the Hermitian matrix A with respect to the
ith column and row by A = (Ãi, ãi,Ai,i). In the same way, we
partition its inverse B � A−1 = (B̃i, b̃i,Bi,i). Now from the
fact that AB = In, it follows that

Ai,iBi,i + ãHi b̃i = 1, ãiBi,i + Ãib̃i = 0. (17)

Solving for Bi,i from (17), we obtain (16).

Using (16), we have

nT∑
j=1

1[
Ω−1]

j, j

=
nT∑
j=1

(
Ωi,i − ω̃H

i Ω̃
−1
i ω̃i

) ≤ nT∑
j=1

Ωi,i = tr(Ω).

(18)

It then follows from (5), (11), and (18) that SNRBLAST-LZF ≤
SNRwhitening precoding.

Figure 1 shows the comparisons between the BLAST and
the linear precoding/decoding schemes in terms of the aver-
age receiver SNR as well as the BER for a system with nT = 4
and nR = 6. The rate is four symbols per transmission. The
SNR curves in Figure 1a are plotted according to (9), (5),
and (11). It is seen that the SNR curves confirm the conclu-
sion of Proposition 1. Moreover, it is interesting to see that
the SNR ordering given by (12) does not translate into the
corresponding BER order. This can be roughly explained as
follows. The BER for the ith symbol stream can be approx-
imated as Q(γ

√
SNRi), where γ is a constant determined by

the modulation scheme. The average BER is then

p ∼= 1
nT

nT∑
i=1

Q
(
γ
√

SNRi

)
. (19)

Since Q(·) is a concave function, we have

p ≤ Q
(
γ
√

SNR
)
. (20)

Hence, the average SNR value does not directly translate into
the average BER. Moreover, it is seen from the Figure 1b in
Figure 1 that the interference cancellation with ordering [6]
BLAST detection method offers a significant performance
gain over the linear zero-forcing method, making the BLAST
outperform the precoding schemes by a substantial margin.
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Figure 1: Comparisons of the average receiver SNR and the BER
between the BLAST and the linear precoding/decoding schemes:
nT = 4 and nR = 6; the rate is four symbols/transmission.

2.2. Space-time block coding versus beamforming
for diversity transmission

In contrast to the high data rate MIMO transmission sce-
nario discussed in Section 2.1, an alternative approach to ex-
ploiting MIMO systems targets at achieving the full diver-
sity. For example, with nT transmit antennas and nR receive
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antennas, a maximum diversity order of nTnR is possible
when the transmission rate is one symbol per transmission.
When the channel is unknown at the transmitter, this can be
achieved using STBC (for nT = 2); and when the channel is
known at the transmitter, this can be achieved using beam-
forming.

2.2.1. Two transmit antennas case

Alamouti scheme

When nT = 2, the elegant Alamouti transmission scheme can
be used to achieve full diversity transmission at one symbol
per transmission [8]. It transmits two symbols s1 and s2 over
two consecutive transmissions as follows. During the first
transmission, s1 and s2 are transmitted simultaneously from
antennas 1 and 2, respectively; during the second transmis-
sion, −s∗2 and s∗1 are transmitted simultaneously from trans-
mit antennas 1 and 2, respectively. The received signals at re-
ceive antenna i corresponding to these two transmissions are
given by

[
yi(1)
yi(2)

]
=
√
ρ

2

[
s1 s2

−s∗2 s∗1

][
hi,1
hi,2

]
+

[
ni(1)
ni(2)

]
, i=1, 2, . . . ,nR.

(21)

Note that (21) can be rewritten as follows:[
yi(1)
yi(2)∗

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

yi

=
√
ρ

2

[
hi,1 hi,2
h∗i,2 −h∗i,1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

H̃i

[
s1

s2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

s

+

[
ni(1)
ni(2)∗

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ni

,

i = 1, 2, . . . ,nR,

(22)

where ni
i.i.d.∼ N c(0, I2). Note that the channel matrix H̃i is

orthogonal, that is, H̃H
i H̃i = (|hi,1|2 + |hi,2|2)I2.

At each receive antenna, the received signal is matched
filtered to obtain

zi = H̃H
i yi =

√
ρ

2

(∣∣hi,1∣∣2
+
∣∣hi,2∣∣2

)
s + wi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,nR,

(23)

where wi ∼ N c(0, (|hi,1|2 + |hi,2|2)I2). The final decision on s
is then made according to ŝ = Q(z), where Q(·) denotes the
symbol slicing operation, and

z =
nR∑
i=1

zi =
√
ρ

2

[ nR∑
i=1

(∣∣hi,1∣∣2
+
∣∣hi,2∣∣2

)]
s +

nR∑
i=1

wi. (24)

The received SNR is therefore given by

SNRAlamouti =
(ρ/2)

[∑nR

i=1

(∣∣hi,1∣∣2
+
∣∣hi,2∣∣2

)]2

∑nR

i=1

(∣∣hi,1∣∣2
+
∣∣hi,2∣∣2

)
= ρ

2
tr
(

HH
A HA

) = ρ

2
tr
(
ΩA

) = ρ
(
λ1 + λ2

2

)
,

(25)

where ΩA � HH
A HA, λ1 and λ2 are the two eigenvalues of ΩA,

and

HA =


h1,1 h1,2

h2,1 h2,2
...

...
hnR,1 hnR,2

 , ΩA = HH
A HA. (26)

Beamforming

Beamforming can be referred to as maximum ratio weighting
[23], and it is a special case of the linear precoding/decoding
discussed in Section 2.1.2, where

F = √
ρv1,

G = vH
1 ,

(27)

and v1 is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigen-
value of Ω. Hence in the beamforming scheme, at each trans-
mission, the transmitter transmits v1s from all transmit an-
tennas, where s is a data symbol. The received signal is given
by

y = HFs + n = √
ρHv1s + n. (28)

At the receiver, a decision on s is made according to ŝ = Q(u),
where the decision statistic u is given by u = vH

1 HHy =√
ρ vH

1 Ωv1︸ ︷︷ ︸
λ1

s + vH
1 HHn︸ ︷︷ ︸

N c(0,λ1)

. The received SNR in this case is

SNRbeamforming = ρλ1. (29)

Comparing (25) with (29), it is obvious that SNRbeamforming ≥
SNRAlamouti. Note that in this case, the SNR order indeed
translates into the BER order; since in the Alamouti scheme,
both symbols have the same SNR, then

pbeamforming = Q
(
γ
√
ρλ1

)
≤ Q

(
γ

√
ρ

2

(
λ1 + λ2

)) = pAlamouti.

(30)

2.2.2. Four transmit antennas case

One symbol per transmission

It is known that rate-one orthogonal STBC only exists for
nT = 2, that is, the Alamouti code. For the case of four trans-
mit antennas (nT = 4), we adopt a rate-one (almost orthog-
onal) transmission scheme with the following transmission
matrix:

S =


s1 s2 s3 s4

s∗2 −s∗1 s∗4 −s∗3
s3 −s4 −s1 s2

s∗4 s∗3 −s∗2 −s∗1

 . (31)

Such a transmission scheme was proposed in [24]. Hence
four symbols s1, s2, s3, and s4 are transmitted across four
transmit antennas over four transmissions. The received sig-
nals at the ith receive antenna corresponding to these four
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transmissions are given by
yi(1)
yi(2)
yi(3)
yi(4)

 =
√
ρ

4
S


hi,1
hi,2
hi,3
hi,4

 +


ni(1)
ni(2)
ni(3)
ni(4)

 , i = 1, 2, . . . ,nR. (32)

Note that (32) can be rewritten as
yi(1)
yi(2)∗

yi(3)
yi(4)∗


︸ ︷︷ ︸

yi

=
√
ρ

4


hi,1 hi,2 hi,3 hi,4
−h∗i,2 h∗i,1 −h∗i,4 h∗i,3
−hi,3 hi,4 hi,1 −hi,2
−h∗i,4 −h∗i,3 h∗i,2 h∗i,1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

H̃i


s1

s2

s3

s4


︸ ︷︷ ︸

s

+


ni(1)
ni(2)∗

ni(3)
ni(4)∗


︸ ︷︷ ︸

vi

,

i=1, 2, . . . ,nR.
(33)

The matched-filter output at the ith receive antenna is given
by

zi = H̃H
i yi =

√
ρ

4
Ω̃is + wi, (34)

where

Ω̃i = H̃H
i H̃i =


γi 0 αi 0
0 γi 0 −αi
−αi 0 γi 0

0 αi 0 γi

 , (35)

γi =
∑nT

j=1 |hi, j|2, αi = 2�(h∗i,1hi,3 + h∗i,4hi,2), and wi =
H̃H

i ni ∼ N c(0, Ω̃i). By grouping the entries of zi into two
pairs, we can write[

zi(1)
zi(3)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

zi,1

=
√
ρ

4
Γi

[
s1

s3

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

s1

+

[
wi(1)
wi(3)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

wi,1

,

[
zi(4)
zi(2)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

zi,2

=
√
ρ

4
Γi

[
s4

s2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

s2

+

[
wi(4)
wi(2)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

wi,2

,

(36)

where Γi =
[ γi αi
−αi γi

]
and wi,� ∼ N c(0,Γi), � = 1, 2. Note that

ΓHi = Γi. Note also that (36) are effectively 2 × 2 BLAST sys-
tems and they can be decoded using either linear detection or
ML detection. For example, the linear decision rule is given
by ŝ� = Q[

∑nR
i=1 Gi,�zi,�], � = 1, 2, where the linear detector

can be either a zero-forcing detector, that is, Gi,� = Γ−1
i , or an

MMSE detector, that is, Gi,� = (Γi + (4/ρ)I2)−1. On the other
hand, the ML detection rule is given by

ŝ� = min
s∈A2

nR∑
i=1

(
zi,� −

√
ρ

4
Γis
)H

Γ−1
i

(
zi,� −

√
ρ

4
Γis
)

= max
s∈A2

[
�
{

sH
nR∑
i=1

zi,�

}
−
√
ρ

4
sH
( nR∑

i=1

Γi

)
s

]
, � = 1, 2.

(37)

When the channel state is known at the transmitter, the
optimal transmission method to achieve one symbol per
transmission is the beamforming scheme described by (27),
(28), and (29).

Note that the received SNR of the above block coding
scheme with linear zero-forcing detector is given by

SNR = ρ

4
· n2

R∑nR
i=1

[
Γ−1
i

]
1,1

, (38)

whereas the SNR of the beamforming scheme is given by
SNRbeamforming = ρλ1.

Two symbols per transmission

Now suppose that a rate of two symbols per transmission is
desired using four transmit antennas. When the channel is
unknown at the transmitter, we can use one pair of the trans-
mit antennas to transmit s1 = [s1 s2]T using the Alamouti
scheme, and use the other pair to transmit s2 = [s3 s4]T also
using Alamouti scheme. In this way, we transmit four sym-
bols over two transmissions. At the ith receive antenna, the
received signal yi = [yi(1) yi(2)]T corresponding to the two
transmissions is given by

yi =
√
ρ

2
H̃i,1s1 +

√
ρ

2
H̃i,2s2, +n, i = 1, 2, . . . ,nR, (39)

where H̃i,1 =
[ hi,1 hi,2
h∗i,2 −h∗i,1

]
and H̃i,2 =

[ hi,3 hi,4
h∗i,4 −h∗i,3

]
. Therefore, we

have 
y1

y2
...

ynR


︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

=
√
ρ

2


H̃1,1 H̃1,2

H̃2,1 H̃2,2
...

...
H̃nR ,1 H̃nR ,2


︸ ︷︷ ︸

H̃


s1

s2

s3

s4


︸ ︷︷ ︸

s

+n. (40)

The received signal y is first matched filtered to obtain

z = H̃Hy =
√
ρ

2
H̃HH̃s + H̃Hn. (41)

Denote

Ω̃ � H̃HH̃ = nR ·


I2

1
nR

nR∑
j=1

H̃H
j,1H̃ j,2

1
nR

nR∑
j=1

H̃H
j,1H̃ j,2 I2

 . (42)

Then the output of the whitening filter is given by u =
Ω̃
−1/2

z =
√
ρ/2Ω̃

1/2
s + w, where w ∼ N c(0, I4). Now we can

use any of the aforementioned BLAST decoding methods to
decode s.

When the channel is known at the transmitter, linear
precoding/decoding can be used to transmit two symbols
per transmission. For example, the equal-error precoding
scheme is specified by (8) and (9) with m = 2. The re-
ceived SNR of this method is given by SNRequal-error precoding =
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Figure 2: Comparisons of the BER performances among the
MIMO techniques for one symbol/transmission: beamforming ver-
sus Alamouti with nT = 2 and nR = 3; beamforming versus rate-one
STBC with nT = 4 and nR = 6.

ρ/(λ−1
1 + λ−1

2 ). The whitening precoding method, on the

other hand, is specified by F =
√
ρ/2[v1v2] and G = [v1v2]H ;

and the average received SNR of this method is given by
SNRwhitening precoding = ρ((λ1 + λ2)/4). Note that λ1 and λ2 are
the two largest eigenvalues contained in Λ.

2.2.3. Comparisons

Figure 2 shows the performance comparisons among the
MIMO techniques to achieve one symbol per transmission.
Specifically, the beamforming scheme is compared with the
Alamouti code for a system with two transmit antennas,
and the beamforming scheme is compared with the rate-one
STBC for a system with four transmit antennas. It is observed
from Figure 2 that the beamforming scheme achieves about
2 dB gain over the Alamouti code, and similarly, the beam-
forming can achieve much better performance than the rate-
one STBC strategy.

Figure 3 shows the performance comparisons between
the linear precoding/decoding schemes and the rate-two
STBC strategy for a system with nT = 4 and nR = 6 to achieve
two symbols per transmission. It is seen from Figure 3 that
the rate-two STBC achieves a better performance than the
linear precoding/decoding schemes, and the performance
gap is not so large. In particular, the rate-two STBC with
BLAST-LZF decoding has an approximate performance to
the equal-error precoding scheme.

It is observed from Figures 1 and 3 that although the
linear precoding/decoding schemes exploit the channel
knowledge at the transmitter, they may not have perfor-
mance gains compared to those MIMO techniques with-

76543210
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Whitening precoding
Rate-2 STBC, BLAST-LZF
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Figure 3: Comparisons of the BER performances between the linear
precoding/decoding strategies and the rate-two STBC: nT = 4 and
nR = 6; the rate is two symbols/transmission.

out channel knowledge requirement at the transmitter. And
this phenomenon is evident especially in the high-data rate
transmission scenario, that is, BLAST versus linear precod-
ing/decoding schemes with nT = 4. This can be explained as
follows. Note that, for the linear precoding/decoding strate-
gies discussed above, the adaptive modulation is not em-
ployed, and thus, the performance gain is limited for the fixed
modulation.

3. WCDMA DOWNLINK SYSTEMS

In this section, a WCDMA downlink system based on the
3GPP standard, a subspace tracking algorithm, as well as a
quantized feedback approach are specified. In Section 3.1,
we describe the WCDMA system, including the structures
of the transmitter and the receiver, the channelization and
scrambling codes, the frame structures of the data and the
pilot channels, the multipath fading channel model, as well
as the channel estimation algorithm. In Section 3.2, we de-
tail the subspace tracking method and the quantized feed-
back scheme.

3.1. System description

3.1.1. Transmitter and receiver structures

The system model of the downlink WCDMA system is shown
in Figure 4. The left part of Figure 4 is the transmitter struc-
ture. The data sequences of the users are first spread by
unique orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes
(Cch,SF,1, Cch,SF,2, . . .), and then, the spread chip sequences
of different users are multiplied by downlink scrambling
codes (Ccs,1,Ccs,2, . . .). After summing up the scrambled data
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Figure 4: Transmitter and receiver structures of the downlink WCDMA system.

sequences from different users, the data sequences are com-
bined with the pilot sequence, which is also spread and
scrambled by the codes (Cch,SF,0,Ccs,0) for the pilot chan-
nel sent to each antenna. The specifications of OVSF and
scrambling codes can be referred to [15]. The right part of
Figure 4 shows the receiver structure of this system with one
receive antenna. We assume the number of multipaths in the
WCDMA channel is L. Each receive antenna is followed by
a bank of RAKE fingers. Each finger tracks the correspond-
ing multipath component for the receiver antenna and per-
forms descrambling and despreading for each of the L mul-
tipath components. Such a receiver structure is similar to
the conventional RAKE receiver but without maximal ratio
combining (MRC). Hence, there are L outputs for each re-
ceive antenna, and thus, each of the L antenna outputs can
be viewed as a virtual receive antenna [14]. With the received
pilot signals, the downlink channel is estimated accordingly.
This channel estimate is provided to the detector to perform
demodulation of the received users’ signals.

It is shown in [14] that the above receiver scheme with
virtual antennas essentially provides an interface between
MIMO techniques and a WCDMA system. The outputs of
the RAKE fingers are sent to a MIMO demodulator that op-
erates at the symbol rate. The equivalent symbol-rate MIMO
channel response matrix is given by

H =



h1,1,1 h1,1,2 . . . h1,1,nT
...

...
. . .

...
h1,L,1 h1,L,2 . . . h1,L,nT

...
...

. . .
...

hnR,1,1 hnR,1,2 . . . hnR,1,nT
...

...
. . .

...
hnR,L,1 hnR,L,2 . . . hnR,L,nT


, (43)

where hi,l, j denotes the complex channel gain between the jth
transmit antenna and the lth finger of the ith receive antenna.
Hence (43) is equivalent to a MIMO system with nT transmit
antennas and (nR · L) receive antennas [14].

3.1.2. Multipath fading channel model
and channel estimation

Each user’s channel contains four paths, that is, L = 4. The
channel multipath profile is chosen according to the 3GPP
specifications. That is, the relative path delays are 0, 260, 521,
and 781 nanoseconds, and the relative path power gains are
0,−3,−6, and −9 dB, respectively.

There are two channels in the system, namely, common
control physical channel (CCPCH) and common pilot chan-
nel (CPICH), whose rates are variable and fixed, respectively.
For more details, see [15]. The CPICH is transmitted from all
antennas using the same channelization and the scrambling
code, and the different pilot symbol sequences are adopted
on different antennas. Note that in the system, the pilot sig-
nal can be treated as the data of a special user. In other words,
the pilot and the data of different users in the system are com-
bined with code duplexing but not time duplexing.

Here we use orthogonal training sequences of length T ≥
nT based on the Hadamard matrix to minimize the estima-
tion error [25]. Note that, although the channel varies at the
symbol rate, the channel estimator assumes it is fixed over at
least nT symbol intervals.

3.2. Subspace tracking with quantized feedback
for beamforming

3.2.1. Tracking of the channel subspace

Recall that in the beamforming and general precoding trans-
mission schemes, the value of the MIMO channel H has to be
provided to the transmitter. Typically, in FDD systems, this
can be done by feeding back to the transmitter the estimated
channel value Ĥ. However, the feedback channel usually has
a very low data rate. Here we propose to employ a subspace
tracking algorithm, namely, projection approximation sub-
space tracking with deflation (PASTd) [20], with quantized
feedback to track the MIMO eigen channels. Figure 5 shows
the diagram of the MIMO system adopting a subspace track-
ing and the quantized feedback approach. In particular, the
receiver employs the channel estimator to obtain the esti-
mate of the channel Ĥ and subsequently, PASTd algorithm
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Figure 5: The MIMO linear precoding/decoding system with subspace tracking and quantized feedback schemes.
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Figure 6: BER performance of beamforming under different doppler frequencies: (a) nT = 4, nR = 1 (beamforming, perfect known channel,
lossless feedback (2 frames)), (b) nT = 2, nR = 1 (perfectly known channel, lossless feedback (1 frame)).

is adopted to get F = V = [V1, . . . , Vm], which contains the
principal eigenvectors of Ω = HHH.

3.2.2. Frame-based feedback

Note that, for the uplink channel in the 3GPP standard [21],
the bit rate is 1500 bits per second (bps), the frame rate
is 100 frames per second (fps), and thus, there are fifteen
bits in each uplink frame. On the other hand, the down-
link WCDMA channel is a symbol-by-symbol varied chan-
nel. Thereby, it is necessary to consider an effective and effi-
cient quantization and feed back scheme, so as to feed back F
to the transmitter via the band-limited uplink channel.

For the beamforming scheme, we employ the feedback
approach as follows. The average eigenvector of the channel
over one frame or two frames is fed back instead of the eigen-
vectors of each symbol or slot duration. Note that such feed-
back approach assumes the downlink WCDMA channel as
a block fading one, and actually, it is effective and efficient
under low doppler frequencies. Figure 6 shows the BER per-
formances of the MIMO system employing the beamform-
ing scheme under different doppler frequencies. In Figure 6b,
two transmit antennas are adopted, and the average eigen-
vectors over one frame duration are losslessly fed back. That
is, the eigenvector information is precisely fed back without
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Table 1: Frame structures for quantized feedback. Case 1: two transmit antennas and one receive antenna, (5, 5) quantization : 5 bits for the
absolute value component and 5 bits for the phase component of each vector element; Aij : jth bit for the absolute value of ith vector element;
Pij : jth bit for the phase of ith vector element. Case 2: two transmit antennas and 1 receive antenna, (4,7) quantization. Case 3: four transmit
antennas and 1 receive antenna, (3,6) quantization.

Case 1

Slot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Bits A11 A12 A13 A14 A15 A21 A22 A23 A24 A25 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25

Case 2

Slot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Bits A11 A12 A13 A14 A21 A22 A23 A24 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27

Case 3

Slot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Bits A11 A12 A13 A21 A22 A23 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 A31 A32 A33

Slot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Bits P31 P32 P33 P34 P35 P36 A41 A42 A43 P41 P42 P43 P44 P45 P46

quantization. It is seen that the system achieves a good per-
formance for the speeds lower than 30 km/h, and the BER
curves are shown as “floors” when v is higher than 30 km/h.
The appearance of such “floor” is due to the severe mismatch
between the precoding and the downlink channel. Similarly,
Figure 6a gives the BER performances of the system employ-
ing the beamforming with four transmit antennas, where the
average eigenvectors over two frames are losslessly fed back.
It is seen that the BER performances degrade to “floors” for
the speeds higher than 15 km/h. It is observed from (6) that
the frame-based feedback approach is feasible for the beam-
forming system under the low-speed cases. In particular, it is
feasible for the system employing two transmit antennas and
four transmit antennas, under the cases of v ≤ 25 km/h and
v ≤ 10 km/h, respectively.

3.2.3. Quantization of the feedback

Table 1 shows the feedback frame structures for the MIMO
system employing beamforming schemes, that is, the quan-
tization of the elements of the eigenvector to be fed back.
We consider three cases here. Case 1 and Case 2 are con-
trived for the beamforming system with two transmit an-
tennas. These two bit allocation strategies of one feedback
frame are, namely, (5, 5) and (4, 7) quantized feedback, re-
spectively. In particular, (5, 5) quantized feedback allocates
5 bits each to the absolute value and the phase component
of one eigenvector element; and (4, 7) quantized feedback al-
locates 4 bits and 7 bits to the absolute value and the phase
component of one eigenvector element, respectively. Case 3,
namely, (3, 6) quantized feedback, is contrived for the beam-
forming system with four transmit antennas. Two feedback
frames are allocated for the average eigenvector over two
frames. Note that relatively more bits should be allocated to
the phase component, since the error caused by quantiza-
tion is more sensitive to the preciseness of the phase com-
ponents than that of the absolute value components more-

over, our simulations show that the (5, 5) and (4, 7) quan-
tized feedback approaches actually have very approximated
performances.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR WCDMA SYSTEMS

In the simulations, we adopt one receive antenna (nR = 1),
which is a realistic scenario for the WCDMA downlink re-
ceiver. For the multipath fading channel in the WCDMA sys-
tem, the number of multipath is assumed to be four (L =
4), and the mobile speed is assumed to be three kilome-
ters per hour (v = 3 km/h). QPSK is used as the modula-
tion format. The performance metric is BER versus signal-
to-interference-ratio (Ic/Ior). Ic/Ior is the power ratio between
the signal of the desired user and the interference from all
other simultaneous users in the WCDMA system. Subse-
quently, several cases with different transmission rates over
two and four transmit antennas are studied.

BLAST versus linear precoding

Figure 7 shows the performance comparisons between the
BLAST and the linear precoding/decoding schemes for a rate
of four symbols per transmission over four transmit anten-
nas (nT = 2). In particular, the channel estimator given in
Section 3.1.2 is adopted to acquire the channel knowledge.
For the linear precoding/decoding schemes, lossless feedback
is assumed. It is seen from Figure 7 that the BLAST scheme
with ML detection achieves the best BER performance over
all linear precoding/decoding schemes. Note that the reason
that precoding does not offer performance advantage here
is that we require the rate for different eigen channels to be
the same, that is, no adaptive modulation scheme is allowed.
Hence we conclude that to achieve high throughput, it suf-
fices to employ the BLAST architecture and the knowledge of
the channel at the transmitter offers no advantage.
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Figure 7: BER comparisons between the BLAST and the trans-
mit precoding schemes: nT = 4 and nR = 1; four QPSK sym-
bols/transmission; v = 3 km/h, L = 4.

STBC versus beamforming

Figure 8 gives the performance comparisons between the
Alamouti STBC and the beamforming schemes for a rate
of one symbol per transmission over two transmit antennas
(nT = 2). The effects of the quantized feedback approach is
also shown in Figure 8. In particular, the cycled line is the
BER performance when perfect channel knowledge is avail-
able at both the transmitter and the receiver. The solid line is
the performance when perfect channel knowledge is avail-
able at the receiver and the frame-based feedback without
quantization in Section 3.2.2 is adopted. It is seen that the
frame-based feedback approach only causes very trivial per-
formance degradation. The asteriated line is the performance
when perfect channel knowledge is available at the receiver
and the frame-based feedback with (4, 7) quantized feedback
approach in Section 3.2.3 is adopted. It is seen that the quan-
tization of the feedback only generates about 0.5 dB perfor-
mance loss. Moreover, the triangled line is the performance
when the channel estimator in Section 3.1.2, the subspace
tracking in Section 3.2.1, and the (4, 7) quantized feedback
approach are adopted. It is shown that the subspace track-
ing and the channel estimation cause about 1 to 1.5 dB per-
formance degradation. Finally, the squared line is the perfor-
mance of the Alamouti STBC, where the channel estimator is
adopted at the receiver. It is observed from Figure 8 that the
WCDMA system employing beamforming can have a bet-
ter performance than that employing the Alamouti STBC
scheme, though the performance gain is not very evident.

Figure 9 gives the comparison between the beamform-
ing scheme and the rate-one STBC strategy discussed in
Section 2.2.2 for a rate of one symbol per transmission over
four transmit antennas (nT = 4). Similarly, perfectly known
channel knowledge, estimated channel knowledge, lossless

−10−11−12−13−14−15−16−17−18−19−20
Ic/Ior (dB)

10−3

10−2

10−1

B
E

R

BF, perfectly known channel
BF, perfectly known channel, lossless feedback
BF, perfectly known channel, quantized feedback
BF, subspace tracking, quantized feedback
Alamouti STBC, estimated channel

Figure 8: BER comparisons between Alamouti and beamforming
with subspace tracking and quantized feedback schemes: nT = 2
and nR = 1; one QPSK symbol/transmission; v = 3 km/h; (4, 7)
quantized feedback.

−10−11−12−13−14−15−16−17−18−19−20
Ic/Ior (dB)
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100
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BF, known channel, lossless feedback
BF, known channel, quantized feedback
BF, PASTd, quantized feedback
Rate-1 STBC, (ML)
Rate-1 STBC, (LZF)

Figure 9: BER comparisons between rate-one STBC and beam-
forming with subspace tracking and quantized feedback schemes:
nT = 4 and nR = 1; one QPSK symbol/transmission; v = 3 km/h;
(3, 6) quantized feedback.

feedback, and quantized feedback cases are shown. From
bottom up, the first curve is the result of the beamform-
ing scheme with perfectly known channel knowledge at both
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Table 2: Summary of the performance comparisons of the MIMO techniques.

(a)

High-rate transmission MIMO techniques Channel information BER performance

Four symbols/transmission over nT = 4
BLAST Receiver Better

Transmit precoding Transmitter/receiver Worse

(b)

Diversity transmission MIMO techniques channel Information BER performance

One symbol/transmission over nT = 2
Beamforming Transmitter/receiver Better

Alamouti Receiver Worse

One symbol/transmission
over nT = 4

Beamforming Transmitter/receiver Better

Rate-one STBC Receiver Worse

Two symbols/transmission
over nT = 4

Transmit precoding Transmitter/receiver Worse

Rate-two STBC Receiver Better

the transmitter and the receiver; the second curve is the re-
sult of the beamforming scheme with perfectly known chan-
nel knowledge at the receiver and the frame-based feedback
without quantization; the third curve is the result of the
beamforming scheme with perfectly known channel knowl-
edge at the receiver and the frame-based feedback with (3, 6)
quantization; the fourth curve is the result of channel esti-
mator, subspace tracker, and the frame-based feedback with
(3, 6) quantization; the top two curves are the results of the
rate-one STBC scheme with different detection methods. It is
observed from Figure 9 that the beamforming can achieve a
much better performance than the STBC for the case of four
transmit antennas.

Moreover, it is also well confirmed that the subspace
tracking algorithm discussed in Section 3.2.1, the frame-
based feedback in Section 3.2.2, as well as the quantization
approach discussed in Section 3.2.3 offer a practical way of
realizing beamforming in MIMO WCDMA systems.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have analyzed and compared the perfor-
mance of three MIMO techniques, namely, BLAST, STBC
and linear precoding/decoding, and considered their appli-
cations in WCDMA downlink systems. For a certain trans-
mission rate, we compared the different scenarios with dif-
ferent transmit antennas both analytically in terms of the av-
erage receiver SNR, as well as through simulations in terms
of the BER performance. To cope with the channel feedback
in WCDMA systems for beamforming, we adopted a sub-
space tracking method with a quantized feedback approach
to make the principle eigenspace of the MIMO channel avail-
able to the transmitter.

Some instructive conclusions are drawn in this study. On
the one hand, the optimal BLAST scheme can achieve the
best performance in the high-rate transmission scenario, al-
though with channel knowledge available at the transmit-
ters, no performance gain is achievable by the linear precod-

ing/decoding schemes without employing adaptive modula-
tion. On the other hand, the beamforming scheme achieves
better performances than the STBC schemes in the diversity
transmission scenario. Table 2 gives a summary of the per-
formance comparisons of the MIMO techniques in different
scenarios. Moreover, it is well confirmed the effectiveness and
feasibility of the combination of the subspace tracking algo-
rithm and the quantized feedback approach for beamform-
ing transmission in the MIMO WCDMA system. Finally, we
note that in this paper, we only consider the linear precoding
scheme. Significant performance improvement is expected
when nonlinear precoder (e.g., adaptive modulation and bit
loading) is employed [26, 27, 28].
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New space-time block coding schemes for multiple transmit and receive antennas are proposed. First, the well-known Alamouti
scheme is extended to NT = 2m transmit antennas achieving high transmit diversity. Many receiver details are worked out for
four and eight transmit antennas. Further, solutions for arbitrary, even numbers (NT = 2k) of transmit antennas are presented
achieving decoding advantages due to orthogonalization properties while preserving high diversity. In a final step, such extended
Alamouti and BLAST schemes are combined, offering a continuous trade-off between quality of service (QoS) and data rate. Due
to the simplicity of the coding schemes, they are very well suited to operate under UMTS with only very moderate modifications
in the existing standard. The number of supported antennas at transmitter alone is a sufficient knowledge to select the most
appropriate scheme. While the proposed schemes are motivated by utilization in UMTS, they are not restricted to this standard.

Keywords and phrases: mobile communications, space-time block codes, spatial multiplexing.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the salient features of UMTS is the provisioning
of moderately high data rates for packet switched data ser-
vices. In order to maximize the number of satisfied users,
an efficient resource assignment to the subscribers is de-
sired allowing flexible sharing of the radio resources. Such
schemes must address the extreme variations of the link qual-
ity. Standardization of UMTS is progressing steadily, and
various schemes for transmit diversity [1] and high-speed
downlink packet access (HSDPA) with multiple transmit
and receive antennas (MIMO) schemes [2] are currently un-
der debate within the Third Generation Partnership Project
(http://www.3gpp.org/).

Recently, much attention has been paid to wireless
MIMO systems, (cf. [3, 4, 5]). In [6, 7], it was shown that
the wireless MIMO channel potentially has a much higher
capacity than was anticipated previously. In [8, 9, 10], space-
time coding (STC) schemes were proposed that efficiently
utilize such channels. Alamouti [11] introduced a very sim-
ple scheme allowing transmissions from two antennas with
the same data rate as on a single antenna but increasing
the diversity at the receiver from one to two in a flat-fading
channel. While the scheme works for BPSK even with four

and eight antennas, it was proven that for QPSK, only the
two-transmit-antenna scheme offers the full diversity gain
[8, 12].

In order to evaluate the (single-) symbol error probabil-
ity for a random channel H with NT statistically independent
transmission paths with zero-mean channel coefficients hk
(k = 1, . . . ,NT) of equal variance,1 known results from lit-
erature for maximum likelihood (ML) decoding of uncoded
QPSK (with gray-code labelling) can be employed [13]:

BERML = 1
2

EH

erfc


√√√√√ Eb

2N0

NT∑
k=1

∣∣hk∣∣2




= 1
2

EαML

[
erfc

(√
αML

σ2
V

)]
.

(1)

Here the fading factor αML is introduced as a random vari-
able with χ2

2NT
density, the index indicating 2NT degrees of

freedom, that is, a diversity order of NT . In case of indepen-
dent complex Gaussian distributed variables hk, the follow-

1We normalize
∑NT

k=1 E[|hk|2] = 1.
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ing explicit result for QPSK modulation is obtained accord-
ing to [13, Section 14.4, equations (15)]:

BERML = 1
2

∫∞
0

erfc

(√
x
Eb

2N0

)
xNT−1

Γ(NT)
e−xdx

=
[

1− µ

2

]NT NT−1∑
k=0

(
NT − 1 + k

k

)(
1 + µ

2

)k
,

(2)

µ =
√

Eb/N0

NT + Eb/N0
. (3)

In contrast to this behavior, the performance for a linear ze-
roforeing (ZF) receiver is different. The bit error rate (BER)
for a ZF receiver with NT transmit and NR receive antennas
is given by [14]

BERZF = 1
2

EαZF

[
erfc

(√
αZF

σ2
V

)]
, (4)

with αZF being χ2-distributed with 2(NT − NR + 1) degrees
of freedom rather than 2NT . A good overview of the various
single symbol error performances is given in [15] and some
early results on multiple symbol errors in [16]. The pro-
posed coding schemes of this paper will be compared with
these results for uncoded transmissions. In particular, select-
ing space-time codes will result in different degrees of free-
dom for the resulting fading factor α when compared to (1)
and (4).

The paper is composed as follows. In Section 2, the well-
known Alamouti scheme is introduced setting the notation
for the remaining of the paper. In Section 3, the Alamouti
space-time codes for transmission diversity is extended re-
cursively to M = 2m antenna elements at the transmitter.
While it is well known that the resulting transmission ma-
trix for flat-fading looses its orthogonality for m ≥ 2, it is
shown that the loss in orthogonality for the new schemes
is not severe when utilizing gray-coded QPSK modulation.
Starting with a four-antenna scheme in Section 3, it will be
demonstrated that linear receivers perform close to the theo-
retical bound for four-path diversity offering significant gain
over the two-antenna case proposed by Alamouti. Even more
interestingly, linear interference suppression can be imple-
mented at low-complexity because the channel matrix ex-
hibits a high degree of structure, enabling factorization in
closed-form. In Section 4, this observation is generalized
to extended Alamouti schemes for an arbitrary number of
transmit antennas NT = 2m preserving as much orthogo-
nality as possible. In particular, results will be presented for
the case NT = 8. Transmission schemes with more than one
receive antenna will be considered in Section 5 and it will
be shown that even in cases with NT �= 2m transmit anten-
nas, preservation of orthogonality is possible. Variable bit
rate services and bursty packet arrivals are handled flexibly in
UMTS by dynamically changing the spreading factor in con-
junction with the transmit power, thus preserving an average
Eb/N0, but without changing the diversity order and outage
probability. A combination of BLAST and extended Alam-
outi schemes is proposed in Section 6 that makes use of the

existing diversity in a flexible manner, trading diversity gain
against data rate and thus augmenting the diversity order and
outage probability for fulfilling the quality of service (QoS)
requirements. Not considered in this paper is the impact of
the modulation scheme on the achieved diversity. It is well
known that a certain rank criterion [8] needs to be satisfied
in order to utilize full channel diversity in MIMO systems.

2. ALAMOUTI SCHEME

A very simple but effective scheme for two (NT = 2) antennas
achieving a diversity gain of two was introduced by Alamouti
[8, 11]. It works by sending the sequence {s1, s∗2 } on the first
antenna and {s2,−s∗1 } on the other. Assuming a flat-fading
channel and denoting the two channel coefficients by h1 and
h2, the received vector r is formed by stacking two consecu-
tive data samples [r1, r2]T in time:

r = Sh + v̄. (5)

Here, the symbol block S and the channel vector h are de-
fined as follows:

S =
[
s1 s2

s∗2 −s∗1

]
, h =

[
h1

h2

]
. (6)

This can be reformulated as[
r1

r∗2

]
=
[

h1 h2

−h∗2 h∗1

][
s1

s2

]
+

[
v1

v∗2

]
(7)

or in short notation:

y = Hs + v, (8)

where the vector y = [r1, r∗2 ]T is introduced. The resulting
channel matrix H is orthogonal, that is, HHH = HHH =
h2I2, where the 2× 2 identity matrix I2 as well as the gain of
the channel h2 = |h1|2 + |h2|2 are introduced. The transmit-
ted symbols can be computed by the ZF approach

ŝ = [
HHH

]−1
HHy = 1

h2
HHy = s +

[
HHH

]−1
HHv, (9)

revealing a noise filtering. Note that due to the particular
structure of H, the two noise components are orthogonal.
For a fixed channel matrix H and complex-valued Gaussian
noise v, it can be concluded that they are both i.i.d. and thus
are two decoupled noise components. The noise variance for
each of the two symbols is given by 2σ2

V /h
2. Comparing to

the optimal ML result for two-path diversity, the results are
identical indicating that with a simple ZF receiver technique,
the full two-path diversity of the transmission system can
be obtained. Using complex-valued modulation, only for the
two-antenna scheme such an improvement is possible. Only
in the case of binary transmission, higher schemes with four
and eight antennas exist [12]. In UMTS, QPSK is utilized on
CDMA preventing perfectly orthogonal schemes with an im-
provement larger than a diversity of two.
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3. FOUR-ANTENNA SCHEME

In UMTS with frequencies around 2 GHz, four or even
eight antennas are quite possible at the base stations and
two or four antennas at the mobile [17]. Since the num-
ber of antennas will vary among base stations and mo-
bile devices, it is vital to design a flexible MIMO trans-
mission scheme supporting various multielement anten-
nas. As a minimum requirement, the mobile station might
only be informed about the number of transmit anten-
nas at the base station. Based on its own number of re-
ceive antennas, it can then decide which decoding algo-
rithm to apply. Some codes offer complexity proportional to
the number of receive antennas, for example, cyclic space-
time codes [18]. Another example being Hadamard codes,
retransmitting the symbols in a specific manner. For the
case of four transmit antennas, the resulting matrix becomes
[s1, s2, s3, s4; s1, s2,−s3,−s4; s1,−s2,−s3, s4; −s1, s2,−s3, s4].
In such schemes, the receiver can be built with very low-
complexity, and higher diversity is achievable with more re-
ceiver antennas. However, by only utilizing multiple receiver
antennas, the maximum possible diversity is not utilized in
such systems unless transmit diversity is utilized as well.

In the following, simple block codes supporting much
higher diversity in a four transmit antenna scheme for UMTS
are proposed which do take advantage of additional transmit
diversity.2

Proposition 1. Starting with the 2 × 2-Alamouti scheme, the
following recursive construction rule (similar to the construc-
tion of a complex Walsh-Hadamard code) is applied:

[
h1 h2

−h∗2 h∗1

]
−→


h1 h2 h3 h4

−h∗2 h∗1 −h∗4 h∗3
−h∗3 −h∗4 h∗1 h∗2
h4 −h3 −h2 h1

 . (10)

That is, the complex scalars h1 and h2 appearing to the
left of the arrow “→” are replaced by the 2× 2 matrices

H1 =
[

h1 h2

−h∗2 h∗1

]
,

H2 =
[

h3 h4

−h∗4 h∗3

]
,

(11)

and then reinserted into the Alamouti space-time channel
matrix

[
H1 H2

−H∗
2 H∗

1

]
, (12)

where ∗ denotes complex conjugation without transposi-
tion.

2The outage capacity of this scheme was originally reported in [19].

This results in the following symbol block S for transmit-
ting the four symbols s = [s1, . . . , s4]T :

S =


s1 s2 s3 s4

s∗2 −s∗1 s∗4 −s∗3
s∗3 s∗4 −s∗1 −s∗2
s4 −s3 −s2 s1

 . (13)

The received vector can be expressed in the same form as (5).
Converting the received vector by complex conjugation

y1 = r1, v1 = v̄1,

y2 = r∗2 , v2 = v̄∗2 ,

y3 = r∗3 , v3 = v̄∗3 ,

y4 = r4, v4 = v̄4,

(14)

results in the following equivalent transmission scheme:

y = Hs + v, (15)

in which H appears again as channel transmission matrix. If
v̄ is a complex-valued Gaussian vector with i.i.d. elements,
then so is v.

3.1. ML receiver performance

While a standard ML approach is possible with correspond-
ingly high complexity, an alternative ML approach applying
matched filtering is first possible with much less complex-
ity. After the matched filtering operation, the resulting ma-
trix HH is

G = HHH = HHH = h2

[
I2 XJ2

−XJ2 I2

]
, (16)

where the 2× 2 matrix

J2 =
[

0 1
−1 0

]
(17)

as well as the Grammian G have been introduced. The gain
of the channel is

h2 = ∣∣h1
∣∣2

+
∣∣h2

∣∣2
+
∣∣h3

∣∣2
+
∣∣h4

∣∣2
, (18)

and the channel dependent real-valued random variable X is
defined as follows:

X = 2 Re
(
h1h

∗
4 − h2h

∗
3

)
h2

. (19)

By applying the matched filter HH , this results in the recep-
tion of the following vector:

z = HHy = HHHs + HHv = h2


s1 + Xs4

s2 − Xs3

s3 − Xs2

s4 + Xs1

 + HHv (20)
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in which the pair {s1, s4} is decoupled from {s2, s3} allowing
for a low-complexity solution based on the newly formed re-
ceiver vector z.

The ML decoder selects s minimizing

Λ1(s) = ‖y −Hs‖2 = sHGs− 2Re
(

yHHs
)

+ ‖y‖2 (21)

for all permissible symbol vectors s from the transmitter al-
phabet and spatially white interference plus noise was as-
sumed. Alternatively, the matched filter can be applied to y
and the ML estimator can be implemented on its output z
given in (20) leading to

Λ2(s) = (z−Gs)HG−1(z−Gs). (22)

Note that it needs to be taken into account that the noise
plus interference is spatially correlated after filtering. As-
suming the elements vk of v to be zero mean and spatially
white with variance σ2

V results in w = HHv with covariance
matrix

E
[

wwH
] = σ2

VHHH = σ2
VG. (23)

The advantage of this approach is that this partly decouples
the symbols. The pair {s1, s4} is decoupled from {s2, s3} al-
lowing for a low-complexity ML receiver using the partial
metrics

Λ2a
(
s1, s4

)
= ∣∣z1 − h2(s1 + Xs4

)∣∣2
+
∣∣z4 − h2(s4 + Xs1

)∣∣2

− 2X Re
{[
z1 − h2(s1 + Xs4

)][
z∗4 − h2(s∗4 + Xs∗1

)]}
,

Λ2b
(
s2, s3

)
= ∣∣z2 − h2(s2 − Xs3

)∣∣2
+
∣∣z3 − h2(s3 − Xs2

)∣∣2

+ 2X Re
{[
z2 − h2(s2 − Xs3

)][
z∗3 − h2(s∗3 − Xs∗2

)]}
.

(24)

Note that the two metrics Λ2a and Λ2b are positive definite
when |X| < 1. They become semidefinite for |X| = 1. In
UMTS with QPSK modulation, this requires a search over
2× 16 vector symbols rather than over 256.

3.2. Performance of linear receivers

Linear receivers typically suffer from noise enhancement. In
this section, the increased noise caused by ZF and minimum
mean squared error (MMSE) detectors is investigated. Both
receivers can be described by the following detection princi-
ple:

ŝ = (
HHH + µI4

)−1
z, (25)

where µ = 0 for ZF and µ = σ2
V for MMSE. It turns out that

both detection principles have essentially the same receiver
complexity. The following lemmas can be stated.

Lemma 1. Given the 4 × 4 Alamouti scheme as described in
(10), the eigenvalues of HHH/h2 are given by

λ1 = λ2 = 1 + X , λ3 = λ4 = 1− X , (26)

where h2 and X are defined in (18) and (19).

Proof. The Grammian HHH is diagonalized by VT
4 HHHV4

with the orthogonal matrix

V4 = 1√
2

[
I2 J2

J2 I2

]
. (27)

Some favorable properties are worth mentioning. The
eigenvectors of HHH which are stacked in the columns of V4

do not depend on the channel; they are constant. The scaled
matrix

√
2V4 is sparse, that is, half of its elements vanish and

the nonzero entries are ±1.

Lemma 2. If the channel coefficients hi (i = 1, . . . , 4) are i.i.d.
complex Gaussian variates with zero mean and variance 1/4,
then the following properties hold:

(1) X and h2 are independent;
(2) let λi be an eigenvalue of HHH/h2. The probability den-

sity of λi is fλ,4(λ) = (3/4)λ(2 − λ) for 0 < λ < 2 and
zero elsewhere. Likewise, λi/2 is beta(2,2)-distributed;

(3) let ξi be an eigenvalue of HHH. The probability density
of ξi is fξ(ξ) = 4ξe−2ξ for ξ > 0.

Proof. The joint distribution of X and h2 is derived in
Appendix A. The eigenvalues ξi of HHH and λi of HHH/h2

are proportional to each other, that is, ξi = h2λi for i =
1, . . . , 4.

It can be concluded that E [λi] = 1 and Var(λi) = 0.2 for
all i, indicating that the normalized channel matrix HHH/h2

is close to a unitary matrix with high probability.
Let γ ≥ 1 be the following random variable which de-

pends on the channel gain if µ > 0:

γ = h2 + µ

h2
=


1 for ZF,

1 +
σ2
V

h2
for MMSE.

(28)

For evaluating the BER of the linear receiver for general µ �=
0,

tr
[(

HHH + µI4
)−1

HHH
(

HHH + µI4
)−1

]
=
(

4
h2

)
γ2 + X2(1− 2γ)(

γ2 − X2
)2

(29)

needs to be evaluated which is obtained via

[
HHH + µI4

]−1 = 1
h2
(
γ2 − X2

) (γI2 −XJ2

XJ2 γI2

)
. (30)

When replacing the arguments of the complementary error
function with (29), two interpretations can be discussed.
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Comparing the arguments of the complementary error
function with the standard ML solution for multiple diver-
sity, one recognizes the beneficial diversity term h2 indicating
four times diversity together with an additional term, say

δ4 � γ2 + X2(1− 2γ)(
γ2 − X2

)2 = 1
γ2 − X2

− 2(γ − 1)
X2(

γ2 − X2
)2 .

(31)

In Appendix A, it is shown that X and h2 are statistically in-
dependent variates. Therefore, δ4 can be interpreted as an
increase in noise while h2 causes full fourth-order diver-
sity. Alternatively, one can interpret the whole expression
αZF,4 = h2δ4 as defining a new fading factor with the true
diversity order without noise increase. Both interpretations
can be used to describe the scheme’s performance.

3.2.1. Noise enhancement

If the first interpretation is favoured, the following result is
obtained.

Lemma 3. Given the 4 × 4 Alamouti scheme in independent
flat Rayleigh fading as described in (10), a four-times diversity
is obtained at the expense of a noise enhancement of

E
[
δ4
] = 3

2
− 2µ2 + 2µe2µE1(2µ)

(
2µ2 + µ− 2

)
, (32)

where En(x) denotes the exponential integral defined for Re (x)
> 0 as follows:

En(x) �
∫∞

1

e−xt

tn
dt. (33)

Proof. The expectation E[δ4] in (A.10) needs to be evaluated.
Note that δ4 depends on X and h2. It is shown in Appendix A
that X and h2 are independent if h1, . . . ,h4 are i.i.d. complex-
valued zero-mean Gaussian variates. Therefore, we can eval-
uate E[δ4] via (A.11) which leads to the result (32).

In case of a ZF receiver, the noise is increased by a factor
of 3/2 which corresponds to 1.76 dB, a value for which the
four-times diversity scheme gives much better results as long
as Eb/N0 is larger than about 3 dB. Therefore, the noise en-
hancement E[δ4] is maximum for ZF receivers (µ = 0) and it
does not exceed 1.76 dB for MMSE. The formula

E
[
δNT

]
�
(

1
NT

)2

E
[

tr
((

HHH
)−1

)
tr
(

HHH
)] = 2

NT − 1
NT

(34)

seems to describe the noise enhancement for ZF receivers
for the general case of NT transmit antennas. Note that
tr(HHH) is the squared Frobenius norm of H. The argu-
ment of the expectation operator is closely related to the
numerical condition number κ of H. Let ξNT and ξ1 be the
largest and the smallest eigenvalue of HHH, respectively.
Then tr((HHH)−1) tr(HHH) ≥ ξNT /ξ1 = κ2. The noise en-
hancement can be lower bounded by the squared numerical
condition number, that is, E[δNT ] ≥ E[κ2].
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Figure 1: Comparison of the noise enhancement versus Eb/N0 =
1/σ2

V for ZF and MMSE receivers.

The formula was explicitly validated for NT = 2, 4, and
8 and with Monte Carlo simulations for larger values of NT .
Although no formal proof exists, the upper limit for the noise
enhancement was found at 3 dB. The behavior of (32) versus
1/µ (which equals Eb/N0 for the MMSE) is shown in Figure 1
indicated by crosses labeled “x.”

Additional insight into the behavior of (32) is gained by
regarding the channel gain h2 as approximately constant, an
assumption that holds asymptotically true for NT →∞. This
assumption enables us to replace the joint expectation over
X and γ in (32) by a conditional one, that is, conditioned on
h2,

E
[
δ4|h2] = 9

2
γ − 3 +

(
9
4
γ2 − 3

2
γ − 3

4

)
log

γ − 1
γ + 1

. (35)

This approximation is compared with the exact expression
of (32) in Figure 1 where the approximation obtained from
(35) is plotted versus E [1/(γ − 1)] = Eb/N0. The values are
indicated by circles labeled “◦.” The horizontal shift in Eb/N0

between (32) and (35) is generally less than 1 dB. This ap-
proximation becomes exact for the case of ZF receiver where
µ→ 0, that is, the limit for γ → 1 of (35) is 3/2.

3.2.2. True diversity

The second interpretation of (29) leads to a refined diversity
order. In this case, the term in γ and X purely modifies the
diversity but leaves the noise part unchanged. The BER per-
formance can be computed explicitly. We restrict ourselves to
the ZF case for which γ = 1 and δ4 = 1/[1−X2]. In this case,
δ4 and h2 are statistically independent. We obtain

BERZF =
∫
h

∫
δ

erfc

(
h2δ

2σ2
V

)
h3e−h

2Γ(4)
fδ(δ)dhdδ. (36)
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Figure 2: Histogram of a sample of z defined in (40) and its density
fz(z) in (43).

Using the result from [13], (2) is obtained correspondingly,
however, with a different solution for a random variable µ:

µ(X) =
√

Eb/N0

2(1− X2) + Eb/N0
, (37)

leading to rather involved terms. A much simpler method is
to interpret the term h2δ as a new fading factor αZF,4 with
χ-statistics. Since δ is a fractional number, the new factor
αZF,4 = h2δ cannot be expected to have an integer number of
freedoms. Comparing with a Nakagami-m density, the mean
value of h2δ corresponds to the number of degrees of free-
dom m for this density. Computing E[h2δ4] = m = 3.2 is
obtained. Figure 2 displays a histogram of αZF,4 from 5,000
runs. Furthermore, the exact density function is shown and
a close fit obtained by the squared Nakagami-m distribution
with m = 3.2, or equivalent χ2 with 6.4 degrees of freedom.
This result contradicts the general belief that ZF receivers ob-
tain only 2(NR −NT + 1) = 2 degrees of freedom. The result
is different here due to the channel structuring.

An exact derivation of the probability density for this
random variable is lengthy and is only sketched here. The
random variable (1 − X2)h2 can be constructed from two
independent variables uHu and vHv which are each χ2-
distributed with four degrees of freedom (diversity order
two). Substitute

xT = [
h1,h2

]
, yT = [

h4,−h3
]
. (38)

Then X = (xHy + yHx)/(xHx + yHy). Using u = [x − y]/
√

2
and v = [x + y]/

√
2, the following result is obtained:

(
1− X2)h2 = 4

uHuvHv
uHu + vHv

= 4
1/uHu + 1/vHv

. (39)

The joint density pw,z(w, z) of this expression can be com-
puted via the transformation

z = 1
1/uHu + 1/vHv

, w = vHv, (40)

achieving

pw,z(w, z) = w3z

(w − z)3
exp

(
− w2

w − z

)
. (41)

The density of z is found by marginalizing the joint density
p(w, z). The density can be expressed using a Whittaker func-
tion (see [20]):

fz(z) = 29z
∫∞
u

t3/2 exp(−4t)√
t − z

dt (42)

= 26z3/2Γ
(

1
2

)
exp(−2z)W1,−1(4z) ≈ 43.2z2.2e4z

Γ(3.2)
.

(43)

This last approximation is also shown in Figure 2, obviously
a good fit.

3.3. Simulation results

Figure 3 displays the simulated behavior of the uncoded BER
transmitting QPSK (gray coded) of the linear MMSE re-
ceiver and zero fading correlation between the four transmit
paths. The BER results were averaged over 16,000 symbols
and 3,200 selections of channel matrices H for each simu-
lated Eb/N0. For comparison, the BER from the ZF receiver
and the cases of ideal two- and four-path diversity are also
shown. The values marked by circles “◦” labeled “expected
theory” are the same as for four-path diversity, but shifted
by the noise enhancement (n.e.) of 1.76 dB. Compared to the
ZF receiver performance, there is just a little improvement
for MMSE.

For practical considerations, it is of interest to investigate
the performance when the four paths are correlated, as can
be expected in a typical transmission environment. Figure 4
displays the situation when the antenna elements are corre-
lated by a factor of {0.5, 0.75, 0.95}. As the figure reveals, no
further loss is shown until the value exceeds 0.5. Only with
very strong correlation (0.95), a degradation of 4 dB was no-
ticed.

3.4. Diversity cumulating property of receive antennas

An interesting property is worth mentioning coming with
the 4 × 1 extended Alamouti scheme when using more than
one receive antenna. Typically adding more receive antennas
gives rise to expect a higher diversity order in the transmis-
sion system, however, available only at the expense of more
complexity in the receiver algorithms. In the extended Alam-
outi scheme, the behavior is slightly different as stated in the
following lemma.

Lemma 4. When utilizing an arbitrary number NR of receive
antennas, the extended Alamouti scheme can obtain an NR-fold
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Figure 3: BER for four-antenna scheme with linear MMSE receiver
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diversity compared to the single receive antenna case requiring
only an asymptotically linear complexity O(NR) for ML as well
as linear receivers.

Proof. The proof will be shown for two receive antennas. Ex-
tending it to more than two is a straight forward exercise:

r1 = H1s + v1; r2 = H2s + v2. (44)

Matched filtering can be applied and the corresponding

terms are summed up to obtain

HH
1 r1 + HH

2 r2 =
[

HH
1 H1 + HH

2 H2
]

s + HH
1 v1 + HH

2 v2

= [
HH

1 H1 + HH
2 H2

]
s + ṽ.

(45)

Note that the new matrix [HH
1 H1+HH

2 H2] preserves the form
(16):

HH
1 H1 + HH

2 H2 =
(
h2

1 + h2
2

)


1 0 0 X
0 1 −X 0
0 −X 1 0
X 0 0 1

 , (46)

with X = [X1h
2
1 +X2h

2
2]/[h2

1 +h2
2]. Thus, the matrix maintains

its form and therefore, complexity of ML or a linear receiver
remains identical to the one antenna case. Only the matched
filtering needs to be performed additionally for as many re-
ceive antennas are present. The leading term h2

1 +h2
2 describes

the diversity order, being twice as high as before. For NR re-
ceiver antennas, a sum of all terms h2

k, k = 1, . . . ,NR, will
appear in this position indicating an NR-fold increase in ca-
pacity.

Note that NR receiver antennas can be purely virtual and
do not necessarily require a larger RF front end effort. For ex-
ample, UMTS’s WCDMA scheme enables RAKE techniques
to be utilized. Thus, at tap delays τk where large energies oc-
cur, a finger of the RAKE receiver is positioned. Correspond-
ingly, the channel matrix H consists in this case of several
components, all located at K different delay times. The re-
ceived values can be structured in one vector as well and
y = Hs + v is obtained again, however now with y is of
dimension 4K × 1 and H of dimension 4K × 4, while s re-
mains of dimension 4×1 as before. The previously discussed
schemes can be applied as well and each term h2 now con-
sists of K times as many components as before, thus increas-
ing diversity by a factor of K . In conclusion, such techniques
work as well in a scenario with interchip interference as in flat
Rayleigh fading with the additional benefit of having even
more diversity and thus a better QoS, provided the cross-
correlation between different users remains limited.

4. EIGHT AND MORE ANTENNA SCHEMES

Applying (10) several times (m − 1 times), solutions for
NT = 2m×1 antenna schemes can be obtained. The obtained
matrices exhibit certain properties that will be utilized in the
following. They are listed in the following lemma and proven
in Appendix B.

Lemma 5. Applying rule (10) m−1 times results in matrices H
of dimension NT×NT , NT = 2m, with the following properties:

(1) all entries of HHH are real-valued;
(2) the matrix HHH is of the form

HHH =
[

A B
−B A

]
(47)
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and the inverse of HHH is of block matrix form

[
HHH

]−1 =
[

A −B
B A

][(
A2 + B2

)−1 ∅
∅

(
A2 + B2

)−1

]
. (48)

Due to the form (47), all eigenvalues are double;3

(3) each nondiagonal entry Xi of HHH/tr[HHH] is either
zero, or Xi follows the distribution

fX(ξ) = 1
2NT−2B

(
NT/2,NT/2

)(1− ξ2)NT/2−1
, |ξ| ≤ 1.

(49)

Applying rule (10) two times in succession results in the
8 × 8 scheme. It can immediately be verified that the matrix
HHH is given by

HHH = h2


I2 XJ2 −ZJ2 YI2

−XJ2 I2 −YI2 −ZJ2

ZJ2 −YI2 I2 XJ2

YI2 ZJ2 −XJ2 I2

 , (50)

with

h2 =
8∑

k=1

∣∣hk∣∣2
,

X = 2 Re
(
h1h

∗
4 − h2h

∗
3 + h5h

∗
8 − h6h

∗
7

)
h2

,

Y = 2 Re
(
h1h

∗
7 − h3h

∗
5 + h2h

∗
8 − h4h

∗
6

)
h2

,

Z = 2 Re
(
h2h

∗
5 − h1h

∗
6 + h4h

∗
7 − h3h

∗
8

)
h2

.

(51)

According to property (2), the block structure of this ma-
trix can be recognized. Note that A2 + B2 = αI4 + βJ4, with

J4 =
[
∅ J2

−J2 ∅
]

,

α = X2 − Y 2 − Z2 + 1, β = 2(X − YZ),

(52)

and the inverse can also be expressed by a combination of I4

and J4:

[
A2 + B2]−1 = 1

α2 − β2

(
αI4 − βJ4

)
(53)

if |α| �= |β| which enables a computationally efficient imple-
mentation.

The ML receiver decouples into two 4 × 4 schemes by
exploiting the structure of these matrices, (cf. Section 3.1).
For UMTS with QPSK modulation, this leads to a search over
2× 256 vector symbols rather than 48 = 65 536.

3The proof of the latter statement is simple: if an eigenvector [x, y] exists
for an eigenvalue λ, then also [y,−x] must be an eigenvector, linear inde-
pendent of the first one, and thus the eigenvalues must be double.

4.1. Performance of linear receivers

Proceeding analogously to Section 3.2, the noise enhance-
ment E[δ8] for the eight-antenna scheme is governed by
tr[(HHH + µI8)−1HHH(HHH + µI8)−1] = 8δ8/h2, where
γ = 1 + µ/h2 and

δ8 � 1
8

8∑
i=1

λi
(γ + λi − 1)2

. (54)

Lemma 6. All eigenvalues λi of HHH/h2 in (50) are given by

λ1 = λ2 = (1− X) + (Y − Z),

λ3 = λ4 = (1 + X)− (Y + Z),

λ5 = λ6 = (1 + X) + (Y + Z),

λ7 = λ8 = (1− X)− (Y − Z).

(55)

Proof. The Grammian HHH is diagonalized by VT
8 HHHV8

with the orthogonal matrix

V8 = 1
2


I2 J2 J2 I2

J2 I2 −I2 −J2

J2 I2 I2 J2

−I2 −J2 J2 I2

 (56)

resulting in the above given eigenvalues.

Lemma 7. If the channel coefficients hi (i = 1, . . . , 8) are i.i.d.
complex-valued Gaussian variates with zero mean and vari-
ance 1/8, then the following properties hold:

(1) let λi be an eigenvalue of HHH/h2. The probability den-
sity of λi is fλ,8(λ) = (21/8192)λ(4 − λ)5 for 0 <
λ < 4 and zero elsewhere. Likewise, λi/4 is beta(2,6)-
distributed;

(2) let ξi be an eigenvalue of HHH. The probability density
of ξi is fξ(ξ) = 4ξe−2ξ for ξ > 0 and zero elsewhere.

Proof. It is sufficient to give the proof for one eigenvalue, say
λ5. The proof for the remaining eigenvalues proceeds simi-
larly. By completing the squares (as in Appendix A), h2λ5/4
can be regarded as the sum of two χ2

n-distributed variables
with n = 2 degrees of freedom each, that is,

∣∣∣∣h1 + h4 − h6 + h7

2

∣∣∣∣2

+
∣∣∣∣h2 − h3 + h5 + h8

2

∣∣∣∣2

. (57)

By introducing an orthogonal transformation via the matrix
VT

8 from (56), the proof is completed following the procedure
in Appendices A and B.

The noise enhancement for the eight-antenna case and
a ZF receiver (µ = 0) is evaluated by using the eigenvalue
statistics from Lemma 7:

E
[
δ8
] = ∫ 4

0
λ−1 fλ,8(λ)dλ = 7

4
= 1.75 (58)
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Figure 5: BER for eight-antenna scheme for ZF and MMSE re-
ceivers compared to theory.

or around 2.43 dB. The noise enhancement for the general
linear receiver (µ ≥ 0) is obtained similarly to the four-
antenna scheme; the result is

E
[
δ8
] = 7

4
+ 2µ− µ2 + µe2µE1(2µ)

(
2µ2 − 3µ− 6

)
. (59)

Thus, the noise enhancement of the MMSE receiver is always
smaller than 2.43 dB. Figure 1 compares the noise enhance-
ment versus SNR for the ZF and MMSE receivers and for
Alamouti’s two-, and the proposed four-, and eight-antenna
schemes. The noise enhancement for each scheme is calcu-
lated numerically by averaging over 4000 realizations of the
channel matrix H. For each realization, the eigenvalues λi
of HHH are numerically computed and subsequently aver-
aged over (h2/NT)

∑NT
i=1 λi/(λi +µ)2, where NT = 2, 4, 8, or 16.

The resulting averaged curves are shown in Figure 1 labeled
“2 Tx,” “4 Tx,” and so forth.

The theoretical values marked by small crosses, labeled
“x,” are calculated according to (32) versus Eb/N0 = 1/σ2

V =
1/µ for the MMSE case. The values marked by small circles,
labeled “◦,” are calculated according to the approximation in
(35) versus Eb/N0 = E [1/(γ − 1)].

4.2. Simulation results

Figure 5 displays the simulated behavior of the uncoded BER
for QPSK modulation and zero-fading correlation between
the eight transmit paths. The BER results were averaged over
12,800 symbols and 4,000 selections of channel matrices H
for each simulated Eb/N0. The results are shown for a signif-
icance level of 99.7%. In other words, the scheme assumes a
tolerated outage probability of 0.3%. Outage is assumed to
occur if the numerical condition of HHH which is the ratio
of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue exceeds 100 ≈ 27. In-

verting these rare but adverse (nearly singular) channel ma-
trices HHH lead to the loss of at least seven bits of numerical
accuracy in the receiver. The values marked by little circles
“◦” labeled “expected theory” are the same as for eight-path
diversity, but shifted by the noise variance increase of 2.43 dB.

5. ALAMOUTIZATION

So far, mostly NT × 1 antenna schemes have been consid-
ered. However, in the future several antennas are likely to oc-
cur at the receiver as well. A cellular phone can carry two
and a laptop as many as four antennas [17]. The proposed
schemes can be applied, however, it remains unclear how to
combine the received signals in an optimal fashion. In the
following, an interesting approach is presented allowing an
increase in diversity when the number of receiver antennas is
more than one but typically less than the number of transmit
antennas. The proposed STC schemes preserve a large part
of the orthogonality so that the receivers can be implemented
with low-complexity. The diversity is exploited in full and the
noise enhancement remains small.

Proposition 2. Assume that a block matrix form of the channel
matrix H is given by

H = [
H1H2

]
, (60)

where the matrices {H1, H2} are not necessarily quadratic.
Then, the scheme can be Alamouted by performing the fol-
lowing operation:

G =


H1 H2

−H∗
2 H∗

1

H∗
2 H∗

1

H1 −H2

 . (61)

At the receiver, a ZF operation is performed, obtaining
the corresponding term GHG with the property

GHG = 2

[
HH

1 H1 + HT
2 H∗

2 ∅
∅ HT

1 H∗
1 + HH

2 H2

]
. (62)

Thus perfect orthogonality on the nondiagonal block entries
is achieved indicating little noise enhancement while the di-
agonal block terms indicate high diversity values.4

Example 1. A two-transmit-two-receive antenna system is
considered:

H1 =
[
h1

h2

]
, H2 =

[
h3

h4

]
. (63)

The matrix GHG becomes

GHG = 2
(∣∣h1

∣∣2
+
∣∣h2

∣∣2
+
∣∣h3

∣∣2
+
∣∣h4

∣∣2
)[1 0

0 1

]
. (64)

4This was proposed in [4] in a simpler form.
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Thus, the full four times diversity can be explored, without a
matrix inverse computation. Note that in this case, the trans-
mit sequence at the two antennas reads

{
s1 s2 −s∗3 −s∗4 s∗3 s∗4 s1 s2

s3 s4 s∗1 s∗2 s∗1 s∗2 −s3 −s4

}
. (65)

Note also that during eight time periods, only four symbols
are transmitted, that is, this particular scheme has the draw-
back of offering only half the symbol rate!

Example 2. Consider a 4×2 transmission scheme. The ma-
trices are identified to

H1 =
[
h11 h12

h21 h22

]
, H2 =

[
h13 h14

h23 h24

]
. (66)

The matrix GHG consists of two block matrices of size 2 × 2
on the diagonal. Thus, the scheme is still rather simple since
only a 2×2 matrix has to be inverted although a four-path di-
versity is achieved. A comparison of the noise enhancement
shows that for this 4× 2 antenna system, 3 dB is gained com-
pared to the 4 × 1 antenna system. Note that now the data
rate is at full speed!

Example 3. The previously discussed 4 × 1 antenna system
can be obtained when setting

H1 =
[
h1 h2

]
, H2 =

[
h3 h4

]
. (67)

The reader may also try schemes in which the number of re-
ceive antennas is not given by NR = 2n. As long as NR is even,
the scheme can be separated in two matrices H1 and H2 of
same size allowing the Alamoutization rule (Proposition 2)
to be applied.

6. COMBINING BLAST AND ALAMOUTI SCHEMES

Although the proposed extended Alamouti schemes allow for
utilizing the channel diversity without sacrificing the receiver
complexity, not much has been said on data rates yet. In the
case of NT × 1 antenna schemes, the NT symbols were re-
peated NT times in a different and specific order guarantee-
ing a data rate of one. Thus, the data rates in the proposed
schemes typically remain constant (equal to one) when the
schemes are quadratic and can be lower when the receive
antenna number is smaller than the transmit antennas as
pointed out in the previous section. In BLAST transmissions,
this is different. In its simplest form, the V-BLAST coding
[21], NT new symbols are offered to the NT transmit anten-
nas at every symbol time instant thus achieving data rates NT

times higher than in the Alamouti schemes. A combination
of schemes can be achieved by simply transmitting more or
less of the different repetitive transmissions. By utilizing the
obtained transmission matrix structures, the diversity inher-
ent in the transmission scheme can be exploited differently
offering a trade-off between data rate and diversity order. In
order to clarify this statement, an example is presented.

Table 1

Antenna n = 1 n = 2
1 s1 s∗2
2 s2 −s∗1
3 s3 s∗4
4 s4 −s∗3

Example 4. A 4 × 2 antenna scheme is considered for trans-
mission. In a flat-fading channel system, eight Rayleigh co-
efficients are available describing the transmissions from the
four transmit to the two receive antennas, the transmission
matrix being

H =
[
h11 h12 h13 h14

h21 h22 h23 h24

]
. (68)

It should thus be possible to transmit either four times the
symbol data rate with diversity gain two, or two times the
data rate with diversity four, or only at the symbol data rate
but with diversity gain eight. In the first case, the 4×1 scheme
as proposed in Section 3 will be used, repeating the four
symbols four times, resulting in the reception of eight sym-
bols. When assigning two paths each to one 2× 2 matrix Hi,
i = 1, . . . , 4, the following transmission matrix is obtained:

H =


H1 H2

−H∗
2 H∗

1

H3 H4

−H∗
4 H∗

3

 . (69)

Computing HHH, a 4× 4 matrix is obtained in a similar way
to the 4 × 1 antenna case, however with twice the diversity.
Thus in this case, a diversity of eight is achieved with a data
rate of one.

On the other hand, by transmitting the sequences only
twice, according to Table 1, the received signals at the two
antennas can be formed to

y11

y12

y21

y22

 =

h11 h12 h13 h14

−h∗12 h∗11 −h∗14 h∗13

h21 h22 h23 h24

−h∗22 h∗21 −h∗24 h∗23



s1

s2

s3

s4

 = Hs. (70)

Thus, computing HHH results simply in the following block
matrix:

HHH =
[
γ1I B
BH γ2I

]
(71)

with γ1 = |h11|2 + |h12|2 + |h13|2 + |h14|2 and γ2 = |h21|2 +
|h22|2 + |h23|2 + |h24|2. Due to the condition BHB = BBH ,
such matrices can be inverted with a 2 × 2 matrix inversion
rather than a 4× 4:

[
HHH

]−1 =
[
γ2I −B
−BH γ1I

][
C ∅
∅ C

]
(72)

with C = [γ1γ2I − BBH]−1. Thus, the underlying Alamouti
scheme gives us the advantage of lower complexity while the
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BLAST scheme offers higher data rate. This specific scheme
was investigated in [22, 23], where a diversity factor of six was
found to closely match the diversity gain and the correspond-
ing unitary matrices to diagonalize the scheme are presented.

Finally, the third transmission mode would send only one
set of four symbols to the four transmit antennas. The corre-
sponding matrix HHH is not of full rank and therefore, can-
not be inverted. The entries on its diagonal consist of two
times diversity terms like |h11|2 + |h12|2. The decoding can
be performed either in MMSE mode or with an ML decoder
[24] allowing only for diversity of two but with a data rate of
four. Gaining such insight, the following conjecture can be
made.

Conjecture 1. Given a wireless communications system with
NT transmit and NR receive antennas in a flat Rayleigh fad-
ing environment with maximum diversity NRNT (see also [25]
for definition), an Alamoutization scheme can be found with
diversity order D and data rate R, if D ∈ N and R ∈ N ap-
proximately factorizing the maximum diversity, that is, DR ≈
NTNR.

Note that this statement was not formulated in terms of
a lemma since it may not be exactly true in the sense that ex-
actly a diversity of say eight is obtained when actually only 6.4
is achieved. It is thus to apply with some care. On non-flat-
fading channels, the UMTS transmission allows the diversity
to increase by assigning a number of fingers to each major
energy contribution in the impulse response. In this case, all
finger values are combined in a correspondingly larger ma-
trix H. However, HHH remains of the same size as before.
The various fingers only contribute to higher diversity gain
allowing to utilize BLAST schemes in which HHH would not
be of full rank in a flat Rayleigh scenario.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, several extensions to the Alamouti space-time
block code supporting very high transmit and receiver diver-
sity have been proposed and their performance is evaluated.
By combining conventional BLAST and new extended Alam-
outi schemes, a trade-off between diversity gain (and thus
QoS) and supported data rate is offered allowing very high
flexibility while the receiver complexity is kept approximately
proportional to the transmitted data rate.

Not considered in this paper is the influence of the mod-
ulation scheme on the diversity. It is well known [8] that a
rank criterion on the modulation scheme needs to be satis-
fied in order achieve the full diversity. In QPSK transmission,
this rank criterion is, for example, not satisfied in the four-
and eight-antenna transmission schemes. In other words,
for some transmitted symbols, the full diversity will not be
achieved. One can exclude such symbols or use different
modulation schemes. In [26, 27], the possibility to use off-
set QPSK was proposed. This can be implemented in UMTS
without sacrificing much of the existent hardware solutions.
Another possibility very suitable for UMTS is to work with
feedback schemes. In [28, 29], it is shown for the 4 × 1 as
well as the 8× 1 antenna scheme that a very simple feedback

scheme retransmitting only one or two bits can reinstall the
full diversity.

APPENDICES

A. PROOFS FOR LEMMAS 2 AND 3

Starting from the definition of X in (19), it is observed that
the squares in the denominator can be appended:

X + 1 =
∣∣h1 + h4

∣∣2
+
∣∣h2 − h3

∣∣2∣∣h1
∣∣2

+
∣∣h2

∣∣2
+
∣∣h3

∣∣2
+
∣∣h4

∣∣2 . (A.1)

In the case of i.i.d. complex-valued Gaussian distributed vari-
ables hi, the two variates h1 +h4 and h2 +h3 become complex
Gaussian distributed and independent of each other. They
depend, however, on the variates in the nominator. Now, a
linear orthogonal coordinate transformation is defined:

u =
(
h1 + h4

)
√

2
, v =

(
h2 − h3

)
√

2
,

u′ =
(
h1 − h4

)
√

2
, v′ =

(
h2 + h3

)
√

2
,

(A.2)

such that
∑4

i=1 |hi|2 = |u|2 + |v|2 + |u′|2 + |v′|2 and

X + 1
2

= |u|2 + |v|2
|u|2 + |v|2 + |u′|2 + |v′|2 =

X2
1

X2
1 + X2

2
. (A.3)

Generally, if X2
1 and X2

2 are independent random variables
following chi-square distributions with ν1 and ν2 degrees
of freedom, respectively, then X2

1 /(X
2
1 + X2

2 ) is said to fol-
low a beta(p, q) distribution with ν1 = 2p and ν2 = 2q
degrees of freedom and the probability density is given by
(1/B(p, q))ξ p−1(1 − ξ)q−1, with p = ν1/2, q = ν2/2. This
matches our case (A.3) for ν1 = ν2 = 4 and the probabil-
ity density specializes to 6ξ(1− ξ). Transforming this back to
X gives the probability density

fX(x) =


3
4

(
1− x2

)
for |x| < 1,

0 elsewhere.
(A.4)

The independency of X and η = h2 can be established by
transformation of variables starting from the two indepen-
dent variates Zi = X2

i defined above which are (up to a scal-
ing) χ2

4 distributed, that is, their joint probability density is
given by

fZ1Z2

(
z1, z2

) = 1
16

z1z2e
−(z1+z2)/2 for z1 > 0, z2 > 0. (A.5)

The 2 × 2 transformation between the variates X , η and Z1,
Z2 is derived from (A.3):X = Z1 − Z2

Z1 + Z2

η = Z1 + Z2

 ,


Z1 = 1 + X

2
η

Z2 = 1− X

2
η

 . (A.6)

The rules for transformation of variates result in the follow-
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ing joint probability density for X , η:

fX ,η(x,η) = 1
64

(
1− x2)η3e−η/2

= fX(x) fη(η), for |x| < 1, η > 0,
(A.7)

where fX is given above and fη is the χ2
8-density rescaled to

unit mean, that is,

fη(η) =


128
3

η3e−4η for η > 0,

0 elsewhere.
(A.8)

For the ZF receiver (where µ = 0), it follows that the noise is
increased by a factor of

E
[
δ4
] = E

[
1

1− X2

]
=
∫ 2

0
λ−1 fX(λ− 1)dλ = 3

2
. (A.9)

For the general linear receiver with µ > 0 (including the
MMSE),

E
[
δ4
] = 1

2
E

[
1 + X(

1 + µ/h2 + X
)2 +

1− X(
1 + µ/h2 − X

)2

]
(A.10)

is evaluated by exploiting independency of X and η = h2:

E[δ4] =
∫∞
η=0

∫ 1

x=−1

1 + x

(1 + µ/η + x)2
fX(x) fη(η)dx dη. (A.11)

The integration over x is straightforward. The remaining in-
tegral

E
[
δ4
] = 32

∫∞
0

(
2η2 + 6µη − µ(3µ + 4η) log(2η + µ)

+ µ(3µ + 4η) logµ
)
ηe−4ηdη

(A.12)

is evaluated in terms of the exponential integral which leads
to (32).

B. SOME PROPERTIES OF HHH

In the following it will be shown that all entries of HHH
are real valued. The proof is performed by induction. Using
block matrix notation HHH at a certain level m equals

HHH =
[

HH
1 H1 + HH

2 H2 HH
1 H2 −HT

2 H∗
1

HH
2 H1 −HT

1 H∗
2 HH

1 H1 + HH
2 H2

]
. (B.1)

Thus, if the property is given at the lower level scheme, HH
1 H1

and HH
2 H2 are real valued and so are the diagonal block ma-

trices. In the next step, the recursion for the nondiagonal
block matrix HH

1 H2 − HT
2 H∗

1 is investigated. Assuming H1

is constructed by H11 and H12 and H2 in a similar manner by
the matrices H21 and H22, then the term HH

1 H2 is given by

HH
1 H2 =

[
HH

11H21 + HT
12H∗

22 HH
11H22 −HT

12H∗
21

HH
12H21 −HT

11H∗
22 HH

12H22 + HT
11H∗

21

]
(B.2)

and the nondiagonal block matrix is obtained by such value
minus its transposed form HT

2 H∗
1 . Thus, every term HH

1 H2−
HT

2 H∗
1 is replaced by a sum of terms of the form HH

klHmn −
HT

mnH∗
kl. If the property holds for the level below, it also holds

for the current level. To complete the induction argument, it
has to be shown that the property also holds for the first level
(m = 1). In this case, the diagonal elements are |h1|2 + |h2|2
and the nondiagonal values are h∗1 h2 ± h2h

∗
1 , that is, either

zero or 2�{h∗1 h2}. Thus, all entries are real valued. Note that
due to the different signs occurring, it cannot be concluded
that the terms become zero.

The second property is shown in [30]. For the third
property, it is observed that every nondiagonal term X
consists of either elements (hih∗k + h∗i hk)/h2 or −(hlh∗m +
h∗l hm)/h2. Thus building X+1 allows to consider (h2 +hih

∗
k +

h∗i hk)/h2 and (h2 − hlh∗m + h∗l hm)/h2, further allowing to
reorganize the terms into (hi + hk)(hi + hk)∗/h2 and (hl +
hm)(hl−hm)∗/h2. By applying the same transformation as in
Appendix A:

u =
(
hi + hk

)
√

2
, v =

(
hl − hm

)
√

2
,

u′ =
(
hi − hk

)
√

2
, v′ =

(
hl + hm

)
√

2
,

(B.3)

the terms X+1 can be written in terms of independent Gaus-
sian variables and the same rules as before apply. The result-
ing term then reads (X + 1)/2 = X2

1 /(X
2
1 + X2

2 ) with X1 and
X2 being χ2-distributed with ν = 2m = NT degrees of free-
dom each and

1
B(NT/2,NT/2)

ξNT/2−1(1− ξ)NT/2−1 (B.4)

is obtained, resulting in the density (49) for X .
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Maximum system mutual information is considered for a group of interfering users employing single user detection and antenna
selection of multiple transmit and receive antennas for flat Rayleigh fading channels with independent fading coefficients for
each path. In the case considered, the only feedback of channel state information to the transmitter is that required for antenna
selection, but channel state information is assumed at the receiver. The focus is on extreme cases with very weak interference or
very strong interference. It is shown that the optimum signaling covariance matrix is sometimes different from the standard scaled
identity matrix. In fact, this is true even for cases without interference if SNR is sufficiently weak. Further, the scaled identity
matrix is actually that covariance matrix that yields worst performance if the interference is sufficiently strong.

Keywords and phrases: MIMO, antenna selection, interference, capacity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels formed
using transmit and receive antenna arrays are capable of pro-
viding very high data rates [1, 2]. Implementation of such
systems can require additional hardware to implement the
multiple RF chains used in a standard multiple transmit and
receive antenna array MIMO system. Employing antenna se-
lection [3, 4] is one promising approach for reducing com-
plexity while retaining a reasonably large fraction of the high
potential data rate of a MIMO approach. One antenna is se-
lected for each available RF chain. In this case, only the best
set of antennas is used, while the remaining antennas are not
employed, thus reducing the number of required RF chains.
For cases with only a single transmit antenna where standard
diversity reception is to be employed, this approach, known
as “hybrid selection/maximum ratio combining,” has been
shown to lead to relatively small reductions in performance,
as compared with using all receive antennas, for considerable
complexity reduction [3, 4]. Clearly, antenna selection can
be simultaneously employed at the transmitter and at the re-
ceiver in a MIMO system leading to larger reductions in com-
plexity.

Employing antenna selection both at the transmitter and
the receiver in a MIMO system has been studied very recently
[5, 6, 7]. Cases with full and limited feedback of information
from the receiver to the transmitter have been considered.
The cases with limited feedback are especially attractive in
that they allow antenna selection at the transmitter without
requiring a full description of the channel or its eigenvector

decomposition to be fed back. In particular, the only infor-
mation fed back is the selected subset of transmit antennas to
be employed. While cases with this limited feedback of infor-
mation from the receiver to the transmitter have been studied
in these papers, each assume that the transmitter sends a dif-
ferent (independent) equal power signal out of each selected
antenna. Transmitting a different equal power signal out of
each antenna is the optimum approach for the case where se-
lection is not employed [8] but it is not optimum if antenna
selection is used. The purpose of this paper is to find the op-
timum signaling. This problem is still unsolved to date. For
simplicity, we ignore any delay or error that might actually be
present in the feedback signal. We assume the feedback signal
is accurate and instantly follows any changes in the environ-
ment.

Consider a system where cochannel interference is
present from L− 1 other users. We focus on the Lth user and
assume each user employs nt transmit antennas and nr re-
ceive antennas. In this case, the vector of received complex
baseband samples after matched filtering becomes

yL = √
ρL HL,LxL +

L−1∑
j=1

√
ηL, j HL, jx j + n, (1)

where HL, j and x j represent the normalized channel ma-
trix and the normalized transmitted signal of user j, respec-
tively. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of user L is ρL and
the interference-to-noise ratio (INR) for user L due to in-
terference from user j is ηL, j . For simplicity, we assume all
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of the interfering signals x j , j = 1, . . . ,L − 1, are unknown
to the receiver and we model each of them as being complex
Gaussian distributed, the usual form of the optimum signal
in MIMO problems. Then if we condition on HL,1, . . . , HL,L,
the interference-plus-noise from (1),

∑L−1
j=1
√ηL, jHL, jx j + n,

is complex Gaussian distributed with the covariance matrix
RL =

∑L−1
j=1 ηL, jHL, jS jHH

L, j + Inr , where S j denotes the covari-
ance matrix of x j and Inr is the covariance matrix of n. Un-
der this conditioning, the interference-plus-noise is whitened
by multiplying yL by R−1/2

L . After performing this multiplica-
tion, we can use results from [2, 8, 9] (see also [10, pp. 12–23,
pp. 250,256]) to express the ergodic mutual information be-
tween the input and output for the user of interest as in the
following:

I
(

xL;
(

yL, H
))

= E
{

log2

[
det

(
Inr +ρL

(
R−1/2
L HL,L

)
SL
(

R−1/2
L HL,L

)H)]}
= E

{
log2

[
det

(
Inr + ρLHL,LSLHH

L,LR−1
L

)]} (2)

(H reminds us of the assumed model for HL,1, . . . , HL,L). In
(2), the identity det (I + AB) = det (I + BA) was used. If we
wish to compute total system mutual information, we should
find S1, . . . , SL to maximize

Ψ
(

S1, . . . , SL
)

=
L∑
i=1

I
(

xi;
(

yi, H
))

=
L∑
i=1

E

log2

det

Inr + ρiHi,iSiHH
i,i

×
(

Inr +
L∑

j=1, j�=i
ηi, jHi, jS jHH

i, j

)−1
.

(3)

Now, assume that each receiver selects nsr < nr receive an-
tennas and nst < nt transmit antennas based on the channel
conditions and feeds back the information to the transmit-
ter.1 Then the observations from the selected antennas fol-
low the model in (1) with nt and nr replaced by nst and nsr ,
respectively, and Hi, j replaced by H̃i, j . The matrix H̃i, j is ob-
tained by eliminating those columns and rows of Hi, j corre-
sponding to unselected transmit and receive antennas. Thus
we can write H̃i, j = g(Hi, j), where the function g will choose
H̃i, j to maximize the instantaneous (and thus also the er-
godic) mutual information (or some related quantity for the
signaling approach employed). In order to promote brevity,
we will restrict attention in the rest of this paper to the case
where nst = nsr so we will only use the notation for nst. We
note that the majority of the results given carry over imme-
diately for the case of nst �= nsr , and since this will be obvious
in these cases, we will not discuss this further.

It is important to note that we restrict attention to nar-
rowband systems using single user detection, equal power

1The case where each user employs a different nst and nsr is also easy to
handle.

(constant over time) for each user, and fixed definitions
of the transmitting and receiving users. Future extensions
which remove some assumptions are of great interest. How-
ever, as we will show, these assumptions lead to interesting
closed form results which we believe give insight into the fun-
damental properties of MIMO with antenna selection.

In Section 2, we give a general discussion and some use-
ful relationships used to study the convexity and concavity
properties of the system mutual information. In Section 3,
we study cases with weak interference. We follow this, in
Section 4, with our results for strong interference. The results
in Sections 3 and 4 are general for any nst = nsr ,nt,nr , and
L. Section 5 is devoted to numerical studies for the particu-
lar case of nr = nt = 8, nsr = nst = L = 2 to illustrate the
agreement with the theory from Sections 3 and 4. The results
in Section 5 also show that our asymptotic results give use-
ful information for nonasymptotic cases as well. The paper
concludes with Section 6.

2. GENERAL ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM
MUTUAL INFORMATION

Clearly, the nature of the functional2 Ψ(S1, . . . , SL) will de-
pend on the SNRs ρi, i = 1, . . . ,L, and the INRs ηi, j , i, j =
1, . . . ,L, i �= j. This can be seen by considering the convexity
and the concavity of Ψ(S1, . . . , SL) as a function of S1, . . . , SL.
Towards this goal, we define a general convex combination of
two possible solutions (S1, . . . , SL) and (Ŝ1, . . . , ŜL) as follows:

(
S̄1, . . . , S̄L

) = (1− t)
(

S1, . . . , SL
)

+ t
(

Ŝ1, . . . , ŜL
)

= (
S1, . . . , SL

)
+ t
((

Ŝ1, . . . , ŜL
)− (S1, . . . , SL

))
= (

S1, . . . , SL
)

+ t
(

S′1, . . . , S′L
)

(4)

for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 a scalar. Then Ψ(S1, . . . , SL) is a convex function
of (S1, . . . , SL) if [12]

d2

dt2
Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
) ≥ 0 ∀S̄1, . . . , S̄L. (5)

Similarly, Ψ(S1, . . . , SL) is a concave function of (S1, . . . , SL) if

d2

dt2
Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
) ≤ 0 ∀S̄1, . . . , S̄L. (6)

There are several useful known relationships for the deriva-
tive of a function of a matrix Φ with respect to a scalar pa-
rameter t. In particular, we note that [13, Appendix A, pp.
1342, 1345, 1349, 1351, 1359, 1401]

d

dt
ln
[

det (Φ)
] = trace

[
Φ−1

(
d

dt
Φ
)]

,

d

dt
Φ−1 = −Φ−1

(
d

dt
Φ
)
Φ−1.

(7)

2In the case without antenna selection [11], it is possible to argue that
each S j can be taken as diagonal. These arguments are based on the joint
Gaussianity of the Hi j which does not hold after selection.
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Assuming selection is employed, we can use (3) and (7) to
find (interchanging a derivative and an expected value)

d

dt
Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
) = 1

ln (2)

L∑
i=1

E
{

trace
[

Q−1
i

d

dt
Qi

]}
, (8)

where

Qi = Inst + ρiH̃i,iS̄iH̃H
i,i

Inst +
L∑

j=1, j�=i
ηi, jH̃i, j S̄ jH̃H

i, j

−1

= Inst + ρiH̃i,iS̄iH̃H
i,iQ̃

−1
i ,

(9)

d

dt
Qi = ρiH̃i,iS′iH̃

H
i,iQ̃

−1
i − ρiH̃i,iS̄iH̃H

i,iQ̃
−1
i

(
d

dt
Q̃i

)
Q̃−1

i , (10)

d

dt
Q̃i =

L∑
j=1, j�=i

ηi, jH̃i, jS′jH̃
H
i, j . (11)

A second derivative yields

d2

dt2
Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
)

= 1
ln (2)

L∑
i=1

E
{

trace
[

Q−1
i

(
d2

dt2
Qi

)

−Q−1
i

(
d

dt
Qi

)
Q−1

i

(
d

dt
Qi

)]}
(12)

with

d2

dt2
Qi =− 2ρiH̃i,iS′iH̃

H
i,iQ̃

−1
i

(
d

dt
Q̃i

)
Q̃−1

i

+ 2ρiH̃i,iS̄iH̃H
i,iQ̃

−1
i

(
d

dt
Q̃i

)
Q̃−1

i

(
d

dt
Q̃i

)
Q̃−1

i .

(13)

3. OPTIMUM SIGNALING FOR WEAK INTERFERENCE

We can use (12) to investigate convexity and concavity for
any particular set of SNRs ρi, i = 1, . . . ,L, and INRs ηi, j , i, j =
1, . . . ,L, i �= j. We investigate extreme cases, weak or strong
interference, to gain insight. The following lemma considers
the case of very weak interference.

Lemma 1. Assuming sufficiently weak interference, the best
(S1, . . . , SL) (that maximizes the ergodic system mutual infor-
mation) must be of the form(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
)

= α
(
γ1Inst +

(
1− γ1

)
Onst , . . . , γLInst +

(
1− γL

)
Onst

)
,

(14)

where Onst is an nst by nst matrix of all ones, α = 1/nst , and
0 ≤ γi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . ,L.

Outline of the proof. For the case of very weak interference,
we ignore terms which are multiples of ηi, j (essentially, we

set ηi, j → 0 for i = 1, . . . ,L, j = 1, . . . ,L, and j �= i) and we
find (d/dt)Q̃i = 0 so that (d2/dt2)Qi = 0 which leads to

d2

dt2
Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
)

= − 1
ln (2)

L∑
i=1

E
{

trace
[(

Inst + ρiH̃i,iS̄iH̃H
i,i

)−1
ρiH̃i,iS′iH̃

H
i,i

× (Inst + ρiH̃i,iS̄iH̃H
i,i

)−1
ρiH̃i,iS′iH̃

H
i,i

]}
.

(15)

Since S̄i is a covariance matrix, (Inst + ρiHi,iS̄iHH
i,i)
−1 =

(UHU + UHΛU)−1 = (U(Inst + Λ)−1UH) = U(Ω)2UH =
U(Ω)UHU(Ω)UH , where U is unitary and Λ and Ω are
diagonal matrices with nonnegative entries. Define A =
ρiHi,iS′iH

H
i,i and note that AH = A due to S′i being a

difference of two covariance matrices (easy to see using
UΛUH expansion for each covariance matrix). Thus the trace
in (15) can be written as trace[U(Ω)2UHAU(Ω)2UHA] =
trace[UΩUHAU(Ω)2UHAUΩUH] = trace[BBH] since
trace [CD] = trace [DC] [13]. We see trace[BBH] must be
nonnegative since the matrix inside the trace is nonnegative-
definite so that (15) implies that Ψ(S1, . . . , SL) is concave.
This will be true for sufficiently small ηi, j , i, j = 1, . . . ,L,
i �= j, relative to ρi, i = 1, . . . ,L. To recognize the sig-
nificance of the concavity, we note that given any permu-
tation matrix Π, we know [8] that H̃i, j has the same dis-
tribution as H̃i, jΠ (switching the ordering or names of se-
lected antennas cannot change the physical problem), so
Ψ(ΠS1ΠH , . . . ,ΠSLΠH) = Ψ(S1, . . . , SL). Let

∑
Π denote the

sum over all the different permutation matrices and let N
denote the number of terms in the sum. From concavity,
Ψ((1/N)

∑
Π ΠS1ΠH , . . . , (1/N)

∑
Π ΠSLΠH) ≥ Ψ(S1, . . . , SL)

[8] which implies that the optimum (S1, . . . , SL) must be of
the form such that it is invariant to transforms by permu-
tation matrices. This implies that the best (S1, . . . , SL) must
be of the form given in (14). We refer the interested reader
to [14] for a rigorous proof of this (taken from a single user
case).

Before considering specific assumptions on the SNR,
we note the similarity of (14) to (4) with (S1, . . . , SL) =
(1/nst)(Onst , . . . , Onst ), (Ŝ1, . . . , ŜL) = (1/nst)(Inst , . . . , Inst ), and
t = γ1 = · · · = γL.

Small SNR

Thus we have determined the best signaling except for the
unknown scalar parameters γ1, . . . , γL which we now inves-
tigate. Generally, the best approach will change with SNR.
First, consider the case of weak SNR for which the following
lemma applies (recall we have now already focused on very
weak or no interference).

Lemma 2. Let h̃(p, p)i, j denote the (i, j)th entry of the ma-
trix H̃p,p and define S̄1, . . . , S̄L from (14). Assuming sufficiently
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weak interference and sufficiently weak SNR,

d

dγp
Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
)

= − 1
nst ln (2)

ρpE

{ nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

nst∑
j′=1, j′�= j

h̃∗(p, p)i, j h̃(p, p)i, j′

}

for p = 1, . . . ,L.
(16)

Outline of the proof. Using the similarity of (14) to (4),
(d/dγp)Ψ can be seen to be the pth component of the sum in
(8) with (S1, . . . , SL) = (1/nst)(Onst , . . . , Onst ), (Ŝ1, . . . , ŜL) =
(1/nst)(Inst , . . . , Inst ), and t = γp. To assert the weak signal
and interference assumptions, we set ηi, j → 0 for all i, j and
ρi → 0 for all i and in this case we find

Q−1
i

d

dt
Qi −→ d

dt
Qi −→ ρiH̃i,iS′iH̃

H
i,i (17)

and using (8) gives

d

dγp
Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
)

= 1
nst ln (2)

E
{

trace
[

H̃p,p
(

Inst −Onst

)
H̃H

p,p

]}
,

(18)

where the nst × nst matrix can be explicitly written as

Inst −Onst =



0 −1 · · · −1 −1 −1
−1 0 −1 · · · −1 −1
−1 −1 0 −1 · · · −1

...
...

...
...

...
...

−1 −1 · · · −1 −1 0

 . (19)

Explicitly carrying out the operations in (18) gives (16).

Notice that without selection (in this case H̃p,p = Hp,p),
the quantity in (16) becomes zero under the assumed model
for Hp,q (i.i.d complex Gaussian entries). Thus selection
turns out to be an important aspect in the analysis. The fol-
lowing lemmas will be used with the result in Lemma 2 to
develop the main result of this section.

Lemma 3. Let h̃(p, p)i, j denote the (i, j)th entry of the ma-
trix H̃p,p and define S̄1, . . . , S̄L from (14). Assuming sufficiently
weak interference and sufficiently weak SNR,

Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
)

= 1
nst ln (2)

L∑
p=1

ρp

× E

{ nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

∣∣h̃(p, p)i, j
∣∣2

+
(
1− γp

) nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

nst∑
j′=1, j′�= j

h̃∗(p, p)i, j h̃(p, p)i, j′

}
.

(20)

Outline of the proof. Consider an nst × nst nonnegative def-
inite matrix A and let λ1(A), . . . , λnst (A) denote the eigen-
values of A. For sufficiently weak SNR ρi, we can approxi-
mate ln[det(I +ρiA)] = ln[

∏nst
j=1(1 +ρiλj(A))] =∑nst

j=1 ln[1 +
ρiλj(A)] ≈ ρi

∑nst
j=1 λj(A) = ρi trace(A). Now, consider Ψ it-

self, from (3), for the set of covariance matrices in (14) and
assume that selection is employed. Thus we consider the re-
sulting Ψ as a function of (γ1, . . . , γL) and we see

Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
)

= 1
nst ln (2)

L∑
p=1

ρp

× E
{

trace
[

H̃p,p
[
γpInst +

(
1− γp

)
Onst

]
H̃H

p,p

]}
.

(21)

Note that the nst × nst matrix can be explicitly written as

[
γpInst +

(
1− γp

)
Onst

]

=



1 1− γp · · · 1− γp 1− γp 1− γp
1− γp 1 1− γp · · · 1− γp 1− γp
1− γp 1− γp 1 1− γp · · · 1− γp

...
...

...
...

...
...

1− γp 1− γp · · · 1− γp 1− γp 1

 .
(22)

Using (22) in (21) with further simplification gives (20).

Lemma 4. Assuming sufficiently weak interference and suffi-
ciently weak SNR, the antenna selection that maximizes the er-
godic system mutual information will make

E

{ nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

nst∑
j′=1, j′�= j

h̃∗(p, p)i, j h̃(p, p)i, j′

}
(23)

positive.

Outline of the proof. First, consider the antenna selection ap-
proach for the pth link which maximizes the ergodic system
mutual information in (20) when γp = 1 in (14). Thus the se-
lection approach will maximize the quantity in the pth term
in the first sum in (20) when γp = 1 by selecting antennas
for each set of instantaneous channel matrices to make the
terms inside the expected value as large as possible. It is im-
portant to note that the choice (if γp = 1) depends only on
the squared magnitude of elements of the channel matrices.

If we use this selection approach when γp �= 1, then the
terms multiplied by (1− γp) in (20) will be averaged to zero
due to the symmetry in the selection criterion. To see this,
first note that the contribution to the ergodic mutual infor-
mation due to the pth term is

∫
· · ·

∫
h(p,p)1,1,...,h(p,p)nt ,nr

nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

nst∑
j′=1, j′�= j

h̃∗(p, p)i, j h̃(p, p)i, j′

× fh(p,p)1,1,...,h(p,p)nt ,nr

(
h(p, p)1,1, . . . ,h(p, p)nt ,nr

)
× dh(p, p)1,1 · · ·dh(p, p)nt ,nr

(24)
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times the constant ρp/nst ln (2). In (24),

fh(p,p)1,1,...,h(p,p)nt ,nr

(
h(p, p)1,1, . . . ,h(p, p)nt ,nr

)
(25)

is the probability density function of the channel coefficients
prior to selection, the integral is over all values of the argu-
ments and the selection rule H̃ = g(H) is important in de-
termining the integrand. If the optimum selection rule for
(20) with γp = 1 will select a particular set of transmit and
receive antennas for a particular instance of h(p, p)1,1, . . . ,
h(p, p)nt ,nr , then due to symmetry, this same selection will
also occur several more times as we run through all the pos-
sible values of h(p, p)1,1, . . . ,h(p, p)nt ,nr . Thus assume that
terms with |h(p, p)î ĵ|2 = a and |h(p, p)î ĵ′ |2 = b in (20) with
γp = 1 are large enough to cause the corresponding antennas
to be selected by the selection criterion trying to maximize
(20) with γp = 1 for some set of h(p, p)11, . . . ,h(p, p)nst ,nst .
Then due to the symmetry,

(
h̃(p, p)∗i j , h̃(p, p)i j′

) = (√
ae jφa ,

√
be jφb

)
,(

h̃(p, p)∗i j , h̃(p, p)i j′
) = (√

ae jφa ,−
√
be jφb

)
,(

h̃(p, p)∗i j , h̃(p, p)i j′
) = (−√ae jφa ,√be jφb),(

h(p, p)∗i j ,h(p, p)i j′
) = (−√ae jφa ,−√be jφb)

(26)

will all appear in (24). Since each of these four possible val-
ues appear for four equal area (actually probability) regions
in channel coefficient space, a complete cancellation of these
terms results in (24). In fact, this leads to (24) averaging to
zero. Thus if we use the selection approach that will maxi-
mize (20) with γp = 1, this is the best we can do.

However, if γp �= 1, we can do better. Due to the cross
terms in (20) in the term multiplied by (1 − γp), we can
use selection to do better by modifying the selection ap-
proach. To understand the basic idea, let H̃′ denote the ma-
trix H̃p,p for a particular selection of antennas and H̃′′ de-
note the same quantity for a different selection of anten-
nas. Now consider two selection approaches which are the
same except the second approach will choose H̃′′ in cases
where

nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

∣∣H̃′′
i j |2 =

nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

∣∣H̃′
i j|2,

nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

nst∑
j′=1, j′�= j

H̃′′
i j H̃

′′∗
i j′ > 0,

(27)

and (in the sum, both a term and its conjugate appear, giving
a real quantity)

nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

nst∑
j′=1, j′�= j

H̃′
i j H̃

′∗
i j′ < 0. (28)

Assume the first selection approach is the one trying to max-

imize (20) with γp = 1 so it will just select randomly if

nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

∣∣H̃′′
i j

∣∣2 =
nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

∣∣H̃′
i j

∣∣2
, (29)

since it ignores the cross terms in its selection.
From (20), the second selection approach will give larger

instantaneous mutual information for each event where the
selection is different. Since the probability of the event that
makes the two approaches different is greater than zero un-
der our assumed model, then the second antenna selec-
tion approach will lead to improvement (if γp �= 1) and
it will do this by making the term multiplied by (1 − γp)
in (20) positive. Clearly the optimum selection scheme will
be at least as good or better, so it must also give improve-
ment by making the term multiplied by (1 − γp) in (20)
positive.

We are now ready to give the main result of this section.

Theorem 1. Assuming sufficiently weak interference, suffi-
ciently weak SNRs, and optimum antenna selection, the best
(S1, . . . , SL) (that maximizes the ergodic system mutual infor-
mation) uses

(
S̄1, . . . , S̄L

) = 1
nst

(
Onst , . . . , Onst

)
. (30)

Outline of the proof. The assumption of weak SNRs
implies that ρp is small for all 1 ≤ p ≤ L. In
this case, optimum selection will attempt to make
E{∑nst

i=1

∑nst
j=1

∑nst
j′=1, j′�= j h̃

∗(p, p)i, j h̃(p, p)i, j′} as large as
possible as shown in Lemma 3. Lemma 4 builds on
Lemma 3 to show that optimum selection can always
make E{∑nst

i=1

∑nst
j=1

∑nst
j′=1, j′�= j h̃

∗(p, p)i, j h̃(p, p)i, j′} positive.
Lemma 2 shows that (d/dγp)Ψ is directly proportional to
the negative of E{∑nst

i=1

∑nst
j=1

∑nst
j′=1, j′�= j h̃

∗(p, p)i, j h̃(p, p)i, j′}
which the selection is making positive and large. Thus it
follows that (d/dγp)Ψ is always negative which implies that
the best solution employs γp = 0 since any increase in γp
away from γp = 0 causes a decrease in Ψ. Since ρp is small
for all p, the theorem follows.

Large SNR

Now consider the case of large SNR, where the following the-
orem applies.

Theorem 2. Assuming sufficiently weak interference, suffi-
ciently large SNRs, and optimum antenna selection, the best
(S1, . . . , SL) (that maximizes the ergodic system mutual infor-
mation) uses

(
S̄1, . . . , S̄L

) = 1
nst

(
Inst , . . . , Inst

)
. (31)
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Outline of the proof. Asserting the weak interference, large
SNR assumption in (8) gives

Q−1
i

d

dt
Qi −→

(
ρiH̃i,iS̄iH̃H

i,i

)−1
ρiH̃i,iS′iH̃

H
i,i, (32)

so that

(
d/dγp

)
Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
)

= 1
ln (2)

E
{

trace
[(

H̃p,p
[
γpInst +

(
1− γp

)
Onst

]
H̃H

p,p

)−1

×
(

H̃p,p
[

Inst −Onst

]
H̃H

p,p

)]}
= 1

ln (2)
E
{

trace
[[

H̃H
p,p

]−1[
γpInst +

(
1− γp

)
Onst

]−1

× [Inst −Onst

]
H̃H

p,p

]}
= 1

ln (2)
E
{

trace
[(
γpInst +

(
1− γp

)
Onst

)−1(
Inst −Onst

)]}
= nst

(
nst − 1

)(
γp − 1

)
γp
((
nst − 1

)
γp − nst

)
ln (2)

≥ 0

(33)

which is positive for 0 < γp < 1 (since (nst − 1)γp < nst)
and zero if γp = 1. In (33), we used trace [CD] = trace [DC]
[13]. Thus for the large SNR case (large ρp for all p) when
the interference is very weak, the best signaling uses (14) with
γp = 1. Since this is true for all p, the theorem follows.

As a further comment on Theorem 2, we note that the
proof makes it clear that if ρp is large only for certain p, then
γp = 1 for those p only. Likewise, it is clear from Theorem 1
that if ρp is small only for certain p, then γp = 0 for those p
only. Of course, this assumes weak interference. Thus we can
image a case where the best signaling uses γp = 1 for some p
and γp′ = 0 for some p′ �= p with proper assumptions on the
corresponding ρp, ρp′ . One can construct similar cases where
only some of the ηi, j are small and easily extend the results
given here in a straight forward way.

4. STRONG INTERFERENCE

Now consider the other extreme of dominating interference
where ηi, j , i = 1, . . . ,L, j = 1, . . . ,L, is large (compared to
ρ1, . . . , ρL). The following lemma addresses the worst signal-
ing to use.

Lemma 5. Assuming sufficiently strong interference, the worst
(S1, . . . , SL) (that minimizes the ergodic system mutual infor-
mation) must be of the form

(
S̄1, . . . , S̄L

)
= α

(
γ1Inst +

(
1− γ1

)
Onst , . . . , γLInst +

(
1− γL

)
Onst

)
,

(34)

where Onst is an nst by nst matrix of all ones, α = 1/nst , and
0 ≤ γi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . ,L.

Outline of the proof. Provided ηi, j is sufficiently large, we can
approximate (9) as

Qi = Inst + ρiH̃i,iS̄iH̃H
i,i

(
Inst +

L∑
j=1, j�=i

ηi, jH̃i, j S̄ jH̃H
i, j

)−1

≈ Inst .

(35)

After applying this to (12) and using (13) for large ηi, j so that

Q̃−1
i ≈ (

∑L
j=1, j�=i ηi, jH̃i, j S̄ jH̃H

i, j)
−1, we find the first term in-

side the trace in (12) depends inversely on ηi, j , while the sec-
ond term inside the trace in (12) depends inversely on η2

i, j
so that the first term dominates for large ηi, j . Further, we
can interchange the expected value and the trace in (12) so
we are concerned with the expected value of (13). Now note
that the first term in (13) consists of the product of a term
A = H̃i,iS′iH̃

H
i,i and another term depending on H̃i, j for j �= i.

Now consider the expected value of (13) computed first as an
expected value conditioned on {H̃i, j , j �= i} and then this ex-
pected value is averaged over {H̃i, j , j �= i}. Now note that the
conditional expected value of A becomes the zero matrix.3

Thus the contribution from the first term in (13) averages to
zero so that

d2

dt2
Ψ
(

S̄1, . . . , S̄L
)

≈ 1
ln (2)

L∑
i=1

trace
[
E
{
d2

dt2
Qi

}]

≈ 1
ln (2)

L∑
i=1

E

 trace

2ρiH̃i,iS̄iH̃H
i,i

×
 L∑

j=1, j�=i
ηi, jH̃i, j S̄ jH̃H

i, j

−1

×
 L∑

j=1, j�=i
ηi, jH̃i, jS′jH̃

H
i, j


×
 L∑

j=1, j�=i
ηi, jH̃i, j S̄ jH̃H

i, j

−1

×
 L∑

j=1, j�=i
ηi, jH̃i, jS′jH̃

H
i, j


×
 L∑

j=1, j�=i
ηi, jH̃i, j S̄ jH̃H

i, j

−1


(36)

which is nonnegative. To see this, we can use a few
of the same simplifications used previously. Ex-
pand the nonnegative definite matrices 2ρiH̃i,iS̄iH̃H

i,i

and (
∑L

j=1, j�=i ηi, jH̃i, j S̄ jH̃H
i, j)

−1 using the unitary ma-
trix/eigenvalue expansions as done after (15). Then the
matrix inside the expected value in (36) can be factored

3Recall S′i = Ŝi−Si and use the appropriate eigenvector expansions, prob-
lem symmetry, and constraints on trace [Ŝi], trace [Si].
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into BBH after manipulations similar to those used after
(15). Thus Ψ(S1, . . . , SL) is convex. Thus using the same
permutation argument as used for the weak interference
case, the result stated in the theorem follows.

The following theorem builds on Lemma 5 to specify the
exact γ1, . . . , γL giving worst performance.

Theorem 3. Assuming sufficiently strong interference and opti-
mum antenna selection, the worst (S1, . . . , SL) (that minimizes
the ergodic system mutual information) uses

(
S̄1, . . . , S̄L

) = 1
nst

(
Inst , . . . , Inst

)
. (37)

Outline of the proof. Consider Ψ(S1, . . . , SL) for (S1, . . . , SL)
of the form given by Lemma 5 which is (from (2) and (3))

Ψ
(

S1, . . . , SL
)

=
L∑
i=1

E
{

log2

[
det

(
Inst + ρiH̃i,iSiH̃H

i,iR
−1
i

)]}
≈

L∑
i=1

ρiE
{

trace
[

H̃i,iSiH̃H
i,iR

−1
i

]}
= 1

nst ln (2)

L∑
p=1

ρp

× E

{ nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

∣∣ĥ(p, p)i, j
∣∣2

+
(
1− γp

) nst∑
i=1

nst∑
j=1

nst∑
j′=1, j′�= j

ĥ∗(p, p)i, j ĥ(p, p)i, j′

}
,

(38)

where the first simplification follows from large ηi, j and the
same simplifications used in (21). The second simplification
follows from those in (20) but now ĥ(p, p)i, j denotes the
(i, j)th entry of the matrix R−1/2

p H̃p,p. Now note that antenna
selection will attempt to make the second term in the last line
of (38), which multiplies the positive constant 1−γp, as large
and positive as it possibly can. In fact, it is easy to argue that
antenna selection can always make this term positive as done
previously for (20). We skip this since the problems are so
similar. Thus we see that the best performance for (S1, . . . , SL)
of the form given by Lemma 5 must be obtained for γp = 0
and the worst performance must occur at γp = 1. Since this
is true for all p, the result in the theorem follows.

The result in Theorem 3 tells us that the best signaling
for cases without interference and selection is the worst for
strong interference and selection. It appears that the best sig-
naling for (S1, . . . , SL) of the form given by Lemma 5 (see the
discussion in Theorem 3) may be the best signaling overall.
However, it appears difficult to show this generally.

The following intuitive discussion gives some further in-
sight. Due to convexity, the best performance will occur at a
point as far away from the point giving worst performance

(S1, . . . , SL) = (1/nst)(Inst , . . . , Inst ) as possible (recall that the
γ1 = · · · = γL = 1 point gives the worst performance). Thus
the best performance occurs for a point on the boundary of
our space of feasible (S1, . . . , SL) and this point must be as far
away from the point giving the worst performance as possi-
ble. One such point is (S1, . . . , SL) = (1/nst)(Onst , . . . , Onst ). It
can be shown generally (for any nst) that this solution is the
farthest from (S1, . . . , SL) = (1/nst)(Inst , . . . , Inst ) (Frobenius
norm). This follows because (1/nst)Onst is the farthest from
(1/nst)Inst . Note that S with one entry of 1 and the rest zero is
equally far from (1/nst)Inst but numerical results in some spe-
cific cases indicate that the rate of increase in this direction
is not as great as the rate of increase experienced by mov-
ing along the line (S1, . . . , SL) = γ(1/nst)(Inst , . . . , Inst ) + (1 −
γ)(1/nst)(Onst , . . . , Onst ) away from γ = 1 towards γ = 0.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR nst = nsr = L = 2,
nt = nr = 8

Consider the case of nst = nsr = L = 2, nt = nr = 8,
η1,2 = η2,1 = η, and ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ and assume that the op-
timum antenna selection (to optimize system mutual infor-
mation) is employed. First consider the case of no interfer-
ence and assume a set of covariance matrices of the form
(S1, S2) = γ(1/2)(I2, I2) + (1 − γ)(1/2)(O2, O2). Thus since
ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ and η1,2 = η2,1 = η, we set γ1 = γ2 = γ. Figure 1
shows a plot of the γ giving the largest mutual information
versus SNR, for SNR (ρ) ranging from−10 dB to +10 dB. We
see that the best performance for very small ρ is obtained for
γ = 0 which is in agreement with our analytical results given
previously. For large ρ, the best signaling uses γ = 1 which is
also in agreement with our analytical results given previously.
Figure 1 shows that the switch from where γ = 0 is optimum
to where γ = 1 is optimum is very rapid and occurs near
ρ = −3 dB.

Now consider cases with possible interference. Again
consider the case of nst = nsr = L = 2, nt = nr = 8,
η1,2 = η2,1 = η, and ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ and assume that the opti-
mum antenna selection (to optimize system mutual informa-
tion) is employed. To simplify matters, we constrain S1 = S2

in all cases shown. First we considered three specific signaling
covariance matrices which are

S1 = S2 =


1
2

0

0
1
2

 ,

S1 = S2 =


1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

 ,

S1 = S2 =
(

1 0
0 0

)
.

(39)

We tried each of these for SNRs and INRs between −10 dB
and +10 dB. Then we recorded which of the approaches
provided the smallest and the largest system mutual infor-
mation. These results can be compared with the analytical
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Figure 1: Optimum γ versus ρ1 = ρ2 = SNR for cases with no
interference and nst = nsr = 2, nt = nr = 8. Note that γ = 0
is the best for −10 dB < SNR < −3 dB and γ = 1 is the best for
−2 dB < SNR < 10 dB.
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Figure 2: The worst signaling (of the three approaches) versus SNR
and INR for nst = nsr = L = 2, nt = nr = 8, ρ1 = ρ2 = SNR, and
η1,2 = η2,1 = INR.

results given in Sections 3 and 4 of this paper for weak and
strong interference and SNR. Figure 2 shows the worst sig-
naling we found versus SNR and INR for ρ1 = ρ2 = SNR
and η1,2 = η2,1 = INR. For large INR, Figure 2 indicates
that S1 = S2 = (1/2)I2 leads to worst performance which
is in agreement with our analytical results given previously.
Figure 2 also shows that either S1 = S2 = (1/2)I2 (for weak
SNR) or (for large SNR) S1 = S2 with only one nonzero entry
(a one which must be along the diagonal) will lead to worst
performance for weak interference.

For weak interference, Figure 3 shows that the best per-
formance is achieved by either S1 = S2 = (1/2)O2 (for weak
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Figure 3: The best signaling (of the three choices) versus SNR and
INR for nst = nsr = L = 2, nt = nr = 8, ρ1 = ρ2 = SNR, and
η1,2 = η2,1 = INR.

SNR) or S1 = S2 = (1/2)I2 (for large SNR). This agrees with
our analytical results presented previously. Figure 3 shows
that the best performance is achieved by S1 = S2 = (1/2)O2

for large interference and this also agrees with our analytical
results presented previously. We note that in the cases of in-
terest (those for which we give analytical results), the differ-
ence in mutual information between the best and the worst
approach in Figures 2 and 3 was about 1 to 3 bits/s/Hz.

We selected a few SNR-INR points sufficiently (greater
than 2 dB) far from the dividing curves in Figures 2 and 3.
For these points, we attempted to obtain further information
on whether the approaches shown to be the best and worst in
Figures 2 and 3 are actually the best and the worst of all valid
approaches under the assumption that S1 = S2. We did this
by evaluating the system mutual information for

S1 = S2 =
(
a b
b∗ ρ − a

)
(40)

for various values of the real constant a and the complex
constant b on a grid. When we evaluated (40) for all real
a and b an a grid for a range of values consistent with the
trace (power) and nonnegative definite enforcing constraints
on S1 = S2, we did find the approaches in Figures 2 and 3
did indicate the overall best and worst approaches for the
few cases we tried. Limited investigations involving complex
b (here the extra dimension complicated matters, making
strong conclusions difficult) indicated that these conclusions
appeared to generalize to complex b also.

Partitioning the SNR-INR Plane

Based on Sections 3 and 4, we see that generally the space of
all SNRs ρi, i = 1, . . . ,L, and INRs ηi, j , i, j = 1, . . . ,L, i �= j,
can be divided into three regions: one where the interference
is considered weak (where Figure 1 and its generalization
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apply), one where the interference is considered to dominate
(where Figure 3 and its generalization apply), and a transi-
tion region between the two.

For the case with nst = nsr = L = 2, nt = nr = 8,
η1,2 = η2,1 = η, and ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ, we have used (12)
to study the three regions. We first evaluated (12) numeri-
cally using Monte Carlo simulations for a grid of points in
SNR and INR space. The Monte Carlo simulations just de-
scribed were calculated over a very fine grid over the region
−10 dB ≤ ρ ≤ 10 dB and −10 dB ≤ η ≤ 10 dB. For each
given point in SNR and INR space, we evaluated (12) for
many different choices of (S1, . . . , SL), (Ŝ1, . . . , ŜL), and the
scalar t. We checked for a consistent positive or negative value
for (12) for all (S1, . . . , SL), (Ŝ1, . . . , ŜL), and the scalar t on the
discrete grid (quantize each scalar variable, including those
in each entry of each matrix). In this way, we have viewed the
approximate form of these three regions. We found that gen-
erally for points sufficiently far (more than 2 dB from closest
curve) from the two dividing curves in Figures 2 and 3, the
convexity and concavity follows that for the asymptotic case
(strong or weak INR) in the given region. Thus the asymp-
totic results appear to give valuable conclusions about finite
SNR and INR cases. Limited numerical investigations suggest
this is true in other cases but the high dimensionality of the
problem (especially for nst,nsr ,L > 2) makes strong conclu-
sions difficult.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the (mutual information) optimum sig-
naling for cases where multiple users interfere while using
single user detection and antenna selection. We concentrate
on extreme cases with very weak interference or very strong
interference. We have found that the best signaling is some-
times different from the scaled identity matrix that is best
for no interference and no antenna selection. In fact, this is
true even for cases without interference if SNR is sufficiently
weak. Further, the scaled identity matrix is actually the co-
variance matrix that yields worst performance if the interfer-
ence is sufficiently strong.
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The impact of interference on multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems has recently attracted interest. Most studies of
channel estimation and data detection for MIMO systems consider spatially and temporally white interference at the receiver.
In this paper, we address channel estimation, interference correlation estimation, and data detection for MIMO systems under
both spatially and temporally colored interference. We examine the case of one dominant interferer in which the data rate of the
desired user could be the same as or a multiple of that of the interferer. Assuming known temporal interference correlation as a
benchmark, we derive maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of the channel matrix and spatial interference correlation matrix, and
apply these estimates to a generalized version of the Bell Labs Layered Space-Time (BLAST) ordered data detection algorithm. We
then investigate the performance loss by not exploiting interference correlation. For a (5, 5) MIMO system undergoing indepen-
dent Rayleigh fading, we observe that exploiting both spatial and temporal interference correlation in channel estimation and data
detection results in potential gains of 1.5 dB and 4 dB for an interferer operating at the same data rate and at half the data rate,
respectively. Ignoring temporal correlation, it is found that spatial correlation accounts for about 1 dB of this gain.

Keywords and phrases: multiple-input multiple-output, interference, channel estimation, data detection.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless systems with multiple transmitting and receiving
antennas have been shown to have a large Shannon channel
capacity in a rich scattering environment [1, 2]. By transmit-
ting parallel data streams over a multiple-input multi-output
(MIMO) channel, it was shown that the Shannon capacity of
the MIMO channel increases significantly with the number
of transmitting and receiving antennas [2]. Layered space-
time architectures were proposed for high-rate transmission
in [3, 4]. Space-time coding techniques have also been inves-
tigated [5, 6].

While substantial research efforts have focussed on
point-to-point MIMO link performance, the impact of in-
terference on MIMO systems has received less interest. In
a cellular environment, cochannel interference (CCI) from
other cells exists due to channel reuse. In [7], channel capac-
ities in the presence of spatially colored interference were de-
rived under different assumptions of knowledge of the chan-
nel matrix and interference statistics at the transmitter. The

impact of spatially colored interference on MIMO channel
capacity was studied in [8, 9, 10]. The capacity of MIMO
systems with interference in the limiting case of a large num-
ber of antennas was studied in [11]. The overall capacity of
a group of users, each employing a MIMO link, was inves-
tigated in [12]. The output signal-to-interference power ra-
tio (SIR) was analytically calculated in [13], when a single
data stream is transmitted over independent Rayleigh MIMO
channels. While the majority of the studies deals with chan-
nel capacity, in this paper we focus on the achievable symbol
error rate performance of a MIMO link with interference.

Prior results on estimation of vector channels and spa-
tial interference statistics for code division multiple access
(CDMA) single-input multiple-output systems can be found
in [14]. Most studies of channel estimation and data de-
tection for MIMO systems assume spatially and temporally
white interference. For example, in [15], maximum likeli-
hood (ML) estimation of the channel matrix using training
sequences was presented assuming temporally white interfer-
ence. Assuming perfect knowledge of the channel matrix at
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the receiver, ordered zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-
squared error (MMSE) detection were studied for both spa-
tially and temporally white interference in [4, 16], respec-
tively. However, in cellular systems, the interference is, in
general, both spatially and temporally colored.

In this paper, we propose and study a new algorithm that
jointly estimates the channel matrix and the spatial interfer-
ence correlation matrix in an ML framework. We develop a
multi-vector-symbol MMSE data detector that exploits in-
terference correlation. In the case of a single dominant in-
terferer and large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we show that
spatial and temporal second-order interference statistics can
be decoupled in the form of a matrix Kronecker product. In
finite SNR, the decoupling of spatial and temporal statistics
of interference-plus-noise is only an approximation. We also
determine the conditions where this approximation breaks
down.

Although temporal interference correlation is difficult to
estimate in practice, our objectives are to determine the per-
formance benchmark achieved if temporal correlation was
known. As sources of temporal correlation, we consider cases
in which the data rate of the desired user is either the same as
or a multiple of that of the interferer. The new ML algorithm
serves as a performance benchmark when temporal and spa-
tial interference correlation are exploited in joint channel es-
timation and data detection. We also assess the performance
improvement obtained in more practical cases where only
part of the correlation information is exploited, including the
performance obtained by assuming temporally white inter-
ference, that is, ignoring temporal correlation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present our system model of temporal and spatial interfer-
ence. In Section 3, we derive ML estimates of channel and
spatial interference correlation matrices assuming known
temporal interference correlation. In Section 4, one-vector-
symbol detection is extended to a multi-vector-symbol ver-
sion which is used to exploit temporal interference correla-
tion. In Section 5, we consider the case of one interferer and
large SNR and assess the benefits of taking temporal and/or
spatial interference correlation into account for channel esti-
mation and data detection. We then examine the level of SNR
at which the approximation of separate spatial and temporal
interference-plus-noise statistics break down. In cases where
the spatial and temporal correlation are not separable, the
performance improvement obtained by exploiting the spa-
tial correlation is evaluated. For reference, comparisons are
made to the well-known direct matrix inversion (DMI) al-
gorithm [17], generalized to multiple input signals, a batch
method that does not require estimates of channel and spa-
tial interference correlation matrices.

In this paper, the notation (·)T refers to transpose, (·)∗
refers to conjugate, (·)† refers to conjugate transpose, and IN
refers to an N ×N identity matrix.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a single-user link consisting of Nt transmitting
and Nr receiving antennas, denoted as (Nt,Nr). The desired

user transmits data frame by frame. Each frame has M data
vectors. The first N data vectors are used for training, so that
the desired user’s channel matrix and interference statistics
can be estimated, and the remaining data vectors are for in-
formation transmission. In a slow flat fading environment,
the received signal vector at time j is expressed as

y j = Hx j + n j , j = 0, . . . ,M − 1, (1)

where x j is the transmitted data vector, H is the Nr × Nt

spatial channel gain matrix, and the interference vector n j

is zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian. We as-
sume that the channel matrix H is fixed during one frame.
This is a reasonable assumption since high-speed data ser-
vices envisioned for MIMO systems are generally intended
for low mobility users. By the same argument, it is also as-
sumed that the interference statistics are fixed during one
frame.

In practice, the interference may be both spatially and
temporally correlated. We assume that the cross correlation
between the interference vectors at time i and j is E{nin

†
j } =

ΛΛΛM(i, j)R, whereΛΛΛM(i, j) is the (i, j)th element of an M×M
matrix ΛΛΛM . The (i, j)th element of matrix R is the correla-
tion between the ith and jth elements of interference vector
nk, k ∈ 0, . . . ,M− 1. As a result, the covariance matrix of the
concatenated interference vector n̄ = [nT

0 · · ·nT
M−1]T is

E
{

n̄n̄†
} =


ΛΛΛM(0, 0)R · · · ΛΛΛM(0,M − 1)R

...
...

ΛΛΛM(M − 1, 0)R · · · ΛΛΛM(M − 1,M − 1)R


= ΛΛΛM ⊗ R,

(2)

where⊗ denotes Kronecker product, and matricesΛΛΛM and R
capture the temporal and spatial correlation of the interfer-
ence, respectively. The above model implies that the spatial
and temporal interference statistics are separable. The corre-
lation matricesΛΛΛM and R are determined by the application-
specific signal model. In Section 5, we provide an example
in which the interference covariance matrix has the above
Kronecker product form. When the interference statistics can
only be approximated by (2), the conditions where this ap-
proximation breaks down are investigated in Section 5.4.3.
In addition to interference correlation, we remark that a de-
coupled temporal and spatial correlation structure arises in
the statistics of fading vector channels consisting of a mobile
with one antenna and a base station with an antenna array
[18].

3. JOINT ESTIMATION OF CHANNEL AND SPATIAL
INTERFERENCE STATISTICS

During a training period of N vector symbols, we concate-
nate the received signal vectors, the training signal vectors
and the interference vectors as ȳ = [yT

0 · · · yT
N−1]T , x̄ =

[xT
0 · · · xT

N−1]T , and n̄ = [nT
0 · · ·nT

N−1]T , respectively. The
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received signal in (1) is rewritten as the vector

ȳ = (
IN ⊗H

)
x̄ + n̄, (3)

where n̄ is circularly symmetric complex Gaussian with zero-
mean and covariance matrixΛΛΛN ⊗R. Assuming prior knowl-
edge of temporal interference correlation matrixΛΛΛN , we need
to estimate channel matrix H and spatial interference corre-
lation matrix R. If R andΛΛΛN are nonsingular, the conditional
probability density function (pdf) is

Pr(ȳ|H, R) = 1
πN·Nr det

(
ΛΛΛN ⊗ R

)
× exp

{
− [ȳ − (IN ⊗H

)
x̄
]†

× (ΛΛΛN ⊗ R
)−1[

ȳ − (IN ⊗H
)

x̄
]}
.

(4)

3.1. ML solution

The ML estimate of the pair of matrices (H, R) is the value
of (H, R) that maximizes the conditional pdf in (4), which is
equivalent to maximizing ln Pr(ȳ|H, R).

Letting A and B denote m×m and n×n square matrices,
and using identities [19]

det(A⊗ B) = det(A)n det(B)m,

(A⊗ B)−1 = A−1 ⊗ B−1,
(5)

where A, B are nonsingular, it can be shown that maximizing
(4) is equivalent to minimizing

f (H, R) = ln det(R)

+
1
N

[
ȳ − (IN ⊗H

)
x̄
]†

× (ΛΛΛ−1
N ⊗ R−1)[ȳ − (IN ⊗H

)
x̄
]
.

(6)

Denoting the elements of ΛΛΛ−1
N as

ΛΛΛ−1
N =


α0,0 · · · α0,N−1

...
...

αN−1,0 · · · αN−1,N−1

 , (7)

we rewrite (6) as

f (H, R)

= ln det(R)

+
1
N

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

αi, j
(

yi −Hxi
)†

R−1(y j −Hx j
)

= ln det(R)

+ trace

R−1 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

αi, j
(

yi −Hxi
)(

y j −Hx j
)†.

(8)

To find the value of (H, R) that minimizes f (H, R) in (8),

we set ∂ f (H, R)/∂H = 0. Define the weighted sample corre-
lation matrices1 as

R̃yy = 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

αi, jyiy
†
j ,

R̃xy = 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

αi, jxiy
†
j ,

R̃xx = 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

αi, jxix
†
j .

(9)

Using the identities of matrix derivative [19], it can be shown
[20] that (8) is minimized by

Ĥ = R̃†xyR̃−1
xx . (10)

Setting ∂ f (Ĥ, R)/∂R = 0, it can also be shown that the esti-
mate of spatial interference correlation matrix is given by

R̂ = 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

αi, j
(

yi − Ĥxi
)(

y j − Ĥx j
)†

(11)

= R̃yy − ĤR̃xy. (12)

We remark that if R̃xy and R̃xx in (10) were known cross- and
auto-correlation matrices, the estimate for H would repre-
sent the Wiener solution.

3.2. Special case: temporally white interference

If an interference is temporally white, with loss of generality,
we may substituteΛΛΛN = IN into (9), (10), (11), and (12), and
obtain estimates

Ĥw = R†xyR−1
xx , (13)

R̂w = Ryy − ĤwRxy , (14)

where the subscript w indicates temporally white interfer-
ence, and the sample correlation matrices are

Ryy = 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

yiy
†
i , (15)

Rxy = 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

xiy
†
i , (16)

Rxx = 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

xix
†
i . (17)

Note that Ĥw in (13) is the same as the channel estimate used
in [15].

1To distinguish weighted sample correlation matrices from conventional
sample correlation matrices in Section 3.2, we denote the former by a tilde
and the latter without a tilde.
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3.3. Whitening filter interpretation

To obtain insight on the estimates in (10) and (12), we let the
received signal vectors during the training period undergo a
linear transformation where the transformed received signal
vectors are

[
y′0 · · · y′N−1

] = [
y0 · · · yN−1

]
ΛΛΛ−1/2

N . (18)

At the output of the transformation, we have

y′i = Hx′i + n′i , i = 0, . . . ,N − 1, (19)

where the transformed training signal vectors and interfer-
ence vectors are[

x′0 · · · x′N−1

] = [
x0 · · · xN−1

]
ΛΛΛ−1/2

N ,[
n′0 · · ·n′N−1

] = [
n0 · · ·nN−1

]
ΛΛΛ−1/2

N ,
(20)

respectively. Concatenating the transformed interference
vectors as n̄′ = [n

′T
0 · · ·n

′T
N−1]T , it can be shown that

n̄′ = (
ΛΛΛ−1/2

N ⊗ INr

)
n̄, (21)

where n̄ = [nT
0 · · ·nT

N−1]T . Since the covariance matrix of n̄
is ΛΛΛN ⊗ R, the covariance matrix of n̄′ is

cov
(

n̄′
) = (

ΛΛΛ−1/2
N ⊗ INr

)
cov

(
n̄
)(
ΛΛΛ−1/2

N ⊗ INr

)†
= (

ΛΛΛ−1/2
N ⊗ INr

)(
ΛΛΛN ⊗ R

)(
ΛΛΛ−1/2

N ⊗ INr

)
= IN ⊗ R,

(22)

where we used (A ⊗ B)† = A† ⊗ B† and (A ⊗ B)(C ⊗ D) =
AC ⊗ BD [19]. We also used the fact that the temporal cor-
relation matrix ΛΛΛN is symmetric, as well as ΛΛΛ−1/2

N . From
(22), it is obvious that the transformed interference vectors
{n′0 · · ·n′N−1} are temporally white with spatial correlation
matrix R.

As a result, we can estimate H and R from the sam-
ple correlation matrices of transformed signal vectors as in
Section 3.2. The sample correlation matrix

Ry′ y′ = 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

y′i y
′†
i

= 1
N

[
y′0 · · · y′N−1

][
y′0 · · · y′N−1

]†
= 1

N

[
y0 · · · yN−1

]
ΛΛΛ−1/2

N ΛΛΛ−†/2N

[
y0 · · · yN−1

]†
= 1

N

[
y0 · · · yN−1

]
ΛΛΛ−1

N

[
y0 · · · yN−1

]† = R̃yy ,

(23)

which shows that the weighted sample correlation matrix of
{y0 · · · yN−1} is equivalent to the sample correlation matrix
of {y′0 · · · y′N−1}. Similarly, the weighted sample correlation
matrices R̃xy and R̃xx are equivalent to the sample correla-
tion matrices Rx′ y′ and Rx′x′ , respectively. Therefore, the esti-
mates in (10) and (12) can also be realized by first temporally

whitening the interference, and then forming the estimates
from the sample correlation matrices of the transformed sig-
nal vectors.

4. DATA DETECTION

We focus on ordered MMSE detection due to the better per-
formance of MMSE compared to ZF detection [21]. For re-
ceived signal vector yi = Hxi + ni, modifying the BLAST al-
gorithm in [16], the steps of ordered MMSE detection of xi

from yi with estimated channel and interference spatial cor-
relation matrices are as follows:

Step 1. Initialization: set k = 1, Hk = Ĥ, x̃k = xi, ỹk = yi.
Step 2. Calculate the estimation error covariance matrix Pk =

(INt+1−k + H†
k R̂−1Hk)−1. Find m = arg min j Pk( j, j),

where Pk( j, j) denotes the jth diagonal element of Pk.
Hence, the mth signal component of x̃k has the small-
est estimation error variance.

Step 3. Calculate the weighting matrix Ak = (INt+1−k +
H†

k R̂−1Hk)−1H†
k R̂−1. The mth element of x̃k is esti-

mated by x̂mk = Q(Ak(m, :)ỹk), where Ak(m, :) denotes
the mth row of matrix Ak, and Q(·) denotes the slicing
operation appropriate to the signal constellation.

Step 4. Assuming that the detected signal is correct, remove
the detected signal from the received signal ỹk+1 = ỹk−
x̂mk Hk(:,m), where Hk(:,m) denotes the mth column of
Hk.

Step 5. Hk+1 is obtained by eliminating the mth column of
matrix Hk and x̃k+1 is obtained by eliminating the mth
component of vector x̃k.

Step 6. If k < Nt , increment k and go to Step 2.

We refer to this scheme as one-vector-symbol detection, as we
detect xi using yi only.

When an interference is temporally colored, there may
exist a performance to be gained by taking the temporal
interference correlation into account. That is, we may use
yN+1, . . . , yM to detect xN+1, . . . , xM jointly where N is the
training length and M is the frame length. Due to the com-
plexity of using all the received signal vectors and for sim-
plicity of presentation, we consider a two-vector-symbol de-
tection in which (yi, yi+1) is used to detect (xi, xi+1) jointly.
The one-vector-symbol algorithm can be easily extended to
the two-vector-symbol version by writing[

yi
yi+1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

y̌i

=
[

H 0

0 H

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ȟ

[
xi

xi+1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x̌i

+

[
ni

ni+1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ňi

. (24)

With the estimated channel, an estimate of Ȟ, denoted as ˆ̌H,
can be obtained. Using the estimated spatial interference cor-
relation and the known temporal interference correlation, we
are able to estimate the covariance matrix of ňi, denoted as
ˆ̌R. Replacing xi, yi, Ĥ, and R̂ in the one-vector-symbol al-

gorithm by x̌i, y̌i,
ˆ̌H, and ˆ̌R, respectively, we obtain the two-

vector-symbol detection algorithm.
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5. APPLICATIONS

In this section, we apply the channel estimation in Section 3
and data detection in Section 4 to the case of a single-user
link with one dominant cochannel interferer operating at dif-
ferent data rates.

5.1. System model

Consider a desired user with one dominant cochannel inter-
ferer. The assumption of one cochannel interferer can ap-
ply to cellular TDMA or FDMA systems when sectoring is
used. For example, in 7-cell reuse systems, with 60 degree
sectors, the number of cochannel interfering cells would be
reduced to one [22]. We assume that the desired and inter-
fering users have Nt and L transmitting antennas, respec-
tively, and that there are Nr receiving antennas. Assuming
that the thermal noise is small relative to the interference,
we ignore the thermal noise in the problem formulation. An
investigation of this assumption in channels with noise ap-
pears in Section 5.4.3. We also assume that over the duration
of a transmitted frame, a randomly delayed replica of the in-
terfering signal is transmitted continuously, and that the in-
terference statistics do not change. This assumption may not
hold for asynchronous packet transmission systems. In a slow
flat fading environment, the vector signal at the receiving an-
tennas is

y(t) =
√

PsT

Nt
H

M−1∑
k=0

xkg̃(t − kT)

+

√
PITI

L
HI

∞∑
k=−∞

bkg̃I
(
t − kTI − τ

)
,

(25)

where M is the frame length, and H (Nr×Nt) and HI (Nr×L)
are the channel matrices of the desired and interfering users,
respectively. The channel matrices are also assumed fixed
over a frame and have independent realizations from frame
to frame. The data transmission rates of the desired and in-
terfering users are 1/T and 1/TI , respectively. The spectra of
transmit impulse responses g̃(t) and g̃I(t) are square root
raised cosines with parameters T and TI , respectively. The
same roll-off factor, β, is assumed for both g̃(t) and g̃I(t). The
data vectors of the desired and interfering users are xk (Nt×1)
and bk (L × 1), respectively. We assume that the data sym-
bols in xk’s and bk’s are mutually independent, zero mean,
and with unit variance. We denote Ps and PI as the transmit
powers of the desired and interfering users, respectively. The
delay of the interfering user relative to the desired user is τ,
assumed to lie in 0 ≤ τ < TI .

Passing y(t) in (25) through a filter matched to the trans-
mit impulse response of the desired user, g̃(t), the vector sig-
nal at the output of the matched filter is

yMF(t) =
√

PsT

Nt
H

M−1∑
k=0

xkg(t − kT)

+

√
PITI

L
HI

∞∑
k=−∞

bkgI
(
t − kTI − τ

)
,

(26)

where g(t) = g̃(t)∗ g̃(t), gI(t) = g̃I(t)∗ g̃(t), and ∗ denotes
convolution. As a result, g(t) has a raised cosine spectrum
and satisfies the Nyquist condition for zero intersymbol in-
terference.

Assuming perfect synchronization for the desired user, as
we sample the output of the matched filter (26) at time t =
jT , we obtain

y j =
√

PsT

Nt
Hx j +

√
PITI

L
HI

∞∑
k=−∞

bkgI
(
jT − kTI − τ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n j

.

(27)

The interference vector n j is zero mean since the data vec-
tor of interferer bk is zero mean. Note that there is no inter-
symbol interference for the desired user. However, due to the
interferer’s delay and/or mismatch between the transmit and
receive impulse responses, intersymbol interference exists for
the interferer.

5.2. Interference statistics

The cross correlation between the interference vectors in (27)
at time jT and qT is

E
{

n jn†q
} = PITI

L
HI

· E

 ∞∑

k1=−∞
bk1gI

(
jT − k1TI − τ

)
×
 ∞∑

k2=−∞
b†k2

gI
(
qT − k2TI − τ

)H†
I

= PITI

L
HIH†

I

·
∞∑

k=−∞

{
gI
(
jT − kTI − τ

)
gI
(
qT − kTI − τ

)}
,

(28)

where the last equality is due to the facts that E{bk1 b†k2
} = 0

for k1 �= k2 and E{bkb†k} = IL.
During a training period of N vector symbols, the co-

variance matrix of the concatenated interference vector n̄ =
[nT

0 · · ·nT
N−1]T has the form of (2), where

ΛΛΛN ( j, q) =
∞∑

k=−∞

{
gI
(
jT − kTI − τ

)
gI
(
qT − kTI − τ

)}
,

0 ≤ j, q ≤ N − 1,
(29)

R = PITI

L
HIH†

I . (30)

The Nr×Nr spatial correlation matrix R is determined by the
interferer’s channel matrix. The N ×N temporal correlation
matrix ΛΛΛN depends on parameters T and TI , delay τ, and
pulse gI(t); it can be calculated a priori if these parameters
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are known. The temporal correlation is due to intersymbol
interference in the sampled interfering signal. We remark
that for the case of multiple interferers with the same delay,
the covariance matrix of interference also has the form of
(2).

We study temporal interference correlation in the cases
where (1) the interferer has the same data rate as that of the
desired signal (T = TI) and (2) the data rate of the desired
user is an integer multiple of that of the interferer (TI = mT ,
m > 1).

5.2.1. Interferer at the same data rate
as the desired signal

With T = TI , gI(t) has a raised cosine spectrum and is given
by [23]

gI(t) = sinc
(
πt

T

)
cos(πβt/T)

1− 4β2t2/T2
. (31)

We note that ΛΛΛN ( j, q) depends on j − q. This indicates that
the sequence consisting of interference vectors is station-
ary. Hence, the temporal correlation matrix is a symmetric
Toeplitz. By appropriate truncation of the infinite series in
(29), we can numerically calculate the temporal correlation
matrix. For the case of β = 1, T = 1, and τ = 0.5, the ele-
ments of the temporal correlation matrix are

ΛΛΛN ( j, q) =


0.5 j = q,

0.25 | j − q| = 1

0 otherwise.

for 0 ≤ j, q ≤ N − 1, (32)

5.2.2. Interferer at a lower data rate than
the desired signal

It can be shown that gI(t) is given by

gI(t) = F −1
{√

Grc,TI ( f )
√
Grc,T( f )

}
, (33)

where F −1 denotes the inverse Fourier transform and
Grc,T( f ) is the raised cosine Fourier spectrum with param-
eter T and roll-off factor β. Unlike the case of the same data
rate interferer whereΛΛΛN ( j, q) depends on j−q, in the case of
lower data rate interferer, ΛΛΛN ( j, q) depends on the values of
j and q. This indicates that the sequence consisting of inter-
ference vectors is cyclostationary [23, 24]. With TI = mT , it
can be shown thatΛΛΛN ( j, q) is periodic with period m, that is,
ΛΛΛN ( j, q) = ΛΛΛN ( j+m, q+m). As a result, the temporal correla-
tion matrixΛΛΛN is symmetric, but not Toeplitz. Furthermore,
for N ≥ m, the number of nontrivial eigenvalues of ΛΛΛN is
�N/m	, where �·	 rounds the argument to the nearest integer
towards infinity [25]. For the case of TI = 2T , T = 1, β = 1,
τ = 0.25, and training length N = 6, by numerical calcula-
tion of (29) with appropriate series truncation, the temporal

correlation matrix is

ΛΛΛ6 =



0.648 0.400 −0.048 −0.006 −0.010 −0.001

0.400 0.277 0.105 0.084 0.002 0.011

−0.048 0.105 0.648 0.400 −0.048 −0.006

−0.006 0.084 0.400 0.277 0.105 0.084

−0.010 0.002 −0.048 0.105 0.648 0.400

−0.001 0.011 −0.006 0.084 0.400 0.277


.

(34)

Note that ΛΛΛ6 in (34) is singular as the number of nontrivial
eigenvalues is 3.

5.3. Data detection without estimating channel
and interference

During a training period of N symbol vectors, instead of es-
timating the channel matrix and interference statistics, one
can alternatively employ a least squares (LS) estimate of ma-
trix M which minimizes the average estimation error

f2(M) = trace

 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

(
xi −Myi

)(
xi −Myi

)†. (35)

By setting ∂ f2(M)/∂M = 0, we obtain

M = RxyR−1
yy , (36)

where the sample correlation matrices Rxy and Ryy are de-
fined in (16) and (15), respectively. The transmitted signal
vector xi is detected as Q(Myi), where Q(·) is the slicing op-
eration appropriate to the signal constellation. We remark
that (36) is the well-known DMI algorithm [17], generalized
for multiple input signals. A significant loss in performance
is expected for this LS detector, since without estimates of
channel and spatial interference correlation matrices, itera-
tive MMSE detection cannot be performed.

5.4. Simulation results

Monte Carlo simulations are used to assess the benefits of
taking temporal and spatial interference correlation into ac-
count, for channel estimation and data detection in the case
of one interferer. Although temporal interference correlation
may be difficult to estimate in practice, we examine this as a
benchmark and determine the performance loss due to ig-
noring this correlation. We evaluate average symbol error
rates (SERs) in independent Rayleigh fading channels of rich
scattering, that is, the elements in channel matrices H and
HI are independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean
complex Gaussian with unit variance. We assume that the de-
sired user has 5 transmitting and 5 receiving antennas, and
the interfering user has 6 transmitting antennas.2 Both the
desired and interfering users employ uncoded quadrature
phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation. The training signal
vectors are columns of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) matrix

2For a nonsingular spatial interference correlation matrix, we set Nr ≤ L.
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[16] to guarantee orthogonal training sequences from differ-
ent transmitting antennas. We define SIR(dB) = 10 logPs/PI .
Without loss of generality, we set PI = 1 in the simulation.
The SERs of two cases are simulated: (1) interferer at the
same data rate as the desired signal and (2) the data rate of
the desired user is twice that of the interferer.

In Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, with solid and dashed lines repre-
senting one- and two-vector-symbol data detection, respec-
tively, we plot average SERs for the following cases:

(a) perfectly known channel parameters and interference
statistics, with one-vector-symbol (curve 1) and two-
vector-symbol (curve 2) detection;

(b) channel and spatial interference correlation matrices
are estimated assuming known temporal interference
correlation, with one-vector-symbol (curve 3) and
two-vector-symbol (curve 4) detection;

(c) channel and spatial interference correlation matrices
are estimated assuming temporally white interference,
with one-vector-symbol detection (curve 5);

(d) only the channel matrix H is estimated assuming tem-
porally white interference; an identity spatial interfer-
ence correlation matrix is used in one-vector-symbol
data detection (curve 6);

(e) LS estimate of the transmitted signal vector without
ordered detection (Section 5.3) (curve 7).

We remark that cases (a) and (b) are benchmarks presented
for reference, while case (d) corresponds to the well-known
BLAST system in [4, 16].

5.4.1. Interferer at the same data rate
as the desired signal

We examine the case of T = 1, β = 1, and τ = 1/2, and the
nonsingular temporal interference correlation matrix shown
in (32). Figures 1 and 2 show the average SERs for training
lengths 2Nt and 4Nt , respectively. Comparing the LS detec-
tion (curve 7) with other methods, much lower SERs can be
achieved by using ordered MMSE detection as expected.

Comparing curves 5 and 6, we observe that for a training
length of 4Nt symbols, gains can be obtained by estimating
spatial interference correlation. However, shorter training
lengths such as 2Nt produce inaccurate estimates of spatial
interference correlation which in turn do not yield any ben-
efit over assuming spatially white interference. As expected,
we observe that the improvement by taking into account
estimated spatial correlation increases with longer training
lengths.

Examining curves 3 and 5 in Figure 2, we observe that
the improvement in taking temporal interference correla-
tion into account in channel estimation is not significant.
Moreover, this rate of improvement rapidly diminishes as
the training length increases. This can be explained by not-
ing that in estimating channel and spatial interference corre-
lation matrices for temporally colored interference, the re-
ceived signal vectors first undergo a transformation which
temporally whitens the interference vectors as discussed in
Section 3.3. Since the temporal correlation in (32) drops

quickly to zero after one time lag, the benefit in temporal
whitening of interference vectors is not significant, especially
for long training lengths.

By comparing curves 3 and 4 in Figure 2, there is a slight
improvement in using two-vector-symbol over one-vector-
symbol detection. This implies that not much gain can be
achieved by taking temporal interference correlation into ac-
count in data detection, owing to the low temporal corre-
lation. Due to better estimates of channel and interference
spatial correlation matrices obtained with a longer training
length, the performance gap between curves 3 and 4 should
increase as the training length increases.

By comparing curves 4 and 6 in Figure 2, we observe a
1.5 dB gain in SIR obtained by estimating spatial interference
correlation and taking explicit advantage of known tempo-
ral interference correlation in channel estimation and data
detection using a training length of 4Nt . About 1 dB of that
gain is due to the estimation of spatial interference correla-
tion, and the remaining 0.5 dB gain is due to exploiting tem-
poral interference correlation in channel estimation and data
detection.

5.4.2. Interferer at a lower data rate
than the desired signal

We examine the case of TI = 2T , T = 1, β = 1, τ = 0.25
and the temporal interference correlation matrix for training
length N = 6 shown in (34). Recall that the temporal corre-
lation matrix for the lower-data-rate-interferer case is singu-
lar. To avoid the singularity, the diagonal elements of ΛΛΛN are
increased by a small amount; hence, the temporal correla-
tion matrix used for channel estimation may be modified to
ΛΛΛN +δIN within the proposed framework. In our simulation,
we chose δ = 0.01.

The same set of average SER curves as in the same-data-
rate-interferer case are simulated. Figures 3 to 4 show the
SERs for different training lengths. As in the case of the same-
data-rate interferer, curve 7 illustrates the poor performance
without ordered detection. Curves 5 and 6 suggest that for
short training lengths it is better to estimate only the channel
matrix and assume spatially white interference in data detec-
tion; however, for moderately long training lengths, gains can
be obtained by estimating spatial interference correlation.

By examining curves 3 and 5 in Figure 4, we observe that
the improvement in taking temporal interference correlation
into account in channel estimation, although larger than that
in the same-data-rate-interferer case due to the high tempo-
ral correlation in the lower-data-rate-interferer case, is still
not that significant.

In contrast to the same-data-rate-interferer case, curves 3
and 4 in Figure 4 show that the improvement of two-vector-
symbol over one-vector-symbol detection is significant due
to the higher temporal interference correlation. This implies
that a significant gain can be achieved by taking the known
temporal interference correlation into account in data detec-
tion for the lower-data-rate-interferer case.

By comparing curves 4 and 6 in Figure 4, for the training
length 4Nt , there is a total of 4 dB gain in SIR by estimating
spatial interference correlation and taking advantage of the
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Figure 1: Average SER versus SIR with Nt = Nr = 5, L = 6, and
training length 2Nt under independent Rayleigh fading. Both the
desired and the interfering users are at the same data rate.
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Figure 2: Average SER versus SIR with Nt = Nr = 5, L = 6, and
training length 4Nt under independent Rayleigh fading. Both the
desired and the interfering users are at the same data rate.
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Figure 3: Average SER versus SIR with Nt = Nr = 5, L = 6, and
training length 2Nt under independent Rayleigh fading. The data
rate of the desired user is twice that of the interfering user.
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Figure 4: Average SER versus SIR with Nt = Nr = 5, L = 6, and
training length 4Nt under independent Rayleigh fading. The data
rate of the desired user is twice that of the interfering user.
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Figure 5: Average SER versus INR with Nt = Nr = 5, L = 6,
SIR=10 dB, and training length 4Nt under independent Rayleigh
fading. Both the desired and the interfering users are at the same
data rate.

known temporal interference correlation in channel estima-
tion and data detection. About 3.5 dB of the gain is due to
exploiting temporal interference correlation in channel esti-
mation and data detection.

5.4.3. Effect of model mismatch

With one interferer and a finite SNR, the interference-plus-
noise statistics can only be approximately modelled using a
Kronecker product. Here, we investigate when this approx-
imation breaks down. We model thermal noise as a zero-
mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian vector with
covariance matrix σ2INr , that is, independent from antenna
to antenna, with noise power σ2 on each antenna. We de-
fine (interference-to-noise power ratio) INR = 10 logPI/σ2,
where PI = 1 is used in the simulations. For the case of an in-
terferer at the same data rate and using a training length 4Nt ,
we observe in curves 3 and 5 in Figure 5 that, at INRs below
17 dB, taking interference temporal correlation into account
appears not to be of benefit. Figure 6 shows the correspond-
ing comparison for the case of the lower-data-rate interferer.
In this case, temporal correlation is larger and the decou-
pled model of interference-plus-noise statistics breaks down
at INRs lower than 12 dB.

5.4.4. Effect of exploiting spatial
interference-plus-noise correlation

From the above results, temporal interference correlation,
even if known, may not result in a performance benefit at
lower INRs due to model mismatch. Therefore, we assess the
benefit of taking only the spatial correlation of interference-
plus-noise into account. As a reference, we compare the per-
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Figure 6: Average SER versus INR with Nt = Nr = 5, L = 6,
SIR=10 dB, and training length 4Nt under independent Rayleigh
fading. The data rate of the desired user is twice that of the inter-
fering user.

formance to the case of assuming the interference-plus-noise
to be spatially white. With total interference power fixed,
Figure 7 compares the average SER for one (solid lines) and
two (dashed lines) interferers. In the case of two interferers,
the interferers have equal power and random relative delays.
Both desired and interfering users employ a (5, 5) MIMO
link, a total-interference-to-noise ratio of 12 dB, and a train-
ing length of 4Nt . Both the desired and the interfering users
operate at the same data rate. Figure 7 shows that for one
interferer, there is 1.2 dB gain over a wide range of signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINRs), by estimating the spa-
tial correlation of interference-plus-noise. For the case of two
equal-powered interferers, the corresponding gain in SINR is
negligible.

6. CONCLUSIONS

By modelling interference statistics as approximately tempo-
rally and spatially separable, we have investigated ML joint
estimation of channel parameters and spatial interference
correlation matrices. We have assessed the impact of tem-
poral and spatial interference correlation on channel estima-
tion and data detection. For training lengths of at least four
times the number of transmitting antennas, gains of around
1 dB are observed by estimating spatial interference correla-
tion. We determine that an additional 0.5 to 3.0 dB in perfor-
mance gain would result if the known temporal correlation
was exploited. For shorter training lengths, however, it is bet-
ter to estimate only the channel matrix and assume spatially
white interference in data detection. One source of tempo-
ral correlation occurs where a cochannel interferer operates
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Figure 7: The improvement of estimating spatial correlation of
interference-plus-noise in practical systems.

at data rate lower than that of the desired user. Exploiting
temporal interference correlation in channel estimation was
found not to be of benefit. However, if temporal correlation is
significant, as in case of lower-data-rate interference, signif-
icant performance gains by exploiting temporal interference
correlation in data detection are theoretically possible. The
minimum INR levels, where separable temporal and inter-
ference correlation statistics model was shown to break down
and provide no benefit, ranged from 12 or 17 dB, depending
on the level of temporal correlation. Of more practical sig-
nificance, it was shown that at a total INR of 12 dB, 1.2 dB
of performance gain can be obtained over a wide range of
SINRs by estimating spatial correlation only and neglecting
temporal correlation.
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Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been selected as the basis for the new IEEE 802.11a standard for high-
speed wireless local area networks (WLANs). We consider doubling the transmission data rate of the IEEE 802.11a system by using
two transmit and two receive antennas. We propose a preamble design for this multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system that is
backward compatible with its single-input single-output (SISO) counterpart as specified by the IEEE 802.11a standard. Based on
this preamble design, we devise a sequential method for the estimation of the carrier frequency offset (CFO), symbol timing, and
MIMO channel response. We also provide a simple soft detector based on the unstructured least square approach to obtain the
soft information for the Viterbi decoder. This soft detector is very simple since it decouples the multidimensional QAM symbol
detection into multiple one-dimensional QAM symbol—and further PAM symbol—detections. Both the sequential parameter
estimation method and the soft detector can provide excellent overall system performance and are ideally suited for real-time
implementations. The effectiveness of our methods is demonstrated via numerical examples.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has
been selected as the basis for several new high-speed wireless
local area network (WLAN) standards [1], including IEEE
802.11a [2], IEEE 802.11g, and HIPERLAN/2. IEEE 802.11g
and HIPERLAN/2 are very similar to IEEE 802.11a in terms
of signal generation and detection/decoding. We use IEEE
802.11a to exemplify our presentation in this paper.

The OFDM-based WLAN system, as specified by the
IEEE 802.11a standard, uses packet-based transmission. Each
packet, as shown in Figure 1, consists of an OFDM packet
preamble, a signal field, and an OFDM data field. The pream-
ble can be used to estimate the channel parameters such as
the carrier frequency offset (CFO), symbol timing, as well as
channel response. These parameters are needed for the data
symbol detection in the OFDM data field. The preamble de-
sign adopted by the standard is specifically tailored to the
single-input single-output (SISO) system case where both
the transmitter and receiver deal with a single signal. This
standard supports a data rate up to 54 Mbps.

Transmission data rates higher than 54 Mbps are of par-
ticular importance for future WLANs. Deploying multiple
antennas at both the transmitter and receiver is a promising
way to achieve a high transmission data rate for multipath-
rich wireless channels without increasing the total transmis-
sion power or bandwidth [3]. The corresponding system,
as shown in Figure 2, is referred to as a multi-input multi-
output (MIMO) wireless communication system, where M
and N in the figure denote the numbers of transmit and re-
ceive antennas, respectively.

Among the various popular MIMO wireless communi-
cation schemes, the BLAST (Bell Labs Layered Space Time)
approaches [4, 5] are particularly attractive. BLAST attempts
to achieve the potentially large channel capacity offered
by the MIMO system [6, 7]. In BLAST systems, the data
stream is demultiplexed into independent substreams that
are referred to as layers. These layers are transmitted si-
multaneously, that is, one layer per transmit antenna. At
the receiver, the multiple layers can be detected, for exam-
ple, through successive detection via an interference can-
cellation and nulling algorithm (ICNA) [5]. The detection
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Figure 2: Diagram of a MIMO system.

can also be done via the sphere decoding (SPD) algorithm
[8].

Our focus herein is on doubling the data rate of the SISO
system as specified by the IEEE 802.11a standard by using
two transmit and two receive antennas (referred to as the
MIMO system in the sequel) based on the BLAST scheme.
We propose a preamble design for this MIMO system that
is backward compatible with its SISO counterpart as speci-
fied by the IEEE 802.11a standard. That is, a SISO receiver
can perform CFO, symbol timing, and channel response es-
timation based on the proposed preamble design and detect
up to the signal field. The SISO receiver is then informed, by
using, for example, the reserved bit in the signal field, that a
transmission is a SISO or not. Our preamble design can be
used with two transmit and any number of receive antennas.
However, we mainly focus on the two receive antenna case
herein. Based on our MIMO preamble design, we propose a
sequential method, ideally suited for real-time implementa-
tions, to estimate the CFO, symbol timing, and MIMO chan-
nel response.

The convolutional code specified in the IEEE 802.11a
standard will also be used in our MIMO system for chan-
nel coding. As a result, soft information from the MIMO de-
tector is needed by the Viterbi decoder to improve the de-
coding performance. Both the efficient ICNA and SPD algo-
rithms offer only hard output. Soft output can be inferred
with the ICNA-based algorithm for iterative detection and
decoding [9]. However, this algorithm is computationally ex-
tremely heavy—exponentional in terms of transmit antenna
number M as well as the constellation size. Although reduced
complexity versions were alluded to in [9], the costs in per-
formance degradation by using these versions were not clear.
The space time bit-interleaved coded modulation (STBICM)
approach [10] can deliver soft output, in both the iterative
and noniterative modes, but it is also computationally ex-
tremely heavy. A list sphere decoder (LSD) algorithm [11]
was recently proposed to reduce the computational complex-

ity of STBICM with a small performance degradation. How-
ever, LSD is still very complicated and hard to implement
in real time for OFDM-based MIMO WLAN applications
due to the high data rate. We present herein a simple MIMO
soft detector, based on the unstructured least square (LS) fit-
ting approach. This LS-based soft detector is ideally suited
for real-time implementations since it decouples the multidi-
mensional quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) sym-
bol detection into multiple one-dimensional QAM symbol
detections. We show that the real and imaginary parts of
the noise of the decoupled detection output are indepen-
dent of each other. Hence, the QAM symbol detection can
be further simplified into two pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM) symbol detections. As a result, this LS-based soft de-
tector is orders of magnitude more computationally efficient
than LSD; yet, the efficiency is achieved at a cost of a small
performance degradation, due to the aforementioned de-
coupling. The LS-based detector can also be seen as related
to the zero-forcing or to the linear decorrelating detector
[12].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the MIMO system. The new preamble de-
sign is given in this section. Section 3 presents our sequen-
tial method for CFO, symbol timing, and MIMO channel
response estimation. The MIMO soft detector is provided
in Section 4. Numerical examples are given in Section 5 to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods. Fi-
nally, we end our paper with comments and conclusions in
Section 6.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

Our MIMO system closely resembles its SISO counterpart as
specified by the IEEE 802.11a standard. We first give a brief
overview of the IEEE 802.11a SISO system before we proceed
to describe our MIMO system.

2.1. IEEE 802.11a standard

Figure 1 shows the packet structure as specified by the IEEE
802.11a standard. The nominal bandwidth of the OFDM
signal is 20 MHz and the in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) sam-
pling interval tS is 50 nanoseconds. In this case, the num-
ber of samples NS = 64 for an OFDM data symbol is equal
to the number of subcarriers. The OFDM packet preamble
consists of ten identical short OFDM training symbols ti,
i = 1, 2, . . . , 10, each of which contains NC = 16 samples, and
two identical long OFDM training symbols Ti, i = 1, 2, each
of which contains NS = 64 samples. Between the short and
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long OFDM training symbols, there is a long guard interval
(GI2) consisting of 2NC = 32 data samples. GI2 is the cyclic
prefix (CP) for the long OFDM training symbol T1, that is, it
is the exact replica of the last 2NC samples of T1.

The information carrying data are encoded in the OFDM
data field. The binary source data sequence is first scrambled
and then convolutionally encoded by an industrial standard
constraint length K = 7, rate 1/2 encoder, which has genera-
tion polynomials g0 = (133)8 and g1 = (171)8. The encoded
output is then punctured according to the data rate require-
ment and is segmented into blocks of length NCBPS (num-
ber of coded bits per OFDM symbol), each of which corre-
sponds to an OFDM data symbol. The binary data in each
block is first interleaved among the subcarriers (referred to
as the frequency domain (FD) interleaving in the sequel) and
then mapped (in groups of log2 A bits) intoA-QAM symbols,
which are used to modulate the different data carrying sub-
carriers. Each OFDM data symbol in the OFDM data field
employs NS = 64 subcarriers, 48 of which are used for data
symbols and 4 for pilot symbols. There are also 12 null sub-
carriers with one in the center and the other 11 on the two
ends of the frequency band. The OFDM data symbols, each
of which consists of NS = 64 samples, are obtained via taking
the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of the data symbols,
pilot symbols, and nulls on these NS subcarriers. To eliminate
the intersymbol interference (ISI), each OFDM data symbol
is preceded by a CP or GI, which contains the last NC samples
of the OFDM data symbol.

The signal field contains the information including the
transmission data rate and data length of the packet. The
information is contained in 16 binary bits. There is also a
reserved bit (which can be used to distinguish the MIMO
from SISO transmissions) and a parity check bit. These 18
bits, padded with 6 zeros, are then encoded (by the same en-
coder as for the OFDM data field) to obtain a 48-bit binary
sequence. The encoded sequence is then interleaved among
subcarriers and used to modulate the 48 data carrying sub-
carriers using BPSK. The signal field consists of 64 samples
and is obtained via taking the IFFT of these 48 BPSK sym-
bols, 4 pilot symbols, and 12 nulls. Also, there is a CP of
length NC to separate the preamble from the signal field.

2.2. SISO data model

To establish the data model, consider first the generation
of an OFDM data symbol in the OFDM data field. Let
xSISO = [x1

1 x1
2 · · · x1

NS
]T be a vector of NS data symbols,

where (·)T denotes the transpose and x1
nS , nS = 1, 2, . . . ,NS,

is the symbol modulating the nSth subcarrier and is equal
to 0 for null subcarriers, 1 or −1 for pilot subcarriers, and
in C for data carrying subcarriers. Here C is a finite con-
stellation, such as BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, or 64-QAM. Let
WNS ∈ CNS×NS be the fast Fourier transform (FFT) matrix.
Then the OFDM data symbol s corresponding to xSISO is ob-
tained by taking the IFFT of xSISO. That is, s = WH

NS
xSISO/NS,

where (·)H denotes the conjugate transpose. To eliminate the
ISI, each OFDM data symbol is preceded by a CP or GI sC
formed using s.

Let

h(t)(t) =
∑
p

αpδ
(
t − τptS

)
(1)

denote the time-domain analogue channel impulse response
of the frequency-selective time-invariant fading channel,
where αp and τptS, 0 ≤ τp ≤ NC , p ∈ Z, are the complex
gain and time delay of the pth path, respectively. Let

h(t) =
[
h(t)

0 h(t)
1 · · · h(t)

NS−1

]T
(2)

be the equivalent finite impulse response (FIR) filter response
of h(t)(t), that is, if h = WNSh(t) = [h1 h2 · · · hNS]T is
the sampled frequency domain channel response, then for
nS = 1, 2, . . . ,NS,

hnS =
∑
p

αpe
− jτptSω

∣∣
ω=2π(nS−1)/(NStS). (3)

The lth element of h(t), l = 0, 1, . . . ,NS− 1, can be written as

h(t)
l =

∑
p

αpe
− jπ(l+(NS−1)τp)/NS

sin
(
πτp

)
sin

(
π
(
τp − l

)
/NS

) , (4)

which includes the leakage effect due to the frequency do-
main sampling [13].

By discarding the first NC samples at the receiver (as-
suming a correct symbol timing), the noise-free and CFO
free received signal vector zne

SISO ∈ CNS×1, due to sampling
the received signal, is the circular convolution of h(t) and s.
Hence the FFT output of the received data vector zSISO =
zne

SISO + eSISO, where eSISO ∼ N (0, (σ2/NS)INS) is the addi-
tive zero-mean white circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
noise with variance σ2, can be written as [14]

ySISO = WNSzSISO = diag{h}xSISO + WNSeSISO ∈ CNS×1. (5)

The data model in (5) can also represent the OFDM symbols
in the signal field and the preamble.

Equation (5) can also be written as

ySISO = diag{xSISO}h + WNSeSISO. (6)

Note that (5) is useful for symbol detection whereas (6) is
used for channel estimation.

For the sake of simulation simplicity, the equivalent
channel h(t) is often approximated by an exponentially de-
caying FIR filter with length LF [14], denoted as

h(t)
LF =

[
h(t)

0 h(t)
1 · · · h(t)

LF−1

]T
. (7)

In this case, the received signal can be easily simulated as the

convolution of the channel h(t)
LF and the transmitted signal.

Let tr be the root mean square (RMS) delay spreading time
and tn = tr /tS. Then LF = �10tn� + 1, where �x� denotes the
smallest integer not less than x. For lF = 0, 1, . . . ,LF − 1, we
have

h(t)
lF
∼ N

(
0,
(
1− e−1/tn

)
e−lF /tn

)
. (8)

This channel model is referred to as the Chayat model [15].
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Figure 3: Proposed MIMO preamble (and signal field) structure.

Note that our symbol timing estimation method, which
will be presented in Section 3, works equally well for the
channel models given by both (4) and (7). Our MIMO chan-
nel response estimation method also works equally well for
both models. We use (7) to generate channels to simplify our
simulations.

2.3. MIMO preamble design

For the IEEE 802.11a SISO system, the short OFDM training
symbols can be used to detect the arrival of the packet, al-
low the automatic gain control (AGC) to stabilize, compute
a coarse CFO estimate, and obtain a coarse symbol timing,
whereas the long OFDM training symbols can be used to cal-
culate a fine CFO estimate, refine the coarse symbol timing,
and estimate the SISO channel response.

The MIMO system considered herein has two transmit
and two receive antennas (such as a crossed dipole pair for
both the transmitter and the receiver). Two packets are trans-
mitted simultaneously from the two transmit antennas. We
design two preambles, one for each transmit antenna. We as-
sume that the receiver antenna outputs suffer from the same
CFO and has the same symbol timing. To be backward com-
patible with the SISO system, we use the same short OFDM
training symbols as in the SISO preamble for both of the
MIMO transmit antennas, as shown in Figure 3.

As for the long OFDM training symbols, they should be
designed to support the MIMO channel response estimation.
MIMO channel response estimation has attracted much re-
search interest lately. Orthogonal training sequences tend to
give the best performance (see, e.g., [16] and the references
therein). We also adopt this idea of orthogonal training se-
quences in our preamble design. In the interest of backward
compatibility, we use the same T1 and T2 (as well as GI2) as
for the SISO system for both of the MIMO transmit antennas
before the signal field, as shown in Figure 3. After the signal
field, we use T1 and T2 (and GI2) for one transmit antenna,
and −T1 and −T2 (and −GI2) for the other. This way, when
the simultaneously transmitted packets are received by a sin-
gle SISO receiver, the SISO receiver can successfully detect up
to the signal field, which is designed to be the same for both
transmit antennas. The reserved bit in the signal field can tell
the SISO receiver to stop its operation whenever a MIMO
transmission follows or otherwise to continue its operation.
The long OFDM training symbols before and after the sig-
nal field are used in the MIMO receivers for channel esti-
mation. Although the employment of an additional pair of

long OFDM training symbols can increase the overhead, the
corresponding loss of efficiency is not significant for larger
packet. The reserved bit in the signal field can also inform the
MIMO receiver that the transmission is a SISO one. When
this occurs, the MIMO receiver can modify its channel esti-
mation and the data bit detection steps slightly, as detailed at
the end of Sections 3 and 4, respectively.

Other MIMO preamble design options with backward
compatibility are possible. For example, by exploiting the
transmit/receive diversities, we may get improved symbol
timing or CFO correction. However, these improvements do
not necessarily result in improved packet error rate (PER).
Hence, we prefer the straightforward MIMO preamble de-
sign shown in Figure 3.

2.4. MIMO data model

To stay as close to the IEEE 802.11a standard as possible, we
use in our MIMO system the same scrambler, convolutional
encoder, puncturer, FD interleaver, symbol mapper, pilot se-
quence, and CP as specified in the standard. To improve di-
versity, we add a simple spatial interleaver to scatter every
two consecutive bits across the two transmit antennas. This
spatial interleaving is performed before the FD interleaving.

Consider the nSth subcarrier (for notational convenience,
we drop the notational dependence on nS below). Consider
the case of N receive antennas. (Note that considering the
general case of N receive antennas does not add extra diffi-
culties for the discussions below.) Let H denote the MIMO
channel matrix for the nSth subcarrier:

H =


h1,1 h1,2

h2,1 h2,2
...

...
hN ,1 hN ,2

 ∈ CN×2, (9)

where hn,m denotes the channel gain from the mth transmit
antenna to the nth receive antenna for the nSth subcarrier.
Let y denote a received data vector for the nSth subcarrier,
which can be written as

y = Hx + e ∈ CN×1, (10)

where x = [x1 x2]T is the 2× 1 QAM symbol vector sent on
the nSth subcarrier and e ∼ N (0, σ2IN ) is the additive white
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise with variance
σ2. In Section 4, we will provide a soft detector based on this
model.
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3. CFO, SYMBOL TIMING, AND CHANNEL
ESTIMATION

In this section, we present our sequential CFO, symbol tim-
ing, and MIMO channel response estimation approach based
on our MIMO preamble design. The CFO can be esti-
mated from the samples of two consecutive data blocks due
to the periodic inputs (the short OFDM training symbols
t1, . . . , t10). Because of the fact that the CFO can be out-
side the unambiguous range measurable by the long OFDM
training symbols, we have to estimate the CFO in two steps:
(a) a coarse CFO estimation using the short OFDM train-
ing symbols and then (b) a fine CFO estimation, to deter-
mine the residue of the coarse CFO correction, using the long
OFDM training symbols. After estimating and accounting
for the CFO, we can obtain the symbol timing. We estimate
the symbol timing also in two steps: the coarse symbol tim-
ing and fine symbol timing. The former is obtained by using
the later portion of the short OFDM training symbols in the
packet preamble. The fine symbol timing is obtained by us-
ing the long OFDM training symbols before the signal field.
Finally, we obtain the MIMO channel response estimate. The
parameter estimates are obtained in the order presented be-
low.

3.1. Coarse CFO estimation

Let zn(l) = zne
n (l) + en(l), n = 1, . . . ,N , denote the lth time

sample of the signal received from the nth receive antenna,
starting from the moment that the receiver AGC has become
stationary (the receiver AGC is assumed to become station-
ary at least before receiving the last two short OFDM training
symbols and remain stationary while receiving the remainder
of the packet). In the presence of CFO, we have [17]

zne
n

(
l + NC

) = zne
n (l)e j2NCπε, n = 1, . . . ,N , (11)

where ε is the normalized CFO (with respect to the sampling
frequency), which we still refer to as CFO for convenience.
For each receive antenna output, consider the correlation be-
tween two consecutive noise-free received data blocks, each
of which is of length NC . Then the sum of the correlations
for all receive antennas can be written as

N∑
n=1

k+NC−1∑
l=k

zne
n (l)

(
zne
n

(
l + NC

))∗ = e− j2NCπε
N∑
n=1

NC−1∑
l=0

∣∣zne
n (l)

∣∣2

� Pe− j2NCπε,
(12)

where (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate and k is any non-
negative integer such that zne

n (k + 2NC − 1) is a sample of the
nth receive antenna output due to the input (transmit an-
tenna output) being a sample of the short OFDM training
symbols of the MIMO packet preamble. Let

PS =
N∑
n=1

NC−1∑
l=0

zn(l)z∗n
(
l + NC

)
= Pe− j2NCπε + eP ,

(13)

where eP is due to the presence of the noise. We calculate the
coarse CFO as [18]

ε̂C = − 1
2NCπ

∠PS, (14)

where ∠x denotes taking the argument of x.
We next correct the CFO using ε̂C to get the data samples

z(C)
n (l), n = 1, 2, . . . ,N , as follows:

z(C)
n (l) = zn(l)e− j2lπε̂C . (15)

Correspondingly, we have

P(C)
S = PSe

j2NCπε̂C . (16)

In the sequel, we only consider the CFO corrected data given
above. For notational convenience, we drop the superscript
of z(C)

n (l), n = 1, 2, . . . ,N .

3.2. Coarse symbol timing estimation

Now we can use a correlation method, modified based on
the approach presented in [17] to estimate the coarse symbol
timing. The symbol timing is referred to as the starting time
sample due to the input being the long OFDM training sym-
bol T1 (before the signal field). Once the starting time sample
due to the long OFDM training symbol T1 is determined, we
can determine the starting time sample due to every OFDM
data symbol thereafter. According to the specification of the
IEEE 802.11a standard and the sampling rate of 20 MHz, the
true symbol timing T0 is 193, as shown in Figure 4.

From (13) and (16), we note that the correlation (after
the CFO correction) is approximately the real-valued scalar
P plus a complex-valued noise. Hence we propose to use the
following real-valued correlation sequence for coarse symbol
timing determination. We calculate the correlation sequence
in an iterative form similar to the complex-valued approach
in [17] as follows:

PR(k + 1)

= PR(k)

+ Re

{ N∑
n=1

[
zn
(
k + NC

)
z∗n
(
k + 2NC

)− zn(k)z∗n
(
k + NC

)]}

= PR(k) +
N∑
n=1

{
z̄n
(
k + NC

)[
z̄n
(
k + 2NC

)− z̄n(k)
]

+ z̃n
(
k + NC

)[
z̃n
(
k + 2NC

)− z̃n(k)
]}

,
(17)

where both Re(·) and ¯(·) denote the real part of a complex
entity and ˜(·) stands for the imaginary part. We start the iter-
ation by using PR(0) = Re(PS). Note that the real-valued cor-
relation approach given in (17) is superior to the absolute-
valued one given in [17] since the former uses fewer compu-
tations, lowers the noise level (variance reduced in half) in
the correlation sequence, and decreases closer to zero when
the data samples in the sliding data blocks are due to the
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Figure 4: Illustration of symbol timing determination.

input being GI2 or the long OFDM training symbols follow-
ing the short OFDM training symbols in the preamble.

When some of the data samples of the sliding data blocks
are taken from the received data due to the input being GI2 or
the long training symbols following the short OFDM train-
ing symbol, PR(k) will drop since (11) no longer holds. This
property is used to obtain the coarse symbol timing. Let
TP , as shown in Figure 4, denote the first time sample when
PR(k) drops to less than half of its peak value. The coarse
symbol timing

TC = TP +
3
2
NC + NC (18)

is the coarse estimate of the beginning time sample due to
the input being the long OFDM training symbol T1 before
the signal field. The second term at the right-hand side of
the above equation is due to the fact that PR(k) will drop to
approximately one half of its maximum value when the data
samples of the second half of the second of the two sliding
blocks are due to the first GI2 in the preamble as input; the
third term is due to one half of the length of GI2. When the
channel spreading delay tD = max{τp − τl} is assumed to
satisfy tD ≤ NC , only the first half of GI2 can suffer from ISI.
Hence our goal of coarse timing determination is to place
the coarse timing estimate between the true timing T0 = 193
and T0 − NC = 177 to make accurate fine CFO estimation
possible. This explains why we use NC instead of 2NC for the
third term in (18).

3.3. Fine CFO estimation

For each receive antenna output, we calculate the correlation
between the two long OFDM training symbols before the sig-
nal field. We then sum the correlations for all receive anten-
nas as follows:

PL =
N∑
n=1

NS−1∑
l=0

zn
(
l + TC

)
z∗n
(
l + TC + NS

)
. (19)

Then the fine CFO estimate can be computed as

ε̂F = − 1
2NSπ

∠PL. (20)

We can use ε̂F in the same way as ε̂C to correct the CFO. We
assume that for the data we use below, ε̂F has been already
corrected.

Note that the aforementioned simple fine CFO estima-
tion approach may not be optimal. For example, the CFO
estimation accuracy could be improved by using the long
OFDM training symbols after the signal field as well; how-
ever, our simple fine CFO estimation approach is sufficiently
accurate in that the overall system performance can no longer
be improved with a more accurate CFO estimate, especially
when pilot symbols are exploited. For the data bit detection,
no matter how accurate the CFO estimate is, it can never be
perfect due to the presence of noise. Pilot symbols are used
to track the CFO residual phase for each OFDM data symbol
before data bit detection. A maximum likelihood (ML) CFO
residual tracking scheme is given in Appendix C.

3.4. Fine symbol timing estimation

We now move on to obtain the fine symbol timing by using
the long OFDM training symbols before the signal field. The
fine symbol timing is estimated by using the N data blocks
of length NS, starting from the time sample TC + 3NC . With
this choice, due to the fact that T1 is identical to T2, the data
blocks are most likely due to the input being the second half
of T1 and the first half of T2, even when the coarse symbol
timing has a large error.

Let yn denote the NS-point FFT of the data block from

the nth receive antenna and let h(t)
n,m be the equivalent FIR

channel in the time domain between the mth transmit an-
tenna and the nth receive antenna, n = 1, 2, . . . ,N , m = 1, 2.
Then, by neglecting the existence of the residual CFO, yn can
be written as (cf. (6))

yn = XBWNS

2∑
m=1

h(t)
n,m + WNSen, (21)

where XB is a diagonal matrix with the 52 known BPSK
symbols and 12 zeros, which form the T1 in Figure 3, on
the diagonal. Since the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of XB

is XB itself and WNS/N
1/2
S is unitary, we get an estimate of

h(t)
n =∑2

m=1 h(t)
n,m as
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ĥ(t)
n = 1

NS
WH

NS
XByn. (22)

Let TI , as shown in Figure 4, denote the index of the first ele-

ment of |ĥ(t)| =∑N
n=1 |ĥ(t)

n | that is above 1/3 of the maximum

value of the elements of
∑N

n=1 |ĥ(t)
n |. (Our empirical experi-

ence suggests that selecting the threshold to be 1/3 gives the
best result.) Then the fine symbol timing TF is obtained as

TF = TC −NC + TI − 3. (23)

The second term above is used to compensate for the afore-
mentioned 3NC shift due to the fact that NS−3NC = NC and
the last term above is chosen to be 3 to ensure that TF > T0

occurs with very low probability.

3.5. MIMO channel response estimation

After we obtained TF , we can now estimate the MIMO chan-
nel response. Let yn,1 denote the NS-point FFT of the average
of the two consecutive blocks, each of which is of length NS,
associated with the two long training symbols before the sig-
nal field, from the nth receive antenna. Let yn,2 denote the
counterpart of yn,1 after the signal field. Then, for the nSth
subcarrier, we have

yn,1 ≈ xB
(
hn,1 + hn,2

)
, (24)

yn,2 ≈ xB
(
hn,1 − hn,2

)
, (25)

where xB denotes the nSth diagonal element of XB, yn,i de-
notes the nSth element of yn,i, i = 1, 2, and we have dropped
the dependence on nS for notational simplicity. Solving (24)
and (25) yields

ĥn,1 = xB
(
yn,1 + yn,2

)
2

, (26)

ĥn,2 = xB
(
yn,1 − yn,2

)
2

. (27)

When the reserved bit in the signal field indicates a SISO
transmission, we only need to estimate hn,1, n = 1, 2, . . . ,N ,
in a way similar to (26).

4. A SIMPLE MIMO SOFT DETECTOR

With the CFO, symbol timing, and MIMO channel response
determined and accounted for, we can proceed to detect the
data bits contained in each BLAST layer and subcarrier of the
OFDM data symbols in the OFDM data field. In the sequel,
we present a very simple soft detector for the MIMO system.
Note that this soft detector can be used in a general setting of
the BLAST system and hence we present it in a general frame-
work based on the data model of (10), where H is assumed
to be N ×M and x to be M × 1. (We use Ĥ to replace H in
our simulations.)

Consider first the ML hard detector of the BLAST system.
For the data model of (10), the ML hard detector is given by

x̂ = arg min
x∈CM×1

∥∥y −Hx
∥∥2

, (28)

where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm. The cost function
in (28) can be written as∥∥y −Hx

∥∥2 = yHy + xHHHHx − yHHx − xHHHy

=
(

xH − yH
(

H†)H)HHH
(

x −H†y
)

+ yHy − yH
(

H†)HHHHH†y,

(29)

where H† = (HHH)−1HH . We note, from the above equa-
tion, that by ignoring the constellation constraint on x, we
can obtain an unstructured LS estimate x̂us of x, which is
given by

x̂us = H†y = x + H†e � x + c. (30)

Note that x̂us is the soft decision statistic that we are inter-
ested in. We refer to this simple scheme of obtaining a soft de-
cision statistic as the MIMO soft detection scheme. Note that
a necessary condition for HHH to be nonsingular is N ≥ M.
Also note that c is still Gaussian with zero mean and covari-
ance matrix

E
[

ccH
] = σ2H†(H†)H = σ2(HHH

)−1
. (31)

Due to the use of the interleaver and deinterleaver, the
data bits contained in x are independent of each other. By ig-
noring the dependence among the elements of c, we can con-
sider only the marginal probability density function (pdf) for
the elements x̂us(m), m = 1, 2, . . . ,M, of x̂us. (Note that an
approximation is made here, which can lead to performance
degradation. However, the computation is greatly simplified
by the approximation.) Let

H† �


h̆T

1

h̆T
2
...

h̆T
M

 ∈ CM×N . (32)

Then the mth element of c, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M, can be written
as

cm = h̆T
me. (33)

Obviously, cm is still Gaussian with zero mean and variance

σ2
m = E

[∣∣cm∣∣2
]
= ∥∥h̆m

∥∥2
σ2. (34)

The estimate of the above noise variance σ2 can be easily ob-
tained via the difference of the two consecutive blocks of the
nth receive antenna, from which we got yn,1 (cf. (24)). Note

that σ2
m along with x̂(m)

us provide the soft information for the
mth, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M, symbol in x̂us, needed by the Viterbi
decoder. Note also that the noises corresponding to different
layers have different variances which means that the symbols
corresponding to different layers have different quality. This
unbalanced layer quality is the reason why we have used a
spatial interleaver before the FD interleaver.
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Note that for SISO systems we usually consider an or-
dinary QAM symbol as two PAM symbols (e.g., a 64-QAM
symbol can be considered as two 8-ary PAM symbols) due
to the orthogonality between the real and imaginary parts
of a QAM symbol as well as the independence between the
real and imaginary parts of the additive circularly symmetric
Gaussian error. A bit metric computation scheme for PAM
symbols is presented in Appendix A. In Appendix B, we show
that the real and imaginary parts of cm are independent of
each other. Hence we can significantly simplify the bit metric
computations by exploiting these independencies.

The minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector is
often deemed to be better than the LS-based one [12]. Al-
though this can be true for the constant modulus constella-
tions, such as PSK, it is not necessarily true for QAM sym-
bols, as suggested by our simulations due to the different
power levels of the QAM symbols. Hence, we do not provide
an MMSE counterpart of the LS-based soft detector.

When the reserved bit in the signal field indicates a SISO
transmission, the H in (28) is in fact a vector. Hence the x̂us in
(30) and the E[ccH] in (31) are scalars, and they are the soft
information used as in the SISO system for data bit detection.

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we provide numerical examples to demon-
strate the effectiveness and performance of our sequential es-
timation method for CFO, symbol timing, and MIMO chan-
nel response based on our MIMO preamble design as well as
the simple MIMO soft detector.

In the IEEE 802.11a standard, the maximum transmis-
sion data rate is 54 Mbps; in this case, the 64-QAM constella-
tion is used and the channel coding rate is R = 3/4, which
comes from puncturing the RC = 1/2 encoded sequence
with the puncturing rate RP = 2/3. We consider doubling
the maximum 54 Mbps transmission data rate by using two
transmit and two receive antennas, that is, M = N = 2. In
our simulations, each of the MN = 4 time domain MIMO
channels is generated according to the Chayat model; the 4
channels are independent of each other.

Due to the fact that 52 out of 64 subcarriers are used
in the OFDM-based WLAN system, the signal-to-noise ra-
tio (SNR) for the SISO system used in this paper is defined as
52/(64σ2) for the constellations whose average energies are
normalized to 1. Whereas for the MIMO system, the SNR is
defined as 52/(128σ2) (i.e., we use the same total transmis-
sion power for the MIMO system as for its SISO counter-
part).

We first provide a simulation example for symbol timing
estimation. Two curves in Figure 5 show the 104 Monte Carlo
simulation results of the coarse symbol timing estimates for
the Chayat channels with tr = 25 and tr = 50 nanoseconds,
respectively, when SNR = 10 dB. Note that the coarse symbol
timing estimates fall within the desired interval with a high
probability. Note also that the adverse effect of the coarse
symbol timing estimate being smaller than T0 − NC = 177
is usually not significant since, due to the exponentially de-
caying property of the channels, the ISI in the receiver out-
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Figure 5: Coarse and fine symbol timing estimates.

put due to the input being the latter portion of the first half of
GI2 is minimal. (Since the adverse effect of the coarse symbol
timing estimate being larger than T0 = 193 is usually trou-
blesome for the fine CFO estimation, we prefer the coarse
timing estimate TC to be well ahead of T0.) The other two
curves in Figure 5 show the 104 Monte Carlo simulation re-
sults of the fine symbol timing estimates for the Chayat chan-
nels with tr = 25 and tr = 50 nanoseconds, respectively, when
SNR = 10 dB. Note that our simple fine symbol timing ap-
proach gives highly accurate timing estimates.

We then provide a simulation example to show the effec-
tiveness of the MIMO channel estimator and the PER per-
formance of the MIMO soft detector. (One packet consists of
1000 bytes. Based on the IEEE 802.11a standard, even if only
one error occurs in a packet, the entire packet is discarded.)
In Figure 6, we show the 104 Monte Carlo simulation results
of the PER performance of our soft detector as a function
of the SNR for the MIMO system, with tr being 50 nanosec-
onds for the Chayat channels, when the transmission data
rate is 108 Mbps. We consider two cases: the case of perfect
channel knowledge and the case of estimated channel param-
eters. For the former case, we assume the exact knowledge of
CFO, symbol timing, and MIMO channel, whereas for the
latter case, we use the estimates of all of the aforementioned
parameters obtained with our sequential approach from the
MIMO packet preamble as well as the CFO residual phase
tracking. As a reference, we also give the PER curves of the
soft detector for the SISO system (with the data rate being
54 Mbps) as a reference. We note, from the PER curves, that
both the MIMO preamble design and the sequential channel
parameter estimation algorithm are effective in that the gap
between the PER curves corresponding to the perfect channel
knowledge case and the estimated channel parameter case for
the MIMO system is no more than that of the SISO system.
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Figure 6: PER versus SNR at the 108 Mbps data rate for the Chayat
channels with tr = 50 nanoseconds.

Note also that the MIMO soft detector is effective in that the
MIMO system needs only 2 to 3 dB extra total transmission
power to keep the same PER (we are mostly interested in
PERs being 0.1, according to the IEEE 802.11a standard) as
its SISO counterpart, but with the data rate doubled.

Finally, we show the performance comparisons of the
SPD hard detector [8], the MIMO soft detector, as well as the
LSD-based soft detector [11], an approximation of STBICM,
the ideal MIMO soft detector. Figure 7 gives PER curves ob-
tained from 104 Monte Carlo simulations for these detec-
tors as a function of SNR for the MIMO system, with esti-
mated channel parameters. (The simulation parameters are
the same as those in the previous example.) Note that the
MIMO soft detector is much better than SPD and is outper-
formed by LSD in terms of PER. However, the MIMO soft
detector is much more efficient than LSD. We did not at-
tempt to optimize our Matlab simulation codes. Even so, our
preliminary results indicate that the LS-based MIMO soft
detector requires only about one fifth of the computations
needed by SPD. Unlike SPD, whose sphere radius shrinks
when finding better solutions, LSD keeps the sphere radius
constant, which means that it is computationally much more
demanding than SPD, especially when the sphere radius is
large. We do not have an exact flop comparison, yet we be-
lieve LSD flops 	 SPD flops ≈ 5 times MIMO soft detector
flops, which means that the LS-based soft detector can be or-
ders of magnitude more computationally efficient than the
LSD-based one.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed a preamble design for the MIMO system
with two transmit and two receive antennas. This MIMO
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Figure 7: PER versus SNR at the 108 Mbps data rate for the Chayat
channels with tr = 50 nanoseconds.

preamble design is backward compatible with its SISO coun-
terpart as specified by the IEEE 802.11a standard. Based on
this MIMO preamble design, we have devised a sequen-
tial method for the estimation of CFO, symbol timing, and
MIMO channel responses. We have also provided a simple
soft detector for the MIMO system based on the unstruc-
tured LS approach to obtain the soft information for the
Viterbi decoder. Both the sequential parameter estimation
method and the soft detector are very efficient and ideally
suited for real-time implementations. The effectiveness of
our methods has been demonstrated via numerical exam-
ples.

APPENDICES

A. BIT METRIC CALCULATION FOR THE QAM SYMBOL

To make this paper self-contained, we describe in this ap-
pendix briefly our bit metric calculation method for the
QAM symbol. Note that the real and imaginary parts of a
QAM symbol plus the additive circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian noise are independent of each other. Hence the soft
decision statistic corresponding to a transmitted QAM sym-
bol can be easily divided into the real and imaginary parts,
which correspond to the soft decision statistic of two real
valued PAM symbols. The variance of the noise additive to
the PAM symbols is halved as compared to the QAM sym-
bols. In view of this, we only present the method for calcu-
lating the bit metric for a symbol in the PAM constellation
R.

Let Di, j = {s : s ∈ R} denote the set of all the possible
PAM symbols with the ith bit vi = j, i = 1, 2, . . . , log2 A/2,
j = 0, 1. The formation of Di, j depends on the way the PAM
symbols are labeled. For example, for the Gray indexed 8-ary
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7−3−5−7 · · ·

000 011001 100

Figure 8: Illustration of 8-ary PAM symbols with Gray labeling and
their pdf curves.

PAM constellation shown in Figure 8, we have

D1,0 = {−7,−5,−3,−1}, (A.1)

where the first bit is the left most one shown in Figure 8.
Then, for a given soft information (x, σ) of the PAM symbol,
the bit metric for vi is given by

v̂i = log
pσ
(
vi = 1

∣∣x)
pσ
(
vi = 0

∣∣x) , (A.2)

where

pσ
(
vi = j

∣∣x) = pσ
(
Di, j

∣∣x)
=

∑
s∈Di, j

pσ(s|x)

=
∑

s∈Di, j

fσ(x|s)p(s)
p(x)

,

(A.3)

with

fσ(x|s) = 1√
2πσ

e−(x−s)2/2σ2
(A.4)

being the pdf given the symbol s and the variance σ2, as
shown in Figure 8. The occurrence of each symbol in R is
often assumed to be equally likely, that is, p(s) = (1/2)B/2,
for all s ∈R. In this case, we have

pσ
(
vi = j|x) = 1

2B/2p(x)

∑
s∈Di, j

fσ(x|s), (A.5)

which leads to

v̂i = log

{ ∑
s∈Di,1

e−(x−s)2/2σ2

}
− log

{ ∑
s∈Di,0

e−(x−s)2/2σ2

}
.

(A.6)

To speed up the bit metric calculation in practical ap-
plications, we can make a grid for x and σ to precalculate
a lookup table for the v̂i’s. The bit metric calculation in our
simulations is based on such a table.

B. A PROPERTY OF THE cm IN (33)

With x̄ and x̃ denoting the real and imaginary parts of x, re-
spectively, we get from (33)

c = (
H̄† + jH̃†)(ē + jẽ)

= (
H̄†ē− H̃†ẽ

)
+ j

(
H̃†ē + H̄†ẽ

)
.

(B.1)

Then

c̄ = H̄†ē− H̃†ẽ, c̃ = H̃†ē + H̄†ẽ. (B.2)

Hence, we have

E
[

c̄c̃T
] = E

[(
H̄†ē− H̃†ẽ

)(
ēT
(

H̃†)T + ẽT
(

H̄†)T)]
= E

[
H̄†ēēT

(
H̃†)T − H̃†ẽẽT

(
H̄†)T]

+ E
[

H̄†ēẽT
(

H̄†)T − H̃†ẽēT
(

H̃†)T]
= 1

2
σ2
[

H̄†(H̃†)T − H̃†(H̄†)T]
= 1

2
σ2
[

H̄†(H̃†)T − (H̄†(H̃†)T)T],

(B.3)

where we have used the fact that E[ēēT] = E[ẽẽT] = σ2I/2
and E[ēẽT] = E[ẽēT] = 0. Equation (B.3) implies that the
diagonal elements of E[c̄c̃T] are zero and hence E[c̄mc̃m] = 0,
m = 1, 2, . . . ,M.

C. PHASE CORRECTION USING PILOT SYMBOLS

The CFO correction will never be perfect in practice due to
the presence of noise. Hence, there will be a phase error φ for
each OFDM data symbol caused by the error in the fine CFO
estimate ε̂F . The error φ increases linearly with time.

As we mentioned earlier, each OFDM data symbol con-
tains four known pilot symbols. We denote these pilot sym-
bols by a 4 × 1 vector p. The pilot symbols can be used to
correct φ for each OFDM data symbol after CFO correction

using ε̂F . Let y
(p)
n be the vector containing the correspond-

ing four elements of the FFT output of an OFDM data sym-
bol in the OFDM data field received from the nth antenna,
n = 1, 2, . . . ,N . Let ĥ

(p)
n,m be the 4 × 1 estimated channel vec-

tor from transmit antenna m to receive antenna n for the four
corresponding subcarriers. Let P = diag{p}. We have

y
(p)
n = e jφP

2∑
m=1

ĥ
(p)
n,m + e

(p)
n , n = 1, 2, . . . ,N , (C.1)

where {e
(p)
n }Nn=1 are zero-mean white circularly symmetric

complex Gaussian noise vectors that are independently and
identically distributed. Then the ML criterion leads to

φ̂ML = arg min
φ

N∑
n=1

∥∥∥∥∥y
(p)
n − e jφP

2∑
m=1

ĥ
(p)
n,m

∥∥∥∥∥
2

= ∠
{ N∑

n=1

[ 2∑
m=1

(
ĥ

(p)
n,m

)H]
PHy

(p)
n

}
.

(C.2)
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We proposed recently a new technique for multiuser detection in CDMA networks, denoted by interference subspace rejection
(ISR), and evaluated its performance on the uplink. This paper extends its application to the downlink (DL). On the DL, the
information about the interference is sparse, for example, spreading factor (SF) and modulation of interferers may not be known,
which makes the task much more challenging. We present three new ISR variants which require no prior knowledge of interfering
users. The new solutions are applicable to MIMO systems and can accommodate any modulation, coding, SF, and connection
type. We propose a new code allocation scheme denoted by DACCA which significantly reduces the complexity of our solution
at the receiving mobile. We present estimates of user capacities and data rates attainable under practically reasonable conditions
regarding interferences identified and suppressed in a multicellular interference-limited system. We show that the system capacity
increases linearly with the number of antennas despite the existence of interference. Our new DL multiuser receiver consistently
provides an Erlang capacity gain of at least 3 dB over the single-user detector.

Keywords and phrases: CDMA, downlink multiuser detection, interference rejection, space-time processing, code allocation,
MIMO.

1. INTRODUCTION

Third generation wireless systems will deploy wideband
CDMA (W-CDMA) [1, 2] access technology to achieve data
transmission at variable rates. Standards [1] call for trans-
mission rates up to 384 Kbps for mobile users and 2 Mbps for
portable terminals. On the downlink (DL), high-speed DL
packet access (HSDPA) [3, 4] allows for transmission rates
up to about 10 Mbps in the conventional single-input single-
output (SISO) channel and about 20 Mbps in the multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) channel. It is expected that
most of the traffic will be DL due to asymmetrical services
like FTP and web browsing. The DL will therefore become

the limiting link, and only high DL performance can give the
network operator maximal revenue from advanced radio-
network technologies.

MIMO [5] and multiuser detection (MUD) [6, 7, 8] are
both very promising techniques for high capacity on the DL
in wireless systems. In a noise-limited MIMO system, Shan-
non capacities increase linearly in SNR with the number of
antennas [5] instead of logarithmically as in the SISO system.
Recent studies, however, have shown that in an interference-
limited MIMO system, this linear relationship is not achieved
due to the multiple-access interference (MAI) [8]. In [9, 10],
it was shown that the gain in such systems is basically limited
to the antenna beamforming gain at the receiver. In terms
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of system capacity,1 this means that the Erlang capacity in-
creases linearly with the number of antennas. MUD can sig-
nificantly increase the capacity further especially when inter-
ference is pronounced [11]. It is therefore of prime concern
to establish a cost-effective solution that combines MIMO
and MUD for optimal DL performance.

MUD is a challenging problem, not only for the uplink
(UL), but even more so for the DL. On the UL, the receiv-
ing base station knows the connection characteristics of all
in-cell users. The DL MUD problem is more difficult be-
cause the terminal has no knowledge of active interference,
its spreading codes, SF, modulation, coding, and the connec-
tion type (packet switched or circuit switched). Furthermore,
complexity considerations are more important because ter-
minals are limited by size and price and are restricted in avail-
able power.

Most previous work was aimed at the UL (e.g., [11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]). For the DL, blind
adaptive MMSE solutions based on generalizations of single-
user detectors (SUDs) have previously been proposed for
the STAR [22] receiver in [23], denoted STAR GSC, and
for the RAKE [24] receiver in [25], denoted the general-
ized RAKE (G-RAKE). These solutions are characterized by
low complexity and low risk because they impose the least
change to an established technology. But they require the use
of short codes and the capacity gain in a practical DL en-
vironment is limited to about 1.5–2.5 dB for the G-RAKE
[26, 27] (and expectedly in the same range for STAR-GSC).
In [28], a solution which offers potentially higher capacity
gains is presented. Relying on the use of orthogonal vari-
able spreading factor (OVSF) [29] codes, it probes for in-
terference on the OVSF code tree at a high SF level in or-
der to identify and reject codes with significant energy. This
solution is complex because it rejects interference at a high
SF level and is defined for rejection of in-cell interference
only.

We propose a new class of MUD solutions for DL multi-
cellular interference-limited CDMA-based MIMO systems.
These new solutions are all DL variants of the previously pre-
sented interference subspace rejection (ISR) technique [30]
and are therefore referred to as DLISR. The DLISR vari-
ants do not rely on prior knowledge of the interference and
its properties (e.g., modulation, coding scheme, and con-
nection type). Nor do they attempt to estimate the SF and
modulation of the interference. DLISR takes advantage of
a concept we denote by virtual interference rejection (VIR)
combined with a new OVSF code allocation scheme de-
noted dynamic power-assisted channelization code alloca-
tion (DACCA). VIR reduces complexity in the receiver by
attacking interference at a low SF. DACCA provides informa-
tion to the terminal about the location of interference in the
OVSF code-space. DLISR does not necessarily require VIR
and DACCA. However, when combined with these new con-
cepts, DLISR provides very high performance at very low

1System capacity is a measure of the total system capacity. Shannon ca-
pacity is a measure of the single link spectral efficiency.

complexity. As a benchmark, we consider the PIC [16, 17]
with soft decision (PIC-SD), which can also exploit the VIR
and DACCA techniques.

Performance of MUD detectors heavily relies on the dis-
tribution of interference. For instance, MUD typically offers
very significant performance gains if the interference arrives
from one strong source. However, if interference arrives from
numerous weaker sources, MUD performance approaches
SUD performance. In order to provide convincing results
with regards to real-world applications, it follows that inter-
ference must be modelled realistically. We have therefore im-
plemented a precise model as shown in Figure 1. First we es-
tablish a realistic realization of the interference using a radio-
network simulator (RNS); then this information is used for
the link-level simulations to assess the BER for DLISR, PIC-
SD, and the SUD. Repeating the cycle many times and com-
bining the results, we arrive at system-level capacity esti-
mates. Our link-level simulator makes assumptions very sim-
ilar to those in W-CDMA standards. We do not rely on any a
priori knowledge of the channel; instead we employ the STAR
receiver [22] to estimate the channel. Simulations show that
our new MUD consistently offers a gain of at least 3 dB over
SUD based on maximal ratio combining (MRC) for QPSK
and as much as 6.5–8.1 dB for 16 QAM. Our solution demon-
strates a linear growth in Erlang capacities with the number
of receiving antennas.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. Most
importantly, we propose a new solution for DL MIMO MUD
in CDMA-based systems. We present the concepts of VIR and
DACCA to allow for effective operation of DLISR and to re-
duce the complexity at the receiver significantly. Finally, we
propose an RNS to generate realistic realizations of the inter-
ference in the DL MIMO system.

The paper is organized as follows. We present our link-
level signal model in Section 2. In Section 3, we derive DLISR
and introduce DACCA and VIR. The RNS is presented in
Section 4. Then our system-level simulation results are pre-
sented in Section 5. Finally, our conclusions are given in
Section 6.

2. LINK-LEVEL SIGNAL MODEL

In this section, we discuss the link-level signal model and
discuss briefly basic estimation issues. The radio-network
model, which is important for the quality of our simulation
results, is presented later in Section 4. Section 2.1 presents
an overview of the MIMO model, Section 2.2 provides the
mathematical model of the signals, and finally, Section 2.3
considers estimation of the basic parameters.

2.1. Overview of the MIMO model

We consider a DL MIMO CDMA system as illustrated in
Figure 2. Let (u, v) denote the user with index u = 1, . . . ,Uv

connected to the cell with index v = 1, . . . ,NCELLS. We de-
fine a cell as one site sector, that is, a three-sector site has
three cells. Uv is the number of users connected to the cell
with index v and NCELLS is the number of cells considered.
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Radio-network layer:
- Topology
- Site design
- Traffic
- Blocking
- Dynamic range

· · ·

Physical layer:

- Chip rate
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- Power control

· · ·
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SUD (MRC) or MUD (ISR) detection
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Link-level results (BER) are stored and
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Figure 1: Organization of operations for radio-network and link-level simulations.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of an MT ×MR MIMO transceiver structure with emphasis on transmitter and channel.

Let b(u,v)
enc (t) represent a BPSK stream of encoded information

bits. The encoded data bits are modulated according to the
modulation scheme (we consider QPSK and 16-QAM in this
paper) and scaled by the desired transmit amplitude ψ(u,v)(t).
The stream of modulated channel symbols are switched to
one of NG groups such that the user (u, v) is assigned to the

group g(u,v). The modulated symbols are then spread by a
user-specific channelization code, increasing the rate by the
SF, L = T/Tc, where T is the time duration of one modu-
lated symbol and Tc is the chip duration. The channeliza-

tion code is defined as c(u,v)
ch (t) = c(g(u,v),i(u,v))(t), where i(u,v)

is the index to one of the codes of the group. Assignment
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of groups and channelization codes are discussed below. We
add a pilot unique to each group scaled by the desired pilot
amplitude, that is, πv

g (t) = ψv
π(t)c

g,v
π (t), where (ψv

π(t))2 is the

desired pilot power and c
v,g
π (t) is a PN code unique to the

group. Finally the cell-specific scrambling code cvsc(t) is ap-
plied to yield the group-specific signal Gg(t), g = 1, . . . ,NG.
The NG groups of signals, organized in the vector Gv(t) =
[Gv

1(t)T , . . . ,Gv
NG

(t)T]T , are next spatially mapped onto MT

antennas by the MT ×NG-dimensional matrix M to arrive at
the MT-dimensional signal, Av(t) = MGv(t). Av(t) is trans-
mitted over the channel Hv(t) and received by the mobile
unit with MR antennas. If M has full rank, the groups are
mapped orthogonally in space onto the transmitting anten-
nas. Orthogonal spatial mapping is possible as long as the
condition (MT ≥ NG) is satisfied. In this paper, we assume
that MT = NG and therefore the Hadamard matrix is use-
ful. The Hadamard matrix ensures both orthogonal trans-
mission in space and equal distribution of power between
the transmitting antennas.2 If a different delay Dm is em-
ployed at each transmitting antenna, we obtain time diver-
sity. This may be attractive in low-diversity situations, but
in a typical multipath channel possibly with multiple receive
antennas, the sufficient diversity is available and extra time
diversity may degrade performance because channel identi-
fication is made more difficult [31] (see also footnote 16).
In our simulations, we consider multipath mostly with an-
tenna diversity reception and therefore we have used Dm = 0.
Simulations (not shown herein) have demonstrated that us-
ing different antenna delays generally results in the same or
slightly worse performance when multipath propagation is
considered.

We now return to the concepts of grouping and channel-
ization-code design. Channelization codes are grouped into
NG groups with L codes in each group. The purpose of
grouping is to allow for user capacities beyond the SF. Each
group will contain channelization codes unique to the group.
Codes are correlated between groups but mutually uncor-
related within groups. The spatial mapping M serves to
separate groups further by assigning orthogonal spatial sig-
natures at transmission. Users are assigned a group and a
channelization code pair (g(u,v), i(u,v)) on a first-come first-
serve basis in the following order: (g, i) = (1, 1), (1, 2), . . . ,
(1,L), (2, 1), . . . , (NG,L). Let Gg denote the set of channel-
ization codes in group g. By wise definitions of the code
groups, intragroup (preferably orthogonal) as well as in-
tergroup correlations are controlled. It is noteworthy that
since the same scrambling code is used across groups, cross-
correlation properties, once set by proper choice of channel-
ization code sets, are preserved after scrambling. As an exam-
ple, we consider the following two groups of SF = 4 channel-

2We use Hadamard matrices with a power-2 number of transmit anten-
nas. Otherwise, with an arbitrary number of transmit antennas, we resort to
orthogonal Vandermonde-structured matrices. Current investigations sug-
gest significant advantages due to exploitation of such spatial mapping ma-
trices when combined with closed-loop PC and MIMO transmit diversity
[31].

ization codes:

G1 :
[
c1,1, c1,2, c1,3, c1,4] =




+1
+1
+1
+1

 ,


+1
−1
+1
−1

 ,


+1
+1
−1
−1

 ,


+1
−1
−1
+1


 ;

G2 :
[
c2,1, c2,2, c2,3, c2,4] =




+1
−1
+1
+1

 ,


+1
+1
+1
−1

 ,


+1
−1
−1
−1

 ,


+1
+1
−1
+1


 .
(1)

Intragroup correlations are zero for both groups and inter-
group correlations are always −6 dB (relatively). Using these
code groups as a baseline, we can easily derive an OVSF tree
for both groups (see [29]). It is easy to show that intergroup
correlations reduce with higher SFs. For SF lower than four
some code pairs will have nonzero correlation. Lower SFs
must therefore be employed in practice with extra coordi-
nation between groups. In this example, the two code groups
have been rotated by 45◦ with respect to each other.

2.2. Multiuser multicell downlink signal model

We now present a mathematical formulation of the received
signal. A useful diagram is shown in Figure 3. We consider
the DL of a cellular CDMA system, where the mobile is
equipped with an antenna array of MR sensors. At time t,
the observation vector received at the antenna array of MR

sensors at the mobile terminal can be defined as follows:

X(t) =


X1(t)

...
XMR(t)

 = NCELLS∑
v=1

Xv(t) + N(t), (2)

where

Xv(t) =
Uv∑
u=1

X (u,v)(t) +
NG∑
g=1

X
g,v
π (t) (3)

is the signal arriving from the vth cell, X (u,v)(t) is the con-
tribution from the (u, v)th user, X

g,v
π (t) is the pilot signal of

the gth group of the vth cell, and N(t) is the thermal noise
assumed to be uncorrelated additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN).

The contribution of the (u, v)th user, X(u,v)(t), to the re-
ceived signal X(t) is given by

X (u,v)(t) =
MT∑
m=1

Hv
m(t)⊗ A(u,v)

m (t), (4)

where Hv
m(t), m = 1, . . . ,MT , is the MR-dimensional channel

vector from the mth transmitting antenna to the receiving

antenna array with MR sensors, and A(u,v)
m (t), m = 1, . . . ,MT ,

is the contribution of the (u, v)th user to the signal transmit-
ted at the mth antenna. Each dimension corresponds to one
transmit antenna. The total transmitted signal arriving from
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Figure 3: Network-level signal diagram.

the (u, v)th user is defined as follows:

A(u,v)(t) =


A(u,v)

1 (t)
...

A(u,v)
MT

(t)

 =MG(u,v)(t) (5)

with

G(u,v)(t) =


...

G(u,v)
g (t)

...

 ,

G(u,v)
g (t) =

ψu,v(t)cu,v(t)b(u,v)(t) if (u, v) ∈ Gg ,

0 if (u, v) /∈ Gg ,

(6)

where (ψ(u,v)(t))
2

is the power, c(u,v)(t) = c(u,v)
ch (t)c(u,v)

sc (t) is
the spreading code (channelization code + scrambling code),
and b(u,v)(t) denotes the modulated symbols. For lack of
space, we do not detail the contribution of the pilots to the
received signal, but it follows the pattern of (4), (5), and (6)

by replacing X (u,v)(t) by X (u,v)
π (t), A(u,v)(t) by A(u,v)

π (t), and

G(u,v)(t) by G(u,v)
π (t), respectively.

We adopt the common assumption that the channel re-
sponse can be modeled as a tapped delay line with Rayleigh-
faded tap gains [32]. The MR-dimensional channel response
vector from the transmitting cell to the mobile unit with MR

antenna elements is therefore given as follows:

Hv(t) =


...

Hv
m(t)
...

 , m = 1, . . . ,MT (7)

with

Hv
m(t)=LLOSS

P∑
p=1

hvm,p(t)εvp(t)δ
(
t−τvp−Dm

)
, m=1, . . . ,MT ,

(8)

where δ(t) is the Dirac delta function, τvp(t) ∈ [0,T) are the
multipath time delays for p = 1, . . . ,P. Note that the phys-
ical path delays are the same for all receiving antennas but
delay differences may optionally be imposed at transmission.
hvm,p(t) = [hv1,m,p(t), . . . ,hvMR,m,p(t)]T is the unit-norm prop-
agation vector, εvp(t)2, p = 1, . . . ,P, are the power fractions

along each path such that
∑P

p=1 ε
v
p(t)2 .= 1, Dm is an addi-

tional transmit delay associated with each transmit antenna,
and LLOSS is the path loss. In practice, LLOSS is largely com-
pensated by power control and we therefore fix it to unity in
what follows. Note that this implies that the expected gain of
Hv

m(t) is one (by definition).
At reception, the MR-dimensional received signal is first

filtered by the pulse-matched filter, then sampled and framed
into observation vectors containing Q consecutive symbols
of the desired user (the signal is first down converted in re-
ality). We define the preprocessing step through the function
P , V = P (U(t),n) : CMR×1 → CMR(QL+L∆)×1 as follows (see
[30] for more details):

Uφ(t) = 1
Tc

∫
U(t + t′)φ(t′)dt′,

V =
[
Uφ
(
nT + aTc

)T
,Uφ

(
nT + (a + 1)Tc

)T
, . . . ,

Uφ
(
nT +

(
a + QL + L∆ − 1

)
Tc
)T]T

,

(9)

where L∆ is an extra margin to account for the delay spread,
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φ(t) is the square-root raised-cosine shaping pulse, and a is
an offset that guarantees that the targeted symbols nQ + k,
k = 0, . . . ,Q − 1, occur within the duration of the observa-
tion frame. Without loss of generality, we set a = 0 in what
follows. With this definition, we can now define the prepro-
cessed observation as

Yn =
NCELLS∑
v=1

Uv∑
u=1

ψ(u,v)
n Y (u,v)

n

+
NCELLS∑
v=1

NG∑
g=1

ψ
g,v
π,nY

g,v
π,n + Npwn

n ,

(10)

where Yn = P (X(t),n), Y (u,v)
n = P (X (u,v)(t)/ψ(u,v)(t),n),

Y
g,v
π,n = P (X

g,v
π (t)/ψ

g,v
π (t),n), Npwn

n = P (N(t),n), and ψ(u,v)
n

= ψ(u,v)(nQT). Y (u,v)
n is to be understood as the contribution

of the (u, v)th user to the nth observation. It is useful to de-
compose its contributions as follows:

ψ(u,v)
n Y (u,v)

n = ψ(u,v)
n

∑
k′
b(u,v)
nQ+k′Y

(u,v)
k′,n , (11)

and Y (u,v)
k′,n is to be understood as the signature of the nQ +

k′th symbol. We next define the user (d, vd) as the desired
user (vd denotes the best server of user d) and let gd denote
the group to which the user is assigned. We now isolate the
desired signal and pilot in (10) from intersymbol interference
(ISI) and in-cell/out-cell MAI as follows:

Yn = b(d,vd)
nQ+kψ

(d,vd)
n Y (d,vd)

k,n︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal

+ψ
gd ,vd
π,n Y

gd ,vd
π,n︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired pilot

+ I(d,vd)
π,n︸ ︷︷ ︸

pilot interference

+ I(d,vd)
ISI,k,n︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISI

+

Uvd∑
u=1,u�=d

I(u,vd)
n︸ ︷︷ ︸

in-cell MAI

+
NCELLS∑

v=1, v�=vd

Uv∑
u=1

I(u,v)
n︸ ︷︷ ︸

out-cell MAI

+Npwd
n︸ ︷︷ ︸

AWGN

,

(12)

where with reference to (11), we have

I(d,vd)
ISI,k,n =

∑
k′�=k

ψ(u,v)
n b(u,v)

nQ+k′Y
(d,vd)
k′,n ,

I(u,v)
n =

∑
k′
ψ(u,v)
n b(u,v)

nQ+k′Y
(u,v)
k′,n ,

Id,vd
π,n =

NCELLS∑
v=1

NG∑
g=1

ψ
g,v
π,nY

g,v
π,n − ψ

gd ,vd
π,n Y

gd ,vd
π,n .

(13)

2.3. Basic parameter estimation principles

In our simulations, we estimate every parameter as needed
with no prior information assumed known to the receiver.
To estimate the multipath delays and the multipath gains, we
employ a variant of the STAR receiver [22] as discussed in
Section 2.3.1. MRC data detection (used by the SUD consid-
ered herein), power estimation, and signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) estimation for PC are then discussed
in Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3, and 2.3.4, respectively.

2.3.1. STAR: the spatio-temporal array-receiver

We employ a variant of the STAR receiver [22] which mainly
differs in the despreading operation. Instead of using the
code of the desired user for despreading, we employ a more
generalized code for despreading. We consider multicodes to
represent one cooperative code for despreading, which is a
combination of concatenating codes in time (i.e., consecutive
symbols by data remodulation) and combining over chan-
nels. For the channel of the desired user, we combine the pi-
lot code with the data remodulated spreading code over Q
consecutive symbols. For other channels, we employ only the
pilot for channel identification with STAR.

2.3.2. MRC beamforming and data detection

The signal component s(u,v)
nQ+k = ψ(u,v)

n b(u,v)
nQ+k contains sufficient

statistics for the estimation of both data and power. The sig-
nal component can be estimated by MRC which is optimal
in white noise. With reference to (12), the MRC combiner
for the k′th symbol of user (u, v) is as follows:

W (u,v)
MRC,k′,n =

Y (u,v)
k′,n∥∥Y (u,v)
k′,n

∥∥2 , k′ = 0, . . . ,Q − 1, (14)

and then the signal component is estimated as

ŝ(u,v)
nQ+k′ =W (u,v),H

MRC,k′,nYn. (15)

A beamformer for the pilots can be defined accordingly. Note
that we use the term beamformer because WMRC,k′,n works
in both space and time. The transmitted symbol is estimated
as the symbol in the signal constellation which is the closest

to b̂(u,v)
nQ+k = ŝ(u,v)

nQ+k/ψ̂
(u,v)
n , where ψ̂(u,v)

n is the estimated power
(Section 2.3.3).

2.3.3. Power estimation

We consider two different power estimators. The first estima-
tor first estimates the amplitude

ψ̂(u,v)
n

= αψ̂(u,v)
n−1 + (1− α)

1
Q
�
{ Q−1∑

k′=0

(
b̂(u,v)
nQ+k′

)H
ŝ(u,v)
nQ+k′ /

∣∣b̂(u,v)
nQ+k′

∣∣},

(16)

where α is a forgetting factor. The power estimate is then
found by squaring the amplitude estimate. The second es-
timator estimates the power directly:

(
ψ̂(u,v)
n

)2 = α
(
ψ̂(u,v)
n−1

)2
+ (1− α)

1
Q

Q−1∑
k′=0

∣∣ŝ(u,v)
nQ+k′

∣∣2
. (17)

The latter is biased because it effectively estimates the com-
bined signal and interference noise power. The estimator in
(16) has less bias and is more accurate because the filtering
appears before the squaring; but it requires that the decision
feedback (DF) is decent. The estimator of (17) is useful to
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Table 1: Definition of the constraint matrix of each mode. (Each generic column Ĉ j,n is normalized to one.)

ISR mode Ĉn =
[
. . . , Ĉ j,n, . . .

]
Nc (number of constraints)

Hypotheses (H) (constraint/symbol/interferer)
[
. . . , Ŷ

i

k,n, . . .
]

(Q + 2)NI

Realizations (R) (constraint/interferer)

[
. . . ,

Q∑
k=−1

b̂inQ+kŶ
i

k,n, . . .

]
NI

Total realization (TR) (constraint/total MAI)

[ NI∑
i=1

ψ̂i
n

∑Q

k=−1
b̂inQ+kŶ

i

k,n

]
1

estimate the power of the interference (where decision feed-
back is difficult), whereas the estimator of (16) is used for the
desired pilot and data signal.

2.3.4. SINR estimation

The PC command is determined by comparing the SINR es-
timate at the receiver with the target SINR. We use the fol-
lowing estimator for the SINR:

γ̂(d,vd)
n =

(
ψ̂(d,vd)
n

σ̂ (d,vd)
n

)2

, (18)

where ψ̂(d,vd)
n results from (16) and σ̂ (d,vd)

n is an estimator for
the postcombined noise, which is obtained by estimating the
total received power (of all users) after combining and then
subtracting the estimated power of the desired user.

3. DOWNLINK INTERFERENCE SUBSPACE REJECTION

Our main contribution is a new efficient and cost-effective
MUD solution for DL MIMO, DLISR. DLISR is based on
ISR previously presented for UL systems [30]. It incorpo-
rates new variants of ISR modes which are specially suited
for the more problematic DL case. In particular, DLISR em-
ploys VIR, which involves rejection of virtual users instead
of physical users. VIR has many benefits especially when it is
combined with DACCA. Neither VIR nor DACCA are indis-
pensable for DLISR; however, capacity gains and especially
complexity reductions are achieved when combined. We next
review ISR in Section 3.1. Then we define DACCA and VIR
and introduce DLISR. Finally, we discuss the attractive com-
plexity features of our new solutions.

3.1. Review of ISR

In this section, we provide an overview of ISR. For a more
complete picture, see [30]. The basic ISR recipe is to form
a constraint matrix Ĉ with a column span which spans the
estimated interference subspace. In a second step, the ob-
servation is mapped away from the interference subspace
spanned by Ĉ by constrained spatio-temporal projection;
thereby, MAI and ISI are reduced significantly. The desired
signal can then be estimated by conventional beamforming,3

for example, MRC.

3We use the term beamforming because our solution works in space and
time. However, the term filter-combiner could equally well be used.

The projection and combining steps can also be car-
ried out in a single beamforming step. The ISR beamformer

W (d,vd)
k,n , k = 0, . . . ,Q − 1, is defined by

Qn =
(

ĈH
n Ĉn

)−1
, (19)

Πn = INT − ĈnQnĈH
n , (20)

W (d,vd)
k,n = ΠnŶ

(d,vd)
k,n

Ŷ
(d,vd)H

k,n ΠnŶ
(d,vd)
k,n

, (21)

where INT denotes an NT × NT identity matrix, and NT =
MR(QL + L∆) is the total space-time dimension. First, we
form the projector Πn orthogonal to the constraint matrix

Ĉn. Second, we project the estimated response vector Ŷ
(d,vd)
k,n

and normalize it to yield the ISR beamformer W (d,vd)
k,n .

3.1.1. ISR modes

The ISR modes differ in the construction of the constraint
matrix. Table 1 defines the constraint matrix of each mode
when considering only MAI rejection and a pedagogical il-
lustration is provided in Figure 4 which links the modes to
the composition of the constraint matrix. In the table, NI
denotes the number of interfering signals to be rejected, and
i is the index to a subset of MAI signals which we strive to re-
ject. Note that for simplicity, Table 1 defines the composition
of the constraint matrix when only MAI is rejected, but it is
easily generalized to also incorporate ISI rejection by adding
columns of the estimated ISI. Of the modes previously pre-
sented, three merit discussion here.

In the ISR-hypothesis mode (ISR-H), every symbol sig-
nature4 of the selected interfering users is rejected individu-
ally. This mode does not require DF. If the channel is known,
selected interfering users can be rejected perfectly but the
white noise is enhanced. ISR-H was found to perform poorly
on the UL because of the large noise enhancement associ-
ated with the many constraints [30]. Its application to the
DL, however, is more appealing due to the adverse near-far
situations there as we will witness later.

In the ISR-realizations mode (ISR-R), we do not form a
null constraint for each symbol signature of each interfering
user. Instead, we reconstruct the sequence of symbols over

4“Symbol signature” is understood as the unmodulated symbol.
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H-mode: Ĉn =

Modulate
and add

R-mode: Ĉn =

Scale with amplitude
and add

TR-mode: Ĉn =

Figure 4: Relation between H, R, and TR modes can be illustrated
from the composition of the constraint matrix.

the duration of the observation frame. The R mode there-
fore requires DF. These decisions are obtained from MRC-
based decisions (Section 2.3.2). The number of constraints is
reduced with ISR-R giving less white noise enhancement at
the cost of reduced near-far resistance.

In the ISR-total realization (ISR-TR) mode, we recon-
struct interference using DF as in the R mode, then we add
the reconstructed interfering users scaled by their estimated
amplitudes to form one constraint only. ISR-TR, in addition
to DF, also requires power estimates (Section 2.3.3). The TR
mode has negligible white noise enhancement but also the
worst near-far resistance.

Before we introduce the proposed application of ISR to
the DL (DLISR) in Section 3.4, we will present DACCA and
VIR in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

3.2. DACCA

We propose a strategy for channelization code allocation of
user data channels at the base station, which we denote by
DACCA. With DACCA, the base station dynamically reas-
signs channelization codes to the users at a low rate with the
aim of concentrating energy in the left-hand side of the OVSF
tree. We propose a simple metric for code assignment as the
product between each user’s output power and SF, denoted
by the power-SF product (PSFP) in the following.5 DACCA
is illustrated in Figure 5a. The aim is to fill the OVSF tree
from left to right subject to the PSFP of users. The desired
outcome is a concentration of power at the left-hand side of
the OVSF tree. Figure 6 shows the probabilistic origin of the
interference for a random mobile in a network. The distribu-
tions were obtained with the aid of the RNS to be presented
in Section 4 and corresponds to a soft-blocking rate (SBR)
(see Section 4.2) of 20%, processing gain (PG) of 16, and an
offered traffic of TOFF = 4 Erl. In this paper, the PG is defined
as the SF, L, multiplied by the number of receive antennas,
that is, PG = MRL. Otherwise, the assumptions specified in
Section 5.2.1 apply. We observe that most of the interference
is generated by just a few users. For example, 30% of the total
interference arrives from the strongest in-cell interferer and
the sum of only two interferers accounts for almost half the
interference. With DACCA, therefore, most of the interfer-
ence power can be concentrated in a relatively small portion
of the OVSF code space. It is the pronounced near-far situa-
tions on the DL which make DACCA especially interesting.

Dynamic code assignment and reassignment strategies
have previously been considered in [33, 34]. The goal in pre-
vious works was to reduce code blocking and limit the code
reassignment rate. Instead, the purpose of DACCA is to pro-
vide the mobile with a priori knowledge on where to look for
interference and at the same time concentrating the inter-
ference energy in a small portion of the OVSF tree. DACCA
shares some similarities with the strategy denoted “leftmost”
in [34], namely, users are assigned to the leftmost available
code in the OVSF tree. DACCA imposes additional restric-
tions because it both strives to assign the leftmost codes and
at the same time to achieve the best possible concentration
of power at the left-hand side of the OVSF tree. Therefore,
DACCA will exacerbate the probability of code blocking and
more frequent code reassignments must be performed by
UTRAN (UMTS terrestrial radio access network). The need
for frequent reassignment is satisfied by reassigning codes at
a low rate of 75 Hz in our simulations. Regarding code block-
ing, previous results [34] indicate that a load (i.e., number
of OVSF codes in use divided by the SF) of 50% yields a
code-blocking rate less than 1%. Comparing this blocking
with the loads we can achieve (see Section 5) and the SBR
on the air interface, it is reasonable to deem code blocking

5In practice, the assignment rule should be more complex because not
all SFs are equally probable and because assigned codes mutually preclude
each other; for example, assignment of a high SF code blocks any parents
of that code to be assigned. This issue is irrelevant for this work because we
consider only one SF for all users in our simulations.
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SF = 4

SF = 8

SF = 16

Cch(2, 1)

Cch(4, 1)
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Cch(2, 2)

Cch(4, 4)
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Cch(16, 16)

Higher power-SF
product (PSFP)

Lower power-SF
product (PSFP)

(a)

SF = 4

SF = 8

SF = 16

SF = 32
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Cch(16, 1) Cch(16, 3)

Cch(32, 3)

Cch(64, 7) Cch(64, 8)

(b)

Figure 5: DACCA and VIR illustrated. (a) In DACCA, users are assigned channelization codes according to their PSFP. (b) Interference
rejection is aimed at a low SF when VIR is employed.
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Figure 6: Relative power of interferers arriving from different
sources. 1 In-cell is the strongest in-cell interferer, 1@1 neighbor
is the strongest interference from first-tier neighbors.

to be a minor drawback of DACCA. Note that DACCA does
not conflict with 3G standards because channelization codes
can be allocated almost freely by UTRAN. Only the primary
CPICH and the primary CCPCH have predefined channel-
ization codes [29].

3.3. Virtual interference rejection

VIR involves rejection of interference targeting a channel-
ization code with low SF (rejection SF (RSF)) although no
physical users may be assigned this code. VIR is particularly
interesting in the context of OVSF trees [29]. The idea is to
target one or more virtual channelization codes with low RSF
LR and reject these codes as if they were physical users. The
advantage is that any offspring (in the OVSF tree) from the
rejected virtual code is also rejected; therefore, multiple in-

terfering users are rejected, targeting only a few virtual chan-
nelization codes.

It is noteworthy that VIR targets the channelization
codes. In practice, the channelization codes are repeated at
the rate LRTc, scrambled by the scrambling code and fil-
tered by the channel response. A mathematical formulation
of VIR is provided in [35]; here we will provide an example
of VIR. Consider the segment of an OVSF tree starting at an
SF of 8 shown in Figure 5b. Codes that are circled are in ac-
tive use. Consider the virtual channelization code cch(8, 1),
marked with an “x.” We reconstruct all required segments6

of cch(8, 1), apply the appropriate scrambling code, and filter
them by the estimated channel response. Then we reject all
reconstructed segments. It then follows that all descendants
are rejected irrespective of their SF and modulation; that is,
the interferer with SF = 16 assigned to code cch(16, 1), the
code with SF = 32 assigned to cch(32, 3), and the one with an
SF of L = 64 assigned to cch(64, 7), respectively, are all re-
jected. The code cch(64, 8) is rejected although it is not active
and the code cch(16, 3) is active but not rejected. Preferably,
codes that are not active should not be rejected.

When VIR is combined with DACCA, cancelling the left-
most code at any RSF ideally causes the highest possible frac-
tion of the interference to be rejected. The efficiency of VIR
is, therefore, enhanced when DACCA is used. If DACCA is
not employed, the RSF must be higher to minimize the num-
ber of rejected inactive codes. This will increase complexity
significantly (see Section 3.5) and possibly degrade perfor-
mance.

An idea similar to VIR was considered in [28]; however,
the targeted SFs were very high SFs instead of very low SFs
like in VIR. The idea there is that one interferer at a low SF is
equivalent to numerous high SF virtual users. With VIR, the

6Required segments means those segments which will have contributions
within the current observation frame. If the delay spread is low, there are
approximately QL/LR + 1 contributing segments per targeted virtual code
(including two edge symbols).
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Figure 7: Proposed DLISR receiver structure. ÑCELLS ≤ NCELLS is the number of (virtual) interferers selected for rejection.

Table 2: Important characteristics of new ISR variants for DL MIMO.

Feature Requires Knows int. Knows Knows int. Applicable to Knows int.
strategy DACCA? codes? int. SF? modulation? PS/CS int.? coding?

ISR-H-FC Yes No No No Yes No

ISR-H-BC No1,2 No No No Yes3 No

ISR-R-SD No1,2 No No No Yes3 No

PIC-SD No1,2 No No No Yes3 No

MRC No No No No Yes No
1Performance gain with DACCA.
2Complexity reduction with DACCA.
3Possible performance penalty for PS.

idea is opposite: one low SF code constitutes many interferers
assigned to physical OVSF codes of higher SFs.

3.4. DLISR

Compared to the UL, DL MUD is characterized by a lack of
information regarding the interference. A mobile generally
has no knowledge of the interfering users’ codes, modula-
tion, connection type, and coding. This information is only
available for the pilots and the desired signal. Therefore, the
interference rejection is conveniently split into two steps: in
the first step, we remove the MAI and in the second step,
we remove the ISI and the pilots as shown in Figure 7. The
TR mode has shown excellent performance in [30] with the
lowest possible complexity. Therefore, the TR mode is well
suited for application in the second step regardless of the so-
lution applied in the first step. For lack of space, we disregard
further details and focus on the more important first step in
the following. Improved near-far resistant channel estima-
tion [36] may be achieved by using the near-far resistant ob-
servation YΠ,n = ΠnYn (see (20)) offered as an intermediate
step according to Figure 7. It is therefore natural to use YΠ,n

for the purpose of channel identification because it is offered
without additional complexity. In the following, we present
three variants of DLISR. Two variants based on ISR-H and
are denoted by DLISR-H with fixed constraints (DLISR-H-
FC) and DLISR-H with best constraints (DLISR-H-BC), re-
spectively. The final variant is based on the R mode with soft
decision and is denoted by DLISR-R-SD. For the purpose of
comparison, we also consider the PIC-SD. Important prop-
erties of the DLISR variants, PIC-SD, and MRC are summa-
rized in Table 2.

3.4.1. DLISR-H-FC

DLISR-H-FC is the simplest of all variants. The idea is to
blindly reject the same OVSF code subspace according to a
fixed strategy. Obviously, this mode is relevant only when
DACCA is employed.

Whenever a virtual-user code is rejected, white noise is
enhanced. It can be shown that if the spreading is real, the
noise enhancement is given as follows:7

κ � NT − 2
NT − 2−Nc

, (22)

where Nc is the number of interfering signals to be rejected.
The observation frame with dimension NT = MR(QL + L∆)
(see (10)) spans (QL + L∆)/LR segments of the targeted code
with SF LR. Due to asynchronism and multipath propaga-
tion, additional symbols will contribute at the edges. Assum-
ing that the delay spread is insignificant, it follows that the
number of constraints in (22) is Nc � �(QL + L∆)/LR� + 1.

Using (22) and the probabilistic distribution of interfer-
ence (see Figure 6), we can identify a solution that optimizes
the trade-off between noise enhancement and interference
reduction. Table 3 lists the relative reduction of interference
and noise enhancement for different strategies. The first row

7If we strive to reject a subspace with dimension Nc contained within
the total dimension NT , a fraction of the desired signal energy is rejected
as well. It is reasonable to assume that this fraction is approximately (NT −
Nc)/NT . Therefore, the noise compared to the desired signal is enhanced by
NT/(NT−Nc). A more accurate development of (22) will be shown in a later
contribution.
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Table 3: Choosing the best strategy.

Number of interferers to reject
(in-cell/neighbor 1/neighbor 2) 1/0/0 2/0/0 3/0/0 3/1/0 4/1/0 4/2/0 4/2/1 4/3/1

Interference reduction (dB) 1.53 2.64 3.47 4.41 5.11 5.83 6.42 6.98

Noise enhancement (dB) 0.32 0.66 1.04 1.46 1.91 2.43 3.01 3.67

Net gain (dB) 1.20 1.97 2.43 2.95 3.19 3.40 3.41 3.31

Table 4: Complexity estimates of ISR variants in Mops.

Task DLISR-H-FC DLISR-H-BC DLISR-R-SD PIC-SD MRC Comment

STAR 300 300 300 300 300 100 Mops per channel [37]

Reconstruct, Ŷ
(u,v)
nQ+k 259 363 363 311 0 —

CHYn 61 61 31 0 0
C has higher dimension for H-variants
but it is sparse

Q = CHC 246 246 61 0 0 —

Q−1CHYn 282 282 1 0 0 —

Margin 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% —

Total Mops at RSF = 8 1607 1753 1058 855 420 Appropriate when DACCA is employed

Total Mops at RSF = 16 4185 4476 1800 1218 420 —

Total Mops at RSF = 32 13728 14308 3828 1944 420 Appropriate when DACCA is absent

identifies the interferers rejected, for example, 2/1/0 means
the two strongest in-cell virtual users plus the strongest out-
cell user of the neighbor cell with the strongest pilot chan-
nel. In the second row, the noise enhancement is computed
according to (22). The net gain peaks at 3.41 dB suggesting
that the best strategy is to reject 4 in-cell virtual users, 2 vir-
tual users from the strongest neighbor, and one virtual user
from the second strongest neighbor. In reality, the strategy
(which is fixed) should be selected according to the highest
load during busy hour. This ensures optimal performance at
peak load and always satisfactory performance at lower loads.

3.4.2. DLISR-H-BC

In the DLISR-H-BC variant, we estimate the power in the
virtual subspace of the serving cell and all cells in the neigh-
bor list. The power is estimated subject to the RSF which may
represent many virtual users. The best constraints are com-
puted along the same lines as in Table 3, but the interference
reduction is based on the estimated power and not the statis-
tical mean. This version hence adapts easily to fast fading and
will attempt to reject interference most efficiently. This strat-
egy therefore ensures that we always follow an optimal rejec-
tion strategy, provided that the powers are estimated prop-
erly and the update is done frequently.

DLISR-H-BC is more complex than DLISR-H-FC be-
cause it needs to probe the interference subspace and has
to decide which constraints to reject for best performance.
It can, however, work in the absence of DACCA although
DACCA simplifies probing. In the absence of DACCA, in-
terference is not generally concentrated at a low SF virtual
code; it may therefore be necessary to probe the OVSF tree
at higher RSF levels. This increases complexity and reduces
the accuracy of probing because a few strong sources can be
estimated more reliably than many weak sources.

3.4.3. DLISR-R-SD

In this variant, we reconstruct the virtual users using soft
decision. Working at a low RSF, the Nv OVSF virtual codes
which contain most power are selected. These codes are re-
constructed as virtual users’ signals, and soft decision esti-
mates based on MRC estimation are used. Note that hard de-
cision FB is not usually an option on the DL and the fact that
one virtual code is the contribution of many physical inter-
fering users makes hard decision even more complicated.

3.4.4. PIC-SD

As a benchmark, we consider the PIC [16, 17] with SD
FB, and denote it by PIC-SD. We follow the same steps as
for DLISR-R-SD; but the reconstructed interference is sub-
tracted instead of nulled. Obviously, PIC-SD, like DLISR,
takes advantage of both VIR and DACCA to improve per-
formance and lower complexity.

3.5. Computational complexity of DLISR

We provide complexity estimates in Table 4 assuming VIR
with an RSF of 8 for all DLISR variants, PIC-SD, and MRC.
We have also listed results for an RSF of 16 and 32, respec-
tively. We have detailed the most demanding tasks and a mar-
gin of 40% has been added to account for all other opera-
tions not listed. We assume that RSF/2 virtual codes are re-
jected and that three cells are actively monitored. Complex-
ity is specified in Mops, where one operation is defined as
a complex multiply-add. The numbers are appropriate for
MR = 1. Roughly speaking, complexity is invariant to the
SF of the desired user, and grows linearly with the number
of receiving antennas. The results for RSF = 8 relate to the
situation where DACCA is employed (as in our later simu-
lations). When DACCA is not employed, an RSF of 8 is too
low. We simulated the leftmost and random code-allocation
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schemes, for which details are omitted for lack of space, and
found that an RSF of about 32 must be employed if the left-
most strategy is used instead of DACCA, and even higher RSF
must be employed if random code allocation is employed.

The complexity of the matrix inversion is very modest.
For the R-variant, it is negligible because the dimension is
only 4 (with RSF = 8). H-variants have higher complexities
associated with the inversion but, although not evident, there
are huge savings because Q is band diagonal as a result of VIR
(low RSF approach).8 PIC-SD does not require matrix inver-
sion and therefore has a complexity advantage over DLISR
which, however, is vanishing for low RSFs.

When VIR and DACCA are employed, the complexity of
our solution is moderate. Our MUD solutions require from
about 1.1 to 1.7 Gops. Today’s high-end signal processors
offer speeds of more than 10 Gops. A requirement of 1.1–
1.7 Gops is therefore reasonable for a mobile terminal appli-
cation where cost and power consumption must be kept low.
The feasibility becomes even more evident when compared
with SUD (STAR-MRC); our solution requires only about
2.5–4 times the complexity of SUD. Note that our SUD can-
didate, STAR [22] with MRC, is comparable in complexity
to the RAKE [37], which is used in current implementations.
DLISR-R-SD is less complex than the H-variants but the dif-
ference is only about 50% which is considered unimportant.

If DACCA is not employed, VIR is still applicable (and
should be used!) but it must target a higher RSF. This ex-
acts a significant complexity increase of about 4–8 times9

when comparing at RSF = 32 which as argued is a good
choice when DACCA is not employed. The complexity of the
R-variants is now four times less than the H-variants. It is
therefore in much favor of DLISR-R-SD when higher RSFs
are used.

4. RADIO-NETWORK SIMULATOR

The purpose of the RNS is to provide a realistic picture of the
distribution of the users and how they interfere with each
other. This information is then used for the link-level simu-
lations.

The RNS starts by uniformly populating users in a ho-
mogeneous cell grid which we name the test network. Us-
ing propagation estimates, it iteratively blocks users either
due to coverage or interference limitations. Once the net-
work arrives at a stable condition, the RNS outputs the re-
alized interference. A stable condition is characterized as one
where all users can achieve the required SINR without being
blocked (i.e., without exceeding the maximum power offered
by the base station cell). First, we provide a mathematical for-
mulation in Section 4.1. Then we outline the algorithm in
Section 4.2.

8When the columns of C are arranged appropriately. Note that ISR is
invariant to the arrangement of the columns of C.

9Values are in the high end. We feel confident that many computational
tricks can be exploited to reduce the complexity of reconstruction, and so
forth.

4.1. Network-level signal model

The mobile unit always strives to achieve a certain SINR
which is sufficient to provide a certain QoS. If the serving
cell is not able to supply the power required by a mobile, the
mobile is blocked. Below we define the link budget which is
useful to assess the SINR at the target mobile subject to trans-
mitted power, propagation loss, interference, and so forth.
First, we briefly discuss the propagation model which is es-
sential to the later considerations.

4.1.1. Propagation model

We consider the following simplified form of the Okumura-
Hata propagation model [38, 39]:

LPATH
(
u, vu

)
= L0 + 10KP log10

(
max

{
dist

(
u, vu

)
,d0

}
d0

)
+ ΓLNF,

(23)

where KP is the propagation exponent (typically 3.5–4 for
urban environments), L0 is an offset which relates to the
morphology, u = 1, . . . ,NU is the user index where NU is
the total number of users in the network attempting a call,
v = 1, . . . ,NCELLS is the cell index where NCELLS is the to-
tal number of cells, and dist(u, v) is the distance between
the mobile and the cell. Finally, ΓLNF models the log-normal
fading (LNF) and is assumed to be a normally distributed
random variable, that is, ΓLNF ∈ N{0, σ2

LNF}. Note that the
variables u, v, and NCELLS by definition are different from u,
v, and NCELLS first introduced in Section 2.1.10 Considering
that signals arriving from the same spatial direction will ex-
perience similar LNF, we introduce the following location-
dependent modeling of the LNF:

ΓLNF = XLNF cos(Θ) + YLNF sin(Θ), (24)

where Θ is the angle between the mobile and the cell, and
where XLNF, YLNF are independent zero-mean Gaussian dis-
tributed random variables with variance σ2

LNF.

4.1.2. Generic multicell multiuser link budgets

We define the set GB which contains the indices of all mobiles
which are blocked. If the mobile (u, v) is not blocked (i.e.,
(u, v) /∈ GB), we have

S(u, v) = POUT(u, v) + GT(u, v)

+ GR − ∆MARG(u, v)− LPATH(u, v) ⇐⇒ (25)

POUT(u, v) = S(u, v)−GT(u, v)−GR + ∆MARG(u, v)

+ LPATH(u, v),
(26)

where S is the signal strength at the input of the receiving

10For instance, (u, v) is the uth user connected to the vth cell. However, u
means the uth user in the network (possibly blocked).
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antenna,11 POUT is the power fed to the transmitting an-
tenna,12 GT and GR are the gains of the transmitting and re-
ceiving antennas, respectively, ∆MARG accounts for additional
engineering margins (e.g., PC margin), and LPATH is the path
loss between the serving cell and the user equipment defined
in (23). We assume that the mobile antenna gain is indepen-
dent of its location and GR is therefore location independent.

Let γREQ specify the required SINR in dB for a specified
QoS. We assume that the required target value is the same
for all mobiles.13 Assume that vu is the serving cell of the uth
mobile; then the required signal power at the input to the
receiver, say SREQ(u, vu), is given in dB as follows:

SREQ
(
u, vu

) = γREQ + 10 log10

(
N # + I#(u)

)
= γREQ + N + 10 log10

(
1 +

I#(u)
N #

)
,

(27)

where N is the user-independent thermal noise power, and
I(u) is the total MAI received at the mobile u to be defined in
(29). We use the # sign to differentiate a physical value from
its dB equivalent. We next combine (26) and (27) to find the
required transmitted power:

PREQ
(
u, vu

) = γREQ + N + 10 log10

(
1 +

I#(u)
N #

)
−GT

(
u, vu

)−GR + ∆MARG + LPATH(u, vu)
(28)

and can now define the received interference as follows:

I(u) = 10 log10

( ∑
u′�=u

10(PREQ(u′,vu)−KORTH−LLOSS(u′,vu))/10

+
∑
v′�=vu

∑
u′

10(PREQ(u′,v′)−LLOSS(u′,v′u))/10

)
+ 10 log10 (PG),

(29)

where KORTH is the orthogonality factor, a measure of the
orthogonality loss due to multipath propagation (a typical
value is 2 dB), and PG = LMR is the PG.

We define the best server vu of the mobile with index u as
the serving cell v′ which requires the lowest output power to
satisfy the SINR target:

vu = arg min
v′

{
PREQ(u, v′) | I(u) = 0

}
. (30)

This definition suggests that we consider the best server as
the cell with the strongest signal since the interference is as-
sumed zero. In handover situations, this may not be true be-
cause of hand-over hysteresis, congestion, or load balancing.
We also note that the best server, according to the definition

11We assume for simplicity that the reference point is the antenna con-
nector and avoid this way to consider feeder losses and so forth which are
immaterial for our purpose.

12The connector of the transmitting antenna is our reference point.
13In reality, the target value is determined by the outer-loop PC and dif-

fers, due to different channel conditions, slightly across mobiles which oth-
erwise require the same service.

used, may not be the best choice because of orthogonal trans-
mission, which implies that a weaker server may occasionally
have better effective SINR. If the best server cannot supply
the required power needed, the user is blocked. Blocking oc-
curs either due to coverage blocking (excessive path loss) or
interference blocking (excessive interference).

The size of the test network can be limited using
wraparound to mitigate the edge effect. To implement wrap-
around, we place nine virtual images of the test network in all
directions (south, south-east, east, and so forth). In the com-
putations, the image of a cell which gives the strongest signal
is chosen. For instance, to compute the required power in
(28), we compute it for both the target cell and also for all its
nine replicas; and then select the replica which gives the high-
est signal strength. Nondocumented simulations support the
efficiency of network wrapping, which allows for the use of
test networks smaller than 25 sites (5 by 5 grid).

4.2. RNS algorithm

The object of the algorithm is to locate mobiles in the net-
work so that all nonblocked mobiles experience satisfactory
SINR. The algorithm estimates this by uniformly distribut-
ing NCELLSTOFF users, where TOFF is the offered traffic. Then
it blocks users until a stable solution is found. The RNS al-
gorithm is illustrated by the flowchart in Figure 8. We iden-
tify a cell near the center of the grid as the target cell. Assume
that the noise floor N and the maximum output power PMAX

have been defined. Initially, the sets of blocked mobiles are
empty, that is, SCB = ∅ (coverage) and SIB = ∅ (interfer-
ence).

(1) Distribute NCELLS cells on a map in a hexagonal grid.
(2) Randomly populate the test network with NCELLSTOFF

users.
(3) Compute for every mobile-cell pair the power required

for service (see (28)).
(4) Identify the best server for every user (see (30)).
(5) Users with PREQ > PMAX, PMAX being the maximum

output power which can be assigned to any individ-
ual user, are deemed to be coverage blocked and are
added to the set SCB. The fraction of users blocked
estimates the coverage blocking probability, that is,
P̂rCB = size{SCB}/(NCELLSTOFF).

(6) Compute the total received interference for all remain-
ing users (see (29)).

(7) Compute required output power for all remaining
users (see (28)).

(8) Block users which have POUT > PMAX and add to the
set of interference blocked users SIB.

(9) If all users that are not blocked can achieve the re-
quired SINR, stop, otherwise go to 7.

We note that the noise floor and the maximum output pow-
ers are chosen arbitrarily. By appropriate choices, we can tar-
get any desired coverage blocking.

P̂rIB = size{SIB}/(NCELLSTOFF) estimates the probability
of interference blocking. An estimate of the total SBR is then
P̂rB = P̂rCB + P̂rIB.
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Figure 8: Flowchart of the radio-network simulation operations.

5. SYSTEM-LEVEL SIMULATIONS

5.1. From link-level to system-level results

The simulation model consists of the RNS (Section 4) and
the link-level simulator as shown in Figure 1. The RNS pro-
vides realistic realizations of the radio-network and the link-
level simulator uses this information for BER assessments.
We note that a network realization from RNS will result in
the same target SINR for all mobiles; however, it is the distri-
bution of the interference which is particularly important on
the DL. For a given average offered Erlang traffic, the actual
carried traffic is determined by the radio-network SBR (cov-
erage+interference blocking). The SBR is related to the aver-
age SINR of the mobiles. This is illustrated in Figure 9 which
depicts SBR as a function of the required SINR. The coverage
blocking was fixed at 10% by adjusting the maximal output
power PMAX. Each SBR estimate is based on 37500 observa-
tions with the conditions otherwise stated in Section 5.2.1.
Each curve corresponds to the offered traffic level specified
in the legend. For a given carried traffic and SBR, the SINR
from these curves dictates the PC target SINR which must be
used by the link-level simulator. For instance, if we target an
SBR of 20% and 4 Erlangs of traffic, the SINR target is 4.5 dB.

5.2. Simulation setup

5.2.1. RNS simulations setup

We have considered a homogeneous hexagonal grid of 5 by
5 sites. Wrapping has been used to mitigate the edge effect.
The sites have 3 sectors with pointing directions of 0◦, 120◦,
and 240◦ azimuth, respectively. The antennas are 20 m high
and the site-to-site distance is 250

√
5 m. We use the verti-

cal/horizontal antenna patterns of Kathrein Werke KG, type
number 742212, 1950 MHz antennas with 6◦ electrical tilt.14

The orthogonality factor is assumed to be 2.2 dB. We dedi-
cate 10% of the average output power to the CPICH. Cov-
erage blocking has been fixed at 10%. We consider high data
rates herein. Therefore, the coverage blocking is chosen mod-
erately high. Table 5 summarizes the settings otherwise used.

5.2.2. Link-level simulations setup

In the link-level simulations, we attempted to approximate
the specifications for WCDMA [2]. We have considered

14We tested antenna tilts in the range of 0◦ to 8◦ and selected 6◦ because it
provided the highest coverage degree with the choice of site-to-site distance
and antenna heights.
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Figure 9: Estimated SBR as a function of the SINR target in a ho-
mogeneous system. The coverage blocking is fixed at 10% and the
PG is 16.

low SF operation and high-order modulation schemes (e.g.,
HSPDA [3, 4]). We use the interference realizations and pilot
powers as given by the RNS as inputs to the link-level sim-
ulator. We explicitly generate signals from the serving cell
and the three strongest neighbors,15 whereas the interfer-
ence from the remaining cells is modeled as AWGN. In all
our simulations, we consider an SF of L = 8 which corre-
sponds to a coded information rate of 480 kbps with QPSK
or 960 kbps with 16 QAM when a rate-1/2 coding is as-
sumed. The channel is Rayleigh fading [32] with chip-rate
normalized Doppler fD/Rc, where Rc = 3.86 Mcps is the chip
rate, and we consider frequency-selective fading with P = 3
equal-strength propagation paths with random delays and
interpath delays limited to 10 chips. We consider both SISO
and MIMO systems. For the desired user, we implement

15Simulations with the RNS show that the desired cell and the three
strongest neighbors contribute 95% of the total interference when the car-
ried traffic is 1.6 Erlangs. This number increases with higher traffic loads.
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Table 5: Parameters used for the RNS.

Parameter Assumption Comments

Cell layout Hexagonal grid, three-sector sites Wrapping used to mitigate edge effect

Site-to-site distance 250
√

5 m —

Antenna pattern Kathrein 742212 with 6◦ electrical tilt Horizontal/vertical patterns

Antenna height 20 m —

Antenna tilt 6◦ Optimized for coverage

SBR 20% 10% due to coverage, 10% due to interference

CPICH power 10% Relative to average cell output power

Propagation model Constant + 40 log10

(√
x2 + y2

)
—

Processing gain 16 Equal to MRL

LNF standard deviation 8 dB —

LNF correlations Yes Determined by angle of arrival (see (24))

PC,16 with a PC correction factor ∆PPC to be updated at a
rate of 1500 Hz. The PC message is determined by compar-
ing the estimated SINR (see Section 2.3.4) to the target SINR
(coordinated with the RNS). We further impose a transmis-
sion delay of DPC = 1/(1600 Hz) = 0.625 millisecond and a
simulated error rate on the PC bit of BERPC = 10%. Model-
ing closed-loop PC for all users is costly and we have there-
fore used a simplified model for the interfering users as illus-
trated in Figure 10. The signal from the unit power source is
first scaled by the PC feedback to yield the transmitted power

P(u,v)
TX . The transmitted power is attenuated by the channel,

then a Gaussian random variable with variance 0.25 is added
to model practical estimation errors in the receiver. This sig-
nal is squared and used by the PC decision device to adjust
the transmitted power (δbias compensates for the bias im-
posed by the simulated noise), and fed back with a delay
of DPC. To find the power as experienced by the target mo-
bile, we attenuate the transmitted power by the propagation
loss from the serving cell of the interferer to the desired user

L(u,v)
LOSS − L(d,vd)

LOSS , to eventually yield (ψ(u,v)(t))2. The values of
the propagation losses are obtained as a side product from
the RNS.

We use STAR [22] to estimate the channels with the mod-
ifications formulated in Section 2.3.1 and Figure 7. DACCA
is used with code reallocation at 75 Hz. It is further assumed
that DLISR-H-BC updates its constraints at a rate of 300 Hz.
Working at an RSF of 8, we found that Nv = 2MR is a good
rule for good performance for DLISR-R-SD in the operating

16In the absence of PC, the received power ψ2 has a χ2 distribution with
standard deviation σψ2 = 1/

√
MT ×MR that asymptotically approaches the

AWGN channel at a very high diversity order MT×MR →∞. With PC, how-
ever, ψ2 has a log-normal distribution with much weaker standard deviation
that quickly approaches the AWGN channel with few antenna elements only,
as shown in [31]. Hence, PC significantly increases capacity and reduces the
MIMO array size. Indeed, as noted in [31], if we apply the asymptotic ex-
pression for the BER in the absence of PC Pr[b̂ �= b] = (Eb/N0)−1/MT×MR =
(Eb/N0)

−1/σ2
ψ2 to the case of active PC (as an approximation), we may expect

to obtain (from standard deviation measurements) the same capacity with
PC and 3×2 antennas as would be obtained without PC and 30×2 antennas!

region of interest (about 5% BER). The PIC-SD interestingly
shows strong sensitivity to this parameter and the best choice
proves to be Nv = MR. The parameters most commonly uti-
lized in the simulations, unless otherwise specified, are sum-
marized in Table 6. All BER estimates reported are derived
from at least 150 RNS realizations and each realization was
run for at least 19000 symbols.

5.3. SISO with QPSK modulation

We consider first a SISO system with QPSK modulation.
The SBR is 20% and the SF is L = 8. We employ one
channelization-code group composed of L = 8 orthogonal
Walsh codes. Note that the high soft-blocking ratio consid-
ered reflect the high data rate services that we are consid-
ering. The carried traffic is hence hard limited to a maxi-
mum of 8 users. Code blocking occurs rarely with the traffic
loads we consider and its influence is vanishing compared to
the SBR of 20%. This claim is true for all simulations cited
herein.

Figure 11 shows the uncoded BER as a function of the
carried Erlang traffic in the network. Our proposed DLISR
variants significantly outperform MRC. They provide Erlang
capacity gains of 3.5 dB (DLISR-H-BC) > 3.2 dB (DLISR-R-
SD)> 1.6 dB (DLISR-H-FC),17 respectively, over MRC-based
SUD at 5% BER. Although PIC-SD is similar to DLISR-R-SD,
it can only offer a gain of 2.6 dB. This illustrates the advantage
of linearly constrained beamforming compared to subtrac-
tion.18 With DLISR-H-BC, we achieve the highest spectral
efficiency of 0.78 bps/Hz, where spectral efficiency is defined
as ηS = log2(MMod)TErl/L, where MMod denotes the number
of symbols in the signal constellation, and TErl is the carried
Erlang traffic (at 5% BER). It is noteworthy that the H mode
on the UL did not demonstrate as good performance. The
pronounced near-far situations on the DL makes its applica-
tion attractive.

17We use for simplicity “>” to say that the gain is “greater than.”
18Note the similarity of these two: with PIC, interference is reconstructed

and subtracted; with DLISR-R-SD, the reconstructed interference is nulled.
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(ψ(u,v)(t))2

Figure 10: Simplified PC modeling used to model PC (for interfering users only).

Table 6: Parameters used in link-level simulations (unless otherwise specified).

Parameter Value Comment

Rc 3.84 Mcps Chip rate

P 3 (0 dB, 0 dB, 0 dB) Number of paths (relative average strength)

fc 1.9 GHz Carrier frequency

fe 0 Hz
Frequency error (we assume that frequency offset
errors have been compensated, see [40])

fD 8.9 Hz Doppler frequency (i.e., 5 Kmph)

L 8 SF

fPC 1600 Hz Frequency of PC updating

∆PPC ±1 dB PC adjustment

BERPC 10% Simulated PC BER
δτ

δt
Tc 2 ppm Symbol clock drift (linear)

∆τ 10 chips Maximal delay spread

fDACCA 75 Hz DACCA reassignment rate

Note that if we instead compare capacities at BER levels
below 3 dB and above 5%, respectively (i.e., 2.5% and 10%),
the DLISR-H-BC capacity gains over MRC are 4.5 dB and
2.3 dB, respectively. It is therefore advantageous for DLISR
(and MUD solutions in general) to compare along lower BER
levels. Our internal studies have shown that 5% is an appro-
priate target if a rate-1/2 convolutional code with constraint
length 9 is assumed. We therefore continue to aim at 5%.

5.4. 2× 2 MIMO with QPSK modulation

We now consider a 2× 2 MIMO system. The SF is still 8 but
the PG is 16 because of the extra antenna. Since we have two
transmitting antennas, we have defined two groups of chan-
nelization codes. One group consists of L = 8 orthogonal
Walsh codes; the second group likewise consists of 8 orthog-
onal codes obtained from the first group by 45◦ rotation (see
the example in Section 2.1). Results are shown in Figure 12.

DLISR-H-BC, DLISR-R-SD, PIC-SD, and MRC achieve
the same relative capacity gain of about 3.9 dB compared to
SISO. The advantage of linearly constrained beamforming
(DLISR-R-SD) compared to subtraction (PIC-SD) is con-
firmed in this situation as well. The best spectral efficiency of
1.95 bps/Hz is again achieved by DLISR-H-BC. It is obvious
that about 3 dB of these gains are due to the antenna gain.
The rest is a combination of diversity and statistical multi-

plexing gain on the air interface. DLISR-H-FC improves in
MIMO compared to SISO achieving a relative gain of 5.1 dB
compared to SISO. DLISR-H-FC experiences a statistical gain
because more users are active in the MIMO system and ran-
domness hence plays a less dominant role. Since this variant
uses completely fixed constraints, interference energy is more
likely to be concentrated where expected.

5.5. 4× 4 MIMO with QPSK modulation

We increase the number of receive and transmit antennas to
four. Four code groups were determined by computer sim-
ulations where the objective was to minimize the intergroup
cross-correlation. Results are shown in Figure 13 (for MRC,
ISRDL-H-BC, and PIC-SD). The spectral efficiency of both
DLISR and MRC doubles, compared to the 2× 2 MIMO sys-
tem. We are hence able to retain our MUD advantage of at
least 3 dB over MRC-based SUD. PIC-SD as usual performs
worse than DLISR and can only provide a gain of 2.1 dB over
MRC. With DLISR-H-BC, we can now support 17 Erlangs
of 480 kbps traffic per sector corresponding to a spectral effi-
ciency of 4 bits/Hz/sector. Comparing SISO, 2×2 MIMO, and
4 × 4 MIMO, we notice that capacity increases linearly with
the number of antennas. This linear relationship was also
found by [9] for the MMSE MUD in an interference-limited
cellular system. In cellular interference-limited systems, the
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Figure 11: Uncoded BER performance as a function of the offered
traffic. The modulation is QPSK and the channel is SISO. The SF is
8 corresponding to an information rate of 480 kbps (rate-1/2 coding
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Figure 12: Uncoded BER performance as a function of the offered
traffic. The modulation is QPSK and the channel is 2 × 2 MIMO.
The SF is 8 corresponding to an information rate of 480 kbps (rate-
1/2 coding assumed).

gain is limited to the antenna gain and is therefore dictated by
the number of receive antennas. Note that multiple transmit
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Figure 13: Uncoded BER performance as a function of the offered
traffic. The modulation is QPSK, the channel is 4 × 4 MIMO, and
the SBR is 20%. The SF is 8 corresponding to an information rate
of 480 kbps (rate-1/2 coding assumed).

antennas still serve to alleviate the shortage of OVSF codes
and can provide additional time diversity.

5.6. 2× 2 MIMO with 16-QAM modulation

We use the same settings as in Section 5.4 but consider now
16-QAM modulation corresponding to a bit rate of 960 kbps
after rate-1/2 coding. Figure 14a shows the uncoded BER as
a function of the carried traffic. We have used the 16-QAM
symbol constellation suggested in [4].

The capacity gain of DLISR compared to MRC becomes
dominant offering 8.1 dB capacity increase achieved with
DLISR-H-BC. DLISR-R-SD performs slightly worse with
7.7 dB gain over MRC, but as usual, outperforming PIC-
SD which only provides a gain of 6.7 dB. The remarkable
gains over MRC are a result of increased data rate which ef-
fectively exacerbates the near-far situations because interfer-
ence is limited to fewer sources. Compared to the QPSK re-
sults, the carried Erlang traffic is reduced by about 5.4 dB for
DLISR variants. The spectral efficiency, which decreases less
due to the doubled symbol rate, is 1.1 bps/Hz for DLISR-
H-BC corresponding to a reduction of 2.6 dB compared to
MIMO QPSK.

Higher capacities can always be achieved at the expense
of increased SBR because it implies higher SINR operating
point, even though the carried traffic is constant. To see the
effect, Figure 14b shows performance with SBR = 60%. The
spectral efficiency is increased for all modes. For instance,
the DLISR-H-BC spectral efficiency is increased by 1.8 dB,
yielding an absolute spectral efficiency of about 1.5 bps/Hz.
This illustrates the important trade-off between capacity and
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Figure 14: Uncoded BER performance as a function of the offered traffic. The modulation is 16 QAM, the channel is 2× 2 MIMO, and the
SF is 8 corresponding to an information rate of 960 kbps (rate-1/2 coding assumed). (a) The SBR is 20%. (b) The SBR is 60%.

network SBR. Higher SBR reduces the benefit of DLISR com-
pared to MRC slightly, but it is still a significant 6.5 dB with
DLISR-H-BC. MRC benefits more from increased SBR be-
cause in-cell interference becomes dominant and therefore
an orthogonality gain, which is more pronounced for MRC,
is achieved.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new MUD for DL
MIMO systems. Our solution is based on previously pre-
sented ISR and is denoted DLISR. We have defined three
variants of DLISR with different performances and com-
plexities. The DLISR variants share one common feature,
they employ VIR and they can benefit from dynamic al-
location of channelization codes at the base station using
the DACCA technique. VIR significantly reduces complex-
ity because interference is rejected at a low (virtual) SF. With
DACCA, the base station assigns channelization codes with
the aim of concentrating interference in a small portion of
the OVSF code tree. With DACCA, VIR therefore becomes
even more efficient because we can attack interference at a
lower SF hence reducing complexity further. We note that
only one of our solutions requires DACCA. The remain-
ing solutions benefit from DACCA in terms of complex-
ity.

Performance of DLISR has been evaluated with the aid
of a realistic simulation model consisting of an RNS and a
link-level simulator. The RNS generates interference scenar-

ios similar to those experienced in real life. These realizations
of interference are used by the link-level simulator to produce
BER performance statistics. At both levels, we have strived to
use realistic assumptions. As a benchmark, we have consid-
ered the MRC-based SUD and the PIC-SD.

The Erlang capacity of the network is found to grow lin-
early with the number of receive antennas for both MRC-
based SUD and our new DLISR MUD despite the existence
of interference. Significant increases of capacity are achieved
with DLISR which offers capacity gains over MRC-based
SUD of at least 3 dB for QPSK (480 kbit/s) and about 6.5–
8.1 dB when 16 QAM (960 kbit/s) is employed. A 4 × 4
MIMO system can support 17 Erlangs of 480 kbit/s traf-
fic per sector corresponding to a spectral efficiency of 4
bits/s/Hz. DLISR-H-BC always achieves best performance
outperforming DLISR-R-SD by about 0.3–0.5 dB. DLISR-R-
SD outperforms PIC-SD by 0.5–0.9 dB, hence illustrating the
advantage of linearly constrained beamforming (DLISR-R-
SD) compared to subtraction (PIC-SD). DLISR-H-FC gen-
erally achieves the least gain over MRC, but it also possesses
the simplest structure.

Our DLISR solutions have low complexity when DACCA
is employed in UTRAN. The gains cited herein are achieved
at a complexity of about 1.6 Gops, which is only about 4
times that of SUD, and close to the complexity of PIC-SD.
The realistic assumptions of our study suggest that our solu-
tion is low risk. The new DLISR MUD is therefore a serious
candidate for DL MUD in CDMA-based MIMO and SISO
systems.
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This paper presents a novel channel estimation technique for space-time coded (STC) systems. It is based on applying the max-
imum likelihood (ML) principle not only over a known pilot sequence but also over the unknown symbols in a data frame. The
resulting channel estimator gathers both the deterministic information corresponding to the pilot sequence and the statistical
information, in terms of a posteriori probabilities, about the unknown symbols. The method is suitable for Turbo equalization
schemes where those probabilities are computed with more and more precision at each iteration. Since the ML channel estimation
problem does not have a closed-form solution, we employ the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm in order to iteratively
compute the ML estimate. The proposed channel estimator is first derived for a general time-dispersive MIMO channel and then
is particularized to a realistic scenario consisting of a transmission system based on the global system mobile (GSM) standard
performing in a subway tunnel. In this latter case, the channel is nondispersive but there exists controlled ISI introduced by the
Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) modulation format used in GSM. We demonstrate, using experimentally measured
channels, that the training sequence length can be reduced from 26 bits as in the GSM standard to only 5 bits, thus achieving a
14% improvement in system throughput.

Keywords and phrases: STC, turbo equalization, turbo channel estimation, maximum likelihood channel estimation, GSM, sub-
way tunnels.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the so-called Turbo codes [1, 2, 3] have revealed
themselves as a very powerful coding technique able to ap-
proach the Shannon limit in AWGN channels. A Turbo code
is made up of two component codes (block or convolutional)
parallely or serially concatenated via an interleaver. This sim-
ple coding scheme produces very long codewords, so each
source information bit is highly spread through the trans-
mitted coded sequence. At reception, optimum maximum
likelihood (ML) decoding can be carried out by considering
the hypertrellis associated with the concatenation of the two

component codes. Obviously, such a decoding approach be-
comes impractical in most situations. The key idea behind
Turbo coding is to overcome this problem by employing a
suboptimal, but very powerful, decoding scheme termed it-
erative maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding [3, 4]. Basi-
cally, the method relies on independently decoding each of
the component codes and exchanging in an iterative fashion
the statistical information, that is, the a posteriori probabili-
ties about symbols, obtained in each decoding module.

The same decoding principle has also been successfully
applied, under the term Turbo equalization [5], to effec-
tively compensate the ISI induced by the channel and/or the
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modulation scheme. This technique exploits the fact that ISI
can be viewed as a form of rate-1, nonrecursive coding. So,
whatever coding scheme is used, if an interleaver is located
prior to the channel, the overall effect of coding and ISI
can be treated as a concatenated code and therefore, itera-
tive MAP decoding can be applied. Luschi et al. [6] present
an in-depth review of this technique and further improve-
ments can be found in [7, 8, 9, 10]. In general, iterative MAP
processing can be applied to a variety of situations where the
overall system can be viewed as a concatenation of modules
whose input/output relationship can be described as a (hid-
den) Markov chain. Several works have appeared in the last
years exploiting this idea. For instance, Görtz [11], Garcia-
Frias and Villasenor [12], and Guyader et al. [13] worked
on the problem of joint source-channel decoding and Zhang
and Burr [14] addressed the problem of symbol timing re-
covery.

In practical receivers, where the channel impulse re-
sponse has to be estimated, it is convenient to have chan-
nel estimators capable of benefiting from the high perfor-
mance of Turbo equalizers [15, 16, 17]. Moreover, second-
and third-generation mobile standards consider the trans-
mission of pilot sequences known by the receiver for channel
estimation purposes. In the global system mobile (GSM) stan-
dard, this sequence is 26 bits long, which represents 17.6%
of the total frame length (148 bits) [18]. Such a long train-
ing sequence is necessary if classical estimation techniques,
such as least squares (LS), are used. Employing more re-
fined channel estimators, such as the one presented in this
paper, we can dramatically decrease the necessary length of
the training sequence and therefore increase the overall sys-
tem throughput. In [19], an ML-based channel estimator is
presented where the ML principle is applied not only to the
pilot sequence, but also to the whole data frame. Since the in-
volved optimization problem had no analytical solution, the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [20] was used for
iteratively obtaining the solution.

Also, wireless communications research has been very in-
fluenced by the discovery of the potentials of communicating
through multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels,
which can be carried out using antenna diversity not only
at reception, as classical space-diversity techniques have been
doing, but also at transmission. MIMO techniques have the
advantage to provide high data rate wireless services at no
extra bandwidth expansion or power consumption. Telatar
[21] calculated the capacity associated with a MIMO chan-
nel that in certain cases grows linearly with the number of
antennas [22]. More recent progress in information theoret-
ical properties of multiantenna channel can be found in [23].

Although MIMO channel capacity can be really high,
it can only be successfully exploited by proper coding and
modulation schemes. The term space-time Coding (STC)
[24, 25] has been adopted for such techniques. Special ef-
forts have been made in code design [24, 26] and several de-
coding approaches have been developed for these codes. In
both fields, the Turbo principle has been applied in profu-
sion. Turbo ST codes designs can be found in [27, 28, 29] and
various Turbo decoding schemes are exposed in [30, 31].

As in single-antenna systems, practical ST receivers must
perform the operation of channel estimation. Having effi-
cient and robust estimators is crucial to guarantee that the
system performance degradation due to the channel estima-
tion error is minimized. In this paper, we present a novel
channel estimation technique that gathers both the deter-
ministic information corresponding to the pilot sequence
and the statistical information, in terms of a posteriori prob-
abilities, about the unknown symbols. The method is suit-
able for Turbo equalization schemes where those probabili-
ties are computed with more and more precision at each it-
eration. We derive the channel estimator for general MIMO
time-dispersive channels and analyze its performance in a
multiple-antenna communication system based on the GSM
standard operating inside subway tunnels.

The main motivation for developing a multiple-antenna
GSM-based communication system is the following. GSM
is, by far, the most widely deployed radio-communication
system. Since 1993, its radio interface (GSM-R) has been
adopted by the European railway digital radio-communic-
ation systems. Due to the conservative nature of its market,
it is expected that railway radio-communication systems will
employ GSM-R for the long-term future. For this reason,
when subway operators wish to deploy advanced, high data
rate, digital services for security or entertainment purposes,
it is very likely that they will prefer to increase the capac-
ity of the existing GSM-R system rather than switch to an-
other radio standard. STC and Turbo equalization are very
promising ways of achieving this capacity growth [32]. In
this specific application, we will show that the proposed it-
erative MLMIMO channel estimation method has large ben-
efits over traditional channel estimation approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the signal model and Section 3 describes the Turbo
equalization scheme for STC systems. Next, in Section 4, we
derive the ML channel estimator for a general time-dispersive
MIMO channel. Since direct application of the ML principle
leads to an optimization problem without closed-form solu-
tion, the EM algorithm is applied for computing the actual
value of the solution, resulting in the so-called ML-EM es-
timator. The application of the proposed channel estimator
to a STC GSM-based system operating in subway tunnels is
detailed in Section 5. Section 6 presents the results of com-
puter experiments for both the general case and experimen-
tal measurements of subway tunnel MIMO channels. Finally,
Section 7 is devoted to the conclusions.

2. SIGNAL MODEL

We consider the transmitter signal model corresponding to
an STC system shown in Figure 1. The original bit sequence
u(k) feeds an ST encoder whose output is a sequence of
vectors c(k) = [c1(k) c2(k) · · · cN (k)]T , with N being
the number of transmitting antennas. The specific spatio-
temporal structure of the sequence of vectors c(k) depends
on the particular STC technique employed. Any of the several
STC methods that have been proposed in the literature could
be used in our scheme. However, we have focused on ST
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Figure 1: Transmitter model.

trellis codes [24, 25] to elaborate our simulation results. Each
component of c(k) is independently interleaved to produce a
new symbol vector b(k) = [b1(k) b2(k) · · · bN (k)]T and
these are the symbols that are afterwards modulated (wave-
form encoded) to yield the signals si(t; bi) i = 1, 2, . . . ,N
that will be transmitted along the radio channel. Without
loss of generality, we will assume that the modulation format
is linear and that the channel suffers from time-dispersive
multipath fading with memory length m. It is well known
that at reception, matched-filtering and symbol-rate sam-
pling can be used to obtain a set of sufficient statistics for
the detection of the transmitted symbols. Using vector nota-
tion, this set of statistics will be grouped in vectors x(k) =
[x1(k) x2(k) · · · xL(k)]T , k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1, where L is
the number of receiving antennas and K is the number of to-
tal transmitted symbol vectors in a data frame. Elaborating
the signal model, it can be easily shown that the sufficient
statistics x(k) can be expressed as

x(k) = Hz(k) + v(k), (1)

where matrix H = [H(m− 1) H(m− 2) · · · H(0)] rep-
resents the overall dispersive MIMO channel with memory
length m. Each submatrix

H(i) =


h11(i) h12(i) · · · h1N (i)

h21(i) h22(i) · · · h2N (i)
...

...
. . .

...

hL1(i) hL2(i) · · · hLN (i)

 (2)

contains the fading coefficients that affect the symbol vector
b(k − i). Vector z(k) results from stacking the source vectors
b(k), that is,

z(k) = [bT(k −m + 1) bT(k −m + 2) · · · bT(k)T]. (3)

Finally, the noise component v(k) is a vector of mutually in-
dependent complex-valued, circularly symmetric Gaussian
random processes, that is, the real and imaginary parts are
zero-mean, mutually independent Gaussian random pro-
cesses having the same variance. We will also assume that the
noise is temporally white with variance σ2

v .

3. ST TURBO DETECTION

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of an ST Turbo de-
tector. The MAP equalizer [4] computes L[b(k)|x̃] which
are the a posteriori log-probabilities of the input sym-
bols b(k) based on the available observations x̃ =
[xT(0) xT(1) · · · x(K − 1)]T . Due to its time-dispersive
nature, it is convenient to represent our MIMO channel by
means of a finite-state machine (FSM) having 2N(m−1) states.
This FSM has 2N transitions per state which implies that
there is a total number of 2Nm transitions between two time
instants. Let ek = (sk−1, b(k), s(k), sk) be one of the 2Nm pos-
sible transitions at time k of this FSM. This transition de-
pends on four parameters: the incoming state sk−1, the out-
going state sk, the input symbol vector b(k), and the output
symbol vector without noise s(k) = Hz(k). It is important to
point out that the incoming state is determined by the m− 1
previous symbol vectors, that is, sk−1 = (b(k −m + 1), b(k −
m + 2), . . . , b(k − 1)). On the other hand, the outgoing state
is a function of the previous state and the current input sym-
bols, that is, sk = fnext(sk−1, b(k)). For a better description of
the MAP equalizer, we are going to introduce the notation
b(k) = Lin(ek) and s(k) = Lout(ek) to represent the input and
output symbol vectors associated to the transition ek, respec-
tively. Note that the output vector does not depend on the
outgoing state sk, so we will slightly change our notation and
write

s(k) = Lout
(
ek
) = Lout

(
sk−1, b(k)

)
= Lout

(
z(k)

) = Hz(k).
(4)

The a posteriori log-probabilities L[b(k)|x̃] can be recursively
computed by means of the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR)
algorithm [3, 4] which is summarized in the sequel. The first
stage when computing the a posteriori log-probabilities is
noting that

L
[

b(k)|x̃] = L
[

b(k), x̃
]

+ hb, (5)

where hb is the constant that makes P[b(k)|x̃] a probability
mass function and

L
[

b(k), x̃
] = log

∑
ek :Lin(ek)=b(k)

expL
[
ek, x̃

]
(6)

is the joint log-probability of the transition ek and the set
of available observations x̃. This joint log-probability can be
expressed as

L
[
ek, x̃

] = αk−1
[
sk−1

]
+ γk

[
ek
]

+ βk
[
sk
]
, (7)

where

αk[s] = L
[
sk−1, x̃−k

]
,

γk
[
ek
] = L

[
b(k)

]
+ L

[
x(k)|s(k)

]
,

βk[s] = L
[

x̃+
k |sk

]
,

(8)
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Figure 2: Receiver model.

with

L
[

x(k)|s(k)
] = − 1

σ2
v

∥∥x(k)−Hz(k)
∥∥2

, (9)

x̃−k =
[

xT(0) xT(1) · · · xT(k − 1)
]
, (10)

x̃+
k =

[
xT(k + 1) xT(k + 2) · · · xT(K − 1)

]
. (11)

Note that the noise variance σ2
v is needed in (9). Our simu-

lation results assume this parameter as known. However, it
could be estimated and, in particular, it can be considered
as another parameter to be estimated by the ML estimator
described in Section 4, as shown in [33], for the case of a de-
cision feedback-equalizer (DFE) instead of a MAP detector.
The computation of the quantities αk[s], γk[ek], and βk[s]
can be carried out recursively by first performing a forward
recursion

αk−1
[
sk−1

]
= log

∑
b(k),sk−2:

fnext(sk−2,b(k−1))=sk−1

exp
{
αk−2

[
sk−2

]
+ L

[
b(k − 1)

]

+ L
[

x(k)|s(k)
]}

(12)

with initial values α0[s = 0] = 0 and α0[s �= 0] = −∞, and
then proceeding with a backward recursion

βk
[
sk
] = log

∑
b(k+1),sk+1:

fnext(sk ,b(n+1))=sk+1

exp
{
βk+1

[
sk+1

]
+ L

[
b(k + 1)

]

+ L
[

x(k + 1)|s(k + 1)
]}
(13)

using as initial values βK−1[s = sK−1] = 0 and βK−1[s �=
sK−1] = −∞.

Similarly, the decoder has to compute the a posteriori log-
probabilities of the original symbols L[u(k);O] from their a
priori log-probabilities L[u(k); I] = log(0.5) and the a pri-
ori log-probabilities L[c(k); I] which come from the detector.
Again, the BCJR algorithm applies [3, 4]. It also computes
the a posteriori log-probabilities of the transmitted symbols

L[c(k);O] using

L
[

c(k);O
]

= log
∑

ek :Lout(ek)=c(k)

exp
{
αk−1

[
sk−1

]
+ γk

[
sk
]

+ βk
[
sk
]}

, (14)

where L[c(k); I] is utilized as branch metric. These computed
log-probabilities are then fed back to the detector to act as
the a priori log-probabilities L[b(k)]. As reflected in Figure 2,
note that it is always necessary to subtract the a priori compo-
nent from the computed log-probabilities before forwarding
them to the other module in order to avoid statistical depen-
dence with the results of the previous iteration.

4. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CHANNEL ESTIMATION

Channel estimation is often mandatory when practically im-
plementing ST detection strategies, unless we deal with some
kind of blind processing techniques. In this section, we will
present a novel channel estimation method that will enable
us to take full advantage from the Turbo detection scheme
presented in the Section 3.

When developing our channel estimation approach,
we will exploit the fact that transmitted data frames in
most practical systems contain a deterministic known pi-
lot sequence of length M for the purpose of estimating
the channel at reception. For instance, in GSM, this se-
quence is M = 26 bits long [18]. Let b̃ f = [b̃T

t b̃T]T

denote the overall data frame, which includes b̃t =
[bT

t (0) bT
t (1) · · · bT

t (M − 1)]T as the training sequence
and b̃ = [bT(M) bT(M + 1) · · · bT(K − 1)]T as the in-
formation sequence. Analogously, x̃ f = [x̃T

t x̃T]T are the
observations corresponding to one data frame, where x̃t =
[xT

t (0) xT
t (1) · · · xT

t (M − 1)]T represents the pilot se-
quence and x̃ = [x(M) x(M + 1) · · · x(K − 1)]T corre-
sponds to the information sequence. The ML estimator is
thus given by

Ĥ = arg max
H

fx̃|b̃t ;H(x̃), (15)

where fx̃t|b̃t ;H is the probability density function (pdf) of the
observations conditioned on the available information (the
training sequence bt) and the parameters to be estimated
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(the channel matrix H). Although, this is a problem with-
out closed-form solution, the EM algorithm [20] can be em-
ployed to iteratively solve (15). The EM algorithm relies on
defining a so-called “complete data” set formed by the ob-
servable variables and by additional unobservable variables.
At each iteration of the algorithm, a more refined estimate
is computed by averaging the log-likelihood of the complete
data set with respect to the pdf of the unobservable vari-
ables conditioned on the available set of observations. Us-
ing the EM terminology, we define the union of the observa-
tions (which are the observable variables) and the transmit-
ted bit sequence (which are the unobservable variables) x̃e =
[b̃T

f x̃T
f ]T as the complete data set, whereas the observations

x̃ f are the incomplete data set. The relationship between x̃e

and x̃ f must be given by a noninvertible linear transforma-
tion, that is, x̃ f = Tx̃e. It can be easily seen that in our case,
this transformation is given by T = [0L(M+K)×N(M+K)IL(M+K)].
With these definitions in mind, the estimate of the channel at
the i + 1th iteration is obtained by solving

Ĥi+1 = arg max
H

Ex̃e|x̃ f ,b̃t ;Ĥi

{
log fx̃e|b̃t ;H

(
x̃e
)}

, (16)

where Ef {·} denotes the expectation operator with respect
to the pdf f (x). Expanding the previous expression, we have

Ĥi+1 = arg max
H

Eb̃|x̃;Ĥi

{
log

[
fx̃ f |b̃ f ;H

(
x̃ f
)
fb̃(b̃)

]}
= arg max

H
Eb̃|x̃;Ĥi

{
log

[
fx̃t|b̃t ;H

(
x̃t
)
fx̃|b̃;H(x̃)

]}
= arg max

H
log fx̃t|b̃t ;H

(
x̃t
)

+ Eb̃|x̃;Ĥi

{
log fx̃|b̃;Ĥ(x̃)

}
= arg min

H

M−1∑
k=0

∥∥xt(k)−Hzt(k)
∥∥2

+ Eb̃|x̃;Ĥi

{ K−1∑
k=M

∥∥x(k)−Hz(k)
∥∥2
}

,

(17)

where the last equality follows from the fact that, as far as we
assume AWGN, the pdf of the observations conditioned on
the transmitted symbols fx̃|b̃;Ĥi

is Gaussian. This leads to the
following quadratic optimization problem:

Ĥi+1 = arg min
H

M−1∑
k=0

∥∥xt(k)−Hzt(k)
∥∥2

+
K−1∑
k=M

Ez(k)|x̃;Ĥi

{∥∥x(k)−Hz(k)
∥∥2
} (18)

with the closed-form solution1

Ĥi+1 =
(

Rxz,t + Rxz
)× (Rz,t + Rz

)−1
, (19)

1Since the expectation operator is linear, the derivation leading to (19)
follows, step by step, the usual optimization procedure to find the LS es-
timate of a linear system given a set of noisy observations (see, e.g., [34]).
Such a procedure includes the calculation of the gradient with respect to the
system coefficients and then solving for the points where the gradient van-
ishes. Hence, solving (17) is tedious, since derivatives have to be computed
for the coefficients in matrix H, but conceptually straightforward.

where

Rxz,t =
M−1∑
k=0

xt(k)zHt (k), (20)

Rz,t =
M−1∑
k=0

zt(k)zHt (k), (21)

Rxz =
K−1∑
k=M

Ez(k)|x̃;Ĥi

{
x(k)zH(k)

}
, (22)

Rz =
K−1∑
k=M

Ez(k)|x̃;Ĥi

{
z(k)zH(k)

}
. (23)

Note that for computing (22) and (23), it is necessary to
know the probability mass function pz(k)|x̃;Ĥi

. Towards this
aim, we take benefit from the Turbo equalization process be-
cause

L
[

z(k)|x̃; Ĥi
] = L

[
z(k), x̃; Ĥi

]
+ hz = L

[
ek, x̃

]
+ hz, (24)

where hz is the constant that makes pz(k)|x̃;Ĥi
a probability

mass function and L[ek, x̃] is the joint log-probability of the
transition ek and the set of available observations. Notice that
this quantity has already been computed in the Turbo equal-
ization process (see (7)). This fact makes the proposed chan-
nel estimator very suitable to be used within a Turbo equal-
ization structure.

5. APPLICATION TO AN STC SYSTEM FOR SUBWAY
ENVIRONMENTS

We focus now on the application of the ML-EM channel esti-
mator described in Section 4 to an STC GSM-like system for
underground railway transportation systems. Some practical
considerations follow. In subway tunnel environments, prop-
agation conditions result in flat multipath fading because its
delay spread is small when compared to the GSM symbol
period [35]. Nevertheless, the modulation employed by the
GSM standard, Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK),
induces controlled ISI and thus Turbo ST Equalization can
be employed for the purpose of joint demodulating and de-
coding. In addition, experimental measurements [36] have
revealed that in this environment, there exist strong spatial
correlations between subchannels. These spatial correlations
will be taken into account when evaluating the receivers’
performance in the following section because we will use,
in the computer simulations, experimental measurements of
MIMO channel impulse responses obtained in subway tun-
nels. These field measurements have been carried out in the
framework of the European project “ESCORT” [37]. We will
show how the proposed channel estimator allows to reduce
the necessary length of the training sequence from 26 bits in
the GSM standard up to only 5 bits, while performance is
maintained very close to the optimum (i.e., the bit error rate
(BER) obtained when the channel is perfectly known at re-
ception) which clearly implies a very high gain in the overall
system throughput.
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Figure 1 can be useful again for modeling the STC trans-
mitter under consideration (for the sake of clarity, we refer
the reader to Appendix A for a detailed description). This
model can be summarized as follows. Each component of
b(k) is independently modulated using the GMSK modula-
tion format. GMSK is a partial response continuous phase
modulation (CMP) signal and thus a nonlinear modulation
format. Nevertheless, it can be expressed in terms of its Lau-
rent expansion [38, 39, 40] as the sum of 2p−1 PAM signals,
where p is the memory induced by the modulation. For the
GMSK format in the GSM standard, p = 3 but the first PAM
component contains 99.63% of the total GMSK signal energy
[39, 40], so we can approximate the signal radiated by the ith
antenna as

si
(
t; bi

) ≈
√

2Eb
T

∞∑
k=−∞

ai(k)h(t − kT), (25)

where Eb is the bit energy, T the symbol period, ai(k) =
jai(k − 1)bi(k) are the transmitted symbols which belong to
a QPSK constellation, bi = {bi(k)}∞k=−∞ is the bit sequence to
be modulated, and h(t) is a pulse waveform that spans along
the interval [0, pT], where p is the memory of the modu-
lation. It is demonstrated in [38] that the transmitted sym-
bols ai(k) are uncorrelated and have unit variance. In order
to simplify the detection process at the receiver, we will as-
sume that a differential precoder is employed prior to mod-
ulation, that is, di(k) = bi(k − 1)bi(k) because we have then
ai(k) = jai(k − 1)di(k) = jkbi(k).

Considering that the transmission channel inside subway
tunnels suffers from flat multipath fading [35], the signal re-
ceived at the lth antenna is

yl(t) =
N∑
i=1

hlisi
(
t; bi

)
+ nl(t), (26)

where hli is the fading observed between the ith transmit-
ting antenna and the lth receiving antenna and nl(t) is
a continuous-time complex-valued white Gaussian process
with power spectral density N0/2.

The received signals yl(t) are passed through a bank of fil-
ters matched to the pulse waveform h(t) and sampled at the
symbol rate in order to obtain a set of sufficient statistics for
the detection of the transmitted symbols. Because h(t) does
not satisfy the zero-ISI condition, a discrete-time whitening
filter [41, 42] is located after sampling. In addition, the ro-
tation jk induced by the GMSK modulation is compensated
by multiplying the received signal by j−k, resulting in the fol-
lowing expression for the observations:

xl(k) =
N∑
i=1

hli

p−1∑
m=0

f (m)bi(k −m) + vl(k)

=
N∑
i=1

hlisi(k) + vl(k),

(27)

where vl(k) represents the complex-valued AWGN with vari-
ance σ2

v and f (m) = [0.8053,−0.5853 j,−0.0704] is the
equivalent discrete-time impulse response that takes into ac-

count the transmitting, receiving, and whitening filters, and
the derotation operation. Using vector notation, the output
of the whitening filters after the derotation can be expressed
as

x(k) =Hs(k) + v(k), (28)

where x(k) = [x1(k) x2(k) · · · xL(k)]T and

H =


h11 h12 · · · h1N

h21 h22 · · · h2N

...
...

. . .
...

hL1 hL2 · · · hLN

 . (29)

Equation (28) can be rewritten in the form of (1) as

x(k) = [
f (0)H f (1)H f (2)H

]b(k − 2)

b(k − 1)

b(k)

 + v(k)

≡ Hz(k) + v(k).

(30)

However, this signal model for the observations does not em-
phasize that the ISI comes from the GMSK modulation for-
mat instead of the time-dispersion of the multipath channel.
As a consequence, we prefer to rewrite (28) as

x(k) =HB(k)f + v(k), (31)

where

B(k) =
[

b(k) b(k − 1) b(k − 2)
]

,

f = [0.8053,−0.5853 j,−0.0704]T .
(32)

5.1. ML channel estimation for STC GSM-like
systems with flat fading

Estimating the channel according to (30) and directly apply-
ing the method described in the previous section is highly
inefficient because we have to estimate an unnecessarily large
number of parameters. In addition, this way we do not take
into account the knowledge at reception of the controlled ISI
introduced by the modulator, given by f (m). Equation (31)
is preferable because it enables us to formulate the estima-
tion of only the unknown channel coefficients hli, as it is ex-
plained in the sequel. Again, we assume that the transmitted
data frames contain a known pilot sequence of length M. The
ML estimator of the channel is given by

Ĥ = arg max
H

fx̃|b̃t ;H (x̃). (33)

This is a problem without closed-form solution, so we will
apply the EM algorithm in a similar way to the general case
explored in Section 4. We define the complete and incom-
plete data sets as x̃e = [b̃T

f x̃T
f ]T and x̃ f , respectively. Both

sets are related through the linear transformation x̃ f = Tx̃e,
where T = [0L(M+K)×N(M+K)IL(M+K)]. Using the latter defini-
tions, the i + 1th estimate of the channel is computed using
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the EM method as

Ĥi+1 = arg max
H

Ex̃e|x̃ f ,b̃t ;Ĥi

{
log fx̃e|b̃t ;H

(
x̃e
)}
. (34)

Making similar manipulations to those made for the time-
dispersive MIMO channel, we arrive at the following opti-
mization problem:

Ĥi+1 = arg min
H

M−1∑
k=0

∥∥xt(k)−HBt(k)f
∥∥2

+
K−1∑
k=M

Eb(k)|x̃;Ĥi

{∥∥x(k)−HB(k)f
∥∥2
} (35)

which is also a quadratic optimization problem whose solu-
tion is

Ĥi+1 =
(

Rxb,t + Rxb
)× (Rb,t + Rb

)−1
, (36)

where

Rxb,t =
M−1∑
k=0

xt(k)
(

Bt(k)f
)H

,

Rb,t =
M−1∑
k=0

(
Bt(k)f

)(
Bt(k)f

)H
,

Rxb =
K−1∑
k=M

Eb(k)|x̃;Ĥi

{
x(k)

(
B(k)f

)H}
,

Rb =
K−1∑
k=M

Eb(k)|x̃;Ĥi

{(
B(k)f

)(
B(k)f

)H}
.

(37)

Here we need to average with respect to the pdf fB(k)|x̃;Ĥi
.

Again, we take benefit from the Turbo equalization process
because

L
[

B(k)|x̃; Ĥi
] = L

[
B(k), x̃; Ĥi

]
+ hB = L

[
ek, x̃

]
+ hB, (38)

where hB is the constant that makes pB(k)|x̃;Ĥi
a probability

mass function and L[ek, x̃] is a quantity already computed in
the Turbo equalization process.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS

6.1. Rayleigh MIMO channel

Computer simulations were carried out to illustrate the per-
formance of the proposed channel estimator. Figure 3 plots
the BER after decoding obtained for a 2× 2 STC system over
a nondispersive channel. Data are transmitted in blocks of
218 bits out of which the pilot sequence occupies M = 10
bits. The performance curves for both the LS method and
when the channel is perfectly known are also shown for
comparison. Note that there is no iteration gain when the
channel is known because there is no ISI and, therefore,
no “inner coding” for the Turbo processing. Nevertheless,
this is not true when the ML-EM channel estimator is used
because the channel is reestimated at each iteration of the
Turbo equalization process. The ST encoder is a rate 1/2 full
diversity convolutional binary code with generating matrix
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EM 4th iteration

Least-squares

EM 1st iteration

Figure 3: Performance results for ST coded data over a nondisper-
sive channel.

G = [46, 72] in octal representation [26]. The independent
interleavers are 20800 bits long each. The modulation format
is BPSK and each channel coefficient is modeled as a zero-
mean, complex-valued, circularly invariant Gaussian ran-
dom process. Consequently, their magnitudes are Rayleigh
distributed. We have also assumed that the channel coeffi-
cients are both temporally and spatially independent, having
variance σ2

h = 1/2 per complex dimension. The signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) is defined as

SNR =
E
{(

Hz(k)
)H(

Hz(k)
)}

E
{

vH(k)v(k)
} = Tr

{
HHH}
Lσ2

v
, (39)

where Tr{·} denotes the trace operator. The channel changes
at each transmitted block. Figure 3 shows that, even if its re-
sult for the first iteration is very poor, the ML-EM channel es-
timator outperforms the classical LS method from the fourth
iteration.

The bad performance obtained by the ML-EM estimator
at the first iteration comes from the fact that the Turbo equal-
izer is using an uninformative initial estimate of the channel.
Specifically, (19) can be viewed as an LS estimator, where
the correlation matrices Rxz,t and Rz,t have been modified
by the addition of the matrices Rxz and Rz, respectively. In
the first iteration, these matrices are computed by assuming
that pz(k)|x̃;Ĥi

is a uniform probability mass function (there-

fore, independent of the initial channel estimate Ĥ0) in (22)
and (23). This results in a degradation of the pure LS esti-
mator and a very high symbol error rate (SER) after decod-
ing. Such a high SER (around 0.4) can never lead the Turbo
equalization process to convergence. However, in our case,
convergence is achieved because, in the next iterations, a sub-
stantial improvement is obtained in channel estimation from
the EM algorithm (not from the Turbo structure itself). No-
tice that one iteration of the EM algorithm (19) is performed
only after one complete equalization and decoding step. Any-
way, once the channel estimate is good enough for the Turbo
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Figure 4: Performance results for ST coded data over a dispersive
channel with memory m = 2.

equalization structure to lie in its convergence region, both
the EM algorithm and the Turbo iterative process help in re-
ducing the error rate. Figure 3 also shows that at the eighth
iteration, the performance is very close to the optimum, that
is, known channel case. Only 0.5 dB separates the two curves
at a BER of 10−4.

Figure 4 shows the results (BER after decoding) obtained
when a time-dispersive MIMO channel with memory m = 2
is considered. The simulation parameters are the same as in
Figure 3. In particular, note that, again, each channel coef-
ficient has variance σ2

h = 1/2 per complex dimension. It is
apparent that at the fourth iteration, the ML-EM estimator
performs very similar to the LS method, which does not im-
prove significantly through the iterations. At the eighth iter-
ation, the performance of the ML-EM estimator is again very
close to the known channel case.

6.2. GSM-based transmission over subway
tunnel MIMO channels

The performance of the proposed GSM-based transmission
system with a Turbo STC receiver in subway tunnel environ-
ments has also been tested through computer simulations.
The channel matrices H result from experimental measure-
ments (carried out within the framework of the European
project “ESCORT”) of the MIMO channel impulse response
present in a subway tunnel. The experimental setup con-
sisted of four transmitting antennas, each one having a 12 dBi
gain, located at the station platform, and four patch antennas
located behind the train windscreen. The complex impulse
responses were measured with a channel sounder having a
bandwidth of 35 MHz by switching successively the anten-
nas and stopping the train approximately each 2 m. From the
whole set of 4 × 4 measured subchannels, only those corre-
sponding to the furthest antennas were picked up for con-
structing a 2 × 2 system. In [35], it was demonstrated that
the mean capacity of the measured channel is less than the ca-
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Figure 5: MSE for several lengths of the training sequence.

pacity of Rayleigh fading channels, this difference being more
remarkable in the case of a 4× 4 system.

The ability of our channel estimation technique to com-
bine the deterministic information of the pilot symbols
and the statistical information from the unknown symbols,
thanks to the ST Turbo detector, enables us to considerably
reduce the size of the training sequence in GSM systems.
Indeed, by means of computer simulations, we have deter-
mined the minimum length of the training sequence for the
considered GSM-based MIMO system. Figure 5 shows the
channel estimation mean square error (MSE) for several val-
ues of the training sequence length (M = 4, 5, and 6 bits).
The channel code is the same as in the previous simulations.
The interleaver size is 20800 bits and the frame length is 148,
as established in the GSM standard. There is a significant dif-
ference in the estimation error between using M = 4 bits and
M = 5 bits, whereas the gap between M = 5 and M = 6 is
very small. This points out that M = 5 bits is the minimum
length for the training sequence. This assumption can also be
corroborated in Figure 6, where the SER at the output of the
decoder is plotted versus the required SNR.

Next, we compare the results obtained with the proposed
estimator using a training sequence of M = 5 bits and
those obtained with classical LS using a training sequence
of M = 26 bits (the length standardized in GSM). The re-
sults obtained when the receiver perfectly knows the channel
are also plotted for comparison. As it is shown in Figure 7,
the proposed method (ML-EM) with M = 5 bits performs
better than the LS with M = 26 bits beyond the sixth itera-
tion, achieving a performance very close to the known chan-
nel case beyond the seventh iteration.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel ML-based time-dispersive
MIMO channel estimator for STC systems that employ
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Figure 6: SER versus SNR at the output of the decoder for several
lengths of the training sequence.

Turbo ST receivers. We formulate the ML estimation prob-
lem that takes into account the deterministic symbols cor-
responding to the training sequence and the statistics of the
unknown symbols. These statistics can be obtained and suc-
cessively refined if an ST Turbo equalizer is used at reception.
This full exploitation of all the available statistical informa-
tion at reception renders an extremely powerful channel esti-
mation technique that outperforms conventional approaches
based only on the training sequence. Since the involved op-
timization problem has no closed-form solution, the EM al-
gorithm is employed in order to iteratively obtain the solu-
tion. The main limitation of our approach is that the com-
putational complexity of the channel estimator grows expo-
nentially with the number of transmitting antennas and the
channel memory size, hence it is only practical for a moder-
ate size of the transmitter antenna array. Note, however, that
this complexity is inherent to the problem of optimal detec-
tion and estimation in MIMO systems.

The method has been particularized for a realistic sce-
nario in which an STC system based on the GSM standard
transmits along railway subway tunnels. Simulation results
show how our channel estimation technique enables us to di-
minish the training sequence length up to only 5 bits, instead
of the 26 bits considered in the GSM standard, thus achieving
a 14% increase in the system throughput.

APPENDICES

A. SIGNAL MODEL OF AN STC GSM SYSTEM

The transmitter model depicted in Figure 1 is valid for an
STC GSM system. The signal radiated by ith antenna is given
by [38, 40]

si
(
t; bi

) =
√

2Eb
T

exp

[
jπ

∞∑
k=−∞

b(k)q(t − kT)

]
, (A.1)
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Figure 7: Performance comparison between ML-EM (M = 5 bits),
LS (M = 26 bits), and known channel.

where Eb is the bit energy, T the symbol period, bi =
{bi(k)}∞k=−∞ the bit sequence to be modulated, and

q(t) =
∫ t

−∞
g(τ)dτ, (A.2)

where g(t) is the convolution between a Gaussian-shaped
pulse and a rectangular-shaped pulse centered at the origin
[43, 44], that is,

g(t) = u(t)∗ rect
(
t

T

)
, (A.3)

where

rect
(
t

T

)
=


1
2T

, |t| ≤ T

2
,

0, otherwise,

u(t) = 1√
2πσu

exp

{
− 1

2

(
t

σu

)2
}

,

(A.4)

with

σu =
√

log 2

2πB
, (A.5)

where B is the 3 dB bandwidth of u(t). It is possible to derive
a closed-form expression for g(t) given by [38, 40]

g(t) = 1
2T

[
Q
(
t − T/2

σu

)
−Q

(
t + T/2
σu

)]
, (A.6)

where

Q(t) = 1√
2π

∫∞
t
e−τ

2/2dτ (A.7)

is the Gaussian complementary error function. With the aim
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Figure 8: (a) Shifted GMSK pulse, g(t − 1.5T), for p = 3. (b) GMSK phase pulse, q(t).

of simplifying subsequent analysis, we redefine g(t) ≡ g(t −
p/2T), so it is limited to the interval [0, pT], where p is the
number of symbol periods where the signal has significant
values. For GSM (B = 0.3), a value of p = 3 is reasonable
[40], as it can be verified in Figure 8, that plot the properly
shifted versions of g(t) and q(t) when B = 0.3.

Since GMSK is a partial response CPM, it can be ex-
pressed in terms of its Laurent expansion [38, 39, 40], formed
by the sum of 2p−1 PAM signals, where p is the memory in-
duced by the modulation. Since in GSM, the first PAM com-
ponent contains 99.63% of the total GMSK signal energy
[39, 40], we can approximate the signal radiated by the ith
antenna by

si
(
t; bi

) ≈
√

2Eb
T

∞∑
k=−∞

ai(k)h(t − kT), (A.8)

where ai(k) = jai(k − 1)bi(k) are the transmitted sym-
bols, which belong to a QPSK constellation, are uncorre-
lated and have unit variance [38]. In order to simplify the
detection process at the receiver, we will assume that a dif-
ferential precoder is employed prior to modulation, that
is, di(k) = bi(k − 1)bi(k) because then we have ai(k) =
jai(k − 1)di(k) = jkbi(k). The pulse waveform h(t) is equal
to C(t − 3T)C(t − 2T)C(t − T), where C(t) = cos(πq(|t|)).
Figure 9a shows that it takes significant values over the inter-
val [0.5T , 3.5T] because the actual and the linearized GMSK
waveforms are shifted by half a symbol period.

In order to detect the transmitted symbols, si(t; bi) is
passed through a filter matched to the pulse waveform h(t)
and then sampled at the symbol rate. The output of the
matched filter is given by

ri(t) = ai(t)∗ h(t)∗ h∗(−t) + n(t)∗ h∗(−t)
= ai(t)∗ Rh(t) + g(t),

(A.9)

where

ai(t) =
√

2Eb
T

∞∑
k=−∞

ai(k)δ(t − kT) (A.10)

and Rh(t) (see Figure 9b) denotes the autocorrelation func-
tion of h(t). After sampling, we have

ri(k) ≡ ri(t = kT) = ai(k)∗ Rh(k) + g(k), (A.11)

where the autocorrelation function of g(k) is Rg(k) =
(N0/2)Rh(k). Clearly, the noise g(k) is colored because h(t)
does not satisfy the zero-ISI condition. Since it is more
comfortable to perform detection assuming white noise, a
discrete-time whitening filter [41, 42] is located after sam-
pling

W(z) = 1
F∗
(
z−1

) , (A.12)

where F∗(z−1) comes from the factorization of the autocor-
relation function Rh(k) = F(z)F∗(z−1). This expression for
the whitening filter leads to an overall system response given
by F(z). In Appendix B, we demonstrate that the maximum
phase F(z) polynomial is given by

F(z) =
√

r2

ρ1ρ2

(
1− ρ1z

−1)(1− ρ2z
−1)

= 0.8053 + 0.5853z−1 + 0.0704z−2,

(A.13)

where ρ1 = −0.1522, ρ2 = −0.5746, and r2 = Rh(−2).
In addition, the rotation jk induced by the GMSK is com-

pensated by multiplying the received signal by j−k, resulting
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Figure 9: (a) Pulse shape, h(t). (b) Autocorrelation function, Rh(t).

in the following expression for the observations:

xl(k) =
N∑
i=1

hli

p−1∑
m=0

f (m)bi(k − l) + vl(k)

=
N∑
i=1

hlisi(k) + vl(k),

(A.14)

where vl(k) is AWGN with variance σ2
v and f (m) =

[0.8053 −0.5853 j −0.0704] is the equivalent discrete-time
impulse response that takes into account the transmitting,
receiving, and whitening filters, and the derotation oper-
ation. Using vector notation, the output of the whiten-
ing filters after the derotation can be expressed as in
(28), where x(k) = [x1(k) x2(k) · · · xL(k)]T , s(k) =
[s1(k) s2(k) · · · sN (k)]T , and is as in (29).

B. COMPUTATION OF THE DISCRETE-TIME
WHITENING FILTER

First, it is important to note that there are 2p choices of F(z)
that satisfy the desired factorization Rh(z) = F(z)F∗(z−1).
The different choices yield filters 1/F∗(z−1) that have the
same magnitude but different phase response. One possible
choice is to select F∗(z−1) so that it is a minimum phase,
that is, with all its roots inside the unit circle. In this way,
1/F∗(z−1) is a realizable causal and stable discrete system.
The problem of this selection is that the overall impulse re-
sponse F(z) will be the maximum phase and anticausal, and
the resulting ISI will be difficult to compensate. To overcome
this limitation, we choose F∗(z−1) to be the maximum phase
and thus the whitening filter 1/F∗(z−1) will be stable only if
it is considered anticausal. Nevertheless, anticausal filters can
be implemented if a sufficient large delay is introduced. The
advantage of this approach is that now the overall impulse
response F(z) is causal and minimum phase.

Considering that Rh(t) takes significant values only over
the interval [−2, 2] (see Figure 9b), we have

Rh(k) = {
r−2, r−1, r0, r1, r2

} = {
r∗2 , r∗1 , r0, r1, r2

}
= {0.0567, 0.5127, 0.9963, 0.5127, 0.0567}. (B.1)

As mentioned before, note that h(t) contains 99.63% of the
actual GMSK total energy because Rh(0) = 0.9963. The Z-
transform of Rh(k) is

Rh(z) = r−2z
2 + r−1z + r0 + r1z

−1 + r2z
−2 (B.2)

that we can express as

Rh(z) = r2

(
z − 1
ρ∗1

)(
z − 1
ρ∗2

)(
1− ρ1z

−1)(1− ρ2z
−1). (B.3)

Forcing |ρ1|, |ρ2| ≤ 1 in order that the resulting whitening
filter exists and be stable, we have ρ1 = −0.1522 and ρ2 =
−0.5746. Taking into account that ρ1 and ρ2 are real valued,
we arrive at

F(z) =
√

r2

ρ1ρ2

(
1− ρ1z

−1)(1− ρ2z
−1) (B.4)

and thus the whitening filter is given by

W(z) = 1
F∗
(
z−1

) =
√
ρ1ρ2/r2(

1− ρ1z
)(

1− ρ2z
) (B.5)

whose inverse Z-transform is

w(k) = {
wk
}0
k=−∞ =

{√
ρ1ρ2/r2

ρ2 − ρ1

(
ρ−k+1

2 − ρ−k+1
1

)}
. (B.6)

Since {|wk|}−∞k=0 is a strictly decreasing series, we can consider
only the first significant wk coefficients. Taking into account
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that |w−20| < 10−4, we can implement w(k) as an anticausal
FIR filter:

w(k) ≈ {
w−19,w−18, . . . ,w−1,w0

}
= {

0.0001,−0.0001, 0.0002,−0.0004, 0.0007,

− 0.0013, 0.0022,−0.0038, 0.0066,−0.0115,

0.0201,−0.0349, 0.0608,−0.1058, 0.1839,

0.3189, 0.5473,−0.9025, 1.2417
}
.

(B.7)
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In the downlink of DS-CDMA, frequency-selectivity destroys the orthogonality of the user signals and introduces multiuser in-
terference (MUI). Space-time chip equalization is an efficient tool to restore the orthogonality of the user signals and suppress
the MUI. Furthermore, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication techniques can result in a significant increase
in capacity. This paper focuses on space-time block coding (STBC) techniques, and aims at combining STBC techniques with the
original single-antenna DS-CDMA downlink scheme. This results into the so-called space-time block coded DS-CDMA downlink
schemes, many of which have been presented in the past. We focus on a new scheme that enables both the maximum multiantenna
diversity and the maximum multipath diversity. Although this maximum diversity can only be collected by maximum likelihood
(ML) detection, we pursue suboptimal detection by means of space-time chip equalization, which lowers the computational com-
plexity significantly. To design the space-time chip equalizers, we also propose efficient pilot-based methods. Simulation results
show improved performance over the space-time RAKE receiver for the space-time block coded DS-CDMA downlink schemes
that have been proposed for the UMTS and IS-2000 W-CDMA standards.

Keywords and phrases: downlink CDMA, space-time block coding, space-time chip equalization.

1. INTRODUCTION

Direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA)
has emerged as the predominant multiple access technique
for 3G cellular systems. In the downlink of DS-CDMA, or-
thogonal user signals are transmitted from the base station.
All these signals are distorted by the same channel when
propagating to the desired mobile station. Hence, when this
channel is frequency-selective, the orthogonality of the user
signals is destroyed and severe multiuser interference (MUI)
is introduced. Space-time chip equalization can then restore
the orthogonality of the user signals and suppress the MUI
[1, 2, 3, 4].

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, on the
other hand, have recently been shown to realize a significant

increase in capacity for rich scattering environments [5, 6, 7].
Both space division multiplexing (SDM) [8, 9] and space-
time coding (STC) [10, 11, 12] are popular MIMO commu-
nication techniques. SDM techniques mainly aim at an in-
crease in throughput by transmitting different data streams
from the different transmit antennas. However, SDM typi-
cally requires as many receive as transmit antennas, which se-
riously impairs a cost-efficient implementation at the mobile
station. STC techniques, on the other hand, mainly aim at an
increase in performance by introducing spatial and tempo-
ral correlation in the transmitted data streams. As opposed
to SDM, STC supports any number of receive antennas, and
thus enables a cost-efficient implementation at the mobile
station. In this perspective, space-time block coding (STBC)
techniques, introduced in [11] for two transmit antennas and
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later generalized in [12] for any number of transmit anten-
nas, are particularly appealing because they facilitate maxi-
mum likelihood (ML) detection with simple linear process-
ing. However, these STBC techniques have originally been
developed for signaling over frequency-flat channels, and do
not enable the maximum multiantenna and multipath diver-
sity present in frequency-selective channels. Therefore, im-
proved STBC techniques have recently been developed for
signaling over frequency-selective channels [13, 14, 15]. The
STBC technique proposed in [13] enables the maximum
multiantenna diversity, and although it is presented as a tech-
nique that provides the maximum multipath diversity, it is
not possible to prove it without any proper discussion on
how to treat the edge effects at the beginning and the end
of a burst. If the edge effects are handled by a cyclic prefix as
in [14], maximum multipath diversity is not guaranteed. On
the other hand, if the edge effects are handled by a zero post-
fix as in [15], maximum multipath diversity is guaranteed.

Up till now, research on STBC techniques has mainly
focused on single-user communication links. In this pa-
per, we aim at combining STBC techniques with the orig-
inal single-antenna DS-CDMA downlink scheme, resulting
into so-called space-time block coded DS-CDMA downlink
schemes. As an example, we mention the space-time block
coded DS-CDMA downlink schemes that have been pro-
posed for the UMTS and IS-2000 W-CDMA standards, both
special cases of the so-called space-time spreading scheme
presented in [16], which consists of a mixture of the original
single-antenna DS-CDMA downlink scheme and the STBC
technique of [12]. However, this scheme does not enable the
maximum multiantenna and multipath diversity present in
frequency-selective channels. A second example is the space-
time block coded DS-CDMA downlink scheme presented
in [17], which consists of the original single-antenna DS-
CDMA downlink scheme followed by the STBC technique
of [14]. However, this scheme only enables the maximum
multiantenna diversity but not the maximum multipath di-
versity (due to the fact that maximum multipath diversity
is not provided by the STBC technique of [14]). Therefore,
in this paper, we consider the space-time block coded DS-
CDMA downlink scheme that consists of the original single-
antenna DS-CDMA downlink scheme followed by the STBC
technique of [15]. This scheme enables both the maximum
multiantenna diversity and the maximum multipath diver-
sity (due to the fact that maximum multipath diversity is pro-
vided by the STBC technique of [15]). Although this max-
imum diversity can only be collected by ML detection, we
pursue suboptimal detection by means of space-time chip
equalization, which lowers the computational complexity
significantly. Note that this suboptimal detection technique
can also be applied to the STBC technique of [15] on its own,
without combining it with the original single-antenna DS-
CDMA downlink scheme.

Assuming there are J transmit antennas, the straightfor-
ward way to implement space-time chip equalization is to
apply J space-time chip equalizers to recover the J transmit-
ted space-time block coded multiuser chip sequences, then
to apply space-time decoding to recover J subsequences of

the original multiuser chip sequence, and finally, to perform
simple despreading. Since this comes down to an equaliza-
tion problem with J sources, we need J + 1 chip rate sam-
pled outputs at each mobile station for a finite-length zero-
forcing (ZF) solution to exist (i.e., J + 1 receive antennas
if the antennas are sampled at chip rate). However, we will
show that the space-time chip equalization and space-time
decoding operations can be swapped, which allows us to first
apply space-time decoding, then to apply J space-time chip
equalizers to recover J subsequences of the original multiuser
chip sequence, and finally, to perform simple despreading.
Since this comes down to J equalization problems with only
one source, we need only two chip rate sampled outputs at
each mobile station for a finite-length ZF solution to exist
(i.e., two receive antennas if the antennas are sampled at chip
rate). To design the space-time chip equalizers, we finally
propose efficient pilot-based methods.

In Section 2, we discuss the transceiver design of the pro-
posed space-time block coded DS-CDMA system. We dis-
tinguish between the transmitter design, the channel model,
and the receiver design, where the latter is based on space-
time chip equalization. In Section 3, we then propose two
pilot-based methods for practical space-time chip equalizer
design. We show some simulation results in Section 4. In
Section 5, we finally draw our conclusions.

Notation
We use upper (lower) bold face letters to denote matri-
ces (vectors). Superscripts ∗, T , and H represent conjugate,
transpose, and Hermitian, respectively. Further, �·� repre-
sents the flooring operation, and E{·} represents the expec-
tation operation. We denote the N ×N identity matrix as IN
and the M×N all-zero matrix as 0M×N . Next, [A]m,n denotes
the entry at position (m,n) of the matrix A. Finally, diag{a}
represents the diagonal matrix with the vector a on the diag-
onal.

2. TRANSCEIVER DESIGN

We consider the downlink of a space-time block coded DS-
CDMA system. We assume the base station is equipped with
J transmit antennas, and the mobile station is equipped with
M receive antennas. In the following, we discuss the trans-
mitter design, the channel model, and the receiver design.

2.1. Transmitter design

At the base station, a space-time block coded DS-CDMA
downlink scheme transforms {su[k]}Uu=1 and sp[k], where
su[k] is the uth user’s data symbol sequence and sp[k] is the
pilot symbol sequence, into J space-time block coded mul-
tiuser chip sequences {uj[n]}Jj=1.

We consider the space-time block coded DS-CDMA
downlink scheme that consists of the original single-antenna
CDMA downlink transmission scheme followed by the STBC
technique of [15]. This scheme enables both the maximum
multiantenna diversity and the maximum multipath diver-
sity. For simplicity, we will focus on the case of J = 2 transmit
antennas. Extensions to more than two transmit antennas
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Figure 1: Proposed space-time block coded DS-CDMA downlink scheme.

(J > 2) are straightforward and can be developed following
the design rules presented in [18].

Figure 1 depicts the proposed space-time block coded
DS-CDMA downlink scheme (N× repeats each sample N
times, whereas “S/P” and “P/S” represent a serial-to-parallel
and parallel-to-serial conversion, respectively). First, the
original multiuser chip sequence x[n] is constructed:

x[n] :=
U∑
u=1

su
[�n/N�]cu[n] + sp

[�n/N�]cp[n], (1)

where cu[n] is the uth user’s code sequence and cp[n] is
the pilot code sequence. We assume that both cu[n] and
cp[n] are normalized and consist of a multiplication of a
user/pilot specific orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard spreading
code of length N and a base-station specific long scrambling
code. Note that the above pilot insertion technique is simi-
lar to the so-called common pilot channel (CPICH) [19] in
forthcoming 3G systems. Second, the original multiuser chip
sequence x[n] is serial-to-parallel converted into the 1×KN
multiuser chip block sequence x[i]:

x[i] := [
x[iKN], . . . , x

[
(i + 1)KN − 1

]]
. (2)

Third, the multiuser chip block sequence x[i] is transformed
into the two 1× KN block sequences x1[i] and x2[i]:

[
x1[2i] x1[2i + 1]
x2[2i] x2[2i + 1]

]

:=
[

x[2i] −x∗[2i + 1]PKN

x[2i + 1] x∗[2i]PKN

]
,

(3)

where PN is an N × N permutation matrix that performs a
reversal of the entries, that is, [PN ]n,n′ = δ[n + n′ − N − 1].
Fourth, we add a zero postfix of length L to each block of the
block sequence x j[i], resulting into the 1 × (KN + L) block
sequence u j[i]: u j[i] := x j[i]T, where T is the KN×(KN+L)
zero postfix insertion matrix: T := [IKN , 0KN×L]. Finally, the
block sequence u j[i] is parallel-to-serial converted into the
space-time block coded multiuser chip sequence uj[n]:

[
uj
[
i(KN + L)

]
, . . . ,uj

[
(i + 1)(KN + L)− 1

]]
:= u j[i], (4)

which is transmitted at the jth transmit antenna with rate
1/Tc (the chip rate).

2.2. Channel model

Assuming themth receive antenna is sampled at the chip rate,
the received sequence at the mth receive antenna can be writ-
ten as

ym[n] =
2∑
j=1

L∑
l=0

hm, j[l]uj[n− l] + em[n], (5)

where em[n] is the additive noise at the mth receive antenna
and hm, j[l] is the channel from the jth transmit antenna to
the mth receive antenna, including transmit and receive fil-
ters. We assume that hm, j[l] is FIR with order Lj,m and that
L is a known upper bound on max j,m{Lj,m}. Note that L was
also chosen as the zero postfix length in Section 2.1.

2.3. Receiver design

A first option is to serial-to-parallel convert the received se-
quence ym[n] into the 1× (KN + L) received block sequence
ym[i]:

ym[i] := [
ym
[
i(KN + L)

]
, . . . , ym

[
(i + 1)(KN + L)− 1

]]
,
(6)

then to apply space-time decoding and Viterbi equaliza-
tion as in [18], and finally, to perform simple despread-
ing. This detection technique is overall ML, but leads to a
very large computational complexity. That is why we pur-
sue suboptimal detection by means of space-time chip equal-
ization, which lowers the computational complexity signif-
icantly. Note that this suboptimal detection technique can
also be applied to the STBC technique of [15] on its own,
without combining it with the original single-antenna DS-
CDMA downlink scheme.

We first introduce some new notation. Defining the M×1
vector

y[n] := [
y1[n], . . . , yM[n]

]T
, (7)

we can write

y[n] =
2∑
j=1

L∑
l=0

h j[l]uj[n− l] + e[n], (8)

where e[n] is similarly defined as y[n], and

h j[l] := [
h1, j[l], . . . ,hM, j[l]

]T
. (9)
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Further, defining the (Q + 1)M × KN matrix

Y[i]

:=


y
[
i(KN + L)

] · · · y
[
i(KN + L) + KN − 1

]
...

...
...

y
[
i(KN + L) + Q

] · · · y
[
i(KN + L) + KN − 1 + Q

]
 ,

(10)

we can write

Y[i] =
2∑
j=1

H jU j[i] + E[i], (11)

where E[i] is similarly defined as Y[i],

H j :=


h j[L] · · · h j[0] 0M×1 · · · 0M×1

0M×1 h j[L] · · · h j[0] · · · 0M×1
...

...
. . .

. . .
...

0M×1 0M×1 · · · h j[L] · · · h j[0]

 ,

U j[i]

:=


uj
[
i(KN +L)−L

] · · · uj
[
i(KN +L)−L+KN − 1

]
...

...
...

uj
[
i(KN +L) +Q

] · · · uj
[
i(N + L) + Q + KN − 1

]
 .

(12)

The parameter Q basically represents the order of the
adopted space-time chip equalizer. This equalizer order Q is
usually chosen to be close to the channel order L. For the sake
of conciseness, we assume Q = L. However, the proposed re-
sults can easily be extended to other values of the equalizer
order Q.

Choosing Q = L, it is clear from the zero postfix insertion
that U j[i] can be expressed as

U j[i] = T
(

x j[i]
)

:=


x j[i]J(−L)

KN
...

x j[i]J(L)
KN

 , (13)

with J(l)
N the N ×N shift matrix with [J(l)

N ]n,n′ = δ[n− n′ − l]
(note that J(0)

N = IN ).
To proceed, the straightforward way is to apply two

space-time chip equalizers on Y[i] to recover x1[i] and x2[i],
then to apply space-time decoding to recover x[2i] and x[2i+
1], and finally, to perform simple despreading. Since this
comes down to an equalization problem with two sources,
we need three chip rate sampled receive antennas at each mo-
bile station for a finite-length ZF solution to exist (for J > 2
transmit antennas, we need J + 1 chip rate sampled receive
antennas at each mobile station). However, we will show that
the space-time chip equalization and space-time decoding
operations can be swapped, which allows us to first apply
space-time decoding on Y[2i] and Y[2i + 1], then to apply
two space-time chip equalizers to recover x[2i] and x[2i+ 1],
and finally, to perform simple despreading. Since this comes

down to two equalization problems with only one source, we
need only two chip rate sampled receive antennas at each mo-
bile station for a finite-length ZF solution to exist (even for
J > 2 transmit antennas, we need only two chip rate sampled
receive antennas at each mobile station). The latter option
clearly has more degrees of freedom to tackle the equaliza-
tion problem, and therefore leads to a better performance.
This option is explained in more detail next.

2.3.1. Space-time decoding

Using (11) and (13), we can write Y[2i] and Y[2i + 1] as

Y[2i] =H1T
(

x1[2i]
)

+ H2T
(

x2[2i]
)

+ E[2i],

Y[2i + 1] =H1T
(

x1[2i + 1]
)

+ H2T
(

x2[2i + 1]
)

+ E[2i + 1].

(14)

Since x1[2i + 1] = −x∗2 [2i]PKN (see (3)), we can derive from
(13) that

T
(

x1[2i + 1]
) =


x1[2i + 1]J(−L)

KN
...

x1[2i + 1]J(L)
KN



= −


x∗2 [2i]PKN J(−L)

KN
...

x∗2 [2i]PKN J(L)
KN



= −


x∗2 [2i]J(L)

KN
...

x∗2 [2i]J(−L)
KN

PKN

= −P2L+1

x∗2 [2i]J(−L)
KN

x∗2 [2i]J(L)
KN

PKN

= −P2L+1T
∗(x2[2i]

)
PKN .

(15)

Similarly, since x2[2i + 1] = x∗1 [2i]PKN (see (3)), we can de-
rive from (13) that

T
(

x2[2i + 1]
) = P2L+1T

∗(x1[2i]
)

PKN . (16)

Conjugating Y[2i + 1] and multiplying it to the right-hand
side with PKN , we then arrive at

Y∗[2i + 1]PKN

=H∗
1 T ∗(x1[2i + 1]

)
PKN + H∗

2 T ∗(x2[2i + 1]
)

PKN

+ E∗[2i + 1]PKN

= −H∗
1 P2L+1T

(
x2[2i]

)
+ H∗

2 P2L+1T
(

x1[2i]
)

+ E∗[2i + 1]PKN ,

(17)

where the second equality is due to (15) and (16). Stacking
Y[2i] and Y∗[2i + 1]PKN :

Ȳ[i] :=
[

Y[2i]
Y∗[2i + 1]PKN

]
, (18)
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and using the fact that x1[2i] = x[2i] and x2[2i] = x[2i + 1]
(see (3)), we finally obtain

Ȳ[i] =HX̄[i] + Ē[i], (19)

where Ē[i] is similarly defined as Ȳ[i],

H :=
[

H1 H2

H∗
2 P2L+1 −H∗

1 P2L+1

]
,

X̄[i] :=
[

T
(

x[2i]
)

T
(

x[2i + 1]
)] . (20)

2.3.2. Space-time chip equalization

We now apply two space-time chip equalizers on Ȳ[i]: fe and
fo. The 1×2(L+ 1)M space-time chip equalizer fe is designed
to extract the even multiuser chip block x[2i], whereas the 1×
2(L + 1)M space-time chip equalizer fo is designed to extract
the odd multiuser chip block x[2i + 1]:

x̂[2i] = feȲ[i], x̂[2i + 1] = foȲ[i]. (21)

Note that x[2i] and x[2i + 1] are two distinct rows of X̄[i].
A first possibility is to apply two ZF space-time chip

equalizers, completely eliminating the interchip interference
(ICI) at the expense of potentially excessive noise enhance-
ment:

fe = ie
(
HHR−1

e H
)−1

HHR−1
e ,

fo = io
(
HHR−1

e H
)−1

HHR−1
e ,

(22)

where ie is a 1×(4L+2) unit vector with a one in the (L+1)th
position, io is a 1 × (4L + 2) unit vector with a one in the
(3L + 2)th position, and Re := 1/(KN)E{Ē[i]ĒH[i]}. A sec-
ond possibility is to apply two minimum mean-squared error
(MMSE) space-time chip equalizers, balancing ICI elimina-
tion with noise enhancement:

fe = ie
(
HHR−1

e H + R−1
x

)−1
HHR−1

e ,

fo = io
(
HHR−1

e H + R−1
x

)−1
HHR−1

e ,
(23)

where Rx := 1/(KN)E{X̄[i]X̄H[i]}.
Assuming the additive noise sequences {em[n]}Mm=1 are

mutually uncorrelated and white with variance σ2
e , we can

write Re = σ2
e I2(L+1)M . Furthermore, assuming the data

symbol sequences {su[n]}Uu=1 are mutually uncorrelated and
white with variance σ2

s , the original multiuser chip sequence
x[n] is white with variance σ2

x = σ2
s J/N (justified by the long

scrambling code), and we can write Rx = σ2
x diag{[rx, rx]} =

σ2
s J/N diag{[rx, rx]}, where rx = [(KN−L)/(KN), . . . , (KN−

1)/(KN), 1, (KN − 1)/(KN), . . . , (KN − L)/(KN)].

2.3.3. Despreading

We define the 1× KU multiuser data symbol block s[i] as

s[i] := [
s1[i], . . . , sU[i]

]
, (24)

where su[i] is the uth user’s 1×K data symbol block given by

su[i] := [
su[iK], . . . , su

[
(i + 1)K − 1

]]
. (25)

Note that the 1 × K pilot symbol block sp[i] is similarly de-
fined as su[i]. We further define the multiuser code matrix
C[i] as

C[i] := [
C1[i]T , . . . , CU[i]T

]T
, (26)

where Cu[i] is the uth user’s code matrix given by

Cu[i] :=


cu[iK]

. . .
cu
[
(i + 1)K − 1

]
 , (27)

with cu[k] := [cu[kN], . . . , cu[(k + 1)N − 1]]. Note that the
pilot code matrix Cp[i] is similarly defined as Cu[i]. It is then
clear from (1) that the multiuser chip block x[i] can be ex-
pressed as

x[i] =
U∑
u=1

su[i]Cu[i] + sp[i]Cp[i]

= s[i]C[i] + sp[i]Cp[i].

(28)

Hence, by despreading the multiuser chip block x[i] with the
uth user’s code matrix Cu[i], we obtain

su[i] = x[i]CH
u [i] (29)

because Cp[i]CH
u [i] = 0K×K , Cu′[i]CH

u [i] = 0K×K for u �= u′,
and Cu[i]CH

u [i] = IK . Therefore, once x[i] has been esti-
mated, we can find an estimate for su[i] by simple despread-
ing:

ŝu[i] = x̂[i]CH
u [i]. (30)

Plugging (30) into (21), we thus obtain

ŝu[2i] = feȲ[i]CH
u [2i],

ŝu[2i + 1] = foȲ[i]CH
u [2i + 1].

(31)

From these equations, it is also clear that the order of equal-
ization and despreading can be reversed. In other words, we
can first despread Ȳ[i] with Cu[2i] and Cu[2i + 1], and then
perform space-time chip equalization on both results.

3. PRACTICAL SPACE-TIME CHIP EQUALIZER DESIGN

In this section, we focus on practical space-time chip equal-
izer design. In [20, 21], we have developed two pilot-based
space-time chip equalizer design methods for the origi-
nal single-antenna DS-CDMA downlink scheme: a training-
based method and a semiblind method. In this section, these
two methods are appropriately modified and applied to the
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proposed space-time coded DS-CDMA downlink scheme.
We consider a burst of 2I data symbol blocks.

The goal of the training-based method is to compute the
uth user’s even and odd data symbol blocks {su[2i]}Ii=1 and
{su[2i + 1]}Ii=1 from {Ȳ[i]}Ii=1, based on the even and odd
pilot symbol blocks {sp[2i]}Ii=1 and {sp[2i + 1]}Ii=1, the even
and odd pilot code matrices {Cp[2i]}Ii=1 and {Cp[2i+ 1]}Ii=1,
and the uth user’s even and odd code matrices {Cu[2i]}Ii=1
and {Cu[2i + 1]}Ii=1.

The goal of the semiblind method is to compute the
uth user’s even and odd data symbol blocks {su[2i]}Ii=1 and
{su[2i + 1]}Ii=1 from {Ȳ[i]}Ii=1, based on the even and odd
pilot symbol blocks {sp[2i]}Ii=1 and {sp[2i + 1]}Ii=1, the even
and odd pilot code matrices {Cp[2i]}Ii=1 and {Cp[2i+ 1]}Ii=1,
and the even and odd multiuser code matrices {C[2i]}Ii=1 and
{C[2i + 1]}Ii=1. Note that the semiblind method requires the
knowledge of the active codes. This knowledge can be ob-
tained by means of a limited feedback from the base station
to the mobile station (only the indices of the active codes
have to be fed back). However, this knowledge can also be ob-
tained by first adopting the training-based method to design
a space-time chip equalizer, and then comparing for each
code the energy obtained after equalization and despreading
with some threshold in order to decide whether this code is
active or not.

For the sake of conciseness, we will only focus on block
implementations. These block implementations might look
rather complex, but they form the basis for practical low-
complexity adaptive implementations, which can be derived
in a similar fashion as done in [20, 21].

For the sake of simplicity, we make the following assump-
tions:

(A1) the matrix H has full column rank 4L + 2;
(A2) the matrices X̄[2i] and X̄[2i + 1] have full row rank

4L + 2 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , I}.
The first assumption requires that 2(L + 1)(M − 1) ≥ 2L,
which means we need only M ≥ 2 receive antennas at each
mobile station (even for J > 2 transmit antennas, we need
only M ≥ 2 receive antennas at each mobile station). The
second assumption requires that 4L + 2 ≤ KN . Note that
these assumptions are not really necessary for the proposed
methods to work. The only true requirement is that x[2i] and
x[2i+ 1] belong to the row space of Ȳ[i] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , I}.
Assumptions (A1) and (A2) are sufficient but not necessary
conditions for this. However, they considerably simplify the
analysis.

Assume no noise is present. Because of assumption (A1),
the row space of Ȳ[i] equals the row space of X̄[i]. Hence,
there exist two 1 × 2(L + 1)M space-time chip equalizers fe
and fo, for which

feȲ[i]− x[2i] = 01×KN ,

foȲ[i]− x[2i + 1] = 01×KN .
(32)

Because of assumption (A2), these two space-time chip

equalizers fe and fo are ZF. By using (28), we then obtain

feȲ[i]− s[2i]C[2i]− sp[2i]Cp[2i] = 01×KN ,

foȲ[i]− s[2i + 1]C[2i + 1]− sp[2i + 1]Cp[2i + 1] = 01×KN .
(33)

3.1. Training-based method

By despreading (33) with the even and odd pilot code matri-
ces Cp[2i] and Cp[2i + 1], we obtain

feȲ[i]CH
p [2i]− sp[2i] = 01×K ,

foȲ[i]CH
p [2i + 1]− sp[2i + 1] = 01×K

(34)

because C[i]CH
p [i] = 0K×K and Cp[i]CH

p [i] = IK . The
training-based method solves (34) for fe and fo for all i ∈
{1, . . . , I}. In the noisy case, this leads to the following least
squares (LS) problems:

min
fe


I∑

i=1

∥∥feȲ[i]CH
p [2i]− sp[2i]

∥∥2

,

min
fo


I∑

i=1

∥∥foȲ[i]CH
p [2i + 1]− sp[2i + 1]

∥∥2

,

(35)

which can be interpreted as follows. The space-time de-
coded output matrix Ȳ[i] is first equalized with the even
and odd space-time chip equalizers fe and fo, and then de-
spread with the even and odd pilot code matrices Cp[2i] and
Cp[2i + 1]. The resulting even and odd vectors feȲ[i]CH

p [2i]
and foȲ[i]CH

p [2i+ 1] should then be as close as possible in an
LS sense to the even and odd pilot symbol blocks sp[2i] and
sp[2i + 1] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , I}. The solutions of (35) can be
written as

f̂e =
 I∑

i=1

sp[2i]Cp[2i]ȲH[i]


×
 I∑

i=1

Ȳ[i]CH
p [2i]Cp[2i]ȲH[i]

−1

,

f̂o =
 I∑

i=1

sp[2i + 1]Cp[2i + 1]ȲH[i]


×
 I∑

i=1

Ȳ[i]CH
p [2i + 1]Cp[2i + 1]ȲH[i]

−1

.

(36)

The obtained space-time chip equalizers f̂e and f̂o are sub-
sequently used to estimate the uth user’s even and odd data
symbol blocks su[2i] and su[2i + 1] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , I}:

ŝu[2i] = f̂eȲ[i]CH
u [2i],

ŝu[2i + 1] = f̂oȲ[i]CH
u [2i + 1].

(37)

These soft estimates are fed into a decision device that deter-
mines the nearest constellation point.
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3.2. Semiblind method

The semiblind method directly solves (33) for (fe, s[2i]) and
(fo, s[2i+ 1]) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , I}. In the noisy case, this leads
to the following LS problems:

min
(fe ,{s[2i]}Ii=1)


I∑

i=1

∥∥feȲ[i]− s[2i]C[2i]− sp[2i]Cp[2i]
∥∥2

,

min
(fo ,{s[2i+1]}Ii=1)


I∑

i=1

∥∥foȲ[i]− s[2i + 1]C[2i + 1]

− sp[2i + 1]Cp[2i + 1]
∥∥2

.
(38)

Since we are interested in fe and fo, we can first solve (38) for
s[2i] and s[2i + 1] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , I}, which results into

ŝ[2i] = feȲ[i]CH[2i],

ŝ[2i + 1] = foȲ[i]CH[2i + 1]
(39)

because C[i]CH
p [i] = 0K×K and Cp[i]CH

p [i] = IK . Substitut-
ing ŝ[2i] and ŝ[2i+ 1] in (38) leads to the following LS prob-
lems:

min
fe


I∑

i=1

∥∥feȲ[i]
(

IKN − CH[2i]C[2i]
)− sp[2i]Cp[2i]

∥∥2

,

min
fo


I∑

i=1

∥∥foȲ[i]
(

IKN − CH[2i + 1]C[2i + 1]
)

− sp[2i + 1]Cp[2i + 1]
∥∥2

,

(40)

which can be interpreted as follows. The space-time decoded
output matrix Ȳ[i] is first equalized with the even and odd
space-time chip equalizers fe and fo and then projected on the
orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned by the even
and odd multiuser code matrices C[2i] and C[2i + 1]. The
resulting even and odd vectors feȲ[i](IKN−CH[2i]C[2i]) and
foȲ[i](IKN − CH[2i + 1]C[2i + 1]) should then be as close as
possible in an LS sense to the even and odd pilot chip blocks
sp[2i]Cp[2i] and sp[2i + 1]Cp[2i + 1] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , I}.
The solutions of (40) can be written as

f̂e =
 I∑

i=1

sp[2i]Cp[2i]ȲH[i]


×
 I∑

i=1

Ȳ[i]
(

IKN − CH[2i]C[2i]
)

ȲH[i]

−1

,

f̂o =
 I∑

i=1

sp[2i + 1]Cp[2i + 1]ȲH[i]


×
 I∑

i=1

Ȳ[i]
(

IKN − CH[2i + 1]C[2i + 1]
)

ȲH[i]

−1

.

(41)

The obtained space-time chip equalizers f̂e and f̂o are sub-
sequently used to estimate the uth user’s even and odd data
symbol blocks su[2i] and su[2i + 1] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , I}:

ŝu[2i] = f̂eȲ[i]CH
u [2i],

ŝu[2i + 1] = f̂oȲ[i]CH
u [2i + 1].

(42)

These soft estimates are fed into a decision device that deter-
mines the nearest constellation point.

With some algebraic manipulations, it is easy to prove
that (40) is equivalent to

min
fe


I∑

i=1

∥∥feȲ[i]CH
p [2i]− sp[2i]

∥∥2

+
∥∥feȲ[i]

(
IKN−CH[2i]C[2i]− CH

p [2i]Cp[2i]
)∥∥2

,

min
fo


I∑

i=1

∥∥foȲ[i]CH
p [2i + 1]− sp[2i + 1]

∥∥2

+
∥∥foȲ[i]

(
IKN − CH[2i + 1]C[2i + 1]

− CH
p [2i + 1]Cp[2i + 1]

)∥∥2

.
(43)

This shows that (40) naturally decouples into a training-
based part and a blind part (hence the name semiblind). The
training-based part corresponds to (35). The blind part can
be interpreted as follows. The space-time decoded output
matrix Ȳ[i] is first equalized with the even and odd space-
time chip equalizers fe and fo and then projected on the or-
thogonal complement of the subspace spanned by the even
and odd multiuser code matrices C[2i] and C[2i+ 1] and the
even and odd pilot code matrices Cp[2i] and Cp[2i + 1]. The
resulting even and odd vectors feȲ[i](IKN − CH[2i]C[2i] −
CH

p [2i]Cp[2i]) and foȲ[i](IKN−CH[2i+1]C[2i+1]−CH
p [2i+

1]Cp[2i + 1]) should then be as small as possible in an LS
sense for all i ∈ {1, . . . , I}. Note that when the user load in-
creases, the orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned
by the even and odd multiuser code matrices C[2i] and
C[2i + 1] and the even and odd pilot code matrices Cp[2i]
and Cp[2i + 1] decreases in dimension. As a result, the in-
formation that the blind part contributes to the training-
based part diminishes, and the semiblind method converges
to the training-based method. In the extreme case when the
system is fully loaded, that is, N = U − 1, the orthogonal
complement of the subspace spanned by the even and odd
multiuser code matrices C[2i] and C[2i + 1] and the even
and odd pilot code matrices Cp[2i] and Cp[2i + 1] is empty,
that is, IKN − CH[2i]C[2i] − CH

p [2i]Cp[2i] = 0KN×KN and
IKN −CH[2i+ 1]C[2i+ 1]−CH

p [2i+ 1]Cp[2i+ 1] = 0KN×KN .
Hence, the blind part does not contribute any additional
information to the training-based part, and the semiblind
method reduces to the training based method, that is, (43)
reduces to (35).
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we compare the proposed space-time chip
equalizer for the proposed space-time coded downlink
CDMA transmission scheme with the space-time RAKE re-
ceiver for the space-time spreading scheme, which encom-
passes the space-time coded downlink CDMA transmission
schemes that have been proposed for the UMTS and IS-2000
W-CDMA standards [16]. We do not consider channel codes
when comparing the above transceivers. Otherwise, it will
not be very clear whether a performance gain is due to the
transceiver or the channel code. Moreover, the influence of
channel codes on performance has been studied extensively
in literature. In W-CDMA, the target coded BER typically is
10−6, which boils down to an uncoded BER of 10−2 with a
convolutional code of rate 1/2, constraint length 7, and soft
decision Viterbi [22]. Therefore, we compare the different
transceivers at an uncoded BER of 10−2 in the sequel.

We consider a downlink CDMA system with a spreading
factor of N = 32, J = 2 transmit antennas at the base station,
and M = 2 receive antennas at each mobile station. We as-
sume that all channels are independent. We further assume
that each channel hj,m[n] is FIR with order Lj,m = 3 and
has independent Rayleigh fading channel taps of equal vari-
ance σ2

h . Note that the bandwidth efficiency of the proposed
space-time coded downlink CDMA transmission scheme is
ε1 = KU/(KN + L), whereas the bandwidth efficiency of
the space-time spreading scheme is ε2 = U/N . Hence, in
order to make a fair comparison between the two systems,
their spectral efficiencies should be comparable. We therefore
take K = 5 and L = 3 for the proposed space-time coded
downlink CDMA transmission scheme, which results into
ε1/ε2 ≈ 0.98. We assume QPSK modulated data symbols,
and define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as the received bit
energy over the noise power:

SNR =
σ2
s /2

∑2
j=1

∑L
l=0 E

{∥∥h j[l]
∥∥2
}

σ2
e

= 2(L + 1)σ2
s σ

2
h

σ2
e

.

(44)

Two test cases are investigated.

Test case 1

We first assume that the pilot enables us to obtain perfect
channel knowledge at the receiver. We then compare the pro-
posed MMSE space-time chip equalizer for the proposed
space-time coded downlink CDMA transmission scheme
with the MMSE space-time RAKE receiver for the space-
time spreading scheme (see [23, 24]), which is different from
the matched space-time RAKE receiver for the space-time
spreading scheme (see [16]) because it uses an MMSE filter
instead of a matched filter to combine the finger outputs. It
has been shown in [23, 24] that for the space-time spreading
scheme, the MMSE space-time RAKE receiver significantly
outperforms the matched space-time RAKE receiver. Figures
2, 3, and 4 compare the performance of the two transceivers
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Figure 2: Performance comparison for U = 1.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison for U = 15.

for U = 1, U = 15, and U = 31 users, respectively. The
performance results are averaged over 1000 random chan-
nel realizations, where for each channel realization, we con-
sider 10 random data and noise realizations corresponding
to I = 10 (100 data symbols per user). Also shown is the the-
oretical performance of

∑
j,m(Lj,m + 1) = 16-fold diversity

over Rayleigh fading channels [22].
First of all, we see that the proposed transceiver comes

close to extracting the maximum diversity at low-to-medium
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Figure 4: Performance comparison for U = 31.

user loads. More specifically, at a BER of 10−2, the proposed
transceiver incurs a 0.1, 1, and 1.8 dB loss compared to the
theoretical ML bound for U = 1, U = 15, and U = 31 users,
respectively. The existing transceiver, on the other hand, per-
forms poorly at medium-to-high user loads. At a BER of
10−2, it incurs a 0.5, 3, and 8.2 dB performance loss com-
pared to the proposed transceiver for U = 1, U = 15, and
U = 31 users, respectively. The existing transceiver is not ca-
pable of completely suppressing the MUI at high SNR. This
results into a flooring of the BER at high SNR. Note that the
flooring level increases with the number of users U .

Test case 2

We now investigate the performance of the pilot-based meth-
ods. Note that for the space-time spreading scheme, it is easy
to derive a training-based method to estimate the combining
filter of the space-time RAKE receiver based on the knowl-
edge of the pilot. The performance results are again averaged
over 1000 random channel realizations, where for each chan-
nel realization, we consider 10 random data and noise re-
alizations corresponding to I = 10 (100 data symbols per
user). Figures 5, 6, and 7 compare the performance of the
different methods for U = 1, U = 15, and U = 31 users,
respectively.

First of all, we observe that the difference between
the training-based method and the semiblind method for
the proposed transceiver decreases with an increasing user
load, as indicated in Section 3.2. Next, we observe that the
training-based method for the existing transceiver performs
much worse than the training-based and semiblind meth-
ods for the proposed transceiver at medium-to-high user
loads. Finally, note that for the proposed transceiver, the
MMSE performance discussed in test case 1 can be viewed
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Figure 5: Performance of pilot-based methods for U = 1.
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Figure 6: Performance of pilot-based methods for U = 15.

as the convergence point of the training-based and semi-
blind methods as I goes to infinity. Comparing the fig-
ures of test case 2 with the figures of test case 1, we ob-
serve that for I = 10, the training-based method is still
far from the MMSE performance, whereas the semiblind
method is already very close to the MMSE performance.
Hence, as I increases, the semiblind method converges
faster to the MMSE performance than the training-based
method.
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Figure 7: Performance of pilot-based methods for U = 31.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have aimed at combining STBC techniques with the orig-
inal single-antenna DS-CDMA downlink scheme, resulting
into the so-called space-time block coded DS-CDMA down-
link schemes. Many space-time block coded DS-CDMA
downlink transmission schemes can be considered. We have
focussed on a new scheme that enables both the maxi-
mum multiantenna diversity and the maximum multipath
diversity. Although this maximum diversity can only be col-
lected by ML detection, we have pursued suboptimal detec-
tion by means of space-time chip equalization, which low-
ers the computational complexity significantly. To design the
space-time chip equalizers, we have also proposed efficient
pilot-based methods. Simulation results have shown im-
proved performance over the space-time RAKE receiver for
the space-time block coded DS-CDMA downlink schemes
that have been proposed for the UMTS and IS-2000 W-
CDMA standards.
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Traditional joint power control and beamforming achieve the targeted signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) at the receivers by
assuming the knowledge of the measurements of channel parameters and SINR. Blind beamforming is an effective technique for
beamforming and channel estimation without the need of training sequences, thus not consuming extra bandwidth. In this paper,
we propose a novel joint power control and blind beamforming algorithm that reformulates the power control problem in such
a way that it does not need any prior knowledge and additional measurements in the physical layer. In contrast to the traditional
schemes that optimize SINR and, as a result, minimize bit error rate (BER), our proposed algorithm achieves the desired BER by
adjusting a quantity available from blind beamforming. By sending this quantity to the transmitter through a feedback channel,
the transmit power is iteratively updated in a distributed manner in the wireless networks with cochannel interferences (CCIS).
Our proposed algorithm is more robust to estimation errors. We have shown in both analysis and simulation that our algorithm
converges to the desired solution. In addition, a Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRB) is derived to compare with the performance of
our proposed joint power control and blind beamforming system.

Keywords and phrases: array signal processing, power control, distributed control, direction of arrival estimation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, wireless communications and
networking have witnessed an unprecedented growth, and
have become pervasive much sooner than anyone could have
imagined. One of the major challenges for the system de-
sign is the limited available radio frequency spectrum. Chan-
nel reuse is a common method to increase the wireless sys-
tem capacity by reusing the same channel beyond some dis-
tance. However this introduces cochannel interference (CCI)
that degrades the link quality. Two promising approaches
to combat CCI are power control and antenna array pro-
cessing. Power control is one direct approach toward min-
imizing CCI. The transmit powers are constantly adjusted.
They are increased if the signal-to-interference-noise-ratios

(SINRs) at the receivers are low and are decreased if the
SINRs are high. Such a process improves the quality of weak
links and reduces the unnecessary transmit powers. Antenna
array processing techniques such as beamforming can be ap-
plied to receive and transmit multiple signals that are sepa-
rated in space. Hence, multiple cochannel users can be sup-
ported in each cell to increase the capacity by exploring the
space diversity.

Many works have been reported in the literature for em-
ploying power control and beamforming to reduce CCI. Tra-
ditional beamformers such as minimum mean square er-
ror (MMSE) and minimum variance distortion response
(MVDR) methods have been commonly employed [1]. In
[2, 3], general frameworks for power control are constructed.
Beamforming is a physical layer technique that can greatly
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increase receivers’ SINR by using the signal processing al-
gorithms, while power control is a media access control
layer technique that can effectively control users’ trans-
mit powers to share the channels. Many joint power con-
trol and beamforming algorithms are proposed in [4, 5,
6, 7, 8]. Most of the existing works assume the avail-
ability of prior channel information and measurement of
SINR.

As a majority of communication systems often struggle
with the limited bandwidth constraint, it is desirable for the
receiver with multiple antennas to steer to the desired direc-
tion and to estimate the transmit signals without consum-
ing much channel bandwidth. By eliminating the training
sequence overhead, used for estimation, and maximizing the
channel capacity for information transmission, blind estima-
tion and beamforming [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] offer
a bandwidth efficient solution to signal separation and es-
timation. Its importance also lies in the practical need for
some communication receivers to equalize unknown chan-
nels without the assistance and the expense of training se-
quences.

Current methods of joint power control and beamform-
ing [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] assume perfect measurement of channel
parameters and SINR at the receivers, which is very difficult
to obtain in practice. Blind beamforming can estimate and
separate, without the use of training sequences, the transmit-
ted signals that suffer from the channel distortion and addi-
tive noise. The difficulties for joint power control and blind
beamforming are to formulate such a cross-layer problem
into a joint optimization problem, and develop an algorithm
that can be self-trained and adaptively adjust the system pa-
rameters. In this paper, we present a novel joint power con-
trol and blind beamforming algorithm for a multicell multi-
antenna system. Based on a reformulated joint problem, our
proposed algorithm optimizes the bit error rate (BER) us-
ing a quantity directly available from the blind beamform-
ing and estimation, which avoids additional measurements
mentioned above. Mobiles’ transmit powers are updated in a
distributed manner such that the CCI is effectively reduced.
Convergence properties of the proposed algorithm are dis-
cussed. A Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRB) is derived to show
the effect of power control on the symbol estimation perfor-
mance in the networks. Simulation results illustrate that our
algorithm converges to the desired solution and is more ro-
bust to channel estimation error compared with traditional
joint power control and training-based beamforming algo-
rithm.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
we present the system model and the traditional joint power
control and beamforming problem. In Section 3, first we
choose a blind beamforming algorithm. Then we give the
reformulated joint power control and blind beamforming
problem. An adaptive algorithm is developed and a system is
constructed. In Section 4, the convergence and uniqueness of
the solution are analyzed. The CRB is derived to compare the
performance. In Section 5, we evaluate our algorithm via nu-
merical studies. In Section 6, we give the summary and con-
clusion.

2. SYSTEM MODEL, BEAMFORMING
AND POWER CONTROL

Consider K distinct cells in wireless networks where cochan-
nel links exist. Each cell consists of one base station and its as-
signed D mobiles. Antenna arrays with M elements are used
only at the base station and M ≥ D. We assume that coherent
detection is possible so that it is sufficient to model this mul-
tiuser system by an equivalent baseband model. Each link is
affected by the slow Rayleigh fading. The propagation delay
is far less than one symbol period. For uplink case, the ith
base station antenna array’s output vector is given by

xi(t)

=
K∑
k=1

D∑
d=1

√
Gd
kiP

d
k α

d
kia

d
ki

(
θdki
) · gdk (t − τki

)
sdk
(
t − τki

)
+ ni(t),

(1)

where Gd
ki is path loss, αdki is fading coefficient, Pd

k is transmit
power, adki(θ

d
ki) is the ith base station array response vector

to the signal from the dth mobile in the kth cell at direction
θdki, g

d
k (t) is shaping function, sdk(t) is message symbol, τki is

the delay, and ni(t) is thermal noise vector. We assume the
synchronous transmission for all the users within the same
cell, that is, τii = 0, for all i. The synchronous assumption is
reasonable because the symbol timing can be effectively con-
trolled within each cell. We assume that the CCI from other
cells is asynchronous for the desired signals within the cell
and τki, k �= i, is uniformly distributed within the symbol
duration. We assume that the channels are flat fading and
stable within a frame of hundreds of symbols. Define the im-
pulse response from the dth mobile in the kth cell to the pth

element of the ith base station as h
dp
ki = αdkia

dp
ki (θdki)r

dp
ki , where

r
dp
ki includes the effect of the transmitter, receiver filter, and

shaping function gdk (t− τki). In the vector form, it is given by
hd
ki = [h1d

ki , . . . ,hMd
ki ]T . The sampled received vector for this

DK users and MK antenna outputs multicell system at time
n is given by

X(n) = AS(n) + n(n), (2)

where X(n) = [xT
1 (n), xT

2 (n), . . . , xT
K (n)]T , S(n) = [ST

1 (n),
ST

2 (n), . . . , ST
K (n)]T , Si(n) = [s1

i (n), . . . , sDi (n)]T , n(n) is the
sampled thermal noise vector, and

A =


A11 A21 · · · AK1

A12 A22 · · · AK2
...

...
...

...
A1K A2K · · · AKK


MK×DK

, (3)

where Ai j = [
√
P1
i G

1
i jh

1
i j · · ·

√
PD
i G

D
i jh

D
i j].

Let wd
i be the beamforming weight vector for the dth mo-

bile in the ith cell. Without loss of generality, we normalize
the beamformer weight vector ‖(wd

i )Hhd
ii‖2 = 1, which will

not change the receivers’ SINRs. We assume that the trans-
mitted signals from different sources are uncorrelated and
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zero mean, and the additive noise is spatially and temporally
white with variance Ni = σ2IM×M , where σ2 is the thermal
noise variance. The dth user’s SINR at its associated ith base
station’s beamformer output is

Γdi =
Pd
i G

d
ii∑∑

(k, j)�=(i,d) P
j
kG

j
ki

∥∥(wd
i

)H
h
j
ki

∥∥2
+
(

wd
i

)H
Niwd

i

. (4)

The issue in question here is how to find the users’ beam-
forming vectors and transmit powers such that each user has
the desired link quality and does not introduce unnecessary
CCI to other users. In the rest of this section, we will briefly
illustrate the traditional joint power control and beamform-
ing.

An adaptive antenna array is designed to receive the sig-
nals from the desired directions and attenuate signals’ radi-
ations from other directions of no interest. The outputs of
the array elements are weighted by a beamformer. In order
to suppress the interferences, the beamformer places its nulls
in the directions of interference sources and steers to the di-
rection of the target signal. Some most popular beamform-
ers are MMSE and MVDR beamformers [1]. In this paper,
we will compare joint power control and MVDR beamform-
ing method with our proposed blind scheme because MVDR
beamformer is commonly used in the literature [4].

If the channel responses hd
ii can be estimated, the beam-

forming vector can be calculated by the MVDR method,
which minimizes the total interferences at the output of a
beamformer, while the gain for the desired dth user in the ith
cell is kept as a constant. The MVDR problem can be defined
as

min
wd
i

∥∥∥(wd
i

)H
xi

∥∥∥2
, (5)

subject to ∥∥∥(wd
i

)H
hd
ii

∥∥∥2 = 1, i = 1, . . . ,M. (6)

Define correlation matrix as φi = E[xixH
i ]. The optimal

weight vector is given by

ŵd
i =

φ−1
i hd

ii(
hd
ii

)H
φ−1
i hd

ii

. (7)

In traditional power control schemes, the overall trans-
mit powers of all links are minimized, while each link’s trans-
mit power is selected so that its SINR is equal to or larger than
a fixed and predefined targeted SINR threshold γdi required
to maintain the link quality. The power control problem can
be defined as

min
Pd
i

K∑
i=1

D∑
d=1

Pd
i , (8)

subject to

(I− BF)P ≥ u, (9)

where u = [u1
1, . . . ,uD1 , . . . ,u1

K , . . . ,uDK ]T , P = [P1
1 , . . . ,PD

1 , . . . ,
P1
K , . . . ,PD

K ]T , I is the identical matrix, B = diag{γ1
1, . . . , γD1 ,

. . . , γ1
K , . . . , γDK}, and

[F]k j =


0 if j = k,

Gd′
i′i
∥∥(wd

i

)H
hd′
i′i
∥∥2

Gd
ii

if j �= k,
(10)

where i=�k/D�, d=mod(k,D), i′ = � j/D�, d′ =mod( j,D),
and k, j = 1 · · ·KD.

If the spectral radius ρ(BF) [17], that is, the maximum
eigenvalue of BF, is inside the unit circle, the system has
feasible solutions and there exists a positive power alloca-
tion vector to achieve the desired targeted SINRs. By Perron-
Frobenius theorem [17, 18], the optimum power vector for
this problem is P̂ = (I − BF)−1u. Many adaptive algorithms
[3, 4, 19] have been developed to reduce the system complex-
ity by the following distributed iteration:

Pd
i (n + 1) = γi

Gd
ii

Idi , (11)

where Idi = (wd
i )HNiwd

i +
∑K ,D

(k, j)�=(i,d) ‖(wd
i )Hh

j
ki‖2P

j
kG

j
ki and Idi

can be easily estimated at the receivers. The power allocation
is balanced at the equilibrium when the power update in (11)
has converged.

The level of CCI depends on both channel gain and trans-
mit power. The optimal beamforming vector may vary for
different powers. Hence the beamforming and power control
should be considered jointly. In [4], a joint power control and
beamforming scheme has been proposed. An iterative algo-
rithm is developed to jointly update the transmit powers and
beamformer weight vectors. The algorithm converges to the
jointly optimal transmit power and beamforming solution.
The joint iterative algorithm can be summarized by the fol-
lowing two steps:

(i) beamforming in physical layer: MVDR algorithm,
(ii) power update in MAC layer: Pn+1 = BFPn + u,

where power update step can be implemented by using only
local interference measurement. But the algorithm assumes
the knowledge of SINR and directions of the desired signals
or the perfect measurements of channel responses, which are
very difficult to get in practice.

3. JOINT POWER CONTROL AND BLIND
BEAMFORMING

In this section, first we consider how to choose a blind beam-
forming algorithm that can be used for joint optimization
with power control. Then we reformulate the joint power
control and blind beamforming problem as a cross layer ap-
proach. Finally, an adaptive iterative algorithm is developed.

3.1. Choosing a blind beamforming algorithm

The traditional beamforming needs the measurement of spa-
tial responses of the array. A common practice is the use of
training sequences [1]. However, it costs bandwidth which
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is very precious and limited in wireless networks. Moreover,
the measurement errors can greatly reduce the performance
of beamforming. This gives us the motivation to use blind
beamforming method to separate and estimate the multiple
signals arriving at the antenna array. Since beamforming and
power control are two different layer techniques, we need to
find the blind beamforming algorithms that allow us to have
joint optimization across the layers. In [13, 14], a maximum
likelihood approach named iterative least squares projection
(ILSP) algorithm is proposed. The algorithm explores the
finite alphabet property of digital signals. The channel es-
timation and symbol detection can be implemented at the
same time. In addition, a quantity is available for BER perfor-
mance and can be used for power control optimization [20].
In this subsection, we will briefly review the ILSP algorithm.

Consider the same channel module in (2). The dth mo-
bile inside the ith cell generates binary data sdi (n) with power
Pd
i transmitted over a low delay spread Rayleigh fading chan-

nel. The channel and antenna array response is hd
ii. The sam-

pled antenna output at the ith base station is given by

xi(n) =
D∑
d=1

hd
ii

√
Pd
i G

d
iis

d
i (n) + vi(n), (12)

where vi(n) includes the ith base station antenna thermal
noise and all the CCIs from the other cells, that is,

vi(n) = ni(n) +
K∑
k=1
k�=i

D∑
d=1

hd
ki

√
Pd
kG

d
kis

d
k(n), (13)

where ni(n) is the M × 1 sampled thermal noise vector.
The ILSP algorithm works with a shifting window on

data blocks of size N . Assume that the channel is constant
over the N symbol periods. In the ith cell, we obtain the fol-
lowing formulation of the lth data block:

Xi(l) = AiSi(l) + Vi(l), (14)

where l is block number,

Xi(l) =
[

xi(lN + 1) xi(lN + 2) · · · xi
(
(l + 1)N

)]
,

Vi(l) =
[

vi(lN + 1) vi(lN + 2) · · · vi
(
(l + 1)N

)]
,

Si(l) =
[

si(lN + 1) si(lN + 2) · · · si
(
(l + 1)N

)]
,

si(n) = [
s1
i (n) · · · sDi (n)

]T
,

Ai = [
√
P1
i G

1
iih

1
ii · · ·

√
PD
i G

D
ii hD

ii ].

(15)

We assume that the number of users is known or has been
estimated.

The ILSP algorithm uses the finite alphabet property of
the input to implement a least squares algorithm that has
good convergence properties for the channel with low delay
spread. The algorithm is carried out in two steps to alterna-
tively estimate Ai and Si as follows:

min
Ai ,Si

f
(

Ai, Si; Xi
) = ∥∥Xi(l)− AiSi(l)

∥∥2
. (16)

The first step is a least square minimization problem, where
Si is unstructured and its amplitude is continuous without
considering the discrete nature of modulations, while Ai is
fixed and equal to the estimated Âi. In the second step, each
element of the solution Si is projected to its closest discrete
values Ŝi. Then a better estimate of Âi is obtained by mini-
mizing f (Ai, Ŝi; Xi) with respect to Ai, keeping Ŝi fixed. We
continue this process until estimates of Âi and Ŝi are con-
verge. The ILSP algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.

3.2. Reformulation of joint power control
and beamforming

In traditional joint power control and beamforming, the
user’s received SINR is larger than or equal to a targeted value
to maintain the link quality such as the desired BER. In this
paper, we proposed another quantity available from the ILSP
algorithm to directly ensure each user’s BER. For simplic-
ity, we use BPSK modulation for the analysis and simulation.
The other PAM or MQAM modulation methods can be eas-
ily extended in a similar way. It has been shown in [14] that
the error probability of ILSP algorithm is approximated by

Pr
(
sdi
) = Q

(√
2

Var
[
ŝdi (n)

] ), (17)

where each estimated signal ŝdi (n) has E[ŝdi (n)] = sdi (n), that
is, ILSP is an unbiased estimator with variance

Var
[
ŝdi (n)

] = 2σ2
i

(
AH
i Ai

)−1
dd , (18)

where, in our case, σ2
i = E[vi(n)Hvi(n)] and can be estimated

by

σ2
i ≈

1
N

∥∥Xi − ÂiŜi

∥∥2 = 1
N

∥∥Vi

∥∥2
. (19)

In [14], (18) is developed for single cell environment with ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise. In our case, we need to perform
optimization in multicell scenario with CCI. Because there
are a large number of CCI sources with similar received pow-
ers, by the central limit theorem, we can assume that vi(n)
approaches a zero-mean Gaussian vector. So (18) still holds
in our case. From the simulation results in Section 5, we can
show that this assumption is valid.

In our proposed joint power control and blind beam-
forming scheme, the key issue is the quantity Var[ŝdi (n)]
which is directly related to error performance. Var[ŝdi (n)] is
a function of σ2

i and Ai, so it is also a function of all Pd
i ,

for all i,d. We want the maximum variance for each user’s
Var[ŝdi (n)] to be less than or equal to a predefined value var0

so that each user’s BER is less than the desired value. How-
ever, if var0 is too small, each user’s transmit power will be
too large and cause too much CCI. Under this condition,
the system may not be feasible, that is, no matter how large
the transmit powers are, the receivers cannot achieve de-
sired BER. So we need a feasibility constraint for var0. The
reformulated joint power control and blind beamforming
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(1) Initial Âi,0, Step m = 0.
(2) m = m + 1

(a) S̄i,m = A+
i,m−1Xi,

where A+
i,m−1 = (ÂH

i,m−1Âi,m−1)−1ÂH
i,m−1,

(b) projection onto finite alphabet
Ŝi,m = proj[S̄i,m],

(c) Âi,m = XiŜ+
i,m,

where Ŝ+
i,m = ŜH

i,m(Ŝi,mŜH
i,m)−1.

(3) Repeat until (Âi,m, Ŝi,m) ≈ (Âi,m−1, Ŝi,m−1).

Algorithm 1

problem is given by

min
Pd
i

K∑
i=1

D∑
d=1

Pd
i , (20)

subject to

Var
(
ŝdi (n)

)
≤ var0, ∀i,d, (21)

where var0 is feasible. In order to solve this problem, we need
to develop a distributed algorithm such that each user can
adapt its transmit power by using only local information. We
need to evaluate the feasible range of var0 such that the sys-
tem is feasible, that is, there exists a possible power allocation
vector. The convergence and optimality of the adaptive algo-
rithm will be considered in Section 4.

3.3. Adaptive iterative algorithm

In this subsection, we assume that var0 is feasible for the sys-
tem. We will discuss the feasibility issue in Section 4.1. In
ILSP algorithm, the iteration stops when the estimated chan-
nel response matrix and symbol matrix have converged. In
the algorithm, we use the final channel response matrix Âi

to substitute Ai in (18). Then the estimation of Var(ŝdi (n)) is
calculated by

vardi = 2σ2
i

(
ÂH
i Âi

)−1

dd
. (22)

In the uplink, the value of vardi is obtained in the base sta-
tion and compared with the desired var0. If vardi is too large,
it means that the BER for the dth user is too large and conse-
quently, the dth user’s power needs to be increased. If vardi is
too small, it is unnecessary to have such a high power for the
dth user. Consequently, the power needs to be reduced. The
power update stops when transmit powers have converged in
the consecutive iterations, that is, vardi ≈ var0. Each user’s
power is updated by the simple feedback of λ = vardi / var0

from the base station. The power update scheme can be eas-
ily implemented in a distributed manner. In each iteration,
the power is updated by

Pd
i (m + 1) = λPd

i (m), (23)

where m is the iteration number.

With the above power update equation, we develop the
following joint adaptive power control and blind beamform-
ing algorithm. The algorithm is initialized by some feasible
power allocation vector P(0) and some approximate channel
estimation Âi,0 [13]. The user’s BER may be larger than the
desired value during the initialization. In each iteration, first,
ILSP blind estimate algorithm is applied to estimate the an-
tenna array responses and the transmitted signals. Then vardi
is calculated. The new transmit power is updated by (23).
The iteration is stopped by comparing the power vector of
the two consecutive iterations. When the algorithm stops,
each user’s desired BER will be satisfied. The adaptive algo-
rithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.

With the adaptive algorithm, we can construct a joint
power control and blind beamforming system as shown in
Figure 1. The variance calculator module calculates the esti-
mation vardi from the ILSP module. The updating informa-
tion of transmit powers is computed by the power update
module. Then the simple power update information is sent
back to mobiles via the feedback channels. When the algo-
rithm converges, the output data from the ILSP module will
have the desired BER.

4. ANALYSIS AND CONVERGENCE
OF THE ALGORITHM

4.1. Convergence analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the condition for our proposed
algorithm to converge, that is, we find the feasible range for
var0. Then we prove that the power update converges to a
unique solution when the system is feasible, while the blind
beamforming may not converge to a unique solution. So our
proposed joint power control and blind beamforming algo-
rithm may have local minima because of the inherited char-
acteristics of the blind estimation. We will propose a method
to avoid the local minima. From the simulation results in
Section 5, we can show that even with the possible local min-
ima, the proposed algorithm performs comparably well with
the traditional joint power control and beamforming algo-
rithm.

Consider the transmission from the dth mobile to its as-
sociated ith base station with hd

ii and Gd
ii being the channel

response and link gain, respectively, and Ai being the channel
response matrix. We want to find the expression Var[ŝdi (n)]
in (18). Then we will analyze the conditions for the conver-
gence of our algorithm. We have

[
AH
i Ai

]
jk =

√
P
j
i P

k
i G

j
iiG

k
ii

(
h
j
ii

)H
hk
ii. (24)

The det(AH
i Ai) can be expanded by the following alternating

sum form:

det
(

AH
i Ai

) = P1
i G

1
ii · · ·PD

i G
D
ii f1

(
hii
)
, (25)

where hii = [h1
ii, . . . , hD

ii ] and f1(hii) is a real function of chan-
nel responses hd

ii, for all d. Then it follows from the cofactor
method of matrix inverse [17] that
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(1) Given P(0), var0, m = 0, and Âi = Âi,0.
(2) Received data block at base station i,

(i) ILSP blind estimation to get Âi;
(ii) For each mobile d inside ith cell,

vardi = 2σ̂2
i (ÂH

i Âi)−1
dd

λ = vardi
var0

Pd
i (m + 1) = λPd

i (m);
(iii) Âi,0 = Âi.

(3) m = m + 1. Go to step 2;
Repeat until Pi(m) ≈ Pi(m− 1), for all i.

Algorithm 2: Joint power control and blind beamforming algo-
rithm.

(
AH
i Ai

)−1
dd =

f d2
(

hii
)∏ j=D

j=1, j�=d P
j
i G

j
ii

f1
(

hii
)∏ j=D

j=1 P
j
i G

j
ii

= f3
(

hii
)

Pd
i G

d
ii

, (26)

where f d2 (hii) is a real function of channel responses h
j
ii, j �=

d, and f3(hii) = f d2 (hii)/ f1(hii).
Because the channels are not reused in the adjacent cells

in most of the communication system, we assume that the
CCI plus thermal noise in (13) is Gaussian noise with the
variance:

σ2
i =

K∑
j�=i

D∑
d=1

∥∥hd
ji

∥∥2
Gd

jiP
d
j + Mσ2. (27)

Now we can calculate Var[ŝdi (n)] as

Var
[
ŝdi (n)

] = 2σ2
i(

AH
i Ai

)
dd

= 2σ2
i

Pd
i G

d
ii

f3
(

hii
)
. (28)

An interesting result is that Var(ŝdk(n)) is independent of the
transmit powers of the other mobiles in the same cell. So the
main concern for power control is intercell CCI. Substitute
into (23), the power update equation can be expressed as

Pd
i (n + 1) =

∑K
j�=i
∑D

d=1

∥∥hd
ji

∥∥2
Gd

jiP
d
j + Mσ2

Gd
ii var0

f3
(

hii
)
. (29)

In matrix form, we define a matrix Q as

[Q]k j =
Gd′

i′i f
k j

4 /Gd
ii if i′ �= i,

0 otherwise,
(30)

where i = �k/D�, d = mod(k,D), i′ = � j/D�, d′ = mod( j,

D), and f
k j

4 = ‖hd
ji‖2 f3(hii). The matrix expression of (29)

for the whole network can be written as

P(n + 1) = 1
var0

QP(n) + u, (31)

where P = [P1
1 · · ·PD

1 , . . . ,P1
K · · ·PD

K ]T , u = [u1, . . . ,uDK ]T ,
and

uj = f3
(

hii
)
Mσ2

Gd
ii var0

. (32)
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Figure 1: Joint power control and blind beamforming system.

By Perron-Frobenius theorem [17], the power update in (31)
has the equilibrium

P =
(

I− 1
var0

Q
)−1

u. (33)

If (I − (1/var0)Q) is positive definite, that is, the spectrum
radius |ρ(Q)| < var0, the positive power vector exists and the
power update converges. Under this condition, the system is
converged when Var[ŝdi (n)] = var0. From the simulation re-
sults in Section 5, we will see that our algorithm converges
rapidly to the desired var0 if |ρ(Q)| < var0.

When var0 is too small and less than ρ(Q), the system
is not feasible and the adaptive algorithm diverges. In order
to prevent the algorithm from diverging, the system will de-
tect the severity of CCI. If the system detect ρ(Q) approaches
var0 or the transmit powers increase very fast, var0 will be in-
creased so that users will reduce their transmit powers and
CCI will be alleviated.

Following the same proof in [19], we can prove that the
power update in (29) converges to a unique solution. Sup-
pose that P̂ and P∗ are two different converge power allo-
cation vectors. Without loss of generality, we assume that
β = maxl(P̂d

l /P
d∗
l ) > 1 such that βP∗ ≥ P̂. We can find an

index i such that βPd∗
i = P̂d

i . We have

P̂d
i =

∑K
j�=i
∑D

d=1

∥∥hd
ji

∥∥2
Gd

jiP̂
d
j + Mσ2

Gd
ii var0

f3
(

hii
)

≤
∑K

j�=i
∑D

d=1

∥∥hd
ji

∥∥2
Gd

jiβP
d∗
j + Mσ2

Gd
ii var0

f3
(

hii
)

< β

∑K
j�=i
∑D

d=1

∥∥hd
ji

∥∥2
Gd

jiP
d∗
j + Mσ2

Gd
ii var0

f3
(

hii
)

= βPd∗
i .

(34)

The above contradiction implies that the power update equa-
tion (23) will converge to a unique solution. However, be-
cause the solution of blind beamforming may not be unique
[14], our proposed joint scheme may fall into local minima.
In order to prevent such local minima, we propose the fol-
lowing scheme to avoid the local minima.

When the two users are not well separated in the an-
gle, that is, the array response Ai is ill-conditioned. The
ILSP algorithm can converge to some fixed points that are
not the global minima. In this case, instead of projecting
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unstructured continuous estimated symbols to the closest
discrete values in ILSP algorithm, we enumerate over all ΩD

possible vectors S
j
i ∈ ΩD and choose the one that minimizes

Ŝi(n) = arg min
S
j
i∈ΩD

∥∥Xi(n)− AiS
j
i

∥∥2
, ∀ j, (35)

where Ω is the modulation constellation alphabet. This enu-
merating method has a better performance but a higher com-
plexity. If the global minimum is still not achieved, it has
been shown in [13] that usually one or two reinitializations
with random guess are sufficient to yield the global mini-
mum. So we can have two or three parallel structures with
different initial values to calculate ILSP algorithm. Then we
select the minimal one. The probability of staying in a local
minimum will be greatly reduced.

4.2. Cramer-Rao lower bound

In our proposed joint power control and blind beamforming
system, the performance of each user’s BER is determined
by the noise variance, channel conditions, and power alloca-
tion. When the additive noise is a zero-mean Gaussian ran-
dom process, the estimation performance of the unbiased es-
timator is bounded by the CRB. In this subsection, we derive
the covariance matrix for the parameters of the thermal noise
variance, the input symbols, and the power allocation vector
for the CRB. The results will help us analyze the effects of
power control on the users’ symbol estimation performances
in this multicell system.

For simplicity, we assume that the data are modulated
as BPSK, that is, S(n) ∈ ΩKD, where Ω = {±1}. Similar
to the performance analysis of ILSP in [14], we assume that
the channel responses are known (the algorithm itself doesn’t
need such information). The parameters for Fisher informa-
tion matrix are ϑ = [σ2, S(1), . . . , S(N), P]. The likelihood
function L of the received data X(n) is given by

L
[

X(1) · · ·X(N)
]

= 1(
πσ2

)MKN

× exp

{
− 1

σ2

N∑
n=1

[
X(n)− AS(n)

]H[
X(n)− AS(n)

]}
.

(36)

The Fisher information matrix is calculated by

I(θ)i j = −E
[
∂2 ln(L)
∂θi∂θj

]

=



MKN

σ4
0 · · · 0 0

0 Q · · · 0 R(1)
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 · · · Q R(N)
0 R(1) · · · R(N) RP


,

(37)

where Q, R(n), and RP are derived in the appendix.

In order to see the effect of the proposed power control
on the symbol estimation errors, we define the average mean
square error (AMSE) as a performance measure of the sym-
bol estimation:

AMSE = 1
N

N∑
n=1

∥∥Ŝ(n)− S(n)
∥∥2∥∥S(n)

∥∥2 . (38)

Because we use BPSK modulation, ‖S(n)‖2 = DK , for all n,
and AMSE is the variance bounded by CRB. The CRB for the
symbol estimation can be obtained directly from the inverse
of Fisher information matrix, that is,

AMSE ≥ 1
NDK

N∑
n=1

DK∑
j=1

(
I−1(θ)

)
S j (n)S j (n), (39)

where S j(n) is the jth element of S(n). How close AMSE is
to the CRB will show the relative efficiency of our proposed
algorithm.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

A network with 50 cells is simulated as shown in Figure 2.
Each hexagonal cell’s radius is 1000 m. Two adjacent cells do
not share the same channel. In each cell, one base station is
placed at the center. Two mobiles are placed randomly with
uniform distribution. Each mobile transmits BPSK data over
Rayleigh fading channels. Each base station employs four-
elements antenna array. The noise level is σ = 1. The trans-
mit frame has N = 1000 data symbols. Our shaping function
is raised cosine function.

Path loss is due to the decay of the intensity of a propa-
gating radio wave. In our simulations, we use the two slope
path loss model [21] to obtain the average received power as
a function of distance. According to this model, the average
path loss is given by

G = C

ra
(
1 + rλc/

(
4hbhm

))b , (40)

where C is a constant, r is the distance between the mobile
and the base station, a is the basic path loss exponent (ap-
proximately two), b is the additional path loss component
(ranging from two to six), hb is the base station antenna
height, hm is the mobile antenna height, and λc is the wave-
length of the carrier frequency. We assume the mobile an-
tenna height is 2 m and the base station antenna height is
50 m. The carrier frequency is 900 MHz.

In Figure 3, we show the analytical and numerical per-
formance of ILSP, compared with MVDR with perfect chan-
nel estimation. The numerical results with CCI match the
analytical results well especially at high SINR range, which
proves our assumption that Vi(n) can be treated as Gaus-
sian noise when the number of CCIs is large. Our pro-
posed joint power control and blind beamforming has only
about 1–2 dB performance loss over traditional power con-
trol and MVDR beamforming with perfect channel esti-
mation. However, MVDR beamforming needs additional
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Figure 2: Simulation setup.
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Figure 3: ILSP performance.

training sequence to estimate the channel and SINR with
prior information that may not be available in practice.

In reality, perfect channel estimation is hard to obtain. In
Figure 4, we show the effect of directions of arrivals (DOA)
estimation error on the traditional joint power control and
MVDR beamforming and our algorithm. In Figure 4a, we
compare the BER performance while the transmit power al-
location is the same for both algorithms. We can see from
the curves that when the channel estimation error for DOA
is greater than about 2 degrees, the blind beamforming algo-
rithm outperforms the traditional MVDR. In Figure 4b, we
compare the overall transmit power while BER performance
is the same for both algorithms. We can see that the blind
beamforming algorithm needs a little bit more transmit pow-
ers when the DOA estimation error is small. However, the
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Figure 4: Effects of DOA estimation error.

traditional power control with MVDR method will diverge
when the DOA estimation error is about 2 degrees. Our pro-
posed joint power control and beamforming algorithm will
always converge regardless the DOA variations. When the
mobiles are moving, DOA are changing and this will cause
the channel estimation errors. The traditional MVDR beam-
former may not be aware of the changing and still use the ob-
solete hd

ii in (7). This will greatly increase BER and transmit
powers of the joint power control and MVDR method. The
proposed blind scheme will automatically track and adapt to
the changes and so it is more robust to channel estimation
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errors. Consequently, our algorithm is more robust in appli-
cations where usually only the inaccurate channel and SINR
estimations are available. It is worthy to mention that the
proposed scheme is more sensitive to fast channel varying
and the complexity is much higher compared to the tra-
ditional training sequence-based algorithm. However, our
scheme saves the transmission bandwidth by eliminating the
training sequences and is more robust to channel estimation
errors.

In Figure 5, we show the numerical results of BER and
the overall transmit power versus var0 for the proposed joint
blind beamforming and power control algorithm. When var0

is decreasing from a large number, BER decreases and the
overall power increases slightly. Within a reasonable BER
range such as BER = 10−3 to BER = 10−5, we can cal-
culate the threshold of var0 for the desired BER. After var0

decreases to a specific value, the overall transmit power in-
creases and BER decreases quickly. This is because the CCI
is too large and var0 → ρ(Q). After var0 is smaller than
some value, the algorithm diverges. Consequently, there is
no feasible power control solution, that is, no matter how
large the transmit powers are, the receivers cannot ensure
the desired BER. This proves that our algorithm behaves ex-
actly the same as the traditional power control algorithm, ex-
cept that our algorithm directly ensures BER instead of each
user’s SINR. There is a trade-off between the overall trans-
mit power and BER, while var0 is the bridge between the two
quantities.

In Figure 6, we show the distribution of the number of
iterations required for the convergence of our proposed al-
gorithm with different values of var0. The convergence crite-
ria is that the maximum difference of users’ transmit pow-
ers between two consecutive iterations is less than 3%. When
var0 is within the range that the system is feasible, we can
see that our algorithm converges within a small number of
iterations, which demonstrates that our algorithm is robust
in the wireless communication systems if the channel gains
and topologies have been changed. When var0 is large, that
is, the desired BER is large, the algorithm converges slower.
This is because the transmit powers are small when var0 is
large. Consequently, the vardi estimation is poor and more it-
erations are needed for the convergence.

In Figure 7, we compare the AMSE and CRB versus var0.
When var0 is large and the transmit powers of users are
small, the CCI is small. The performance of ILSP is close to
CRB. The difference is because discrete alphabets are used
for transmitted symbols, while there is no such assumption
for CRB. When var0 is decreasing, the CCI and our algo-
rithm’s AMSE are decreasing because of the increasing trans-
mit powers. In this situation, the CRB is much lower than
our algorithm performance. This is because we assume that
all the channel conditions including Aij , i �= j, are known for
CRB, while our algorithm only estimates Aii and treats trans-
mitted signals from other cells as noise. If an algorithm can
take consideration of all Aij , for all i, j, its performance will
be much better and closer to CRB; however, the complexity
will be unacceptably high. When var0 is smaller than some
value, our algorithm diverges. The transmit powers also di-
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Figure 5: BER and the overall power versus var0.
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Figure 6: Convergence of the algorithm.

verge to arbitrary large values. But the CRB goes extremely
low because SINR can be very high, if we know all the chan-
nel responses.

6. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a novel joint power control and blind
beamforming algorithm that reformulates the power con-
trol problem in terms of a quantity directly related to the er-
ror performance of the estimation. First, this approach opti-
mizes BER instead of a theoretically indirect SINR. Secondly,
the algorithm does not require additional measurements of
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channel or SINR, which saves valuable limited bandwidth.
Third, our scheme can be easily implemented in a distributed
manner. Fourth, our scheme is more robust to channel es-
timation error. The proof of convergence of the algorithm
is derived and supported by simulation results. Performance
results show that our algorithm performs well in the situa-
tions where the radio spectrum is limited or the good esti-
mations are hard to obtain.

APPENDIX

From (36), the log likelihood function is

ln(L) = −MKN ln(π)−MKN ln
(
σ2)

− 1
σ2

N∑
n=1

[
XH(n)− ST(n)AH

][
X(n)− AS(n)

]
.

(A.1)

We take partial derivatives of (A.1) with respect to σ2,
S(n), and P:

∂ ln(L)
∂σ2

= −MKN

σ2
+

1
σ4

N∑
n=1

e(n)He(n),

∂ ln(L)
∂S(n)

= 2
σ2

Re
{

AHe(n)
}

,

∂ ln(L)

∂Pd
i

= 2
σ2

N∑
n=1

Re
{

ST(n)
dAH

dPd
i

e(n)
}

,

∂ ln(L)
∂P

= 1
σ2

N∑
n=1

Re
{

diag(ST(n)) diag
(

1
P

)
AHe(n)

}
,

(A.2)

where e(t) = X(t) − AS(t), and diag(1/P) = diag(1/P1
1 , . . . ,

1/PD
1 , . . . , 1/PD

K ). Using the several results that are proven in
[16, 22], we have

E

[(
∂ ln(L)
∂σ2

)2
]
= MKN

σ4
,

E

[(
∂ ln(L)
∂σ2

)(
∂ ln(L)
∂S(n)

)T]
=E

[(
∂ ln(L)
∂σ2

)(
∂ ln(L)
∂P

)T]
= 0,

Q = E

[(
∂ ln(L)
∂S(n)

)(
∂ ln(L)
∂S(r)

)T]
= 2

σ2
Re
{

AHA
}
δn,r ,

RP = E

[(
∂ ln(L)
∂P

)2
]

= 1
2σ2

N∑
n=1

Re
{

diag
(

ST(n)
)

diag
(

1
P

)
AH

× A diag
(

1
P

)
diag

(
S(n)

)}
,

R(n) = E

[(
∂ ln(L)
∂S(n)

)(
∂ ln(L)
∂P

)T]

= 1
σ2

Re
{

AHA diag
(

1
P

)
diag

(
S(n)

)}
.

(A.3)
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This paper presents an extension of the vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) architecture in which the closed-
loop multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) capacity can be approached with conventional scalar coding, optimum successive
decoding (OSD), and independent rate assignments for each transmit antenna. This theoretical framework is used as a basis
for the proposed algorithms whereby rate and power information for each transmit antenna is acquired via a low-rate feedback
channel. We propose the successive quantization with power control (SQPC) and successive rate and power quantization (SRPQ)
algorithms. In SQPC, rate quantization is performed with continuous power control. This performs better than simply quantizing
the rates without power control. A more practical implementation of SQPC is SRPQ, in which both rate and power levels are
quantized. The performance loss due to power quantization is insignificant when 4–5 bits are used per antenna. Both SQPC
and SRPQ show an average total rate close to the closed-loop MIMO capacity if a capacity-approaching scalar code is used per
antenna.

Keywords and phrases: adaptive antennas, BLAST, interference cancellation, MIMO systems, space-time processing, discrete bit
loading.

1. INTRODUCTION

Information theory has shown that the rich-scattering wire-
less channel can support enormous capacities if the multi-
path propagation is properly exploited, using multiple trans-
mit and receive antennas [1, 2, 3]. In order to attain the
closed-loop multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) capac-
ity, it is necessary to signal through the channel’s eigen-
modes with optimal power and rate allocation across those
modes [4, 5]. Such an approach requires instantaneous chan-

nel information feedback from the receiver to the trans-
mitter, hence a closed-loop implementation. Furthermore,
a very specialized transmit structure is required to perform
the eigenmode signaling. Therefore, it is challenging to incor-
porate the closed-loop MIMO capacity-achieving transmit-
receive structures into existing systems.

Open-loop schemes that eliminate the need for instan-
taneous channel information feedback at the transmitter
have also been proposed [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. These schemes
can be divided into two categories: multidimensional coding
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(e.g., space-time coding) and spatial multiplexing (e.g., ver-
tical Bell Laboratories layered space-time (V-BLAST)). Mul-
tidimensional coding [7] requires very specialized coding
structures and complicated transceiver structures. Further-
more, its complexity grows very rapidly with the number of
transmit antennas. Among spatial multiplexing approaches,
V-BLAST [9, 10, 11] uses simple scalar coding and a well-
known transceiver structure. This paper focuses on the
V-BLAST transmission scheme.

In V-BLAST, every transmit antenna radiates an indepen-
dently encoded stream of data. This transmission method is
much more attractive from an implementation standpoint;
the transmitter uses a simple spatial demultiplexer followed
by a bank of scalar encoders, one per antenna. The receiver
uses a well-known successive detection technique [12]. Fur-
thermore, this scheme is much more flexible in adapting
the number of antennas actively used. This flexibility is a
strong advantage for the following reasons. First, the chan-
nel estimation process requires more time as the number of
transmit antennas increases; consequently, the overall spec-
tral efficiency—including training overhead—could actually
degrade with an excessive number of transmit antennas in
rapidly fading channels. Hence, MIMO systems may need
to adapt the number of antennas actively used depending
on the environment. Second, it is expected that during ini-
tial deployment, not all base stations and terminal units may
have the same number of antennas. Therefore, the number
of antennas actually being used may need to be adapted,
for example, during hand-off processes between different
cells.

As previously mentioned, the main weakness of open-
loop V-BLAST is that it attains a part of the closed-loop
MIMO capacity; as the transmitter cannot adapt itself to
the channel environment in an open-loop fashion, V-BLAST
simply allocates equal power and rate to every transmit an-
tenna. Consequently, the performance is limited by the an-
tenna with the smallest capacity, as dictated by the channel.
Hence, it is natural to consider per-antenna rate adaptation
using a low-rate feedback channel.

Using a low-rate feedback channel, [13] introduced rate
adaptation at each antenna in V-BLAST to overcome this
problem. We extend their approach to both rate and power
adaptations at each antenna and theoretically prove that
this new scheme, denoted as V-BLAST with per-antenna
rate control (PARC), achieves the performance of an open-
loop scheme with multidimensional coding. A similar ap-
proach was taken at OFDM/SDMA in the downlink of wire-
less local networks [14]. We show that with per-antenna rate
and power control, V-BLAST achieves higher performance
than the other open-loop schemes. Moreover, V-BLAST with
PARC attains the open-loop MIMO capacity.

In developing the optimal PARC, similarities are noted
between the V-BLAST with PARC and the Gaussian
multiple-access channel (GMAC) problems. Every transmit
antenna within the V-BLAST can be regarded as an individ-
ual user in a GMAC. As shown in [15], with optimum suc-
cessive decoding (OSD), the total sum capacity of the GMAC
can be achieved at any corner point of the capacity region. As

will be shown, this result translates directly to the V-BLAST
context by simply incorporating the notion of PARC.

Next, these theoretical results are applied to practical
modulation scenarios. In order to apply the idealized capac-
ity results to a real system, the following points should be
considered. First, the idealized results assume an infinite-
length codebook to achieve vanishingly small bit error
rates (BERs), but in a real system, current coding tech-
niques and practical system requirements allow only for
a finite-length coding with nonzero error rates [16]. Sec-
ond, the idealized results assume a continuous rate set, but
in a real system, only rates from a discrete rate set are
feasible.

The first issue can be easily solved by adopting the con-
cept of a gap (Γ) [17]:

b = log2

(
1 +

SINR
Γ

)
. (1)

The number of bits transmitted at a specific SINR and spe-
cific coding and BER can be expressed as (1), where b is the
number of bits transmitted per symbol, SINR is the signal-
to-interference-and-noise ratio, and Γ is a positive number
larger than 1, which is a function of the BER and specific
coding method. Note that this is a capacity expression, ex-
cept that the SINR is scaled by a penalty Γ, which is a func-
tion of the target BER and coding method. Γ can take various
values; for uncoded M-QAM with the target BER 10−3, Γ is
3.333 (5.23 dB). For a very powerful code (e.g., Turbo code),
Γ is close to 1 (0 dB). When Γ equals 0 dB, the gap expression
(1) equals the actual capacity [17]. Works in [13] also uti-
lize the gap expression in considering the rate adaptation per
antenna.

The second issue is investigated using ad hoc methods
since the optimal solution for discrete rates is difficult to
obtain analytically. Successive quantization with power con-
trol (SQPC) is first proposed. Here, the rate is quantized
efficiently with continuous power control. However, a con-
tinuously variable transmit power level can be impracti-
cal since the feedback channel data rate is limited. There-
fore, SQPC is extended to successive rate and power quan-
tization (SRPQ) by considering power level quantization as
well.

The organization of this paper is as follows. The system
model is introduced in Section 2. V-BLAST is specifically de-
scribed in Section 3, with optimal PARC, when the trans-
mit antenna powers are given. The antenna power allocation
that maximizes the capacity is derived in Section 4. Section 5
shows that the open-loop capacity can be approached us-
ing V-BLAST with equal power allocation; additional power
control only leads to a slight increase in capacity. Section 6
first suggests a simple discrete bit loading algorithm based on
rounding off the rate from a continuous set with equal power
allocation. Then, a new discrete bit loading is presented
along with continuous power control, SQPC, in Section 7. In
Section 8, a discrete bit loading with quantized power levels,
SRPQ is suggested. Results are shown in Section 9. Conclu-
sions follow in Section 10.
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2. SYSTEM MODEL

We assume a general architecture with M transmit and N
receive antennas and perfect channel estimation at the re-
ceiver. Rate and/or power information can be fed back to
the transmitter. The M × 1 transmit signal vector is x; the
N × 1 received signal vector is y. The N ×M channel matrix
H can take any value; however, for a rich scattering environ-
ment, we assume that H is composed of independent zero-
mean complex Gaussian random variables. The zero-mean
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector at the receiver,
denoted by n, has a covariance matrix equal to the identity
matrix scaled by σ2. For simplicity, we assume σ2 = 1 and
scale the channel appropriately. The average power of each
component of the H matrix is indicated by g, while the to-
tal power available to the transmitter is denoted by PT . An
average SNR ρ is defined as PTg.

This model can be expressed mathematically as

y = Hx + n, (2)

where E[nnH] = IN and E[H(n1,m1)∗H(n2,m2)] = gδ(n1−
n2,m1−m2) for all n1, n2, m1, and m2. IN denotes the identity
matrix of size N×N , δ(m,n) denotes the 2-dimensional Kro-
necker delta function, and H(n,m) indicates the nth row and
mth column element of the H matrix. Consistent with the
open-loop V-BLAST concept, the signals radiated from dif-
ferent antennas are independent. Hence, the covariance ma-
trix of x can be expressed as follows when the power allocated
to antenna m is equal to Pm:

E
[

xxH
] =



P1 0 · · · 0 0
0 P2 · · · 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 · · · PM−1 0
0 0 · · · 0 PM

 , (3)

where
∑M

m=1 Pm = PT . When we simply allocate equal power
to all the transmit branches, we assign Pm = PT/M. We use
(·)T and (·)H to denote transposition and Hermitian trans-
position, respectively. For scalars, (·)∗ denotes complex con-
jugate.

3. V-BLAST WITH PARC

With respect to minimum mean square error (MMSE) V-
BLAST, the natural extension is PARC, which is explained in
detail below.

The capacity of the mth transmit antenna Cm can be
expressed in terms of the channel matrix and the trans-
mit power of each antenna. We define hm as the mth col-
umn of H and H(m) (m = 1, . . . ,M) as the N × (M −
m+ 1) matrix [hmhm+1 · · · hM−1hM]. We also define P(m)
as an (M − m + 1) × (M − m + 1) diagonal matrix with
(Pm,Pm+1, . . . ,PM−1,PM) along the diagonal.

According to the OSD procedure described in [15], the
signals radiating from the M transmit antennas are decoded

in any agreed-upon arbitrary order. In the remainder, it is
assumed, without loss of generality, that they are decoded
according to their index order. It is interesting to note that,
unlike the open-loop V-BLAST, the ordering has no impact
on the capacity attained by the sum of all M antennas.1 It
does, however, impact the fraction of that capacity that is al-
located through rate adaptation to each individual antenna.
It also affects the total rate when both rate and power are
quantized.

The process is parameterized by a set of projection vec-
tors Fm (m = 1, . . . ,M) and cancellation vectors Bm1, Bm2,
. . . , Bmm (m = 1, . . . ,M − 1), all with a dimension of N × 1.
In decoding the mth transmit antenna signal, interference
from the (m− 1) already decoded signals is subtracted from
y by applying the proper cancellation vectors to reencoded
versions of their decoded symbols. An inner product of that
cancellation process result and the projection vector corre-
sponding to the mth antenna is fed into the mth antenna de-
coder.

The first antenna, in particular, is decoded based on Z1,
which is obtained as the inner product of F1 and the receive
vector Y1 = y expressed as Z1 = 〈F1, Y1〉 = F1

HY1. The
decoded bits are reencoded to produce x̂1. The second an-
tenna is similarly decoded based on Z2, where Z2 is now the
inner product of F2 and a vector Y2 obtained by subtract-
ing the vector B11x̂1 from y. Therefore, Y2 = y − B11x̂1 and
Z2 = 〈F2, Y2〉. In general, the mth antenna is decoded based
on Zm = 〈Fm, Ym〉 = FH

m(y −∑m−1
j=1 B(m−1) j x̂ j). Here, it is as-

sumed that all decoded bits are error-free, which is legitimate
in the analysis of capacity [16].

The optimal cancellation vectors are given by B(m−1) j =
h j , and the optimal projection vectors are Fm = (H(m +
1)P(m + 1)H(m + 1)H + IN )−1hm [15].

Furthermore, the capacity of the mth antenna can be ex-
pressed as

Cm = log2

(
1 + Pmhm

H(H(m + 1)P(m + 1)

×H(m + 1)H + IN
)−1

hm

)
(m = 1, . . . ,M),

(4)

and it was proved in [15] that

M∑
m=1

Cm = log2 det
(

IN + HE
[

xxH
]

HH
)
, (5)

which, with equal power per antenna, is precisely the open-
loop MIMO capacity attainable with multidimensional cod-
ing [1]. Hence, the same capacity can be achieved using scalar
coding, but at the expense of rate adaptation using a low-
rate feedback channel. For a practical coding scheme with a
nonzero BER, the rate Rm is expressed as follows, using (1)

1It should be emphasized that this is true only in a capacity sense. In
practice, due to error propagation, error rate performances can differ de-
pending on the ordering.
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and (4):

Rm

= log2

(
1+

Pmhm
H(H(m+1)P(m+1)H(m+1)H +IN

)−1
hm

Γ

)
(m = 1, . . . ,M)

(6)

It is interesting to note that as the number of anten-
nas grows large, the capacities Cm become increasingly pre-
dictable from the statistics of the channel, and hence the
feedback need for each transmit antenna actually vanishes
progressively [18].

4. POWER CONTROL IN V-BLAST WITH PARC

In this section, the power Pm (m = 1, . . . ,M) allocation
methods are considered under the total power constraint. For
any set of powers Pm(m = 1, . . . ,M), the optimal capacity
and rate are those given by (4) and (6). The optimal power
allocation scheme here is different from the waterfilling solu-
tion in [4].

4.1. Optimal scheme for N = 1 or N = 2

The optimal power control was found only when the num-
ber of receive antennas is 1 or 2. The optimal power alloca-
tion for more extensive cases was independently derived in
[19].

When N=1, the open-loop MIMO capacity can be ex-
pressed as

C = log2

( M∑
m=1

Pm
∣∣hm

∣∣2
+ 1

)
, (7)

where hm is a scalar. Under the total power constraint, the
optimal power allocation corresponds to assigning the entire
power budget to the transmit antenna with the largest |hm|.

WhenN=2, following (5), the open-loop MIMO capacity
can be expressed as

C = log2

[( M∑
m=1

Pm
∣∣H(1,m)

∣∣2
+ 1

)
( M∑

m=1

Pm
∣∣H(2,m)

∣∣2
+ 1

)

−
( M∑

m=1

PmH(1,m)∗H(2,m) + 1

)

×
( M∑

m=1

PmH(2,m)∗H(1,m) + 1

)]
.

(8)

Under the total power constraint, the optimal power al-
location can be found using a Lagrangian method:

J
(
P1, . . . ,PM)

=
( M∑

m=1

Pm
∣∣H(1,m)

∣∣2
+ 1

)( M∑
m=1

Pm
∣∣H(2,m)

∣∣2
+ 1

)

−
( M∑

m=1

PmH(1,m)∗H(2,m) + 1

)

×
( M∑

m=1

PmH(2,m)∗H(1,m) + 1

)
+ λ

( M∑
m=1

Pm − PT

)
,

(9)

where J(P1, . . . ,PM) is convex with respect to Pm. The opti-
mal power allocation should satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
condition [20]; if the optimal power allocation Pm is posi-
tive for all m = 1, . . . ,M, then the optimal power assignment
policy is found from ∂J/∂Pl = 0 (l = 1, . . . ,M) and the total
power constraint. ∂J/∂Pl = 0 becomes

M∑
m=1

Pm
∣∣H(1, l)H(2,m)−H(1,m)H(2, l)

∣∣2

= λ− ∣∣H(1, l)
∣∣2 − ∣∣H(2, l)

∣∣2
(l = 1, . . . ,M).

(10)

If some Pm’s are zero in the optimal power allocation, then
∂J/∂Pl should be zero only for the nonzero Pl’s and the total
power constraint should be satisfied. By checking this condi-
tion numerically, the optimal power allocation can be found.
Simulation results are shown in Section 5.

4.2. Suboptimal scheme for N > 2

We were not able to find the optimal power and rate alloca-
tions when the number of receive antennas is more than 2.
By solving the nth-order linear equations, we can get the op-
timal power solution, but obtaining a closed form, even for
N = 3, is extremely complicated. However, from the optimal
solution for N = 1 and N = 2, we observe the following:

(i) the optimal power allocation scheme usually corre-
sponds to selecting 1 or 2 antennas while switching off
the remaining ones completely;

(ii) with suboptimal power allocations (e.g., equal-power
allocation), the capacity loss is small.

Based on these observations, we suggest a suboptimal power
allocation algorithm that works for any combination of M
and N . First, divide the total power PT by M and consider
PT/M as a power unit. There are M such power units. Then,
consider every possible power unit distribution over anten-
nas, calculate the sum capacity (5) of each distribution, and
select the one that yields the largest sum capacity of all the
distributions.

5. CAPACITY RESULTS

Numerical values for the capacity are shown in this section.
Equation (1) is equivalent to the capacity formula for two di-
mensions when the gap (Γ) is 0 dB. The average (ergodic)
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Figure 1: Average capacity when M = 2 and N = 2.

capacity is used as a performance measure. We have also
tested the outage capacity at small levels of outage, which
shows a performance trend similar to that of the average
capacity. Hence, the outage capacity results are not shown
here.2 Figures 1, 2, and 3 show such average capacity for var-
ious combinations of M and N . For each combination, the
following cases are depicted: MIMO capacity, optimal power
allocation with PARC, equal power allocation with PARC,
suboptimal power allocation with PARC, and equal power
and equal rate allocation. The MIMO capacity is the maxi-
mum rate achievable by transmitting over the channel eigen-
modes when both the transmitter and the receiver know the
channel matrix [4]. In other words, the MIMO capacity here
is the closed-loop MIMO capacity. Furthermore, the spectral
efficiency of equal power allocation with PARC is equal to the
open-loop MIMO capacity.

In a moderate to high SNR regime, equal power alloca-
tion across antennas works almost as well as the optimal (or
suboptimal) power allocation as long as the rate is controlled
under OSD. Hence, power adaptation becomes largely irrel-
evant with PARC in a moderate to high SNR region. How-
ever, in a low SNR region, it is observed that power alloca-
tion improves the capacity. This is in line with conclusions
drawn in other research literatures in similar cases. In a single
user time-varying channel, a close-to-optimal performance
is achieved by transmitting a constant power when the chan-
nel path gain is larger than a certain threshold value [21].

2In general, unless all the schemes produce the same probability density
function of achievable capacity, the outage capacity does not follow the same
trend as the average capacity.
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Figure 2: Average capacity when M = 4 and N = 2.
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Figure 3: Average capacity when M = 4 and N = 4.

Results also show that the capacity loss relative to the
closed-loop MIMO capacity is not significant (except in
Figure 2, where the gap between MIMO capacity and equal-
power capacity is not reduced even though we increase the
average SNR). Therefore, equal power allocation combined
with PARC under OSD is a practical and efficient method to
approach the MIMO capacity. All the schemes proposed in
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this paper perform better than the equal power and rate allo-
cation (MMSE) V-BLAST.3

6. SIMPLE ROUNDING-OFF

Here, a simple, discrete bit loading algorithm is proposed.
Given that PARC under equal power allocation achieves the
open-loop MIMO capacity as seen in (5), a natural practical
extension is to simply round off each rate per antenna with
equal power allocation. Here, it is assumed that all the deci-
sions are correct during OSD process.

Given the rate Rm as described in (6), round off Rm and
assign the rounded-off rate [Rm], where [x] is the largest in-
teger which is smaller than or equal to x. The rate set can
be reduced further by considering only every qth integer. In
this case, the rounded-off rate is q[Rm/q]. This quantization
method does not limit the maximum rate used, but simu-
lation results in Section 9 show that the maximum rate per
antenna calculated with this algorithm is less than or equal
to 16 QAM when an average SNR is 10 dB. Hence, clipping
in quantization is not considered.

As there is no power control, this is simpler than the fol-
lowing two schemes. However, unlike in the continuous rate
case, results in Section 9 show that the spectral efficiency loss
is significant when power is not adapted.

7. SUCCESSIVE QUANTIZATION WITH
POWER CONTROL

A more efficient discrete bit loading algorithm is proposed
by also adapting the power levels at each transmit antenna.
Obviously, the performance is maximized by using optimal
power control under the assumption that discrete rates are
available at each transmit antenna. However, a closed-form
solution for the optimal discrete rate and continuous power
control cannot be found analytically; furthermore, an ex-
haustive search over the set of rate and power levels is too
complicated to be conducted in real time. Hence, instead
of the optimal rate and power control scheme, an ad-hoc
discrete bit loading method, successive quantization with
power control (SQPC) (Figure 4), is suggested in the fol-
lowing. Here also all the decodings are assumed perfect in
OSD.

The transmit antennas are labeled according to the or-
der in which they are decoded at the receiver. The SINR of
the kth transmit antenna contains interference from all the
antennas decoded after it (i.e., k + 1, . . . ,M). The available
rates are assumed to be 0, q, 2q, 3q, and so on. Therefore, q is
the interval between rate quantization levels. Again, there is
no clipping; from numerical calculations, the maximum rate

3Equal power and rate allocation should be interpreted carefully. This
is achieved when a codebook designer knows the channel and then allo-
cates equal power and rate across the antennas. However, in practice, MMSE
V-BLAST is designed without any prior knowledge regarding the channel.
Therefore, one MMSE V-BLAST can achieve one point on the curve not the
entire curve.

m =M,
Premaining = PT

Allocate
Premaining/m

to the mth antenna

Quantize Rm,max

Calculate required Pm

Premaining − Pm > 0?

Yes
m = m− 1,
Premaining =

Premaining − Pm

No
Reduce
Rm,max

Figure 4: SQPC algorithm.

per antenna is less than or equal to 16 QAM when an average
SNR is 10 dB.

First, the power and rate for the Mth antenna are allo-
cated. The rate of this Mth antenna is independent of the
power of all other antennas. PT is divided by M and then as-
signed as the transmit power of the Mth antenna. Then, we
calculate the maximum rate RM,max possible for PM = PT/M
from (6). Next, round RM,max and recalculate how much PM
is needed to support rounded RM,max from (6). Here “round
x” means q{x/q}, where {x} means the integer closest to x.
If that power exceeds PT , then subtract q from RM,max. Then,
recalculate how much power is necessary to support the re-
duced RM,max from (6).

Second, the power and rate for the (M − 1)th antenna
are allocated. Given the interference due to the Mth antenna
from the previous stage, calculate the maximum rate for the
(M−1)th antenna, assuming (PT−PM)/(M−1) is allocated as
the transmit power of the (M−1)th antenna. RoundRM−1,max

and recalculate how much PM−1 is needed to support this
rounded RM−1,max. If (PM + PM−1) exceeds PT , then subtract
q from RM−1,max and recalculate PM−1 which can support the
reduced RM−1,max.

Iteratively, at step j ( j < M − 1), the power and rate for
the (M − j)th antenna are determined. The exact amount
of interference from M,M − 1, . . . , (M − j + 1)th antennas
is known at this stage. Calculate the maximum rate for the
(M− j)th antenna,RM− j,max, assuming (PT−(PM+PM−1 · · ·+
PM− j+1))/(M − j) is allocated as the transmit power of the
(M − j)th antenna. Round RM− j,max and calculate the new
PM− j which can support rounded RM− j,max. If (PM + PM−1 +
· · · + PM− j) exceeds PT , then reduce RM− j,max by q and find
the new PM− j which can support the reduced RM− j,max.

At step M − 1, where the power and rate for the first an-
tenna are determined, R1,max is calculated, assuming (PT −
(PM + PM−1 · · · + P2)) is allocated as the transmit power of
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the 1st antenna. Round off R1,max and recalculate a new P1

which can support rounded-off R1,max. Here, rounding up is
not an option since it would violate the power budget.

SQPC will inherently leave some part of the total power
PT unused. This residual power is not sufficient to increase
the rate of any antenna to the next higher quantized level.

8. SUCCESSIVE RATE AND POWER QUANTIZATION

SQPC in Section 7 can become infeasible, especially when
frequent rate and power level updates are necessary. As power
levels still assume infinite precision, frequent power level up-
dates cannot be supported due to a limited data rate on the
feedback channel. Here, we look into the case in which both
rate and power are adapted, while limiting the number of
available rate and power levels. Here also, a closed-form so-
lution for the optimal discrete rate and discrete power con-
trol does not exist; again, an exhaustive search over the set
of rates and powers is too complicated to be conducted in
real time. Hence, an ad hoc suboptimal discrete bit loading,
successive rate and power quantization (SRPQ) (Figure 5), is
also suggested as follows. Here also, all the decoding stages
are assumed perfect during OSD.

We use the same notation for the antenna labeling and
the achievable rates as in Section 7. Furthermore, the avail-
able transmit power levels are 0, PT/(NP − 1), 2PT/(NP −
1), . . . , and PT , where NP is the number of available transmit
power levels. In SQPC, only rate per antenna was quantized
while the power levels could take any continuous values.

First, the power and rate for the Mth antenna branch
are allocated. PT is divided by M and then assigned to the
Mth branch. Then, the maximum rate RM,max possible is
calculated for PM = PT/M from (6). Next, round RM,max

and recalculate how much PM is needed to support rounded
RM,max from (6). Then round up PM considering the num-
ber of power levels available. In other words, PM is updated
as qp[PM/qp], where qp = PT/(NP − 1) and [x] means the
integer closest to and larger than x. Round-off is not an op-
tion since it would ruin the reliability according to (1). If that
power exceeds PT , then subtract q from RM,max. Recalculate
how much power is required to support the reduced RM,max

from (6). Then round up PM so that PM can take one of NP

transmit power levels as before. If this PM still violates the
power budget, subtract q from RM,max again and repeat the
process until the power budget is satisfied.

Second, the power and rate for the (M − 1)th antenna
are allocated. Given the interference due to the Mth antenna
from the previous stage, calculate the maximum rate for the
(M − 1)th antenna while assuming that (PT − PM)/(M − 1)
is allocated as the transmit power of the (M − 1)th antenna.
Round RM−1,max and recalculate how much PM−1 we need to
support this rounded RM−1,max. Then round up PM−1 so that
PM−1 can take one of NP transmit power levels. If (PM+PM−1)
exceeds PT , then subtract q from RM−1,max and recalculate the
smallest PM−1 which is among the available NP power levels
and can support reduced RM−1,max. If the power budget can-
not be satisfied, keep reducing RM−1,max by q until the power
budget is satisfied.

m =M,
Premaining = PT

Allocate
Premaining/m

to the mth antenna

Quantize Rm,max

Calculate required Pm

Quantize Pm

Premaining − Pm > 0?

Yes

m = m− 1,
Premaining =

Premaining − Pm

No
Reduce
Rm,max

Figure 5: SRPQ algorithm.

Iteratively, at step j ( j < M − 1), the power and rate
for the (M − j)th antenna branch are allocated. The exact
amount of interference from M, M−1, . . . , (M− j+ 1)th an-
tenna branches is known. Calculate the maximum rate for
the (M − j)th antenna branch, RM− j,max, assuming (PT −
(PM+PM−1 · · ·+PM− j+1))/(M− j) is allocated as the transmit
power of the (M− j)th branch. Round RM− j,max and calculate
new PM− j which is one of the available NP power levels and
can support rounded RM− j,max. If (PM + PM−1 + · · · + PM− j)
exceeds PT , then reduce RM− j,max by q and find a new PM− j

which is one of the available NP power levels and can sup-
port reduced RM− j,max. If the power budget is not satisfied,
keep reducing RM− j,max and calculate appropriate PM− j .

At step M − 1, where the power and rate for the first an-
tenna are decided, the maximum rate R1,max is calculated as-
suming that (PT − (PM + PM−1 · · · + P2)) is allocated as the
transmit power of first branch. Round off R1,max and recalcu-
late a new P1, which is one of the available NP power levels
and can support rounded R1,max. If the power budget is not
satisfied, keep reducing R1,max and calculate appropriate P1.
Here, rounding up is not an option since it would definitely
violate the power budget.

Several variations are shown in the following subsections.
The first one is a variation in which residual power is used
efficiently to reduce error propagation, while the second one
is a variation in which an efficient decoding order is found.

8.1. SRPQ1: efficient use of residual power

SRPQ inherently leaves some part of the total power PT un-
used. This residual power is not sufficient to increase the rate
of any antenna to the next higher quantized level. However,
this residual power can be used efficiently to reduce the er-
ror rate. Therefore, by pouring residual power into the first
antenna, which is decoded first, its BER performance can be
improved. This reduction in BER, in turn, helps improve the
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Figure 6: Effect of rate quantization when M = N = 2.

decoding reliability at later stages. Pouring all the residual
power into the first antenna does not increase the feedback
channel rate, even though P1 is not within the NP possible
power levels since P1 equals (PT −

∑M
m=2 Pm), which can be

calculated at the transmitter once Pm (2 ≤ m ≤ M) are fed
back. This variation of the SRPQ scheme is called SRPQ1.

8.2. SRPQ2: efficient decoding order

So far, the decoding order has been chosen arbitrarily. In a ca-
pacity sense, it was proved that the same total rate is achieved
regardless of the decoding order. However, for the quantized
rate power case, it is unclear whether the optimization of de-
coding order is helpful or not. Here, a decoding order is opti-
mized by doing a full search over all possible decoding orders.
This variation of SRPQ scheme is called SRPQ2.

9. RESULTS

The following schemes are considered: MIMO Capacity, SR,
SQPC, SRPQ1, and SRPQ2. The MIMO capacity is the
closed-loop MIMO capacity as in Section 5. For each average
SNR ρ, H is generated 1000 times and the average capacity
is calculated assuming that a scalar capacity-achieving code
is used: Γ = 1 at (1). First, the effect of rate quantization is
investigated; later, power quantization is also considered.

9.1. Effect of rate quantization levels

When q is equal to 1, both square and cross QAM (0
bits/symbol, 1 bit/symbol, 2 bits/symbol, and so on) are al-
lowed as a signal constellation. On the other hand, when q is
equal to 2, only square QAM (0 bits/symbol, 2 bits/symbol,
4 bits/symbol, and so on) is allowed. For each q, optimal
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Figure 7: Effect of rate quantization when M = N = 4.

discrete rate is the case in which the spectral efficiency is
maximized under a total power constraint when only dis-
crete rates (0, q, 2q, . . .) are available per antenna. In Figures
6 and 7, the average capacity is displayed as function of the
quantization levels. When the power on each transmit an-
tenna is not adapted at all (SR case), using a smaller number
of discrete rate levels (q = 2) results in poor performance
compared with using a larger number of discrete rate levels
(q = 1). However, in other schemes (SQPC, optimal discrete
rate), the performance difference is not significant between
q = 1 and q = 2. The trade-off between feedback informa-
tion and performance is observed; power levels at each an-
tenna in SR do not need to be fed back. However, more rate
levels (smaller q) need to be fed back for SR than for SQPC in
order to achieve the same performance level. Hence, it is con-
cluded that q = 2 is a reasonable quantization level choice,
where power control is also available.

9.2. Effect of power quantization levels

In this section, q is assumed to be 2 and the capacities of
the various schemes are compared, depending on the power
quantization levels. In Figures 8 and 9, SQPC always per-
forms better than SR for the same M, N , and q. Furthermore,
the performance gap increases with M and N . Moreover, for
low SNR, the capacity of SQPC falls short of the MIMO ca-
pacity by 4 dB in SNR when q = 2. Due to space limitations,
the result for q = 1 cannot be presented, but in this case,
the performance of SQPC is less than the MIMO capacity by
3 dB in SNR.

For a low average SNR ρ, a small number of power levels
does not degrade the performance significantly from a large
number of power levels. The reason is that, for a low SNR,
usually only a single antenna is activated. However, for a high
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Figure 8: Average capacity when M = 2 and N = 2 for q = 2.

average SNR ρ, the performance loss is considerable as the
number of power levels is decreased. Indeed, when Np ≤ 4,
the degradation caused by power control quantization be-
comes so great that it is better not to do power allocation at
all, since SR scheme outperforms both SRPQ1 and SRPQ2.

Our results suggest that Np = 16 and Np = 32 for
M = N = 2 and M = N = 4, respectively, result in minimal
degradation compared to the scheme in which continuous
power is allowed. Moreover, this choice of Np leads to only
2 dB away from the MIMO capacity if a capacity achieving
scalar coding is used. Finally, as can be seen, SRPQ2 outper-
forms SRPQ1 in terms of spectral efficiency. This shows that
the decoding order indeed matters when continuous rate and
power cannot be used.

10. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes an extension of V-BLAST in which the
MIMO capacity is approached closely with rate and/or power
control using scalar coding with successive interference can-
cellation. Two practical discrete bit loading algorithms are
proposed: SQPC and SRPQ. Simulation results show that
power control is necessary, especially in a low SNR regime.
Furthermore, it is shown that 4 or 5 bits are sufficient for
power quantization levels in order to sustain a similar spec-
tral efficiency to that achieved by continuous power levels.
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We propose a new automatic repeat request (ARQ) scheme for MIMO systems with multiple transmit and receive antennas. The
substreams emitted from various transmit antennas encounter distinct propagation channels and thus have different error statis-
tics. When per-antenna encoders are used, separating ARQ processes among the substreams results in a throughput improvement.
Moreover, it facilitates the interference cancellation in certain MIMO techniques. Quantitative results from UMTS simulations
demonstrate that the proposed multiple ARQ structure yields more than 30% gain in link throughput.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Third-generation cellular systems are being designed to sup-
port high-speed packet data services. In the downlink, which
has more stringent requirements in many of such services,
high-speed packet access is provided through a shared chan-
nel where time-division multiplexing is used. Time slots are
assigned to users at specific data rates through a scheduling
algorithm based on the user data backlog and on channel
quality indication (CQI) received via a feedback channel.1

Such a transmission scheme allows multiple users to share
the system resources efficiently by adapting to traffic and
channel variations and it also avoids possible resource lim-
itations that might occur if each user were allocated a ded-
icated code-multiplexed channel. Therefore, it has the po-
tential to improve the capacity for delay-tolerant bursty ser-
vices. Examples where this scheme will be implemented in-
clude the CDMA 1x EV-DO and 1x EV-DV and the UMTS
high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) [1, 2]. Several
advanced technologies are employed in high-speed downlink
transmission to improve link throughput or reduce packet
delay by adapting to the time-varying channel conditions,

1Each terminal measures its channel condition and translates it into a
metric to be fed back to the serving base station.

traffic statistics, and quality-of-service requirements. Some
of these adaptive techniques, relevant to this paper, are sum-
marized below.

Multiple transmit and receive antennas. The use of mul-
tiple antennas at each base station sector is already part of
every third-generation standard. In the downlink, specifi-
cally, these antennas can be used to provide transmit diver-
sity and/or to direct a beam towards the intended terminal.
The deployment of multiple receive antennas at data ter-
minals is also being considered. The combination of mul-
tiple transmit and receive antennas will enable the imple-
mentation of a number of multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) techniques that promise spectacular increases in
throughput without the need for additional power or band-
width [3, 4, 5].

Dynamic link adaptation through adaptive modulation
and coding. Typically, each transmission in the downlink
shared channel is at the maximum available power, with no
power control. Therefore, link adaptation [6, 7], which ad-
justs the modulation and coding schemes (MCS), provides
an efficient way of maximizing the instantaneous usage of
the wireless channel. Specifically, it enables the use of aggres-
sive MCSs when channel conditions are favorable while it re-
verts to MCSs that are more robust but with lower transmis-
sion rates when channel conditions degrade. The base station
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selects the appropriate MCS based on the CQI for the user
served at each time slot. We hereby refer to the MCS selec-
tion process as the mapping design.

Automatic repeat request (ARQ) or hybrid ARQ (HARQ).
The performance of MCS-based link adaptation largely de-
pends on the accuracy of the CQI, which is difficult to main-
tain as velocity increases. The delay tolerance of many data
services enables the use of retransmission schemes to re-
cover erroneous packets. Recently, HARQ techniques have
been adopted by several wireless standardization bodies, for
example, 3GPP and 3GPP2. HARQ [8, 9, 10] can improve
throughput performance, compensate for link adaptation er-
rors, and provide a finer granularity in the rates effectively
pushed through the channel. Upon detecting a transmission
failure, mostly by cyclic redundancy check (CRC), the termi-
nal sends a request to the base station for retransmission. The
delay due to packet acknowledgement can be significantly re-
duced by placing the HARQ functionality in the base station
(Node B in UMTS) rather than in the radio network con-
troller (RNC in UMTS). The packet decoder at the mobile
combines the soft information of the original transmission
with those of the subsequent retransmissions. The combined
signal has higher probability of successful decoding. In gen-
eral, there are two ways of soft combining. With chase com-
bining, the base station repeatedly sends the same packet and
the receiver aggregates the energy from the (re)transmissions
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [11, 12]. A more
sophisticated HARQ mechanism, named incremental redun-
dancy (IR), transmits additional redundant information in
each retransmission and gradually reduces the coding rate
until successful decoding occurs [13, 14, 15]. Compared with
chase combining, IR requires larger receiver buffers but it can
achieve better performance [16]. It also provides finer gran-
ularity in the encoded rates and allows for better adaptation
to channel variations.

Scheduler. In a multiuser system where user channel con-
ditions change over time, a scheduler can exploit those chan-
nel variations by giving certain priority to the users with
transitorily better channels. The scheduler critically impacts
the system performance. Several scheduling algorithms have
been proposed in the literature to maximize the packet data
throughput, subject to various fairness conditions [17].

The above technologies are tightly coupled. However,
since some of them reside in different layers, that is, HARQ
in the medium access control (MAC) layer and MIMO in
the physical layer, they are usually discussed and treated
separately. The evaluation of each technology fails to take
into account the performance improvement or degradation
brought about by the other one. In particular, the link layer
performance of any MIMO algorithm is usually selected ac-
cording to the raw data rate at some operating point, for ex-
ample, 10% packet error rate. However, when some level of
channel uncertainty exists and the system supports HARQ, it
may be beneficial to transmit aggressively at higher packet er-
ror rates and recover channel errors through retransmissions
[18]. The throughput depends heavily on the transmission
strategy. An overly aggressive transmission could produce
too many unsuccessful packet transmissions that diminish

the overall throughput, while an overly conservative one fails
to fully utilize the channel. In this case, the overall through-
put depends on the algorithms at both layers and only
cross-layer design can enable the most efficient use of the
channel.

In this paper, we address some of the key design issues as-
sociated with the choice of the HARQ structure to be used for
MIMO physical layer transmission. We propose a new HARQ
structure that matches the layered structure of the most pop-
ular MIMO architectures [19]. Simulation results show that
the performance sensitivity to the choice of HARQ depends
on the aggressiveness of the transmissions and on the type of
CQI.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the layered architectures with per-antenna encoding.
Modifications to the conventional HARQ structure to fit
these layered architectures are discussed in Section 3. We
compare the performance of different HARQ structures in
Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. LAYERED ARCHITECTURES WITH
PER-ANTENNA ENCODING

In order to approach the MIMO channel capacity in rich
multipath environments, the substreams radiated from the
various transmit antennas should be uncorrelated [20, 21].
Nonetheless, it may in practice be advantageous to jointly en-
code them (Figure 1a). This has motivated a blossoming in-
terest in the design of space-time (vector) codes [22]. Clearly,
when the substreams are jointly encoded, they should share
a single CRC.

The complexity of joint detection, however, explodes as
the number of transmit antennas grows large. As a result,
there has also been strong interest in devising alternative
approaches. One such approach is that of layered architec-
tures, which incorporate multiple scalar encoders, one per
transmit antenna. In these architectures, input data is de-
multiplexed into multiple substreams, which are then sep-
arately encoded and radiated from the various transmit an-
tennas (Figure 1b). At the receiver, the substreams are succes-
sively detected and cancelled [4, 5]. Specifically, the informa-
tion extracted from each substream is reencoded, interleaved,
and modulated to construct a replica of the transmitted sub-
stream. This replica, properly combined with the channel re-
sponse, is then subtracted from the overall received signal so
that—if there are no errors—the interference contribution
of this substream is removed. The complexity of these archi-
tectures increases more gracefully with the number of anten-
nas. Furthermore, they can capitalize on existing scalar cod-
ing formats.

A layered architecture can approach the MIMO chan-
nel capacity if the data rates of the different transmit an-
tennas are appropriately adjusted [23, 24]. This adjustment
requires separate CQI, one per transmit antenna, and thus
the amount of feedback required increases linearly with
the number of transmit antennas. We hereby refer to it as
per-antenna rate and CQI. Alternatively, a common CQI—
and thus the same data rate—can be used for all transmit
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Figure 1: MIMO transmitter architecture with different coding
structures.

antennas at the expense of some loss in capacity [23]. To
illustrate this point, Figure 2 depicts the difference between
the capacity with and without the constraint that the data
rate at each of the transmit antennas be equal, for the spe-
cific case of 4 transmit and 4 receive uncorrelated antennas
with Rayleigh fading. For the purpose of this paper, in any
event, the most relevant feature of a layered architecture is
that it does not constraint the transmit antennas to be jointly
encoded and share a unique CRC.

3. HARQ MECHANISMS FOR MIMO SYSTEMS

If the MAC layer is unaware of the presence of MIMO at
the physical layer, HARQ simply attaches a single CRC to
the packet with such CRC encompassing the data radiated
from the various transmit antennas. We refer to this scheme,
depicted in Figure 3a, as MIMO single ARQ (MSARQ).
Since substreams transmitted from different antennas en-
counter distinct propagation channels, they have different er-
ror statistics. Using a typical channel propagation model with
4 transmit and 4 receive uncorrelated antennas [21], we ob-
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Figure 2: Ergodic Shannon capacity with 4 transmit and 4 receive
antennas obtained via Monte Carlo simulation on a Rayleigh-faded
channel with no antenna correlation.

serve that in more than 70% of error events,2 only the sub-
streams from 1 or 2 transmit antennas are corrupted and thus
require a retransmission (Figure 4). However, upon an error
event, an MSARQ receiver has to request a retransmission of
the entire packet because it relies on the single CRC over the
whole packet. Retransmitting substreams that have already
been correctly received wastes throughput. When multiple
per-antenna encoders are used, it becomes possible to re-
move the constraint that the substreams radiated from mul-
tiple transmit antennas share a single ARQ process.

For per-antenna MIMO encoding architectures, we
herein propose to employ multiple ARQ processes, 1 for
each substream radiated from 1 transmit antenna or group
of antennas. This scheme is independent of the receiver-
processing algorithm and only requires that the receiver de-
codes substreams independently. We refer to this scheme as
MIMO multiple ARQ (MMARQ). As shown in Figure 3b, a
CRC symbol is appended to each substream. At the receiver,
each such substream is decoded and the associated CRC
is used to validate the content. Multiple acknowledgment
(NACK/ACK) indications are then sent back to the trans-
mitter. After receiving these acknowledgements, the trans-
mitter sends fresh packets from the transmit antennas that
have been successfully acknowledged and retransmits the
substreams that have been negatively acknowledged through
their associated transmit antennas. Hence, the HARQ opera-
tions at different transmit antennas are independent of each
other. We focus on high-speed downlink data transmission
so that the overhead due to multiple CRC symbols is neg-
ligible. However, we need to consider the uplink signaling
overhead due to multiple acknowledgements. For each ARQ
process, NACK/ACK requires an overhead of 1 bit plus error
protection redundancy. Therefore, the amount of ARQ feed-

2An error event occurs when any of the substreams contains an error.
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back overhead scales with the number of transmit antennas.
When that number is large, grouping the transmit antennas
and assigning a single ARQ process to each group can reduce
the signaling overhead.

Next, using per-antenna encoders with successive de-
coding and cancellation at the receiver as an example, we

describe the receiving procedures for both MMARQ and
MSARQ. The receiver decodes the transmitted substreams
sequentially following a certain order, which can be opti-
mized to achieve the best throughput performance. The first
substream is decoded from the overall aggregate received sig-
nal Y(t). The information data S0(t), extracted from sub-
stream 0, is then reencoded, interleaved, and modulated to
construct a replica of the transmitted substream. This replica,
combined with the channel response, that is, F(S0(t), H(t)),
is then subtracted from Y(t) so that the interference contri-
bution of this substream to the others is removed. This pro-
cedure is the so-called interference cancellation. The same
process is then applied to the remaining substreams, which
are thus successively extracted.

For MMARQ, the interference cancellation and HARQ
packet combining procedures can be blended advanta-
geously. In that case, the receiver would decode a substream
and use its associated CRC to validate the content. If this sub-
stream carries a retransmission packet and contains uncor-
rectable errors, the soft symbols of the packet would be com-
bined with those of the previous transmission(s) to extract
the information data. The receiver would then perform in-
terference cancellation to remove the interference due to this
substream. Interference cancellation is performed regardless
of the results of the CRC validation; therefore, all the sub-
sequent substreams can be decoded without waiting for the
retransmission of the current substream. However, the relia-
bility of the decoded data is much higher after HARQ packet
combining and, thus, using such data to reconstruct the sig-
nal replicas for interference cancellation reduces error propa-
gation. The detailed receiver procedure is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: MMARQ receiver flow chart.

In contrast, it is not so easy to combine HARQ with
interference cancellation when MSARQ is employed. As il-
lustrated in Figure 6, MSARQ separates HARQ packet com-
bining from interference cancellation. The receiver performs
packet decoding and interference cancellation to extract the
substreams and then combines those substreams into a com-
pound packet. In this case, decoding errors at each substream
could propagate to the substreams that are decoded after-

wards. Such error propagation could severely degrade the
performance. Another alternative would be to recancel inter-
ference on the HARQ combined signal upon a CRC failure.
This procedure is shown in Figure 7, wherein interference
cancellation is conducted twice. We refer to it as MSARQ
IC. The resulting hardware design, however, could be prob-
lematic, as the receiver would need to quickly feedback the
NACK indicator to the transmitter.
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Decode Si(t) from Y(t)

Yes

Received signal Y(t), i = 0

Figure 6: MSARQ receiver flow chart type I.

4. COMPARISON OF MSARQ AND MMARQ

In this section, we compare the performance of MSARQ and
MMARQ in the context of UMTS HSDPA [25]. The most
prominent features of HSDPA, which is specifically geared
towards delay-tolerant data, are as follows.

(1) A fraction of the power and code space available at the
base station is allocated to HSDPA while the rest is as-
signed to pilots, overhead channels, and voice traffic.

(2) HSDPA users are time-multiplexed in short frames.
A scheduler at the MAC layer determines the user to
be served at each frame. Each scheduling interval or
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Figure 7: MSARQ IC receiver flow chart.

frame lasts 2 milliseconds. We assume that the entire
HSDPA code space (10 codes in this paper) and trans-
mit power are assigned to the scheduled user. That
is, the base station transmits to only one user in each
frame using 10 codes and full power. The transmit sig-
nal consists of a superposition of such 10 orthogonal
codes.

(3) The Node B (or base station) MAC determines the

transmission rate for the user being served, based on
the CQI.

(4) The HARQ functionality resides between the Node B
and the mobile terminal to permit soft combining and
fast NACK/ACK feedback.

We have developed a simulation tool that captures the
dynamic processes in a radio network. The simulated radio
network consists of a base station (Node B) and multiple user
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terminals. The Node B possesses the following functionali-
ties.

(a) MACHSDPA. It performs scheduling, MCS selection,
and HARQ, based on the CQI feedback and the NACK/ACK
signaling from each terminal.

(i) Scheduler. System performance depends heavily on the
scheduling algorithm. For the purpose of this work,
we limit ourselves to a round-robin scheduler, which
exhibits maximum fairness across users. Additionally,
with such scheduler, it is easy to quantify the system-
level performance from the single-user performance.

(ii) MCS selection. The MCS at each transmit antenna is
separately controlled through CQI feedback from the
receiver [23, 24].

(iii) HARQ. The downlink HARQ operates asyn-
chronously, that is, the retransmissions can take
place anytime after the Node B receives a NACK/ACK.
The scheduler determines the exact time. To com-
pensate for the NACK/ACK feedback delay of 2
frames, each HARQ entity operates in terms of
three stop-and-wait (SAW) processes. This allows
HARQ to operate continuously without waiting for a
NACK/ACK signal. For MSARQ, all transmit antennas
use a single HARQ entity with 3 processes while, for
MMARQ, each transmit antenna uses one HARQ
entity with 3 processes. Chase combining is used to
combine the initial transmission with the retransmis-
sions. The maximum number of retransmissions is
30. If a corrupted packet cannot be recovered after
exhausting the maximum number of retransmis-
sions, the packet is discarded and the associated loss
should be recovered by higher layer error control
mechanism.

(b) PHY . The physical layer simulation consists of a se-
quence of events such as transmission and reception of sig-
nals, signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) evalua-
tion, and channel estimation. It employs a bandwidth of
5 MHz with 3.33-milliseconds frames. We assume that the
uplink channel operates at a rate of 64 kbps. At the terminal,
the substreams radiated by the various transmit antennas are
decoded according to a fixed order. The MCS of each such
substream is selected based on its detected SINR at the re-
ceiver and it is then fed back as a CQI message. Some addi-
tional premises are summarized below:

(i) fading is Rayleigh-distributed and frequency-flat and
the channel is either perfectly known at the receiver
or modeled by adding simulated estimation noise onto
the actual channel;

(ii) pedestrian speed (3 Km/hr);
(iii) 70% of transmit power dedicated to HSDPA;
(iv) 10 out of 16 orthogonal codes dedicated to HSDPA;
(v) 4 uncorrelated transmit and 4 uncorrelated receive an-

tennas;
(vi) 7 MCSs employing turbo codes with varying rates and

symbol repetition [4]: QPSK rate 1/4 repeated 4 times,
QPSK rate 1/4 repeated 2 times, QPSK rate 1/4, QPSK

rate 1/2, QPSK rate 3/4, 16-QAM rate 1/2, and 16-
QAM rate 3/4.

The probability of each substream being detected er-
roneously is given by a frame error rate (FER) versus in-
stantaneous SINR curve for each MCS. For the above MCS
schemes, these curves are displayed in Figure 8.

The ultimate performance measure is the single-user
throughput, defined as the ratio between the number of in-
formation bits correctly received by a user and the time that
the channel is allocated to that user:

throughput

= total good bits
(total frames with transmissions) · frame duration

.

(1)

Notice that the throughput represents the peak net through-
put that can be delivered to a user.

It should be pointed out that the throughput depends
on the mapping between the detected SINR and the selected
MCS per antenna. Such mapping is adjusted in order to max-
imize the throughput while maintaining some target FER
measured prior to HARQ operation. When this target FER is
small (less than 5%), the probability of retransmission is low
and there is no large gain with any kind of ARQ. As the target
FER increases, the probability of retransmissions grows and
there is a considerable gain with MMARQ. Hence, we opti-
mize the FER to maximize the throughput.

4.1. Performance with perfect channel
estimation and feedback

Our initial simulations assume perfect channel estimation
and error-free uplink feedback. We first examine the ad-
vantage of combining HARQ with interference cancellation
by comparing the compound packet error performance of
MSARQ and MSARQ IC. Separating interference cancella-
tion from HARQ combining fails to eliminate the interfer-
ence from any corrupted substream even if the substream is
later fully recovered through HARQ packet combining. Such
inefficiency results in a higher compound packet error rate
(Figure 9). To quantify the advantage of per-antenna HARQ
in MMARQ, the throughput performances of MMARQ,
MSARQ, and MSARQ IC are compared in Figure 10. We ob-
serve that MMARQ achieves 10%–20% improvement over
MSARQ IC and 26%–40% over MSARQ. Thus, the contri-
butions of combined operation and multiple ARQ structures
are roughly equal. The ergodic Shannon capacities for open-
loop single-transmit single-receive and 4-transmit 4-receive
configurations are also shown in the same figure as refer-
ences.

In the above example, MSARQ, MSARQ IC, and
MMARQ use the same MCS/SINR settings, which maxi-
mize the throughput for MMARQ but not necessarily for
MSARQ and MSARQ IC. Through additional simulations,
we find that the optimal MCS/SINR settings for MSARQ
and MSARQ IC yield a compound FER of 8%–10%, while
the optimal FER for MMARQ is around 15%–20%. The
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Figure 8: Frame error rate (FER) versus SINR for a single transmit
and a single receive antenna.
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Figure 9: Compound packet error rate of MSARQ and MSARQ IC.
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Figure 10: Throughputs of MMARQ, MSARQ, and MSARQ IC
with interference cancellation in ideal conditions.

corresponding individual substream error rates are 2%–5%
and 8%–18%, respectively. In practice, it is quite difficult
to guarantee a substream error rate of 5% or less. There-
fore, the optimal throughput of MMARQ would be easier
to achieve in a realistic environment. Nevertheless, the op-
timized throughputs are shown in Figure 11, where the im-
provement of MMARQ drops to around 10% with respect
to MSARQ IC and 20% with respect to MSARQ. By oper-
ating at a low packet error rate, channel coding and packet
combining can eliminate most channel errors. As such, the
throughput gap between MSARQ and MSARQ IC also di-
minishes.

4.2. Performance with imperfect channel
estimation and feedback

Next, we examine the performance of MSARQ, MSARQ IC,
and MMARQ in more realistic conditions, with imperfect
channel estimation and imperfect uplink feedback. The main
sources of imperfection are limited pilot power, finite chan-
nel coherence time, and feedback delay. We model these non-
idealities by adding noise to the SINR, that is,

γ̂dB = γdB + N
(
0, σ2

a

)
, (2)

where γ̂dB represents the SINR in dB as estimated by the re-
ceiver, γdB represents the actual SINR in dB, and N(0, σ2

a )
represents Gaussian noise with variance σ2

a . The estimation
error not only impacts the MIMO signal detection and de-
coding process, but also impacts the MCS selected for each
transmit antenna. In addition, the uplink feedback channel
also encounters a uniformly distributed binary error rate of
6%, which could corrupt the CQI and the NACK/ACK indi-
cation(s). Figure 12 illustrates the throughput performance
of MMARQ, MSARQ, and MSARQ IC for σ2

a = 1.5 dB.
The performance degradations range from 10% to 18% for
MMARQ, 17% to 32% for MSARQ, and 16% to 24% for
MSARQ IC. Relatively, MMARQ is less sensitive to chan-
nel estimation noise and feedback errors. As the level of un-
certainty increases, it becomes more difficult to guarantee a
successful transmission without sacrificing packet through-
put. In this case, it is beneficial to transmit aggressively and
use HARQ to recover from channel errors. Overall, MMARQ
achieves 30%–45% throughput improvement over MSARQ,
while per-antenna ARQ contributes to a 15%–25% through-
put improvement.

5. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new ARQ scheme suitable for any
MIMO scheme in which substreams radiated from differ-
ent antennas are encoded separately. Conventionally, a sin-
gle ARQ process is applied to each data packet. Upon an er-
ror event, all constituent substreams—including those that
have already been correctly received—are retransmitted. In
contrast, our proposed scheme separates the ARQ processes
for the substreams. We have quantified the gains of the new
scheme within the context of UMTS high-speed downlink
data access. We first considered ideal conditions with perfect
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Figure 11: Throughputs of MMARQ, MSARQ, and MSARQ IC
with interference cancellation in ideal conditions using the opti-
mized MCS/SINR settings.
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Figure 12: Throughput of MMARQ, MSARQ, and MSARQ IC
with interference cancellation in realistic conditions (with imper-
fect channel estimation and imperfect uplink feedback).

channel estimation and error-free uplink feedback, where
MMARQ improves the throughput by 25%–40%. We then
performed the simulations in more realistic conditions, with
imperfect channel estimation and possibly erroneous uplink
feedback. Such uncertainty leads to a higher loss rate, and
HARQ becomes a major technique for efficient error con-
trol and recovery. Hence, MMARQ is even more favorable
with the performance improvement increasing to 30%–45%
compared with MSARQ. It should be pointed out that the
results presented here are based on the premise of frequency-

flat fading and uncorrelated antennas. Frequency-selective
fading may modify this conclusion, and this problem is cur-
rently under investigation.

Traditionally, the physical layer had been considered the
performance bottleneck in wireless systems due to the unpre-
dictable nature of the radio channel. Higher layer issues, such
as scheduling, link adaptation, retransmissions, and mobile
routing, used to be discussed and treated separately from
major physical layer issues. With the convergence of mobile
communications and data services, however, there is a grow-
ing need for a cross-layer design that facilitates the interac-
tion of multiple protocol layers. In particular, one can couple
the design of link layer (i.e., MAC and RLP) with that of the
physical layer. The superior performance of MMARQ con-
firms the benefits of such joint layer design.
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